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PREFACE

This study of Environment, Race and Mtgrahon is m a sense a

new edition of the wnter's book Etmronment and Race, published in

1927 But so much new material has been added that it was deemed

advisable to indicate these addiUons by a slight change in the title

Among the 158 maps in the present volume, 100 did not appear in the

1927 book The section on the environmental control of modern

migrations has been greatly increased Five new chapters deal with

settlement in Canada, and constitute one of the first modern geo-

graphical studies of the whole Dominion Two of the diapters on

Australia are new, and a good deal more emphasis has been laid on

new settlement in Sibena and Africa The fundamental factors of

structure, climate, and changing environment are also more fully

explained for each continent

While the first half of the book still deals with the same topics of

the Evolution, Differentiation, and Dispersion of the Races of Man,

yet the water has published a number of lengthy papers on these

subjects since he wrote Environment and Race Moreover, m con-

neiuoa with, a oauxse of forty lectures which was broadcast from the

University of Chicago in 1933, he produced a small atlas dealing with

race problems Many of the maps are reproduced m this volume
Among the subjects much more fully treated are the validity of

the cephalic index m classification, the relation of Neanderthal man
to the Negro and Australoid, the archeology of Egypt, the shift of

forests and cultures in Europe, the expansion of the Slav^, the objec-

tions to the term “Mongolian Race”, the peopling of Japan; the

methods of raaal dispersion, and the application of the “Zones and
Strata” concept to the spread of cultures and organisms

The “Migration Zone Theory” of racial classification was first

published m 1919 The following list of the chief memoirs on this

subject will summanze the development of the present volume
1919 ‘ Climatic Cycles and Evolution (Geographtcal Renno New York)
1921 ' Evolution of Race and Language {Geographtcal Rntew New York)
1924 Kamilaroi and White (Royat Society of New South Wales Sydney)
1927 Etmrortmenl ani Race (.Oxford University Presa)
1930 Racial Migration Zones iHunum Biolo^ Baltimore)
1933 Atlas of Environment and Race (University of Chicago)
1934 * Ecological Basis of Anthropology (Ecology Chicago)
1936 ‘ ‘Zones and Strata Thewy of Race Classification (Human Btolozy

Baltimore) '

1939 Environment and Nation (University of Toronto Press)
1937 Environment, Race, and Mtgratton (University of Toronto Press)



PREFACEvm

In Bntaan and Amenca almost all the mterest of anthropologists

IS concentrated on cultural problems Roland Dixon's bool, published

in 1923, IS one of the few volumes m English which deals with the

same problems as my own thesis But in Germany there has been

much more activity of late jears The new Zettschnfl /ur Rassen-

kunde (with which the writer is associated as Joint Editor) is largely

concerned with problems of race classification The authontative

work of Baron \on Eickstedt, Rassenkunde und Rassengeschichte

(Stuttgart, 1934), studies raaal differentiation in much the same
fashion as Environment and Race, and comes to many of the same
conclusions In Amenca, while the anthropologists have not shown

much concern with race evolution, journals like Human Biology and

Ecology have been more hospitable to the new attack on human
problems, based on ecological pnnaples, with which I am concerned

As regards the topics (such as "Australia's Empty Spaces") in

Part III, after over twenty years of opposition :t can fairly be stated

that the views I advocated m 1912 are now generally accepted

Possibly this period of a quarter of a century is the time which must
elapse before unpalatable views of this description can be made con-

vinang to the educated public The wnter hopes that by 1944 his

views as to race evolution and the relative status of Nordics and

Alpines will also be generally accepted' If this be too much to ask,

perhaps by that time the vast difference between cidtural groups and

foctoJ (i e ,
biological) groups will no longer be ignored

It 13 my pleasant duty to thank several friends and firms for

assistance in preparing this volume The Oxford University Press

has kindly permitted the use of some sixty maps first published m the

earlier book Most of the photographs in Plate II have been lent by
the Bntish Museum Professor Harold Jnnis, whose volumes on the

economic history of Canada are well known has read the new chapters

on Canada Dr Isaiah Bowman has allowed me to incorporate m
the Australian section some new material recently published under his

editorship I have also to thank Mr Gordon Bums (Manager) and
Mrs Alison Hewitt (General Editor),both of the University of Toronto
Press, for their continued help during the printing of the book

Griffith Tavixir

Department of Geography,

The University of Toronto



PREFACE TO THE SECOND EDITION

In order to bring the book more into accord with the sub title

Fundamentals of Human Dtstnbuhon, a number of new maps have

been added which illustrate the control exercised on present day

population by temperature and rainfall These take the form of crop

maps of the several continents The other primary factor—the

distribution of the chief minerals—is charted in a parallel series of

maps
It may not be out of place to point out that the aspiration voiced

in the earlier preface has been in part realized Editions of this book

have appeared in two foreign languages My Vle^^s as to race

distribution and classification have been described at some length in

the current Encyclopaedia Brttanntca,as'we\\ as in Eickstedt’s History

of Race (Stuttgart, 1937) Hence one may accept them as well on

the way to becoming orthodox, though it will probably be many
years before the obnoxious racial subdivision “Mongolian" joins

“Caucasian" in the limbo of outworn terms

Advantage of a rapid reprinting of this second edition has been

taken to correct some minor errors in the text

PREFACE TO THE THIRD EDITION
Five new maps, dealing with the structure of the Pacific Ocean,

cultural composition of the Hawaiian folk, Paleolithic sites m France,
early Folsom Migrations into the United States, and World isotherms,

have been added to the text New developments m Australian
ethnology and land settlement (based on my recent visit) are included
With the publication of Urban Geography m January, 1949, this

tetralogy of Race (1937), Nation (1936), City (1949), and Civilization

(1947), has at length been completed
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INTRODUCTION



CHAPTER I

THE SCOPE OF THE BOOK

The world problem of today js the adjustment of the nations to

the crowding which, for the first time in history, is affecting the « hole

earth While every branch of research is necessary to assist us in a

satisfactory solution of this great problem, the conditions are so

different from any which have obtained before that we must be

cautious of following too blindly the methods which have earned us

more or less satisfactonly through enses in the past For, in addition

to a remarkable restriction in the resources of the world, we have an

equally remarkable increase in the aspirations of various backward

Figcke 1 —The sole areas m the world where rulers of non European
culture control the countries with Urge non European majorities (Hayti
and Ethiopia omitted) lada Burma and Ethiopia should be dotted

races These races have hitherto been too ignorant of other peoples
and other countnes to realize their own potentialities To quote
concrete examples, we have on the one hand tiie \}mted States strictly
limiting the influx of all immigrants, whether cultured or otherwise,
on the other hand \v e have millions of Indians and millions of Chinese
realizing that their standard of living is immeasurably below that of
peoples with less valuable natural resources and a much lower average
of human industry In the present stage of human evolution we find
that national power depends more and more on these two material

3



4 ENVIRONMENT, RACE. AND MIGRATION

factors, resources and industry In the long run, an infinite capacity

for taking pains will determine the status of the nation as surely as

it determines that of the individual

In Fig 1 we see the last regions in the world which have success-

fully resisted conquest or control by peoples of European culture

Excluding Hayti (one of the West Indian Islands) and Liberia (in

West Africa) where Negroes are in control, this “Non-European Bloc,”

as we may term it, extends from Egypt to the Paafic Japan and

Anatolia (Turkey) are probably the most powerful members tixlay,

but China 13 by far the best endowed for the future development

Of much less importance are Persia, Arabia, Afghanistan, and Siam

Egypt, Nepal, Malaya, and the Philippine Isles have a large measure

ol independence—which is slowly extending to India

In Fig 2 the point of view of the so called “coloured peoples” is

expressed graphically The total area of the world’s surface, ex

eluding the Polar Regions, is about 53 million square miles Of this

the so-called “white races" control eight ninths (47 millions) and the

"coloured ’ people one ninth (6 millions) The grave racial problems

of today lai^ely anse because m live ninths of the area (29 millions)

the population is almost wholly coloured, but the control is by white

people of an entirely dilTerent culture The unwarranted invasion

and conquest of Ethiopia (350,000 square miles), which have occurred

sines Gregory drew his diagram, for a time gravely increased the

tension between ‘ white” and “coloured” peoples But now that

Ethiopia IS no longer controlled by Europeans, this
'
sore spot" has

been healed It is precisely because these terms “white” and

"coloured” have no racial or biological meaning that every educated

person should leam something of modem ethnology

In the past it has been usual to explain national progress largely

m terms of military power, religious beliefs, and sagacious rulers, as

witness almost any history wntten m the nineteenth century It

would be foolish to deny the great influence of these factors, but there

is a growing school of thinkers who believe that the environment is

at least of equal importance, although the study of this factor has
been neglected in the past. This neglect is a natural one, since it is

only w ithin the last half century that the environments of the s anous
peoples have been understood at all adequately Further than this,

many scientists are coming to the conclusion that it is the vartalton

tn the environment which is the most potent factor of all in mfluenang
human evolution, w'hether biological or social An adequate dis-
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cussion of this concept is so recent that the number of important

English text books on the subject may almost be counted on the

fingers of one hand, but tivo of the most valuable may be mentioned

even at this early stage They are Ellsworth Huntington’s The

Chmattc Factor^ and CEP Brooks’s Evolution of Climate *

We shall not progress far unless we recognize that in essence

primitive man and, to a great extent, civilized man are controlled by

exactly the same fundamental factors as are the other members of

the animal kingdom In the mass they are conservative and prefer the

Ficvas 2—A diagram representing tbe land area of the globe by nine
squares It illustrates the main cause of racial unrest *nie total land
area is about 68 million square miles (After J W Gregory

)

known to the unknown It seems necessary to make a distinction

here between the migrations of pnmitive man and the emigrations of

people today In modem times knowledge of distant empty lands
is readily obtained, and appeals greatly to the more independent and
courageous members of a given crowded group Thus modem pioneers
are often superior to many of those whom they left behind It seems
likely that this kind of differentiation did not occur in pnmitive
times The world was not nearly so crowded and the unknown was

^The Climatic Factor as tllustraUd tn And Amertca (Washington, 1914)
^Evolution of Climate (London 1322)
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ternlying, so that the differentiatioa which occurred was not of the

type which occurs today The mam objective of man is to procure

suffiaent food and sheUer to ensure the survival of the race Only

when conditions become uncomfortable, owing to overcrowding or to

a change for the worse in the environment, does the tnbe or emigrant

leave the familiar homelands A vast amount of evidence has ac-

cumulated of late showing that dunng the time of man on the earth

It IS this last neglected factor (the changing environment) which has

led to many, perhaps most, of the migrations, aggressions, and wars

which constitute so much of the history of man both m the earlier

and later stages of his evolution

As we shall see m later chapters, it is the cUmatic change which

has affected man most directly in the past It is much the same

today Famines due to drought are more disastrous to man than

wars, which, however, are often indirectly based on the same phe-

nomenon One school of bioli^ts following \V D Matthew* refers

the whole course of mammalian evolution to those climatic changes

which have occurred most markedly in the largest land mass, the

continent of Asia As a result of these changes in the environment,

the various orders of animals have been thrust out from Asia in great

waves or migrations If this is true for the Camiv ores and Ungulates,

It must be true for the Primates, including that section which com-
prises the Races of Man

One of the mam objects of this book is to demonstrate that

primitive man, being subject to the same laws as other animals,

has evolved and migrated in response to similar stimuli He has

been affected throughout in the same fashion, so that we find a dis

tnbution of the ethnic types which indicates a raaal history almost

precisely opposite to that which was taught dunng the nineteenth

century We were led to believe from the older text books that the

centres o! human evolution were those places where the most pnmitive
races are found today Thus Central Afnca and Australia were
favounte "cradles of the human race " The new ethnology teaches
that the most pnmitive races are to be found farlhest auay from the

centre of evolution of the human races Throughout the ages the
fundamental law of the survival of the fittest has obtained, but it may
be expressed more exactly as regards man by the phrase "the weakest
goes to the wall ” The fittest tribes evolve and survive in the most

•atmau and Zvolvlion {AniutU bSAt Atadeny o] Sciencit Newport 1915)
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stimulating regions, i e , where living is not so hard as to stunt mental

development, and not so easy as to encourage sloth and loss of initi-

ative The least fit are ultimately crowded out into the deserts, the

tropical jungles, or the rugged mountains

Since, however, this "crowding out" is still occurring, ^\e should

expect to find (and do find) that there are a few primitive peoples still

living in attractive lands, provided they be so far distant from the

cradle lands or centres of evolution that the fitter races have hardly

reached them These primitive people are doomed to extinction,

hoivever, as we have seen in the case of the Tasmanians, the last of

^\hom died in 187G To quote another example, the aborigines in

Victoria and New South Wales are reduced to 120 and 1,200 respec-

tively, and a chart of their death rate shows that these tribes are

unlikely to last fifty years

I have now indicated some of the problems which I propose to

discuss in the following chapters Since the distribution of man
depends so largely on the environment, which in turn is largely a

function of the structure or build of a country, it seems logical to

commence by a discussion of the geological conditions which have

produced these structural conditions Many readers will be un
famjJjsj- wjtb gecJqgy, hence the second chapter contains an eJe

mentary descnption of the evolution of the build of North America
The general pnnaples discussed here apply m all the other continents

In the following chapter is given a brief survey of the world

which will draw attention to the very definite ‘ plan" which underlies

the arrangement, structure, and surface features of the continental

masses We shall see that Asia may be looked upon as the central

land from which extend three great ‘ peninsulas ” These are the

Eur African peninsula, the Australasian peninsula, and the American
peninsula

From the ethnological point of view it is sufficient to study only
the salient geographic features, such as the distribution of mountains,
forests, deserts, and grass lands These are arranged in a fairly

symmetrical fashion in zones around the North Pole This zonal
arrangement has a great bearing on the distribution of man, t\hich

indeed is in no small degree directly consequent upon it

As to the controls which dominate the distribution of man, they
ha\e obviously changed to some degree in modern times The
mingling of races is taking place so rapidly today that \\e are apt to
feel It IS impossible to disentangle the strands which are forming the
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web of avilization But modem oviliration may be conceived as

starting with the sixteenth century From the point of view of the

student of world settlement, this was an epoch ranking with that

which marked the change from Palaeolithic to Neolithic times

In Pre Columbian times the races were compelled to migrate

slowly The greatest speed was that of the nomad, and he was

obviously blocked not only by the seas, but to a large extent by the

deserts, mountains, and dense forests But the discoverers of the

vast empty areas of Amcnca, Siberia, and South Afnca, and later

of southern Australia, ' turned the flanks ’ of all these obstructions

Their voyages led to the establishment of distant nuclei of white

settlement, which soon disturbed that relatively simple arrangement

of the peoples of the world which had obtained before the sixteenth

century

It will therefore be found very helpful in our study if we consider

the distnbution of man dunng two penods of history First of all

the Pre Columbian Penod (Part ii herewith), and secondly the

Period of Modern Migrations (Parts in and iv) This division is

the more useful in that it should help to free our minds from that

natural but erroneous national prejudice which makes most of ua

imagine that our own race is necessarily the highest m mental, moral,

and physical status

It cannot be too greatly stressed that the feeling of supenonty

which dominates the so-called “white” races is a growth of the last

few centuries It was certainly not warranted m Pre Columbian
times, and was not entertained by the humble Europeans who first

came m contact with the Indian and Chinese Empires (see Fig 83)

Whatever determined the ethnological status of the various races, it

was certainly not the industrial revolution of the last hundred years,

which 13 the chief reason for the matenal supenonty of the white races

today We know that the races were differentiated before the dawn
of civilization Indeed, one result of the study of the distribution of

man is to lead the writer to the belief that the so called "yellow” or

Mongolian type of man is a later product of human evolution than
many western members of the so-called 'white" or European type
In other words, the Eastern Asiatic is farther from the pnmitive
anthropoid stock, while the Negroid and many West European peoples
mfwn’iivt.Vywn x^^»wfts^Ttjnii6ie\me olbuman evo'lution

It IS obvious that if we are to understand the migrations of
primitive roan, which led to the Pre Columbian distribution of races,
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some knowledge of the criteria upon which ethnology la based is

necessary There is, unfortunately, no unanimity as to the classifi-

cation of the major races fn the present work skuW measurements

and hair texture are considered of basic importance, and in association

with the environmental factors (such as climate and topography and

their changes) furnish the best evidence of racial affinities It is

believed that much new light is thrown on a vexed question by this

assoaation of critena, which, indeed, has been used with great success

by Ripley in his study* of one relatively small region of the world

When the general world environment and the ethnological cntena

have been discussed, the study of the distribution of primitive man in

Australasia is entered upon This region was chosen because in

studying organic groups it seems wise to proceed from the primitive

to the more complex Two areas, Africa and Australasia, are the

last refuges of primitive peoples The latter was familiar to the

writer, from his residence therein for twenty years, and therefore the

Australasian area is treated before Africa First of all a more par-

ticular account is given of the remarkable changes m the environment

of! the south east comer of the Asiatic cradle land It is shown that

great areas in the East Indies have been submerged since man lived

m these regions Even more important are the changes m climate and
vegetation of which the evidence in Australia is no less striking than

in better known regions of the world Much of the confusion as to

the ethnology in the Melanesian Islands would seem to be due to the

attempt to group all the inhabitants of the islands together In

point of fact, these islanders include races perhaps as little allied as

are Bushmen and Swiss Alpines A senes of zones is shown to exist in

the East Indies and in Australasia, which is so arranged that the most
primitive are found farthest from Asia, and the most advanced nearest

to Asia This distnbution about Asia is shown to be true in the other
"peninsulas," and is of fundamental importance m discussing the
evolution and ethnological status of the peoples concerned

The Eur African peninsula is now considered Here the racial

types have been fairly well investigated We know that the term
‘‘European’ has no value as an ethnological distinction Thus the
Savoyard of eastern France is afcm to the wild tribes of the Pamirs,
but not to the primitive peoples of the Dordogne only two hundred
miles to the west The Corsican is much more nearly allied to the
Comishman than to the Italian peoples of the adjacent Alps, In

*Tkt Races of Europe (London 1900)
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Wales, we are told, there are small groups still essentially allied to

Neanderthal man
The races of Europe can be "zoned,” and the three major races

are distributed around Asia in the same fashion as we have shown

that the peoples of the East Indies and Melanesia are arranged

In Afnca we are dealing with the most numerous examples of

primitive peoples To borrow a term from the spectrum of physical

science, here the colour bands are broadest and it is easiest to trace

their relations inter se and to the adjacent higher races The in

hospitable environment of the most primitive peoples is markedly

exhibited Indeed, in the inaccessible Negntoes of the Congo forests

we almost certainly find the most primitive type of man extant

The peoples who migrated last from the Asiatic ‘ Centre of De-

velopment” are considered next Asia is the land of greatest extremes

of climate and topography We have good reason to believe that it

also exhibited the greatest changes m environment m the past

Whichever region we consider, Afnca, Europe, Australia, or America,

we find that the major migrations have always been from Asia The
dominant feature of its ethnology is the solid mass of broad skulled

(brakeph) peoples in Central and East Asia A great wedge of these

folk projects into Europe and constitutes the European Alpine people*

A someivhat similar wedge of peoples projects down the "corridor” of

migration along the western side of the Americas A third wedge
reaches south from China into the East Indies All round the margins

of these broad heads we find a ' shatter belt” of long head (dokeph)

peoples Thus on the south it extends from the Alps through the

Caucasus and Himalayas to the Indonesian Islands and Melanesia

The next chapters deal with the American "peninsula ” The
novel conclusion (which was first published in 1919)’ is arrived at that

the aborigines are for the most part more closely allied to the West
Europeans than to the typical * Mongolians ’ of Asia In fact, they

represent the relics of a zone of peoples who once occupied the eastern

coastlands of Eur Asia just as their congeners still occupy the w estern

coastlands of the same land mass
The last ethnological chapter attempts to weld all these results

It shows that it is not enough to link the northern folk of India with
the European peoples We must prolong this zone to include not
only many of the peoples of Burmah, South China, and Indonesia,
but also the peoples of many of the Melanesian Isles Furthermore,

‘Griffith Taylor Cl matic Cycles and Evolution (American Geographical
Revtcw New York Dec 1919 pp 289-323 14 figs)
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most of the Polynesian peoples are akin to the Alpines of Europe, and

are to be allied with most of the Ani«-mds on the American Continent

In other \vords, the peoples and environments of each continent must
be treated as those of Europe have been treated, and we find that

exactly Comparable zones occur in them also It is at last being

accepted that there are traces in America of aborigines akin to the

Melanesians, and so ultimately to that great group of humanity to

which the Negroes belong
The Unprejudiced reader will feel, I believe, after a consideration

of Part u, that a strong case has been made out for the later develop'
nient of the broad headed peoples living now or lately in the central

areas of Asia, the cradle land of the peoples of the world The great

migrations have been thrust out of Asia in four great waves during
the million years of Post-PIiocene time An attempt is made to
correlate these thrusts with the later advances of the Great Ice-Sheet
from the Pole, which occurred wthin the same period The expla-
nation IS admittedly far from complete, but the writer knows of no
other theory which supplies so adequate a "mechanism” to account
for the Uiigrations

Having discussed the migrations of the peoples in Pre Columbian
aays in Part ii, in Part tn we consider the effect of the environment
upon man in modern times

Probably Australia offers a region where the problems of human
settlement are less hard to solve than in any other new area of equal
size Here the poor resources of the and interior and of most of the
tropical coasts are the chief difficulties preventing white settlement
The aboriginal population is negligible in this connexion, but the
economic pressure of the millions of Asiatics to the north is a factor
always in the minds of Australian statesmen Yet the problem of
adequate occupation is important, for there are only about 20,000
settlers m one and one quarter million square miles in the centre and
north, Practically one half of the area of the Commonwealth

In this new Canadian edition it seems advisable to lay stress on a
region relatively new settlement with which the majority of the
readers bg more familiar than with Australia Accordingly, four
^apterg ^ave been added dealing with white settlement m Canada

compjjfjgQU Qf tbe data here, where a cold and sterile environment
IS the Qbief handicap to the spread of settlement, with the hot and
conditions on the borders of settlement in Australia should prove
mter^ting and sUmulating The wnter has traversed the Dominion
trom Halifax toVictona and north to the Clay Belt and to Tuktoj aktuk
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in the Arctic but he must confess that his knowledge of Canada is much
less than of Australia His expenence as the result of twenty years

of teaching geography leads him to base all regional geography upon
a knowledge of structure Hence the emphasis on that side of ge-

ography throughout these new sections, and indeed, throughout the

book

In Part iv the deductions made in earlier chapters are earned to

a logical if somewhat speculative conclusion An attempt is made to

forecast the distnbution of mao a century or two hence The wnter
hopes that this section may be found to be a useful scientific contn-

bution to world politics

It IS assumed that Europe with its 500 millions is now fairly

saturated with white peoples The distnbution of peoples in Europe

IS based on physical controls, such as temperature, rainfall, coal,

location, etc., which can be approximately evaluated In this dis

cussion the world is divided into seventy six "natural regions" and

their environments are classified m terms of the pnncipal physical

controls By a graphical method /»b« of tqual haUlaUhly are then

drawn on the map of the world In Europe these are equated with

the present Unts of equal population In this fashion it is possible to

estimate how many white people can settle m South Africa, Australia,

and Amenca before (hey are saturated to the extent that Europe is

today Asia is excluded because the standard of living of Chinese,

Indians, etc
,

is so different from that in Europe, and their rates of

increase are not at all well known Of course no noteworthy xbHiU

populations can settle m much of Asia, but some attention is given

to Siberia

In view of the marked decline m the birth rate, this "period of

saturation” is put far forward m the future Yet the method gives us

very useful graphical data as to the relative values of the undeveloped

portions of the world The status of a nation depends essentially on

its natural resources and on the numbers of its people Thus this last

section gives us at least an approximation to the status of each of the

regions of the world

It would seem to be possible that the centre of the white races will

move to the lands discovered since Pre Columbian days Thus the

North American region will lead, followed by Europe, South Amenca,
South Afnca, and" Austrafia The most sigmifcant coirchisiorr 13 m
accord with the deductions of Pearl, Knibbs, East, and others, and

indicates that all the useful lands of the world will be fully saturated

within two or three hundred years



CHAPTER II

THE STRUCTURAL BASIS OF GEOGRAPHY^

A Shields and Young Mountains

After many years of research m economic geography, the writer is

convinced that a knowledge of the structure or build of a country is

the best basis upon which to found the discussion of the relation of

man to his environment Man often changes his interests and his

ways of exploiting Nature, but the most stable feature in the picture

IS obviously the build of the region in question By build, I mean the

essential geological pattern, whether ancient shield, crustal trough

(syncline), or ndge (anticline), raised relic of an old range, or, lastly,

young mountain, either with broad or narrow folds

This aspect of geography has been presented in the better text-

books in Europe since 1910, but is by no means universally adopted

in America, even yet One great advantage is that it enables us to

account for the distributions of various commodities such as metals,

coal, oil, or water supply in a fashion impossible by the older method,

which largely ignores build

Some of us believe that the early geographical teaching, which

tells us merely the ‘ how and where ’ of vanous products, is hardly

worthy of the name of a science The modem structural treatment,

which often gives us the “why ’ of the distnbution, is obviously a

great improvement I propose in this chapter to describe in simple

language the necessary geological data In this way we can explain

Canada’s place in the world plan, and then show how build has to a

considerable degree determined man’s method of settlement in the

eastern area I shall ignore other controls, such as the climatic

factors, though they also are of paramount importance since they
will be discussed in a later chapter (see p 292) to which the reader
is referred

The plan of the world, if we consider its main structural elements,
is fairly simple It consists essentially of rigid areas (called Shields)

,

of very weak areas which have yielded greatly to folding forces and
so produced "Young Mountains,” and of other less striking elements

‘The first part of the chapter is based on an article in the Canadian Geographical
Magazine May 1937

13
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which have yielded to much less degrees If we survey the whole

land area, we find that the Shields in general surround the Atlantic

and the Indian Oceans, and that the Young Mountains surround the

Pacific Ocean (Fig 3)

A useful analogy is to imagine that the crust of the earth is like a

rubber balloon, of which large areas have been varnished As the

balloon shrinks the varnished areas (le, the Shields) remain rigid,

but the weaker unvarnished portions are puckered into many ridges

The latter represent the Young Afountains Possibly the floor of the

Pacific Ocean is the most important unit m the crust, and is a huge

unyielding area like a gigantic Shield The occurrence of major

wrinkles all round it (Fjg 3), separating the Pacific area from the

pjcuKE 3 —Th« build of (h« world mdicatiag the division of the
crust into resistant Shields (dotted), and Young Mountain folds (broken
lines) The latter have been squeezed between the Shields Thus each
continent including Antarctica, has much the same build ( 'Ells indi

cates Ellsworth s polar flight

)

smaller Shields of Canada Brazil, Antarctica, Australia, and Siberia

certainly indicates that the weaker areas have been compressed

between the gigantic Pacific Shield and the smaller continental

Shields Even as regards Antarctica, the wnter suggested this possi

bility in 1913 Ellsworth on his flight in 1935 discovered Young
Mountains folded against the South Polar Shield just where the

general theory suggests (Fig 3)

It follows from the above world plan that each of the continents

(except Africa) consists of three major regions The Shield lies on
the Atlantic side, the Young Alountams on the Pacific side There
IS a less definite area between these two, which usually takes on the
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shape of a broad “crustal trough" or syncltne This is definitely the

pattern in Canada, and each of these three types has its special

economic characteristics

Now let us look a little more closely into this process of mountain-

building It IS illustrated m a simplified form in Fig 4 It is a

cunous fact that most of the high mountains of the world have been

built of sediments laid down rather recently On the edges of old

continents the debris carried down by the ram and nvers is deposited

An great belts parallel to the coast This process of sedimentation is

shown in vertical section in Fig 4 It may be that after many million

years the crust becomes overloaded here At any rate, after a long

rest, on the average about 150 million years, the earth enters on a

Figure 4—Three vertical sections through a part of the earth s crust,
which IS undergoing mountain building At the top are shown sediments
washed from the continent (at right) into the sea In the centre earUi
folding IS su^ested At the bottom erosion has exposed the anaent core
rocks and washed soil (black) into the shallow downfold on the right

period of stress and strain The crust yields beneath the young de
posits and is squeezed into folds between the Shields (Fig 4, middle)
Often some of the deep seated crust is involved in the giant folds,

which may extend for several miles downward During this process
the two Shields draw nearer to each other, in some cases moving
through many miles, as is roughly indicated in Fig 4

A universal feature in mountain building is that these great ridges
(onttcltnes) are rapidly attacked by rivers and ram Mountains
generally receive heavy rainfall The velocity of the steep streams is

great and their erosive power much magnified in consequence Hence
we find the mountains rapidly worn away m the manner sketched in
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the bottom section (Fig 4) T»o tery important economic results

follon The core of the mountain is made apparent, hen its co\ ering

of younger rocks is remo\ed This core often contains metals den%’ed

from deep-seated sources in the crust

In the second place, the dcbns ts washed into the sea on the sea-

ward side, and into nearby depressions on the landward side Thus,

large areas of good soil are accumulated m the shallow iounjold

already mentioned This depression naturally controls the courses of

the large riv'crs, as for example, the Mackenzie and the Mississippi m
North Amenca The Amazon and Parana ha%e a similar position in

South Amenca (Fig 3) Thus ue ha\'e already learnt of a %‘aluable

correlation between build, metals, and crops The silts and debns

washed into the downfold are shown block m Fig 4, bottom

Ownng to the research of geologists, we hay e a pretty good idea of

earth history and geography for the last 500 million years We also

know that mountains cannot be called "old ’ in the sense that Shields

or eyen nvers are old It has been suggested that some nvers hawe

had much the same course for 200 million years, but mountains yiear

down relatively quickly, since they are so fiercely eroded by the rapid

streams Possibly no mountains last more than 30 or 40 million

years, unless they are again uplifted Hence a fiigJi mountain range »
necessarily a Young Mountain, and is usually less than 20 million

years old

This process of mountain building has occurred dunng many
periods in the geological record but the mam world mde dis

turbances ha\e occurred just before Cambrian times (Fig 15), and
again about Deyonian, Permian, and early Tertiary times These
epochs dinde the last 450 million years into three more or less equal

periods Indeed, twenty years ago the writer suggested* that we may
have here an indication of a recurring time-cy de of about 150 million

years

B Evolvhon oj North America

Let us now study the past geography of North Amenca as the
findings of the geologist show it to us The long record of the rocks

is indexed for us by the fossils found therein But of late the actual

age of the rocks in jearj has been determined approximately by the
alteration of certain radio-active minerals in them In Fig 5 are
shown two stage-diagrams (each of four maps) dealing wath most of

kjecgraphtco! Fevtew New^ork Dec 1919, p 320
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the continent In these maps the present coastline is indicated by a

broken line Of course in such maps any lands indicated outside the

present coasts of the continent are lai^ely hypothetical *

We start our survey in the bottom left map (Fig 5), where a

generalized view of the continent about 430 million years ago is

eAOi y reUT ARf

Figure 5—Two stage diagrams which md cate the past geography of
Canada and the United States the present coasts being shown by broken
lines On ^e left are four maps indicatmg conditions from 430 mill on
years ago (Cambrian) up to Dei^ian Umes On the right are four similar
maps which md cate the distribution of land and sea in the last 200 million
>-ears Devonian Permian and Tert ary times h^ve experienced the most
crustal fold ng (Information secured partly from data in Chamberl n and
Sal sbufy s Gtohgy ) Much land lay S W of Kansas m early Palaeozoic

are based on data from Chamberlin and Salisbury s Geology (New York
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suggested To this period of time the name Cambnan has been as

signed because rocks and fossils of this age i\ere first mv'estigated in

Wales (Cambria) We cannot do more than show which was land

and which sea Clearly most of North America was a \’ast sea, with

lands more or less near the present coasts In the next age, about 400

million years ago, the rocks called Ordovncian (such as are found

between Kingston and Hamilton in Ontario) were laid down The
sea has been contracting, so that now Cambrian rocks probably

formed the land margin (see CAM in the map) Dunng Silunan

and DeNtinian times (named from regions in the west of Britain), the

sea contracted still farther leanng the older deposits as marginal

lands around the shnnking sea About SOO million >’ears ago (see the

Devonian map), there are some indications of crustal folding in the

Mantimes and in the form of two ndges running into the sea from the

south But, m many other parts of the world, mountain building

was \ery much more to the fore at this time

Turning to the four later diagrams on the right (Fig S), the

continent in the Age of Coal is sketched m the bottom chart The
sea has now become mder, but in later penods it became shallow or

eNen changed into great freshwater lakes Vast peat bogs de\'eloped,

which gal's rise to some of (he greatest coalfields in the norld In

Permian times, about 150 million jears ago (not shown in a map),

huge mountains developed in the Appalachian region, and most of

North America, except the south west comer, was probably dry

land (The edge of the main Permian sea is indicated m the Carbon-

iferous map ) In Triassic times w^ see the relics of the Appialachian

Mountains, and the seas are still rather small Great masses of

granite in British Columbia built up the “ancestors” of the Coast and

Selkirk Ranges in Jurassic tunes This period is not shown in a map
In Cretaceous times (CO million years ago), the seas were expanding

again, espeaally to tlie north The Canadian Praines and Western

Plains of the United States are largely formed of sediments laid down
in this sea

In early Tertiary tunes, say 30 million years ago, the Rocky
Mountains were dcTCloping, largely where the Cretaceous sediments

had been laid down in the western half of the sea (Fig 5) At the

same time, die relics of the old Appalachian folds (almost completely

worn down in Cretaceous times) were now wuiped up en masse with-

out folding The Appalachians consist of sharply folded strata, but

this was due to Permian folding 150 million years ago These relic
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mountains now rise in places to 6.000 feet, but this uplift occurred

within the last 20 or 30 million years All through Tertiary times

there has been folding, accompanied by earthquakes and volcanoes,

along the Pacific Coast In Europe this period of folding is known

as the “Alpine Storm " High as the Rockies are today, they were

FicuKE 6—

A

mantle-map (a simplifed geological map) of the region
between Montreal and Albuquerque (New Mexico) showing that almost all

the geological forrnationa are represented m regular sequence Below is a
vertical geological section (somewhat simplified) along the line AB Figures
represent millions ol jieare since the formations sfere laid down

higher in middle Tertiary times- To sum up, tte see that in Canada,
as elsewhere, the chief mountain-building occurred in Devonian
(Acaditin), Permian (Appaladuan), and early Tertiary (Alpine) tiroes.

After the preceding introduction, the reader m'll be able to interpret

the map at the top of Fig. 6. Here is the geological map, somewhat
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simplifiecl. of the country between Montreal and Albuquerqu6 in New
Mexico A journey from east to west along this line takes us across

almost all the formations m a regular sequence from oldest to youngest.

The map emphasizes Ike edges of the formattons, so as to show that the

younger strata lie like “mantles" over the older strata. To this sort

fiGURG 7 —The build of south west Ontario In the two top diagrams
the seas which laid down the rocics upon the Ancient Shield are recon
structed In the lower mantle map the build as adecting the pre glacial

rivers is sketched The lakes are seen to occur in broad vales east and west
of the hard Silurian Cuesta (Partly from Hobbs

)

of a map I have given the name mantle-map, and it stresses structure

more definitely than does the ordinary geological map
Let us now imagine that we have made a deep vertical cut across

America along the line of our journey, and that the southern part is

removed The vertical face would appear something like the section

forming the lower part of Fig 0 Here are the sediments, laid down
u?. aU. +J3A. sdas. as. Ft% 4, wcan.jtd cwa. Tinyn, t/iWi.

Under all the formations appears the Shield, which comes to the

surface near Kingston, in Canada, at the right of the section The
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edges of the formations or “mantles" crossed m the traverse can be

identified in the section below The route climbs to about 3,000 feet

above the sea in the west at Albuquerque, which, of course, shows that

much uplift of the crust has occurred, since most of the strata in the

section were onginally laid down as horizontal beds below sea level

The relations of structure to geology are indicated to a larger

scale in Fig 7 In the top diagram the edges of the sea in Ordovician

times, about 400 million years ago are shown as washing the conti

nent At that time the Laurentian Shield, te , the immensely old

rocks found over the whole north east of Canada, had much the same

appearance as today The front edge of the section shows the sedi

ments being deposited on the floor of the sea, and forming a layer

of Ordovician silts and sands In these silts were buned such fossils

as simple trilobites which diaracterize that particular age The

middle diagram shows the sea in Silunan times retreating to the west,

and the Ordoviaan rocks now help to form the coasts, while Silunan

sediments are covering the sea floor We can picture this process

going on during much of ensuing geological time Thus we leam

that the geological map (Fig 6), in general, shows us the seafloors at

the speafled time, where the silts, etc , were laid down The position

oi the contxtients w earlier gealogjcal times has to be inferred from the

distnbution of coastal deposits, etc Formations laid down in fresh-

water or by wind are relatively rare

Today, the rocks m southern Ontario are arranged much as m
the mantle map at the foot of Fig 7 The edges of three mantles or

strata are indicated Of these, the edge of the Silunan strata actually

stands out like a great scarp or cuesta, which is very prominent near

Hamilton Indeed, it is the flow of the Niagara River over this

cuesta which constitutes the Falls of Niagara In the diagram the
present position of the Great Lakes is indicated, and also the drainage
of the region before the Great Ice Ages, i e ,

before the last hilf

million years In those days the nvers drained towards the Missis

sippi, and their wide deep channels, though now largely abandoned
by nvers, are being used by man for canals as near Chicago

The lakes have been cut out of the softer rocks between the cuestas
Georgian Bay and Lake Ontano are m the flattish Ordoviaan area to
the east of the great Silunan cuesta and Huron and Ene to the west
of this cuesta Further details of the topography of this region will
be found in Chapter xxiii to which the reader is referred

In Fig 8 a structural feature of great significance in relation to
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economic resources is sketched Our best example is just south of

Canada, but samples of this type of structure are common in all

regions of gentle folding In the top sketch appears a layer of peat

or coal covering two worthless sets of strata In the middle diagram
(Fig 8) the level beds have been gently folded to form two ndges
{anticlines) and three basins {syndtnes) As we have already learnt,

these ridges are in a dangerous position by x‘irtue of their elevated

position, and their summits are soon cut away by erosion This gives

us the topography shown in the middle block diagram It is very

close to the actual structure in the Middle West of the United States

Clearly the coal will have vanished in the anticlines, but will be

Figure 8 ^Thr«e sketches illustrating the impcrunct of structure in

determining the presence or abMnce of coal The locality studied extends
from Iowa to Southern Pennsylvania Two anticlines and three lyntlinei
are shown

preserved in the synchnes The lower map shows the coalfields of

this area as given in any good atlas But the writer hopes that the
central block-diagram gives a simple explanation for this rather

peculiar distnbution of the coal The coal of Northern England is

distributed in an exactly similar "eroded anticline" which constitutes

the build of the Pennine Range

In Fig 9 the writer has indulged m a gec)iogical whimsy' Sue
common articles are represented on the mnp of eastern North
America, each representing the dominant structure in the area
covered Thus, over New Brunswick we havg a "saucer" or syn-
chne, containing coal in the centre, just as is illustrated m Fig 8
In this basin, as m all others the younger rocks are preserved in the
centre of the basin They are found in Pnnee Edward Island, with
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older rocks constituting the margins, as in Nova Scotia (see also

Fig 110) Another similar "saucer” or basin, also with coal, occupies

Pennsylvania

Covering most of the north of the map in Fig 9 is the Great Shield

This IS built of extremely old rocks, often folded and cracked and

permeated with gases and heated liquids in the far distant past

—

before 450 million years ago It was all worn down nearly to sea-

level before Cambrian times During most of the geological record

It has remained almost unaffected by folding It is worth while look-

ing at Fig 5 to see that, whatever happened elsewhere, the Shield

Figure 9 —A geological whimsy to enable the young student to re
member the mam structures in the eastern part of the continent The
saucers contain coal the other three structures are formed of old rocks and
contain some metals

remained much the same low, letel land area It is today one of the
world’s storehouses of metals, partly because it is so old, and so has
had many "chances’ to be affected by mineral bearing solutions,
partly because it has never been deeply covered by other formations
(excluding glacial debris), and so is easier to prospect by the miner

Lying across the Shield is a set of old strata (Silunan, etc ), whichm plan resembles a spear or harpoon The barb is formed by the
hard Silurian cuesta, which runs across Ontario just west of Toronto
Further to the west we have a giant "spoon,” whose bowl is a synclme
containing the Michigan coal Its handle is an "eroded anticline”
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(running through Cincinnati), and in this no coal is to be expected

(Fig 8) Lastly, to the east is a senes of rather ancient rocks with

staking longitudinal ridges This constitutes the Appalachian

Mountains I have compared it to the "steel ’ with which dinner

knives are sharpened The ndges will remind us of the parallel

folds produced by mountain building far o^ in Permian times, some
150 million years ago

In Fig 10 some of the structural information so far discussed is

applied to a block-diagram of Southern Canada This map is a

particular example of the general type shown at the bottom of Fig 4

Here we see the young weak rocks of Western Canada folded in a

Ficute 10—Profile section of Southern Canada (much generalized]

A senee of weak aedimenta originally deposited m a wide Cretaceous trough
was buckled up (early m Tertiary tunes) between the Pacific and Lau
rentian Shields and formed the Rockies These have been greatly eroded
and the old core rocks erposed In the east the old Appalachians were
lifted ei> mtts* without folding {K « Kamloops

)

somewhat complex fashion to form the Rocky Mountains In the

centre of the folds the old core (crosses) now appears through erosion

The old (Jurassic) granite ndges of the Coast Range and Selkirk

Range are shown by inverted V signs In these igneous rocks we find

the valuable stiver mines, north of Trail, B C , and the gold mines

in the Cariboo district The flanks are of younger rocks, mainly

Cretaceous These contain good coal but no metals Accordingly,

there are valuable coal mines on the far western margin at Nanaimo
(in Vancouver Island) and at Crow’s Nest, on the eastern slopes of

the Rockies The oilfields of the world are usually found m the outer

gently folded slopes of Young Mountains Here the oil “domes” are

likely to occur Accordingly, near Calgary we find our best Canadian
oilfield

The dry conditions at Kamloops, B C , leading to irrigation amid
the numerous cactus plants growing there, are obviously a direct
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result of the mountam folding The high mountains along the coast

prevent the moist winds from benefiting Kamloops m the lower central

valley of British Columbia The rich prairie lands east of Calgary

have received much of their soil from the erosion of the Rockies, and

this in turn is largely due to their uplift The lately elevated Black

Hills just over the border in the United States offer a perfect example

of a little “eroded anticline," where the old rocks in the core contain

valuable veins of gold

The Laurentian Shield appears on the right, one of the largest

areas of “primeval crust” on the face of the earth Its importance

as a producer of nickel, gold, silver, and radium need not be empha-

sized here In the far east, the northern end of the Appalachian

folds helps to build up the Mantimes But, as we have learnt, these

mountains are far older in ongm than the Rockies and their discussion

has caused us to delve down over 100 million years into the past

geography of Canada
C The Topographic Cycle

It will be time well spent if we follow the complete history of the

erosion of a mountam range (Fig 11) We shall then have the key
to the ongm of almost every scene m the normal landscape, and it is

unnecessary to dwell on the intimate relation between hill and valley

on the one hand, and man and his activities on the other We may
picture the crust after a very long period of quiescence appearing

Something like the sketch at A (which may be taken to represent

the Prairies of southern Manitoba or Russia) Here river soils form a
plain covering four layers of fairly honzontal weak rocks Now let

Us suppose that mountain building affects this area The folding pro-

duces an anticline such as that shown at H, which represents approxi-
mately parts of the Rockies or Alps as they appear today The top
of the folds has been eroded The hard oire of the ancient crust now
appears as the summit of the range, while younger layers (2 5) mantle
the slopes, being eroded according as they are more or less resistant

We may imagine further that erosion continues for many million
(perhaps 100 million) years The mountain range is worn down to a
flat rocky peneplain (shown at B) Notice that the peneplain consists
of ancient rocks cut to a level, while the true plain is built up of layers
of recent soils, etc (as at This sort of landscape (B) is common
in Finland, or in the “Barren Grounds” of Canada

Now let us imagine our peneplain (B) elevated to some 3,000 feet,
as has happened in Norway At ones the rivers trench deeply into
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Figuxe U —The num topographic types which are repeated through
out the world A young level fhin due to depoeition of alluvial etc

,
is

sketched at A An old near level plain (poiepfoin) due to erosion app^rs
at 9 On elevation of B and early river-erosion we obtain C As the original

peneplain vanishes we get D When it has all been eroded and the hills

rounded we have £ Finally a peneplain asat 9, is produced again thus
closing the Cycle of Erosion A local upward tcorp across a river (Alt) pro
duces a gorge as at / When the hard bMSm a basm are exposed by erosion.

(utstas are developed as at C Major mountain /eldtnf often converts A
mto H as shown m the Alps Gwlcvical sections are shown at the front of

A B G.indH

the edges of the elevated peneplain They are marked by many
waterfalls, and gradually cut canyons deeply into the plateau In

Greenland such canyons penetrate nearly 200 miles into the plateau

For long ages there is still much of the flat peneplain surface left

—

and in this condition the topography, including the river valleys, is

said to bejuvemle (C) Further erosion broadens the valleys, which

are called adolescent when the last of the flat peneplain is vanishing (D)

Then comes maluriiy, shown at E, which is the common type of land-

scape m much of the central United States or Germany Finally, and
very slowly^ the javfjs wearaway Jhexcujwided .hiiU ii.pj.iJ the peae/\lauj

stage (at B) is reached again Broad valleys often develop, filled with

silt under certain conditions, in which nvers meander lazily with very
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little \elocity Such rivers are said to be senile We have now com*

pleted the "topographic cycle," and it should be realized that m
scenery , unlike the human subject, the younger it is the more interest-

ing It IS Waterfalls, canyons, high crags, snow mountains, and

everything the tourist most admires are the direct result of fairly

recent uplift The dreary plains of Finland or Northern Canada

represent the end of the cycle and the old age of scenery

One or two other types of landscape are sufficiently common to

merit a little attention It is rather usual for a small portion of the

crust to be warped up, often right across the bed of a nver (as at F)

If It is a small river, it is usually blocked and a lake results Such

warps in part account for the great lakes of the St Lawrence But
if It is a lat^ nver, often enough it can cut down its bed as quickly

as the warp nses across it We get as a result an antecedent gorge

Some of the best in the world occur on the Danube River, notably

near the Iron Gates m Rumania Here the young fold of the Car
pathians has risen across the Danube For hundreds of miles on each

side of this locality, the Danube winds through flat plains in a semle

condition But just above the Iron Gates (in the Kazan Gorge) it

flo^vs through huge precipitous granite crags which are less than a

quarter of a mile apart The popular idea of an earthquake crack

enabling the nver to pass the mountain is far from the truth We
learn from such scenery that the nver is far older than the mountain
The Alt River, a much smaller stream than the Danube, also cuts

through the Carpathians about a hundred miles to the north east

It IS readily understood that the harder layers in a basin (or

synclme) resist erosion, and so their edges stand out as bold scarps

or cuesias as at Niagara Falls Two such cuestas are sketched m Fig
11 at G It is fairly obvious why the river can cut only a narrow
gorge through a hard cuesta—^while it has eroded a wide valley as it

crosses the vale betiveen two such cueStas But how did it make its

way through the cuesta in the first place? In many cases these rivers

are very old, and flowed (as now) towards the centre of the basin,

before the differences bet%veen the cuesta and the vale were etched out
so sharply Hence the nver, as in the case of the antecedent gorge
(F). really originated m a topt^raphy unlike that seen today

D Glactal Topography

Almost the whole of Canada has been profoundly affected by the
Great Ice Ages which occurred dimng the last million years, and.
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indeed, are still present m Greenland and the Arctic Archipelago

They passed away m Southern Canada about twenty or thirty

thousand years ago

Let us first consider how the Ice Age affected a fairly deep nver-

cut valley such as is shown at A m Fig 12 This type of valley was
very common in Bntish Columbia or Switzerland about one million

years ago First of all, the snow collects in high valleys and forms

masses of ice which gradually cut out "arm chair ' valleys or cirques,

as shown at B (The alternate freezing and thawing of the ice

splinters the rocks, and this process is called mvation ) By degrees

Fieuae 12—Soms (opographic features which are characteristic of
Canadian landscapes A Non glaciated luven (e nver valley B Ciroue
glacier cutting a oigh level valley C Valley glaaer eroding valley with
V section D Post glacial gom cut by nver B Glacial valley dammed
by moiame (or ice) F Silt deposited in former lake now being cut into

terraces by river G Onginal condition of Sh eld H Elevated Shield

partly covered by haphazard glacial till

the Ice Age increases in seventy The cold la>ers of the atmosphere

descend still further, so that the lower valleys receive heavy snow
falls Great valley glaciers are now produced as shown at C These

are armed on their ‘ soles ’ by pieces of rocks, and so ‘ rasp out” the

nver cut valley In this way the glaaer cut Trough (shown at C) is

eroded As the Ice Age vanishes i e , when the cold layers of the

atmosphere rise again only the small cirque valleys contain some ice,

which usually hangs down the sides of the glacial trough, as shown at

D Often enough the large supply of water from the melting glaaers

cuts a deep notch or gorge in the flat rocky floor of the glacial trough

In Bntish Columbia many of the deep valleys were (and are)
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dammed by ice or moraine, as shown at E These hold back large

sheets of w'ater—^which are slowly filled up by the silt and debris

washed in by the rivers entenng the lakes at their upper ends. In

time the elongated lake basin may be wholly filled with such silt

When the ice-dam vanishes (or when the moraine-dam is notched by
the ri\’er), these soft silts are readily cut down by the river to form

well marked terraces, as shown at F In British Columbia, the minor

elevations to which the region has lately been subjected, have also

helped to produce these remarkable terraces * Near Ashcroft, and

elsewhere in the Thompson and Fraser Valleys, these terraces are of

great value for agriculture, and can readily be irrigated Often

enough the nver cuts gorges into the rocky floor of the canyon, when
It has removed all the morainic debris (or lake silts) which covered it

In the eastern portion of the Dominion, the region before the Great

Ice Ages consisted of a very remarkable type of topography—the

Laurentian Shield—to w hich reference has already been made This

was probably largely bare rock—^in the form of the last stage of normal
erosion, i e , the It is sketched at G Old nvers meandered
sluggishly over it, for we may believe that it was little above sea level

It IS somewhat difficult to explain simply the "topographic con
dition’ of the "Laurentian Shield,’’ as it appears today, for two
reasons First, it has been elevated (though not folded, of course) in

many areas to a height of one or two thousand feet above the sea

Secondly, almost the whole of it has been covered with a veneer of

glacial debris (called UU), which has been dumped upon it m a quite

haphazard fashion by the Continental Ice Cap which has now vanished
So recent is this dumping of till that the lakes and rivers have not yet
developed a simple ‘ economical type of drainage This uplift and
drainage are sketched at H Hence the elevated Shield exhibits a
curious mixture of very old and very young features of topographic
evolution, and can be explained only by a discussion such as is here
given

*My later investigations iJhal these toxarpsaw jonl duexnaml,v to jjver
erosion of lake silts There are no scalloped edges to the terraces and much of the
material comes from adjacent slopes In the Antarctic I found that all the stagnant
glaciers were separated from the adjacent hiU slopes by wde empty lateral moats
t a warmer wet cycle should supervene these moats might collect deposits in the
®rm of long straight fronted terraces such as are universal in Bntish Columbia
' me such deposition probably occurred during the various uplifts of the late
ertiary times in British Columbia See my paper on The Topcgraphy of Bntish

Columbia {Geographical Rmew New York 1M2)



CHAPTER III

THE GENERAL WORLD PLAN

The student who wishes to obtain a knowledge of the vanous

environments of man is likely at first to be bewildered by their ap-

parently infinite variety 1 find it useful in my lectures to assure my
students that when the principles determining the environments in

one continent are mastered, those of the other five (excluding Ant-

arctica) will be found to be much the same We may compare the

great land areas to the four suits in a pack of cards, the arrangement

in one suit is repeated in the others In effect, there is a general

world plan

A Topographic Plan

From the point of view of the distnbution of man, it is probable

that the customary choice of world maps in which the Atlantic Ocean

IS in the centre and the Pacific Ocean at the margins has distinctly

hindered the progress of ethnological research For the Atlantic has

been a barrier between the New and Old Worlds throughout the ages

until the time of Columbus if we except the abortive voyages of Leif

the Norwegian m a o 1000 On the other hand it is generally

believed that the Benng region has been a great corridor of entry from

Asia into America right through late Tertiary times, and indeed, as

I have suggested in the Introduction, America is to be looked upon

as an eastern peninsula of the Old World

However, a form of Polar projection (as used by Matthew) is

undoubtedly best for our preliminary study of the world plan Such a

map with the North Pole at the centre is given in Fig 13 It shows

very clearly the central Asiatic land mass with the three great conti

nental ‘ peninsulas,” Amenca to the bottom right Eur Africa to the

top nght, and Australasia to the top left

The map shows that the dominant highlands run from Central

Asia westward towards Cape Town in the African 'peninsula " The
highlands next m importance constitute the Rockies and Andes of the

Amencan ' peninsula ” Finally, the region of the East Indies and
Australasia is a drovmed senes of highlands, large areas of which tower

18 000 feet above the flat floors of the Indian and Pacific Oceans (see

Fig 28)

30
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It 15 still generally beheved by the layman that the high mountains

are the most permanent features of the earth s surface Literature is

full of references to the "old, unchanging hills
'* In point of fact, as

has been stated earlier, erosion is so much more rapid on the exposed

surfaces of mountains and plateaux, -with their swift rivers and streams

eating into the steep slopes that it is not till such land forms are worn

down to their roots to form peneplatns (Fig 11 at B) that they attain

a stable position

Figure 13 —The Old World with its three peninsulas America
Australasia and Eur Africa The North Pole is at the centre of the map
The floor of the Eastern Pacific is probably a resisUnt block (or Shield)
against which the Young Mountains have b«n folded The black areas jn
Siberia and East Africa are also largely elevated shields (See Fig lb)

The most permanent portions of the earth’s crust are the very
ancient land surfaces which are called 'coigns, or more graphically
‘Shields” (These are dotted in the diagram Fig 13) These Shields
flank the Atlantic and Arctic Oceans while the greatest elevations of
today, as we have seen flank the Pacific and Indian Oceans The
most important “Shields” are found in Brazil East Canada (Lauren*
tian). East Sibena (Angara), all Russia and Western Africa There
are two near the Indian Ocean, of which the less important constitutes
the Deccan (South India) and the other West Australia

Many geologists believe that tins arrangement of the earth plan
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IS a relic from the onginal cooling and contraction of the molten earth

A similar deformation occurs, as Hobbs points out,’ when a hollow

sphere made of thin metal is gradually exhausted of air The sphere

contracts and tends to assume a tetrahedral (or pyramidal) form,

which has four faces, four comers, and six edges (Fig 14) Without

going too deeply into this "tetrahedral ’ theory, we can see that it

gives us some explanation for the world plan It is, indeed, remark-

able that It was suggested by Lowthian Green m 1877. This was

many years before the discovery of the deep ocean at the North Pole

(in 1894), and of the high continent at the South Pole (m 1902),

strongly supported his hypothesis

Ficesx H —The T«trshedral Theory showing the oceans opposite

(i-e antipodal to] the continents The pyramid form is, of course gmtiy
esanerated The major Shields are at the four corners and the oceans on
the ut faces

Let us suppose the tetrahedral earth stands on one comer The
waters of the tetrahedral earth ttould collect m those portions nearest

the centre of the earth, t e ,
on the four flat faces Hence we may

explain the Arctic Ocean on the (upper) horizontal face, and the

Paafic, Atlantic, and Indian Oceans on the three other faces The
four comers of the tetrahedron are explained as the coigns found in

Antarctica, in Eastern Canada Russia, and Siberia The three

(sloping) edges of our tetrahedron are the three "peninsulas” of

Amenca, Afnca, and Australasia, to which I have already referred

‘See Earth Evolutton (New York 1021) It is the tymmetry of the world plan
which IS concerned m man s distribution Whether the Tetrahedral or Continental
Drift theory erplaios the ongm of the world plan best is not material at this

juncture (See section D at end of Chapter ni

)
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B. Phases in the Geological Record

No fact in geological history is so interesting as that we live in an

epoch of great earth-movenient. As we have seen, only three other

times in the record (i e ,
in Permian, Devonian, and early Cambrian

times) exhibit such crumphngs of the crust, such high mountains, such

great variations in climate, and consequently in environment. Thus,

late Tertiary times have been of tremendous importance in the evo-

lution of life. It is in all probability due to these intensely stimulating

CLIMATIC AND CONIINENTAI CYCLES
]
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Figure 15 —Diagram showing the four maior cycles in the climato-
logical, geological, and biological records These major periods of environ-

change (and consecpient biological evolution) occurred at the dawn
of the CambrtAn, and m Devonian, Peimian, and ta/e Tertiary times The
Tertiary period began about thirty million years ago. (From GeoeraOhtcal
Renew, New York, Dec ,

l&l® )

conditions that the Vughest type ot ammal life evolved; and the
origin of man, therefore, is a necessary corollary of the invigorating
environment of Tertiary tiroes

I reproduce in Fig. 15 a diagram* which correlates the periods of
great environmental change with the penods of great biological change.
The reader should study the names of the great geological periods

*See Griffith Taylor, "Climatic Cycles and Evolution” {Geographtccl Renew,
Dec

, 3919, pp 316 ff.). \V. T. Forbes (Cornell hiolagistl cortoboc^tes tVitt tV'tU
of about 150 million years in his “Great Glacial Cycle” (Science, 1931, p 294)
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(Cambrian to Tertiary) which are shown, according to a regular time-

scale, along the top of this diagram (see also Appendix, p 480) The
first of such periods is the dawn of the Cambrian, possibly 450 million

years ago, which for long years was ao^pted as containing the oldest

record of fossil life We now know of many fossils in somewhat older

rocks but there is no doubt that some enormous change m environ

ment including a great period of mountain building, affected life at

that time During the Devonian we have another critical stage, when
the ‘ Caledonian ' period of mountain building occurred There were

feeble precursors of the vertebrates before the Devonian, but the vast

array of sharks and true vertebrate fishes commenced at that time

about 300 million years ago At the close of the Carboniferous, about

150 million years later, the land floras and faunas changed remarkably

This was the great Hercynian or Appalachian period of mountain-

building Now the first reptiles crawled on the land, and we may
with certainty follow Matthew and place the birth of the mammals
m the Permian indeed, the most primitive mammal, the platypus,

still maintains his amphibian method of life

The close of the Tertiary is marked by another period of mountain

building associated (as in the Cambrian Devonian and Permian

times) with a senes of Great Ice Ages It marks the culminating

point in life, the dawn of the human age No doubt the monkeys
flourished m late Tertiary times, together with that even more plastic

type of mammal our pithecoid ancestor Out it was the strenuous

times of the Pleistocene, commencing about one million years ago

which picked out the dominant type and gave to man the prominent

position which he occupies

In 1925 Joly published his book The Surface History of the Earth *

In this he suggests much the same four "catastrophic ages” as I had
done in 1919 Using his Uranium time scale, we find that these

cycles also come out about 150 million years apart So far as I know,
my suggestion of stellar interference which will be found m my paper

on Climatic Cycles ' * is the sole attempt to explain this hypothetical

cycle There also I suggested that radio-activity might account for

some of the heat phenomena

Let us now return to the distribution of the mountain masses of

today They are found to be puckered up against the resistant

’Published by the Oxford Press

*Cioiraphtcal Rtvtew New York Dec 1919 p 326
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Shields formed of the pruniti\e crust Modem theories assume a

sagging of the crust in certain reg^ions, especially in the great oceanic

deeps,* which has led to folding of the weak continental margins

against the solid Shields This has happened throughout the ages,

so that we find the early mountain chains (e g ,
the Caledonian senes)

nsmg near the Shield, while the later Permian folds are a little farther

off, and the latest Tertiary folds (e g , Swiss Alps) still farther off

A similar senes of foldings occur between the Tongan Deep (off New
Zealand) and the West Australian Shield

These “new” mountains have only recently developed Indeed,

they are probably still growing, as has been demonstrated in the

Himalayas and the Andes Almost each year geologists tend to place

the dawn of the human penod farther back in geological time, while

they bnng later and later the phenomena of mountain building and

other earth movements Indeed, the recent work on the submerged

canyons m the continental shelf off Virginia and off the River Congo,

show vertical movements of 10.000 feet possibly m Pleistocene time *

Thus the student who wishes to understand the changing environ

ment which has determined the evolution and the distnbution of

man must realize that many regions of the earth may have actually

changed not only in chmate hut in e/evation and topography within

the human epoch If we include in this epoch the Pliocene as well

as Pleistocene and Recent times, this may well compnse a period of

some four million years

It IS a natural consequence of the fact that the great white civi

lizations have grown up on the relatively stable coasts of the Atlantic

Ocean that the early geologists were inclined to believe m the perma
nence of continental morphology In these regions near the North
Sea and near the Alleghanies, though considerable changes in the
continental shelf hav e occurred there are no such stupendous huckltngs

to form Young Mountains as charactenze the coasts of the Pacific
, or

as took place in that "Alpme Storm' which folded the lands from
Mont Blanc via the Himalayas to Java

The most mobife regions of the crust, those which have suffered

the greatest movement in a vertical direction are wnthin the well
knowTi earthquake belt Pirrson and Schuchert definitely assign the
volcanic outflow s of the Pacific, which resulted from these mov ements

‘See section D at end of Chapter ni
•See the memoir by A C Veatch on the Erolulum of the Congo Basin (Geo-

logical Soaety of Amenca 1936)
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to the Pleistocene Hence we may deduce that these movements or

their effects were factors in determining; the migrations of man
Especially in connexion with the old land bridges and ‘ corridors'

connecting the large land masses is this concept of recent marginal

change of paramount importance

FiGvxe 16—The most mob le regwn of the earth s crust The ch ef

fault and earthquake belt (mainly after Hobbs) it ind cated by rul ng the
areas covered by tea genous deposits (derived from lands) by stippling

Muchof therepon shown by dots was post bly dry land in early Pleistocene

t me See also p 43 (From CeofTaphtcal Amor New York 1621

)

Let US for a moment glance at the regions where slight differences

in elevation would have the most effect in blocking the migration of

animals In America there is the Panama region and the Bering

region Nearer the Central Asiatic lands we find in the south the

East Indies which have been termed the Stepping Stones to

Australia In the west are the Red Sea and the Straits of Gibraltar,

and m the north west we may add the North Sea

If we refer to Figs 3 and 16 we find that all these regions are in

the belts which have been subjected to the great folding forces of
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Tertiary times We know that upkfls of the order 10 000 feet have

occurred fairly lately m this belt, and, as the submarine canyons

show, downward buckles of the same order have occurred, though the

inflow of the sea has destroyed most of the evidence In later chapters

I shall give more fully the reasons for accepting the adjoining sketch

map as a picture of late Tertiary geography Hence we see that the

world plan of a million or two million years ago could be described

even more closely than now as an Asiatic centre with three projections,

which constitute the other continents (see Fig 13)

C Chmattc Plan

We may now turn to the climatic arrangements of the world plan

These are determined primarily by latitude and secondly by aspect

Man has until quite lately in his history been engaged either in hunt-

ing, or in agricultural or pastoral pursuits These depend entirely

upon the mantle of vegetation which covers the earth’s surface We
cannot do better than consider how the varying types of vegetation

depend on the controls mentioned above

Let U9 consider the vegetation between the North Pole and South

Africa (Fig 17) The most striking feature is the parallel arrange-

ment on each side of the Equator Especially is this seen on the

Atlantic coast Thus the central belt is the West African and Congo
tropical forest (or selva) On each side of this is a savana belt, the

Soudan to the north, the Angola region to the south Then come the

Sahara Desert on the north and the Kalahari Desert to the south,

each flanked on the polar side by a belt of scrub land and grass land
which may be termed sleppe Passing farther from the Equator we
reach the typical Mediterranean vegetation {Med m Fig 17) with its

cork oaks, olives, and vines This is duplicated in the south by the
similar belt near Capetown To the north we pass through broad
leaf temperate forests (oak elm, etc ), then through coniferous forests

and so reach the lichen covered tundras of the Polar Circle These
last three zones are not present jo South Africa inr Jts JatJtiide

extends to 34® south

One great advantage of the ‘ Tri Peninsular Plan” is that it

focuses our attention on departures from the usual plan These are
labelled A, B, and C m Fig 17, and their bearing on environment will
now be discussed If we turn to the arrangement of the vegetation
m the American ‘ peninsula, ’ we see that it is exactly the same as
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m Afnca, sa\e that the Gulf of Mexico and the Caribbean Sea ha\e

taken a great bite out of America on the Tropic of Cancer Turning

to the remaining "peninsula,” that of Asia Australasia, we find the

same belts to north and south, but the submei^ence of the East

Indian areas (to which reference has already been made) has modified

the zoning very materially in equatorial regions

Fieuas 17—Schem« indicating the timplihtd Tn Peninsular Uorld
Here the three grrac land masses America Asia Australia and Eur Africa

are shown as huge peninsubs radiating from the North Pole liie chief
exceptions to this simple plan occur at A B and C

The most striking interference with the simple plan indicated in

Fig 17 is however, not due to the presence of a large sta within the

‘‘peninsula " but results from the fact that the Indian Ocean is so

much smaller than the Atlantic or PaaGc The unusual position of

India {A in Fig 17) clearly gives it the remarkable monsoon climate

for which It IS noted Hence the eastern side of the Eur-African land-

mass does not quite follow the world plan m northern temperate

latitudes Partly as a consequence of this great spread of land from
west to east (and the east is the wmdward side in these latitudes), the

desert of Sahara extends more or less continuously across to China
This is indicated by the area enclosed in a broken line in Fig 17
There is as always, a belt of warm temperate forest and savana about
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five hundred miles wide on the eastern (windward) side of the desert

belt

It IS unnecessary to dwell on the reasons for these belts They

depend essentially on the rainfall and dominant winds (see arrows m
Fig 17) The trade winds (from the east) give rains and forests on

the eastern sides of the penmsulas m latitude 23®, but are drying,

offshore winds on the leeward (western sides) Nearer the Poles the

wet, westerly winds accompanying the temperate cyclones give rain-

fall and a luxuriant vegetation to the western coasts between latitudes

40® and 50® Further details will be described in later chapters

As regards latitude, therefore, we may generalize somewhat and

arrange the vegetation zones as follows

Laltlude

north or

south

Vecbtatio*! Zones

West aspect Centre East aspect

70* Tundra 1 Tundra 1 Tundra
60* 50*

1

Coniferous forest (Tail:a)

48* Deciduous forest 1 Steppe Deciduous forests

40* Mediterranean ’

80* Steppe Warm temperate forest

23* Desert Desert

15* Savana Savana > » ,r

Equator Tropical forest Tropical forest Savana

Thus there are only nine types of vegetation, and these are merely

repeated in the various "peninsulas”, so that, to use the playing card
analogy, we are concerned with three "suits,” each suit (peninsula)

containing two sets of nine similar cards

How do these vegetation belts most immediately affect man? In
the early days of his history, he was quite unable to cope with the
dense forests, whether temperate or tropical He had no greater love
for the desert or tundra than the average man of today Hence his

chief abiding places would be found m the belt between the desert and
Tb* p'm’s. bavid Vype warAiy, yost on -the drier edge oi

the forests, would seem to be best suited to early man Probably the
pnmztive Negroid peoples wouid prefer the warmer savana woods,
while the higher races would expand on the edge of the temperate
forests

These belts would also be the great corridors of migration until
man tamed cattle and horses, when the drier steppes would be equally
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available With the use of bronze and iron tools, some progress

w ould be made in cutting doni) the deciduous forests of the temperate

zone, but as regards the tropical forests, man has not e>’en >et made

much impression on them Dr Bowman, m his masterly study of the

Peruvian Andes, writes as follon's of the Amazonian forests “The

tropics must be won by the strong hands of the lowlier classes who
are ignorant or careless of bi’giene, and not by the khala-clad, robust

>x»ung men like those who work at Panama It is pleasant to

think that the tropical forest may be conquered It is nonsense to

say that we are now conquenitg it m any comprehensne way
It is of greater significance in the present study to realize that

these belts of wgetation haTC I'aned in position during the life of man
on the earth Ei'eryone knows of the swing from tropic to tropic of

the sun dunng each half jear The effect of this swing is first felt

as a change of temperature, and this bnngs about a similar seasonal

swing in the wind belts and also in the ram belts There is thus a

direct connexion between the change in a temperature belt and the

change in a rainfall belt

In the four Great Ice Ages of the Pleistocene, we hatv the dearest

evidence of remarkable changes in the temperature belts of temperate

and fngid latitudes, and to a less degree ot tropical latitudes Much
attention has been given to the temperature changes, and but little

till lately to the changes in the rainfall belts But it is the latter

which chiefiy determine the position of the deserts steppes, and park*

lands and therefore we feel sure that the environment best suited to

man swung north and south with the fluctuations m the temperature

dunng the Pleistocene The same phenomena have occurred to a

less extent since the last Ice Age, and it is this changing environment

which has very largel> led to man’s evolution and to the differentiation

into the vanous races with which we are familiar todaj Further, we
have in these dimatic changes the most logical explanation of the

migrations which characlenzed the early history of mankind
W^e may bnefly refer to the thesis of Part n at this juncture In

the Ice Ages the expanding ice fields of Northern Eurasia drove awey
the forest belts towards the Equator and also the animals mdudtng
earliest or Negroid man, who dwelt therein (Fig 97) Some tribes

remained isolated or lost in the equatorial regions and evolved little,

for there was no stimulus there then any more there jui jooa

Those tribes who survived in or near the cradle land, or who returned

’Isaiah Bowman Tke Ania Seviken Ptru 1916) p 34.
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with the stimulating environment to the Central Asiatic region, con-

tinued to be subjected to climatic stimulus of a pronounced type and

gradually evolved into peoples akin to the Mediterranean race The

onset of the next Ice Age led to their dispersion, but those who

returned to or still remained m Central Asia were developed into

still higher types of race in the next long interglacial So arose the

Alpine races, including many of the European peoples These races

were dispersed in irregular zones all around Asia Science already

recognizes the European affinities of the Polynesian, but I would

claim even closer affinities for some of the Melanesians of the Solomon

Islands and adjacent regions I also believe that the Amerinds should

be zoned in the same fashion, so that the Arawak and Carib peoples

and many of the Plains Indians of North America belong essentially

to the same zone as ourselves

D Note on the Evolution of the Continents

The illuminating book by Joly, Surface History of the Earth, should

be read by all interested in the causes of the earth plan His thesis

IS perhaps easier to accept than Wegener s theory of "continental

drift " Joly believes that the continents represent a "scum” of

i\gih^ reii’JtciVry gramtir, ettr , dUvrCing oir cf ihravier ikyer of dasaiV*

some seventy miles thick, which also forms the ocean doors The
basalt IS heated to melting point at the end of every cycle, by ac-

cumulated heat due to the decay of radio active metals

Thereupon the tidal drag (due to the moon) acting on the conti-

nents can hold back the thinner lovelands of the crust, while the deep
and high continental masses are Jess retarded, and are moved some
what to the east in the fluid basalt (Similarly the huge icebergs

move north from Antarctica quicker than the thinner pack ice ) Joly
suggests that South America may have moved east of North America
because of the higher and deeper Andes So also New Zealand has
outstripped Australia The tidal drag to the west helps to explain
why the crust often cracks in north south nfts at the margins of the
great oceaas aitd the maantam baddaig generally Cakes place
here also

The present wTiter has not been much impressed by the widely
discussed ' Theory of Continental Drift” put forward by Wegener and
others in many books and papers The similarities between the
faunas and floras of the southern continents can be adequately ex
plained without imagining that Afnca Australia, Antarctic, etc ,

once
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lay "cheek by jowl *’ For instance, the primitive peoples living in

the tips of Africa, Australia, and South Amenca are somewhat akin

But their kinship, as we shall see, dates back to a common ortgtn m
Asia It certainly does not indicate that the three southern continents

once adjoined each other

E Note on Pacific Structures

If we examine a detailed topogiaphic map of the floor of the

Pacific Ocean, it is possible to distinguish two different regions The
Centra! Western Pacific is marked by a great number of crustal folds

—shown by the numerous "festoon islands" to be more or less con

centric about the Australian Shield The remainder of the Pacific

area, lying east of a Ime joining Hawaii, Marquesas and New Zealand,

IS on the whole not so deep an ocean, but has a much more level and
undisturbed character Clearly the eastern portion has much the

character of a Shield, though it happens to be submerged by the sea

It 18 interesting to note that the western "folded” portion of the floor

IS antipodal to the central portion of the Atlantic Ocean, between

Brazil and the Gulf of Guinea This would seem to strengthen the

arguments for the Tetrahedral Theory of the shape of the World, in

which the unduturhed ocean areas are in general antipodal to the

folded or epetrogenic (widely elevated) areas (Figs 14 and 16 }

There are about 95 million square miles in each of the two groups

F Age 0/ the Earth

In the magazine Endeaiour for July 1947 Arthur Holmes gives a

table of ages of rocks as determined by radioactive measurements

They agree closely with those suggested by the writer in 1919

Age Holmes Taylor

Permian Mountains I

Late Carboniferous I 21a mill on i

ISO million years ago

End of Devonian
' 255 '

Middle Devonian Mountains
|

End of Ordovician I 350
300

Upper Cambrian
|

Cambrian Mountains

440 I

1

450

These figures support the wnters thesis that the three major
mountain building periods (shown in Fig 15) occurred at intervals of

150 million years



CHAPTER IV

ETHNOLOGICAL PRINCIPLES, NATIONALITY,
AND LANGUAGE

A Ethnological PnnapUs

The saence of ethnology is so largely a product of Western

European peoples that it is natural for all classifications of the races

of man to accept as a fundamental pnnciple that this group is the

highest type m human evolution In this study we are concerned

with ethnical not ethical status, with material rather than wth mental

status Indeed, our problem is mainly biological at first, and concerns

phj'sical rather than cultural anthropology Later on we shall dwell

on the economic status of peoples at some length

Figure 18—A conventional (and unsatisfactory) Ethnological Tree

A w ell knowTi method of exhibitmg racial relationships is by means
of an “ethnological tree" (Fig 18) Here it is assumed that there
are certain root stocks from which anse various later ethnologcal
branches and twigs Thus from a root stock or mam stem of ape-hke
creatures, we find a low abortive branch given off which represents
Ptlhecanthropus, the ape-man of Java A little higher is a branch
representing Eoanthropus, the pnmiti\e man of Piltdowm Modem
types are foreshadowed by Homo Rhodesiensts (from Broken Hill,
Rhodesia) or Homo Neandertalentts from the Neander Valley near

43
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Dusseldorf It is believed by many ethnologists that the Negro races

descended from types not unlike those just specified, so that the large

group of Negro peoples would be represented as branching off here

abouts Then later we should find branches labelled ^longolian and

Caucasian, with all the hundreds of yellow and white peoples of today

indicated by twigs on these branches

I do not propose in this study to discuss in any detail current

theories as to the relative status of such extremely primitive types as

those preserved at Piltdown, Broken Hill, or Trinil (m Java) There

are no living species akm to these animals, and our brief study is

Figure 19 much ffrneralucd block dajram of Eur Africa illua

tratine the migration zones from Cape Town to Rusiia It shows the order
of various racial (or cultural) strata submeixed by later migrations

necessarily confined to the peoples of today But since the ' ethno

logical tree ’ is still used, it seems well to point out that it does not

illustrate at all closely the phenomena which characterize racial

differentiation and dispersion For instance, Wells, in the preceding

Fig 18 * has to merge very distant branches to form the Japanese and
Irish respectively I venture to suggest that ethnologists would have

done better to borrow from the geologist rather than from the botanist

for an analogy to the ethnological proc^ses For we are here dealing

not only with horizontal distnbution but also with verttcal distribution

The ethnologist of today learns as much from "fossil" evidence of

earlier inhabitants as from the charactenstics of the races who still

occupy the region under investigation

These features can both be combmed in what is really a develop-

ment of the “block diagram' of the geographer and geologist In

‘The early chapters of the OuOtne ef Hutory wjth their admirable illustralions

furnish an excellent summary of the history of pnmitive man
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Fig 19 this arrangement of Zones and Strata is shown in a very

generalized form We are supposed to be looking to the west over

Europe and Africa The distribution of the races is shown, with the

most primitive zone (Bushmen, etc , No 1) to the south (left) and the

latest arrivals (Slav-Alpme group, No 8) in the north (right) Each

zone may be conceived as pushmg the preceding away from Asia, as

indeed can be shown to be the case The mixing of races which

inevitably takes place where one zone comes in contact with another

is much more logically deduced from this type of diagram than from

the “tree ” This block diagram also shows clearly that the retreating

FioUXE 20—^The Evolution of Transport used as an analogy for the
Evolution of Races The centre of stimulus (Sydney) is surrounded (tn
plan) by rones of evolution In section (m an engineer s dump heap) the
same order of strata is present

races leave relics of their sojourn m the shape of buried “strata
”

These may consist of actual graves, artefacts, hut sites, etc , or of

place names and folk lore, or of some traces in the form of hybrids,
or even of small groups of refugees still living isolated in rugged
mountains This may be called the evidence from stratification^ and
this concept of Zones and SlraUi will frequently be appealed to in the
text

Evidence is indeed accumulating that the Palaeolithic folk of
Europe were much more closely akin to races now living on the
penphery of the Eur Afncan region than was formerly admitted
Sollas advanced this thesis m a general way in his stimulating book
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Anctent Hunters but it seems to me that the principle can be applied

in every part of the world

We can gam a still more valuable picture of race dispersal if we
consider an analogy which comes within the expenence of everyone

V\e may call it the Analogy of the Evolution of Transport In the

vicinity of any large city such as Sydney as we move farther from

the centre of industry we find more and more primitive methods of

transport (see Fig 20) Thus in some of the rough forest country

about a hundred miles away settlers still depend on the primitive ox

wain with its team of oxen A little nearer we find a zone where the

four wheeled wagonette is the chief conveyance Nearer again we
find the old yellow omnibus which once carried the traffic of the city

On the margins of the oty the motor buses have displaced these more

primitive vehicles Finally over the city we find aeroplanes frequent

ly hovering and exemplifying the latest development of transport *

So much for the Zones Now let us visit a large engineering repair

shop in the city and inspect its heap of scrap-iron and waste material

We shall perhaps find a broken air propeller on the top of the heap

Beneath ^ill be countless relics of motor buses covering old carnage

springs and fragments of horse-dranm vehicles Finally at the bottom

of the heap i^e may find an old ox yoke or similar evidence that some

hundred years ago the ox wagon was a common sight in the streets of

Sydney Obviously cultural debns will also be scattered over the

countryside within the zones in similarly arranged layers So much
for the Strata

Here then we have a close parallel with the Zones and Strata

which are indicated for the peoples of Europe and Afnca (Fig 19)

But the most valuable concept is yet to be elucidated It gives us a

key to the evolution and status of the various races involved In the

case of the vehicles we saw that each member of this senes of types

first developed in the same centre where the stimulus was greatest and

was driven out as the better types evolved Here no doubt com
mercial competition was the chief factor Moreover the most primi

tive type is naturally now found farthest from this centre of maximum
stimulus Lastly the agreement between the senes of the zones and
the strata shows us the order of evolution and in a sense the relative

status of the objects in question

•See Mgrat on Zones (.Prectedinit ef th« pan-Pactjic Congrets To\7,o 1923

p 253)
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This, then, is the chief contnbution which the geographer can

bring to ethnology It is indeed an amplification of this which forms

the text of the first portion of this book It seems clear to me that

we have an exactly parallel case to our Transport evidence in our

Raaal evidence We can show the same series of zones about a

common centre m Asia We can sho%v that the climatic stimulus was

greatest in Central Asia We can show that the most primitive races

are farthest from this centre, and that a similar senes of zones is

preserved in somewhat the same order if we dig doivn through the

Recent and Pleistocene strata in Europe and North Africa

Two novel conclusions are foreshadowed First, that Europe was

settled in somewhat the same order as that of the zones in Africa, and

secondly, that the West European peoples (Bntish, North French,

North Germans, Spanish, etc ) are probably an earlier development of

man than those living in the centre of dispersal j e ,
the Alpine

Mongolian group of peoples

Let us now consider some of the features of a race migration

They have been somewhat the same throughout the ages, and a

modem ' migration such as that of a city crowd to a football match,

presents some useful analogies First come the lowest classes and

panahs, who wander freely over the ground long before the general

public arrives They have arnved there by the usual roads and tracks,

but ultimately are found perched m tree tops and m the least attrac

tive positions of the ground Then the proletanat advances along the

same roads and corridors Ivater, they are driven out of the best seats

which are reserved for the last comers

In the past history of man his vanous migrations have advanced
from Asia along the same corridors, which were determined by the

topography and vegetation as we saw earlier Thus Europe dunng
the early ages was invaded chiefly by ^vay of the south-east Aus
traha has always been entered by the East Indian corridor, and
America by the Bering corndor The latter case is the most mstruc
tive for we shall see that the last comers still hold the corridor in

America and have not yet had time to drive the earlier peoples away
from the best regions Yet these more powerful later tribes have
disrupted their predecessors and driven great numbers into the rugged
hills or distant forests on both sides of the line of migration (Fig 92)
So also on a smaller scale the primitive short dark folk of Britain were
dnven west into Cornwall and east wto the Cambndgeshire fens by
iniaders from the continent Further disruptions of the same nature
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occurred when Africa was reached from Asia, and so the Western

Abyssinian highlands are full of the early-comers, i e , the panahs

driven there by peoples advancing across regions near the Red Sea

In geological language, when two large areas of rock are displaced,

a “shatter belt develops at the plane of contact So also in ethnology

such a shatter belt survives in the rugged lands along the edge of the

main corridor, and is especially illustrated by the tribes of the

Caucasus or of California and by th<Ke on the western edge of the

Brazilian tropical forests

Two other concepts of considerable value in connexion with this

method of treating the distribution of man should be mentioned here

In geology, if a new formation is built up around a mass of older rock,

the latter is called an Jnlter Such structures are very common in

ethnology The Basque inlier in North Spam is classic So also we
have a small Neanderthal inlier near Plinlimmon in Wales, according

to the researches of Fleure

No less common is the opposite structure, the Ouilter This name

IS given to an outlying hill of neuxr rock which has been severed by

erosion from the parent mass Such outliers in ethnology will readily

spnng to mind Noteworthy examples in Europe are the Bretons in

Bntanny, the Lapps in Norway, the Magyars of Hungary, and the

Wends of Central Germany (cf Fig 71)

B Language and NahonaUty

The chief popular criteria of race differences are skin-coIour,

language, and nationality None of these is at all satisfactory, in

fact, language and nationality have nothing to do with ethnical

characters in the strict sense We sometimes find purely Itngutslic

maps erroneously labelled racial maps It is clear that a special term

IS needed to indicate a culture group rather than a racial stock For

instance, since the French nation is made up of three races we cannot

speak of a French race, though French culture is readily distinguished

In Canada the culture group of French Canadians might perhaps be

described as the ‘ French cult," and similarly for other groups linked

by a common culture This is merely extending the use of the word
cult from a "religious” to a general “cultural sense

We can best illustrate the difference between popular and scientific

oiissritefAOT ibri reAruirce ftjsoratro/cfte European peopfes WhicA
are the purest races in the sense of biological (or physical) anthro-

pology? Probably the Swiss and Czech Yet the former speak four
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languages in different parts of their small country, three of which are

characteristic of very different peoples From the other point of view,

the strains composing French and Italian nations are extraordinarily

mingled In both countnes in the west are short, dark long heads

(Mediterraneans), next to them are tall, fairer broad heads (Cevenole

and Ladin groups) (see Fig 67) Nationality is usually the result of a

more or less harmonious common occupation of a well-defined natural

region * Given time and goodwill the most diverse races w ill amalga

mate, as the whole history of man demonstrates

Language is therefore only of secondary value as a cntenon

There is much danger m laymg too much stress upon it, for it has

often been the first characteristic of a group of people which has been

saentifically studied Long before accurate measurements and colour

data regarding the Europeans had been obtained, it wras realized that

there was a close affimty between almost all the languages of Europe,

which are classed as Aryan Later it was found that these languages

extended through Persia into Northern and (Antral India

It was natural for this similanty of language to sway the etb

nologist espeaally as it agreed to some extent with similarity m skin

colour Lookmg farther afield we find the Polynesian peoples, who
are generally allowed to be allied to the European peoples, yet their

languages belong to quite a different group In the same ethnic

family are many American Indians (‘ Amennds’ ), with a type of

language diffenng from almost all those in Europe (except Basque and
Abkasian), in that they are polysynthetic In these languages the

expression of a simple sentence takes the form of a smgle word of

unwieldy length

In Fig 21, below, I attempt to show what has perhaps happened
to the languages of these migrating ‘ Zones ” On the left is shown
a senes of peoples spreading out from the centre of evolution m Asia
but still in fairly continuous contact The physical charactenstics
(uhich determme race) only alter very slowly, so that we can still

trace the common ongin of theA group of tnbes even when they have
penetrated far into the three new regions (see nght hand figure)

But in those peoples entering Amenca a tendency to polysynthesis
perhaps characterized the dommant races at that penod and m the
course of ages spread generally through the contment So also in

*Tbe discussion of the relation of envuoiunent to nationality fonns the subject
matter of the recent book by the writer Envtrcntrutil and published by the
Universities of Toronto and Chicago in 1936
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Europe the higher peoples spoke synthetic languages, ranging from

Erse (nO to Albanian (Ci), and these obliterated all the languages

of the earlier peoples except m the Pyrenees (ai) and the Caucasus

In Polynesia very little is known of the affinities of the language save

that It 13 akin to the Malay and Melanesian languages, and by analogy

one would expect that the two latter are the groups indicated by A*

and Hj while Polynesian (and allied Indonesian speech) is represented

by Cj

TicuKC 21 —Diagram illustnting Ihediflereniiationol cultural charae
irriatica with incrraiing isolation

Though language is so variable a character, yet it gives us many
clues to racial evolution Indeed, it is possible to show that the same

kind of evolution of language is present m each world peninsula

Thus Erse (spoken farthest from Asia) is probably the most primitive

Aryan speech, and Sanskrit was first spoken at a much later date

So also the American Indians of the western regions (on the corridor

of entry) speak languages of a more advanced type than did the first

comers, such as the Iroquois or Eskimo, who lived farthest from Asia

These aspects of the problem will be more fully considered in the

sequel
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ETHNOLOGICAL CRITERIA

A Colour, Hatr, and Stature

Nationality and language, although they appeal forcibly to the

layman in classifying peoples, have \ery little bearing on the problem

of physical or biological classification, which is the final court of

appeal The most obvious, but least satisfactory, of these physical

criteria is the colour of the sktn For scientific purposes this should be

judged on the inside of the forearm and not from the face A pale

skin such as that characteristic of northern Europeans is due to a lack

of pigment in the lower layers of the skin, while a rosy colour, on the

face, IS due to the blood showing through the uncoloured skin

Tanning or freckling is due to the formation of pigment m pale skms

by the action of the sun All skin pigment appears to be of the same

type pigment granules are merely more abundant in the skin of the

dark than in the skin of the fair races

Anthropologists are not certain as to the colour of primitive man
Since many dark races are lighter at birth, and lighter on unexposed

portions of the body, it is possible that early man was a dark-brown

or red brown colour He was in all probability almost covered with

hair, as are one or two of the primitive Negrito tribes found in Central

Afnca
The logical explanation of dark skin colour seems to be that it is

the result of exposure to the sun’s heat It has often been pointed

out, however, that there are some dark peoples (such as Eskimo and
Tasmanian tribes) in cool countnes, and light coloured tribes in hot
countries like North India and Western Brazil To my mind the
difficulty IS minimized if we take into account the time factor There
IS no doubt that a change m the skin coloration would be made perma-
nent only by a very long sojourn in the suitable habitat There is a
good deal of evidence that brunettes survive better in hot climates,

and It IS thought that blonds ulbmately might be weeded out We
know so little of the past history of many peoples that we cannot say
if they have occupied their present territory for five thousand or fifty

thousand years If we assume that the dark Tasmanians had only
comparatively recently been “pushed” into temperate regions after
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spending most of their life history tn hot Australia, and that the

dark brown Eskimo (originally nearer black?) had only relatively

recently occupied the frigid zone after a long sojourn in temperate

Asia, then the difficulty of explaining their “disharmonic” colour is

much lessened These, however, are suggestions merely, and cannot

be said to be proved

With a few notable exceptions, we find that there is a fairly close

relation between skin-colour and more important criteria like skull-

proportions But we must first clearly realize that really wkile races

are numerically unimportant, and so are the really black races

FigUxe 22 —A graph (uggesting that skin-colour generally vanei with
temperature Note however that the order of the alourt is arbitrary

Several exceptions are graphed

The South Europeans are certainly not white nor are most of the

Negroes black, we may add that none of the Red Indians is red and

the Australian Black fellow is chocolate The logical order m the

senes of colours would seem to be dark chocolate (occasionally

reaching black), dark brown, brown, yellow, olive, olive and white

The intensely dark people are all dwellers in hot countries and are all

very dolichocephalic (dokepb) or long headed In almost every case

these dark tnbes have lived for untold ages in hot climates and have

perhaps hardly vaned their climatic environment since their ongmal
arrival millennia ago, m the tropics of the Old World

It is always a good method to chart such data as we are now
considenng This is done in Fig 22, but it must be noticed that our
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vertical ordinate (colour) is arranged in an arbitrary fashion It

would be better to give the actual amount of pigmentation, but this

IS not available When the various tribes are plotted for skin colour

and average temperature, the relation seems to be fairly direct, as

shown by the broken line in the figure However, many tribes, such

as the yellow Brazilians or brown Eskimo, do not conform to the

general variation Possibly this is because Nature has not had time

in these regions to ‘ sort out unfavourable types

Ficuke 23—The zones of pigmentation in West Europe (After
Ripley) Figures show percentages of brunettes Arrows show migrations
The blond Nordics lived for much of their race history north of July iso

therm 64® F The Mediterranean brunettes (originally from the same stock
in Central Asia) mostly lived south of 80® F

In Europe, as Fig 23 shows, there is a marked increase in brunette-

ness as we travel south into hotter regions Here again the map must
be considered carefully to see what it indicates The northern peoples

are hlond the southern are brunette, the central are intermediate m
colour The data become more significant when we realize that many
anthropologists believe that the Nordic and Mediterranean races,

both of whom have much the same narrow headed (dokeph) skull,

are vaneties of the same stock The writer pictures the Nordics as
slowly moving during several imllemua from Southern Siberia through
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cold latitudes into Europe We may suppose that in many genera-

tions the brunette types died out, for reasons not yet clearly under

stood, leaving a preponderance of blonds The other wing of the

original group migrated along a hot and route from Central Asia vta

Arabia and North Africa Dunng the many millennia involved in

this slow migration, the hot climate weeded out the blonds leaving

a dark brunette stock, the Medtlerranean race, to occupy Western

Europe

In addition to skm-colour, eye oilour and hair colour are to be

observed The great majority of peoples have dark brown eyes due

to pigment scattered through the ins If there is little pigment, the

natural blue grey of the background of the ins dominates Mixtures

of these colours give greenish eyes The colour of the hair is also

dark for most races in the world It vanes through black, dark

brown reddish broun light brown, blond, golden, and red (light,

bnck, or auburn) Here again, as in eye colour, the chief variations

from the normal dark colour are found m Europe and adjacent regions

Hence these features do not assist us much in determining the major

classifications of mankind

A much more important entenon is found in the texture of the

hair Indeed some ethnologists have based their classification on

this feature We find a wide range of textures with the Negnto at one

end and the so called “Mongolian” at the other L R Sullivan*

uses the following types spiral tufts (pepper-corn) woolly, fruay

(i cm wide, i cm deep) curly, deep wave (2) X 1 cm ), medium
wave (4 X i). low wave (5 X }) and straight The figures refer to

the width between adjacent waves and depth of each wave

In ethnology we are dealing with “specimens’ of very different

sizes and ages Hence it is usual to record measurements by pro

portions as well as by actual measurements These proportions are

termed Indices They are used for the skull hair, eye, nose, and
other less important entena (Fig 24)

If we examine the cross-section of the hair of vanous races, we
find that it vanes from a flattened oval in Negroes to a arcular section

for Mongolians To obtain the Ilatr tndex ue assume that the longer

diameter is 100 units and then find the shorter diameter, using the

same unit (Fig 26) Thus the index runs from 40 (Negnto) to 80

^Essentials 0} Anlhropemetrj (Amencan Museum of Natural History New
York 1923)
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(Mongol) In other words it represents the breadth expressed os a

percentage of the length This is true of the other indices mentioned

In the e>e we obtain the Orbital tndex by making the greater length

(across the bony orbit) equal 100 and finding the percentage of the

height of the orbit Here again we find a regular senes from Negritoes

(80), up to Alpine folk (about 92)

SkinCoIor
Vsuolly
SlacN

Bloclr
1 Chocolate

iDarh brtiwf

r« Olive K white.

Lijlif" browq

Wh

Figure 24 —Scheme tltusuaunsx’am.UoiJivo.el.hwatiajwa.t ciW««.

For the Nose we measure the length from the nasion (upper end or
root of the nose) to the lower edge of the nasal septum This is called
100, and the extreme wndth of the fieshy wings (alae) of the nose is

expressed as a percentage The Negro folk have very broad noses
(platyrhme) mth a nasal index of 100 South Europeans and Iberians
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often have an index of about 80 (mesorhine) other Europeans have

thm noses (leptorhme) with an index of about C6 The Alpine

Mongolian folk are rather variable from 06 (Galchas of the Pamirs)

up to 90 (many Polynesians) but the nasal index vanes very con

siderably even m the same group and among allied peoples espcaally

if there be any muture with Negro stocks

Stature is rather a vanable cntenon and differs greatly among close

ly related people Probably 99 per cent of the world peoples range

from 5 feet 1 inch to 5 feet 10 inches But there are some interesting

extremes The Akka Negntoes of Central Afnca are 137 8 cm high

(4 feet 6 inches) while the Calloway Scottish are 179 2 cm (5 feet

11 inches) Almost equally tall are many of the Negroes of Sudan

(174 cm ) in spite of their unattractive environment The Indians

of the Central United States are 174 cm while the Onas of Pata

gonia are said to be 183 cm high but this is probably an excessive

estimate No scheme can bring these diverse tall peoples into the

same group for every one of the main divisions (except the Negnto)

is here represented Stature is probably a feature which reacts very

rapidly to changing environment Indeed colonial people with their

more healthy life almost at once produro taller children than do their

km in the old countries

The short-statured folk however are arranged in an interesting

fashion all round the periphery of the world masses (Fig 25) Thus

they dwell on the shores of the Arctic Ocean They fringe the south

east of Asia and inhabit the East Indian Archipelago and Melanesia

They have been dnven into the Indian Deccan and the jungles and

Kalahari Desert of Africa In Europe we find them m Corsica and

the extreme south west In South Amenca they fxcur in the Bra

zilian jungles and in the extreme south m Tierra del Fuego (i e

Yahgan) In part this is due to the unfavourable environments near

the Pole or the Equator But it may indicate a widespread primitive

Negnto stock which has become merged m the present inhabitants

B The Head Index

The most satisfactory cntenon in ethnology in the wnter s opinion

is based on the shull-measurement The most detailed and valuable

study of a complex group of peoples is that byW Z Ripley entitled

The Races of Europe Ripley states that the shape of the human
head is one of the best available tests of race known (but) its value
IS imperfectly appreciated He adds further that head form is not
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very apparent to the layman (or laywoman), and so this criterion does

not fall a prey to artificial selection. VVe know that skin-colour, eye-

colour, and facial features have altered somewhat among various

peoples in the past, according to the change in fashions. For

instance, slight figures are more popular among English folk, while

plump figures are appreciated among the Southern Europeans {fide

Klaatsch), and very fat women are attractive to most Negroes.

Blonds and brunettes vary in favour. Bearded or smooth skins are

popular or unpopular in different parts of the world. If mating is at

all generally influenced by some such fashions as these, the unpopular

Ficuhe 25.—^Variation in height. (Based chiefly on Biasutti.)

type tends to die out. The head index (cephalic index) as usually
measured is not open to these objections, for it depends on that aspect
of the skull which is normally only seen by the aviator!

The cephalic index is the breadth of the skull expressed as a per-
centage of the length (Fig. 26). The chief point of measurement is

glabella or centre of the brow (bettveen the eyebrows). The skull-
length is measured with callipers between the glabella and the extreme
back of the skull, where the point which gives the maximum length is

chosen. This length varies from 150 to 210 (or more) mm. The
head-5rcad<ft is the maximum width in a transverse direction wherever
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it occurs It IS usually slightly above and behind the tips of the ears

The width ranges from 125 to J7S mm

Cephalic index *

max length

which would represent a nonnal index for an Alpine

Example — X 100 = 87
187

It IS necessary to be familiar with the two chief terms in anthro

pometry These refer to the cephalic index If the breadth is less

than 80 per cent of the length the head is dolichocephalic, if it is

over 80 per cent of the length the head is brachycephalic * Notice

that high figures in this index (80 97) mean broad heads while low

figures (65 80) mean narrow or longheads It is a measure of breadth

in reality, but heads which differ very considerably m their absolute

length may have the same relattve breadth

Unfortunately there is a distinct tendency today to depreciate

the value of the head index as a raaal criterion This is m large part

due to the research of Boas* on the changes which the children of

European immigrants experience if they are born m the aty of New
York He deduced that the head breadth of the brakeph Jewish

children decreases and that the bead breadth of the dokeph Neapolitan

children increases v/ith the change of birth place But it is not so

dearly realized how slight is the alleged change—what factors have

produced the change—and finally that Boas himself issues a caution

ary statement with his findings

The a%erage decrease in head width in Hebrews merely amounts

to 1 52 mm which is just one percent of the absolute width (This

would hardly affect the cephalic index by one unit ) In the case of

the Neapolitans the increase is 0 48 mm—and the change (in some

140 mm ) 13 still slighter Moreover, Boas very properly points out

that certain measurements of the parent immigrants (such as width

of head and width of face) vaned steadily from 1880 to 1910, and this

variation certainly affects the importance of the change m their

progeny bom in New York Moreover, the writer would like to be

sure that the age factor does not enter into the problem There is

usually a slight change in the head index as a child grows up—quite

independent of his race Venn (1889) showed this years ago for

These ate such, ijondemua tetraa. and.<iROK «n i-W. I haxe. (tu: majiv
years used the contractions detefi for aarrow heads and hraieph for broad
heads

*Ckanget tn Bodily Form ^asfnaglon 1911)
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undergraduates at Cambridge (England) Here there was an increase

from 77 9 to 79 2 during the penod from 19 to 23 years old On the

other hand, A Macalister (1897) states that there is in general a change

toward brach>cephaly as the child grows up Since Boas is mainly

dealing with young subjects (from birth to 25), this is a vital point

A second point is that a mere change of life from country to city

(e g ,
in Italy) has considerable effect on physical measurements, as

Lm has proved To this also Boas refers, and allows that it may
have a beanng on his investigation His conclusion is very important

“The proof of plasticity of types does not imply that the plasticity is

unlimited The history of British types in North America, of the

Dutch in the East Indies and of the Spanish in South America favors

the assumption of a slrtclly htntled plasttctly ”

In 1913 Boas discussed the conditions which arise in Central Italy

where the Alpine and Mediterranean races have been in contact for

several thousand years He plots the mean square variability of the

cephalic index, and shows that there has been not enough merging

even here to invalidate the use of the cephalic index as a race measurer.

The present writer feels that the slight non continuous venations

noted b> Boas do not affect the validity of the cephalic index How
else can we account for the relative uniformity of the Alpine race

(inhabiting high plateaux, hot plains, salty steppes, deserts, wet
mountains, marshes, and fertile lowlands) which extends from the

Himalayas to the Bay of Biscay? As Ripley (1900) writes “The
Galchas, Tadjiks and their fellows (of the Pamirs) are grey eyed,

dark haired, stocky m build, with cephalic indices ranging above 86
for the most part From this region a long chain of peoples of similar

type extends uninterruptedly westward over Asia Minor and into

Europe ”

Many British anthropolc^ists have been sceptical of these remark-
able variations discovered by Boas Since the above criticisms were
WTitten, Morant and Samson have subjected his statistics to careful

analysia^ and. ui luna, 1.93A, tW’x vw BwwttT'vfea
They conclude that “considerably larger divergences would have to
be found m order to establish the fact that head form is directly
modified by environment Boas’ theory cannot be upheld

"

The chief difference between man and the lower animals is m the
development of the reasoning faculties This is correlated with a
growth of brain, which takes place chiefly at the sides and top of
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C Classtficalton of Races

Before closing this section dealing vnth criteria, it is important

that students should understand the great importance of a scientific

nomenclature Unfortunately we cannot say that ethnology possesses

this yet For instance, little progress was made in the ethnology of

Europe as long as the term “European” was used as an ethnological

division There are now recognized at least three different types in

Europe—the Mediterranean, Nordic, and Alpine Almost every

other region of equal area has as diverse a series of peoples The

name Chinese will have to be dropped as a race-name since it includes

the varied races of South China as well as the more homogeneous

North Chinese For instance, in the East Indian Islands there is a

growing tendency to use Nestol for the earlier migration (akin to

Mediterranean) and Pareo ean for the later folk akin to the Alpines

The American Indians belong to many categories, whether we use

colour, language, or skull measurement as criteria Even the hair,

though usually straight, is found to be wavy and even frizzy in certain

parts of the continent The Polynesian and Melanesian peoples are

equally heterogeneous It is perfectly absurd to link the primitive

peoples of New Caledonia with the highly advanced Massim of the

Solomon Islands Naturally no progress is made in classifications as

long as these principles are not fully understood

In 1019 the writer published a classification of human races which

departed in a number of respects from current classifications His
chief interest in science for the past fifteen years has been in the early

history of the human races, especially m their differentiation and
migration, and he is now even more sure in his belief that the some-
what new tools and methods then employed , if adopted more generally,

would in considerable measure modify current classifications

Two quotations from authoritative books will emphasize his point
of view Kroeber writes “The only classification that can claim to

rest upon a true or natural basis is one which takes into consideration
as many tratts as possible and weights the more important more
heavily than the unimportant features "* The present writer would
like to see included under the word “traits” such factors as ecological
distribution and archeological strata Another pertinent quotation is

from E B Tylor, as folimvs “The classification by Cuvier [about
1820] into Caucasian, Mongol and Negro corresponds m some measure
with a division by mere complexion into white, yellow and black

•Kroeber, Antkropology (London, 1^5)
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races but cannot be regarded as separating the human t>pes

either justl> or sufficiently * ^

Strangel> enough, the classification of Cuncr, made before anthro

pology i\as a science, still seems to be the basis of most modern

classifications It is surely unusual for pre scientific classifications to

remain orthodox for so long a period, and the present imter has been

completely unorthodox m this respect ewr since he commenced his

research m anthropology

We ma> profitably consider the \*anous classifications which ha%'e

been suggested in the past (see the table on pp 61 5) The basis of

the early classifications was skin colour Tlien the \*alue of the hair

was appreciated * The nasal index was the basis of Topinard's second

classification Demker combined colour and nasal index Of recent

years skull characters are becoming of more importance I have

mentioned that Ripley used them combined with the facts of distn-

bution and en\nronment This is the plan which appeals to the

wTitcr, and is the basts of his scheme published m 1010 It may be

named the ‘ Migration zone ’ scheme of Classification, and is corre-

lated with the order of evolution In 1022 Dixon, m The Rac\al

Htslory oj Man has used $kull measurements and has produced a

classification very like my own He stresses the height of the skull

somewhat, but docs not use the geographical distribution as a factor

in his classification Haddon m 1924, m his Races a/ l/an, has made
hair the chief basis of classification, and has combined this with skin

colour, stature, and head form

A reference to the table (pp 64 5) will show that there are certain

fairly harmonious combinations which to a certain extent justify the

old classification by colour These are

I Very long headed folk broad no«ed nearly all hare dark skm< fnzeyhair,

and lue in ihe tropics (Argrrlerj «ni Aegraw)

II Broad headed folk nearly all have white to light brown skins wav-y or

straight hair and live in temperate lands {Alptnt)

III Mo°t moderately dolichocephalic folk hare brown to white skins thm
noses andwavyhair They have oovery definite climatic environment

but range throughout the tropical and temperate regions It is this

great range of migration which has prevented their common ongm and
real physical similarity from being reci^ized On the other hand thej

invariably occupy a somewhat penpheral position outside group II and
w-'/Jirn. V vi/i Wi. ICei’Acne.wnw

'In the article on Anthropology in the EMytlopidia Bniannua
•SeeT Huxley * Geographical Distnbution of Mankind (Journal of the EHiniy

opcal Soaity of London 1870) and P Topuianl <I»/Jrop<)fi>£y (London, 1890)
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These main criteria of head index and hair are charted in Fig. 26.

It is clear that there is a close resemblance in the zones of the two

maps. In the sequel it vnW be found that the evidence indicates that

there are three main races, Alpine, Mediterranean, and Negro; and

three less important races, Nordic, Australoid, and Negrito.

The classification which I proposed, incorporated certain sug-

gestions which have been put forward before. We see that St. Hilaire

grouped some of the Amerinds nith European folk, while Deniker

linh^ Palaeo-Amerinda {{ e ,
the first migrants into Ameri<^) with

the Mediterranean race.

FlctTKE 26.—^The distnbuboa of bead udex and of hair. These are the
most important ethnological crttena, and separate man into the five races
shown in the left hand map

DLxon (1922) has followed my classes (of 1919) in grouping

Eskimo near the Negroid races, and Alpines with those Mongols
and Amerinds who live in the Corridor of Migration.

The greatest difficulty i$ to place the Negritoes I think the
e\idence indicates an entirely separate stock for the brachycephalic

Negritoes (Aeta, Mincopi, etc.). There seems to me no good reason

why there should not have been two pithecoid stocks in Asia in

Pliocene times which ga\e rise to permanent races. It has been
suggested that the Negrito preserx-es some of the characteristics of
the human foetus, and this strengthens the theory that the Negrito
is the earliest race.

Most zoologists believe that there were a number of primiti%’e

“ape-men" like Eoanthropus and Pithecanthropus, although these
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perished without having any modem representatives This vanety
would seem to me to be an aigument in favour of polygenesis I

venture to suggest therefore that the living races are descended from
two stocks which are equaHy importantm this connexion These are

(A) The forerunner of the brachycephalic Negrito (Aetas, etc ) and
(B) The forerunner of the Negro etc From this latter forerunner all

modern races are derived, except the Negritoes (Fig 101)

This aspect of the problem is discussed more fully in Chapter xxi

D The Ethnograph

In a number of other branches of geographical research, such as

climatology and economics I have found it very helpful to use graphic

methods for comparing numerous types (Fig 27) Such graphs tend

FiCurE 27'—Ethnograpb* of four faces Radial d stances ind cate
characters us ng Nord c type (in c rcle) as criler on Not ce close resem
blance (m five rnajor racial characters) of the very d sUnt types (e g
English and Maon) compared

to dimmish the personal equation and they enable conclusions to be
drawn much more readily than do tables of figures I have therefore
devised an Ethnograpli in which the five chief criteria of race are
graphically represented Since m my opinion cephalic index is the
best single test of race 1 have used this as the chief measurement
m my graph Furthermore m order to make every race readily
comparable with the type best known to my readers I have so
arranged matters that the unit of each criterion is that which is

present in the typical Anglo Saxon (Nordic) of East England
The ethnograph is a six sided figure where the east west axis

corresponds to the value of the cephahe tndex (e g 79 for the Nordic
V anety of the Mediterranean race) From centre to top is the measure
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of hatr type From centre to bottom is the measure of stature From

centre to north west is the measure of the nasal index From centre

to north east indicates the /ace breadth

Drawing a circle, as illustrated I consider that the hexagon which

fits within the circle represents the Nordic type Races with broader

heads or straighter hair or broader faces or greater stature have

correspondingly longer axes as is the case with the Alpine Races

with narrower heads fnzzy hair, platyrhine noses, and shorter stature

have correspondingly shorter axes, as is the case with the Negrito

In later illustrations, ethnographs for Europe, Africa, and America

will be found

These ethnographs illustrate difficulties which most anthropolo

gists seem to have ignored How can one explain the close resemblance

(in five specific criteria) between such far distant types as are here

graphed? Nordic and Northern Maori are much alike, in spite of

their habitats being antipodes Swiss and North Chinese, Sudanese

and Northern Melanesian, Bushmen of South Afnca and Aeta of the

Philippines the units of each are akin Only the spreading of racial

zones from a common cradle land (roughly half way between the two)

can possibly explain these biological affinities (Fig 101)

E Human Origins

A recent book with the above title has recently been published by
the Department of Anthropology (Chicago University, 1945) It

includes twenty five chapters by well known authors Of these the

sections dealing with Mount Carmel Man—linking Neandertal Mm to
modem types (by McCown and Keith) Racial Zones (b> Griffith

Taylor) Racial Ty/icr (SirArthur Keith) CfimatocEJcctj in the Tropics
(C A Mills) and Civilization in South America (E Nordenskjold)

,

will all be found of much interest to the readers of this volume
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CHAPTER VI

THE CHANGING ENVIRONMENT IN THE
AUSTRALASIAN “PENINSULA”

A Topography

We have seen that the dominant features in the structure of this

portion of the world are the ancient shield of Western Australia, and

the highly mobile belt flanking it to the east running from Malaya

through the East Indies and Melanesia to New Zealand Research

in this great region is naturally not so detailed as in the European or

Amencan areas, but enough evndence has accumulated to show that

chaAges m the topography have here affected man's environment

perhaps to a larger extent than elsewhere Nowhere else do we see

such enormous submerged lands as m the Sunda and Sahul regions

(Fig 28) Nowhere else are recently elevated shore lines better

exhibited than in these coral girdled islands (such as Kambing) which

I have seen to the north and north-east of Australia Nowhere else

has isolation affected a people for so long a penod as in Australia and
Tasmania In this region, moreover, are many of the most interesting

primitive peoples as well as human relics such as the Tnnil and
Talgai skulls here also is the habitat of the orangs and gibbons

Let us glance at the wonderful senes of earth folds which charac

tenzes so much of this region They commence at the south east

comer of the Tibetan Plateau Here are six parallel ranges separated

by deep nver valle>s wnthin a distance of four hundred miles (Fig

36) These v’alleys are unique in that each is occupied by a nver
which maintains its course to the sea without joining any of the others

Running from east to west these six head waters are the Hoang Ho,
Yangtse, Mekong Salwen, Irraw-adi, and Brahmaputra Such an
“uneconomical drainage scheme can date back only to yesterday,
and, indeed, it is the direct result of the mountain folding which
resulted when the Himalayas were built up Associated with this is

the volcanic action off the mouth of the Irrawadi
As a result of these comparatively recent bucUings we find a

well marked division separating the peoples to east and west of this
line Indeed, the Indo-European peoples who speak Aryan tongues
reach no further east than the Brahmaputra Beyond is the great
area marked by Chinese culture

71
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Passing to the east these bucklings are continued m the elongate

islands of the East Indies to Nev Guinea We obtain a better picture

of the topography if we consult a block diagram of the region, where

the sea bottom is shown as if the waters were drained away (see Fig

28) The ridges constituting Sumatra Java etc are seen to be

perched on the edge of a huge drowned area Sunda Land, which

rivals the whole of India in extent Much of the sea between Java

and Borneo is less than 200 feet deep So shallow is it that the

channels of buned rivers can be made out which once drained Sunda
Land to the north-east The heads of these nvers are still preserved

in West Borneo and Sumatra and contain the same kinds of fresh

water fish while the fish of East Borneo are quite different ‘ This

absence of variation in the speaes shows how recent the drowning

must be

Sunda Land extends as far as Lombok and the Macassar Strait

Then comes the Banda Deep separating it from the ancient Sahul

Land which once connected Australia to New Guinea This also is

drowned by about 200 feet of water so that an area about twice the

size of Texaa FcaiKa, beaw Visit, tw-ce,m
‘See F Molengraaf Modern Deep-Sea Research in the East Indian Archi

pelago (Geographical Journal Feb 1921}
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recent geological time All round the margin of the Banda Deep is a

broad nm of land, submerged about 1,000 feet, on ishich are perched

the Islands of Bah, Timor, Ceram Celebes etc It is generall> held

that these two large areas Sunda Land and Sahul Land, were above

sea le-vel during the last of the Ice Ages The melting of the ice

consequent on the change of climate has produced an enormous

amount of water, which before was locked up on the lands This

mflux of waters has led to that drowning of the coasts of the world,

to a depth of about 180 feet, which is so marked a feature in almost

all areas where it has not been counterbalanced b> recent uplift

We thus see that during the Great I<» Ages an influx of pnmiti\'e

folk mto Austraha would ha\'e been much easier than today Be

tween Timor and Austraha is now about 350 miles, but from Timor

to the anaent Sahul Land was onlj 100 miles So also in those da>s

there was no gap larger than sixty miles along the northern nm from

Borneo vta Celebes and the Moluccas to New Guinea and Australia

We know that there ne\er was a complete land connexion, for none of

the Astatic mammals has reached Austraha except the dingo and rat,

which probably came with man "Weber’s Line,” which separates

the major Asiatic aiumals from Austiahan animals, runs from Eastern

Timor to Western Jtlolo This has been a voter barrier for many
millions of > ears

It ts important to note that the Tasmanian aboriginal presumably
crossed before the Australian, and he also must ba\’e had some sort

of raft for the same reasons One can picture these pnraltl^'e folk

wandering from Asia into Sunda Land and then retreatmg slowly

before the influx of more advanced tribes Finally, when their

huntmg grounds are completely o^•e^^m, they despairingly put to
sea m their rough rafts made of bark or bundles of rushes Many
are lost, but some few reach the islands to the east, whence they
ultimately enter Australia

Two factors presen ed them when they reached the Australian
continent We maj reasonably suppose that soon afterwards Sunda
and Sahul Lands were drowned by the melting of the ice-caps m a
later Interglaaal Age (see p 99), thus greatly diraimshmg the nsk of
attack, and secondly the climatic conditions m the north of Australia
certainly did not attract any peoples who were not dn^n there by
dire necessity We shall consider this aspect later

The great foldmg forces swept round the eastern side of Austraha,
buckling up New Guinea to heights of 16 000 feet (in the Dutch
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region) Many successive earthquakes may have accompanied this

buckling for Rawlings speaks of a fault face 10 000 feet high near

Mount Cartensz* The flanks of the uplift are covered with acti\e

or recently active volcanoes and raised coral reefs are common

features all along the coasts

In the south west Pacific there are four major buckles which are

indicated in the accompanying block diagram (Fig 29) On the east

is the Tongan Deep with a maximum depth of 5 155 fathoms (30 930

feet) which extends more or less continuously from Samoa to Chatham

Island 2 400 miles to the south Here is the engine (according to

Hobbs) which has caused the crustal deformation Thrusts to the

west have caused an enormous ndge from 18 000 to 30 000 feet high

to develop which reaches above the sea m the Samoa Tonga Ker

madec and Chatham Isles The next ndge rises about 8 000 feet and

carnes the New Caledonia group The next appears at the surface

only m Lord Howe Island These three unite to the south m a broad

submarine plateau on which nses New Zealand to a height of 12 300

feet above the sea Then there is a fairly deep trough and the Aus
tralian highlands flank the continent nsing to 7 000 feet above the sea

We do not know much about the age of these uplifts save that the

whole region is still very active with many volcanoes especially in the

New Hebrides Tonga and New Zealand Mawson* and others have
shown that the western festoon islands (New Hebrides etc ) seem
to have undergone continuous upheaval for they are veneered with

coral reefs of very recent growth The Fiji region seems to ha\e been
ele\'ated and then to have subsided many times m fairly recent

geological time while the islands farther to the east (e g Funafuti)

are coral atolls which denote that subsidence dominates the movement
Turning to the mainland the buckling is insignificant compared

with that shm\n nearer the deeps The wave-depth changes from
30 000 feet to 5 000 feet (see Fig 29) This certainly supports the
theory that the folding pressure comes from the east rather than from
the solid shield in the west

The chief elevated region in Australia is confined to the east coast
where the earth buckles connected with these waves moving from the
Tongan Deep have raised a broad ndge about 100 miles wide and

*Dav d Papua (Federal Handbaai Br tish Assoc at on 1914 p 321)
•D Mawson NewHebrdes {Proccedtngt of the Ltnnean Society of New Soulh

ttales 1907)
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running approximately north and south This elevated portion

consists of a senes of fault blocks of «hich the highest reaches 7 323

feet at Kosciusko (Fig 30) Several other blocks attain 5 000 feet

such as New England Bimben Mount Bogong etc Relativ’ely

lower blocks have determined the course of the nvers such as those

flowing north or south in Victoria, and the Upper Mumimbidgee
Tumut and Snowy Rivers

FtoVKG 30—Dn Tuge to toutb^st Auitnlia ib&nang ebangts m tbe
Ttvers to Ternary w«rp>n« tb« It < t sre two vtrtical wcticAS
thraufh Ofiuroo in the Flmdera Hortt

The drainage system is of recent origin hardly a river on the

eastern side of the Great Divide flows normally to the sea Reversals

boat hook bends (in tnbutanes) alternating senile plains and

juvenile gorges are characteristic of these eastern nvers For instance

the Nepean River flows in meanders through a deeply alluviated

plain for many miles It then enters the buckled region of the Blue

Plateau Warp near Mulgoa and for ten miles occupies a gorge up to

700 feet deep It leaves the warp near Penrith and enters another

alluviated plain which was probably at one time a warp lake fifteen

miles long In its course it desenbes a crescent all round the plains

just west of Sydney
Other late movements have cut off the head of Yass River, forming

a fault scarp 230 feet high At Uie foot of this scarp is Lake George,
about twenty miles long and six miles wide which has no outlet

From the silts deposited in the lake it is possible to estimate in a vague
fashion the age of the faulting Possibly about 20 000 years ago is as

near as we can get to the date *

ProceediHgt of the Linnean SfCtety rf hew South WaUt 1907 p 339
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The most striking example illustrating the recency of the warping

IS found in South Australia Here is a fourth wave in the senes

between the Tasman Sea and the West Australian Shield It consti

tutes the Flinders Range which seems to have been elevated as a

fault block (or korsl) rather than as a warp Howchin® shows that

onginally the Siccus River flowed from Lake Frame to the gulfs at

Wakeheld (Fig 30) The warping dammed back Lake Frome and

elevated the Siccus gravels to a height of nearly 2 000 feet at Orroroo

on the top of the uplift Here these gravels are found as a deposit

600 feet deep The presence of these elevated, loose gravels clearly

indicates the recency of the warp—since only a short period is enough

for erosion to sweep away such matenal (see Inset in Fig 30)

The greater part of the mainland has not been below the sea in

late geological time The chief area won from the sea is at the mouth

of the Murray, where a long tongue of late Tertiary formations speaks

of a former gulf akin to the depressed blocks (or Graien) drowned to

the west of Adelaide (Fig 30) But much land has been lost to

Australia along the east and south coasts, as is shown among other

evidence by the presence of nver divides right on the east coast

(e g ,
Cairns, BulU, etc ) The evolution of Bass Strait is not clearly

understood There is no need to invoke dry land for the Tasmanians

to reach their island for they certainly had no bridge across the gap

west of Papua Further the fauna seems to indicate complete sepa

ration from Australia since man appeared, or else we should expect the

dingo to have crossed Howeier, the "tiger and “devil" have only

recently died out in Australia, though numerous in Tasmania so that

Tasmania was probably connected during most of Tertiary time
Evidence of drowning to the extent of one or two hundred ,feet is

universal, and may be logically set down to the melting of the Pleisto

cene ice caps The Bass Straits are crossed by two ridges, still ap
parent in Flinders and King Islands (Fig 30) But the straits are
much deeper than the Torres Straits However, Hedley has shoivn
that the eastern and western manne shells have not yet had time to

ccaopJeteJy by way cd tke strajts so that may assui-ne

Pliocene times as about the date when the island was last severed
from Australia (see, however Chapter vii, posiea)

Speaking generally, Australia is a low plateau about 1 000 feet
above sea level Only about 6 per cent is above 2 000 feet in elevation

*\V Howchm tn Report of the Australasuin Assoctalton for the Advaneement of
Science, vol XIV 1913 p 169
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Tasmania is a somewhat hilly area since rather more than half ex

ceeds 1 000 feet This is due to its being merely an isolated portion

of the Cordillera Indeed these rather rugged Eastern Highlands are

the chief economic regions in Australia since here alone is there an

abundant rainfall with a temperate climate

The rest of the continent consists in part of the lowlands of the

Murray Basin and the Lake Eyre Basins These have expenenced

some subsidence and much filling by nver alluvials in the last geo

logical epoch Lake Eyre is a salt lake or playa, with its shore 39 feet

below sea level It is a vast expanse of salty mud without water*

The remainder of the continent is the West Australian Shield

almost all very and country and covered largely with desert ‘ waste

dunes laterite etc This is described in greater detail in Part in

Chapters xxvii and xxvm

B The Changing Climate

In the preceding section the changing topography has been dis

cussed We are unable to assert that man occupied Australasia

during all these changes But Dubois believes that men akin to the

Australians lived in Java during the Pleistocene ' so that man may
have witnessed much of the warping referred to previously As

regards the changes in climatic conditions we are on surer ground

and the evidence is much more abundant
Australian climates depend essentially on the latitude No other

continent has so large a proportion of its area in the Trade Wind Belt

and consequently no other has relatively so much of its extent desert

From the point of view ol changing climates we are to picture Aus
tralia as crossed by a broad belt of and climate which swings north

and south with changing lemperalures Normally this swing oftempera

ture results from the swing of the sun from tropic to tropic about

3 200 miles The rainfall belts swing m unison but five weeks later

This is clearly shown m the Solar Control Model which 1 have
published elsewhere •

Thus the centre of the Trade Wind desert also swings with the

temperature and it can be plotted month by month This centre of

aridity lies over Pine Creek (lat 14*) in July and over Tarcoola (lat

29* 30 ) in January It therefore swings through degrees each

•C T Madigan Central AusIraUa (Londoa 1935)
’ ManofWadjalc (.Proceed ngi ef Ike Rojai Academy Amsterdam 1921)
•Frontisp ece to Australian MeieordUfj (Oxford 1920)
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SIX months Putting this another way, we see that when Australia is

hottest (January) the desert conditions reach to the south coast

When Australia is coldest, they reach practically to the north coast.

Luckily the Tropical Ram Belt covers northern Australia in summer,

while the Polar Ram Belt covers southern Australia in winter.

Hence only the central portion suffers from desert conditions all the

year round

—BF? 1 jf
PtcuKE 31 January April and July climates m Australia (a) Present

summer and like Pliocene Equinox (o)present Equinox and like Pleistocene

summer (e)presentwinterandlikePlei$toceneEquinox In the Pleistocene
winter the rain belts were probably still further north

Let us now see the effect of changing the temperatures If the

land be subjected to cooler temperatures, this is equivalent to in-

creasing the factors which bring the southern rain belt to Australia.

We should expect a strengthening of this ram belt so that it became
broader, m effect, the desert would retreat to the north If the

climate as a whole became hotter we should expect a southward
movement of the desert and a deterioration m the living conditions

of southern Australia We shall show that this deterioration has
occurred m the latest geological epoch

In the adjoining illustrations (Fig 31), I attempt to show how the
changes in temperature affect the ram belts, not only under present

conditions, but also under conditions somewhat hotter (Pliocene)

and colder (Pleistocene) than at present •

The centre of aridity, under present conditions, agrees approxi-
mately with a temperature of 75* F The Tropical Wet Belt reaches
down to about isotherm 85® F

, and the Polar Wet Belt reaches north

See Gnffith Taylor. Climatic Cjcles and Evolution" (American Geographical
Jimev, Dec 1919 p 292)
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to about isotherm 55® F H now we postulate an epoch hke the

Pleistocene, when the snow line moved down 2,000 feet on Mount
Kosciusko, we may assume a temperature some 6" F cooler This

6® of vertical cooling is equivalent to about 400 miles of hortsonlal

movement, for we must move 70 miles (or one degree of latitude) to

experience one degree diminution of temperature Thus the Pleisto-

cene winter probably showed moist conditions about 400 miles north

of where they are today (Fig 31 at C)

Ficukb 22 —The change in leaf form m fome Auitralian acacia*

tlluitrating past change of dunace The first leaves of the seedling are
bipuinatelike the portion /o The aecond stage of leaf i* like ea then the

stalk broadens and the final leaves are all phyllodes like ti

The evidence of wetter conditions in southern Australia in recent

geological times is very strong Thus we find botanical “outliers" as

moisture loving plants far in the desert Flindersta js allied to the

tropical teaks, and several species occur in the coastal rain forests

But one species—the "Leopard Wood ’—is found throughout the

and Darling Basin where the rainfall is only 10 inches Like a

number of acacias it changes its habit with age, as E C Andrews
points out, for its trunk (which grows to a height of 20 feet) is sur

rounded by a dense brambly growth when young, which it drops off as

the tree reaches maturity Thus an early humid habitat, followed by
an and, and then by a less dry environment, is indicated Nearly all

the inland acacias do not posses true leaves but the flattened stalk (or

phyllode) acts as the leaf These species "recapitulate" the evolution

of the plant dunng their early growth When it is a seedling, the

acacia has ordinary bipinnate leaves, but gradually the leaves change

to phyllodes The intermediate leaves are very interesting, showing
clearly the response of the plant to the change from a moist climate

to an and climate, where phyllodes conserve the plant's moisture

better (see Fig 32)

We may now turn to the physiographic evidence which is equally
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clear All through southern Australia are dwindling rivers, losing

their way in silts which not long ago formed no barrier to them

Every inland nver now ceases to flow not even excepting the Murray,

which has dned in its lower courses three times in the last century

The Darling is often dry for eighteen months at a time The Lachlan

and Murrumbidgee usually reach the Murray, but a dry spell stops

their flow The Victorian tributaries, such as the Wimmera, lose

themselves in sand dunes, which now extend for nearly 100 miles

between the Wimmera and the Murray Further west in South

Australia the nver valleys have been dammed by dunes and silt so

that meandering salt lakes or playas are formed, as at Lake Labyrinth

near Kmgoonya These salt lakes are charactenstic of southern West
Australia, and hundreds of them occur m the goldfield region Their

growth is due to a peculiar form of and erosion consequent on the

desiccation of the continent to the south of the Trade Wind desert

Penck has descnbed similar evidences of desiccation as universal in

the other continents in the same latitudes, i e from 25* to 30®

Even in those regions where the rainfall is still adequate, there

seems little doubt that it was once much heavier In fact, there seems

some evidence of several pluvial cycles If we examine the caves at

Jenolan (80 miles west of Sydney) we find that they are cut m an
almost vertical bed of limestone which runs across the Jenolan River
Valley This deep juvenile valley was eroded in response to a rise of

some 3 000 feet when the Blue Plateau was formed probably in early

Pleistocene times The homogeneous bar of limestone has been
eroded into several large caves at each of three dtshnct levels These
levels are connected by narrow, more or less vertical, channels The
simplest explanation is that the large caves were cut during the pluvial

cycles, and the narrow vertical channels during the drier cycles (We
cannot, of course, be sure that periods of slower uplift were not also

factors in the differential erosion )

C Ice Ages tn Australia

The most striking evidence, however, is found in the records of
the Pleistocene Ice Age, which are becoming more numerous as the
highland areas m the south are carefully investigated Throughout
Tasmania the higher regions exhibit cirques glaaal lakes, erratics
and moraines which have been described by J W Gregory, N Ben
son, A S Uwis, and others (Fig 33) At the TasmamanVational
Park (Mount Field) the wnter has mvestigated the cirques, and there
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seems to be evidence of two odes of ice erosion at least The plateau

IS at a level of 4 000 feet and is drained fay the Broad River Three

or four tennmal moraines across this valley show resting stages of a

glacier which extended some five miles from the summit at its maxi

mum Possibly also m this cyde the large cirque occupied by Lake

Seal was cut out to a depth of 1 000 feet, the floor being not much

above the Broad Valley Glacier The other cycle is marked by a

cunous rock shelf about 400 yards wide carrying seven tarns which

dram alcng the shelf as well as over the edge and down to Lake Seal

This shelf is at the 4 300 foot level and was cut out I imagine dunng
the last cycle when the zone of maximum erosion (by sapping) occurred

at this level This zone (which is that marked by the strongest thaw
and freeze action) necessanly accompames a temperature of about
32® F It now lies about 1 500 feet above the Mount Field Plateau

The Kosciusko evidence is perhaps showm most dearly in a sketch

diagram (Fig 34) This is based on a contour survey earned out in

1921 by Dr W Browne Mr Jardtne and the wnter The summit

'•See the writer’s paper ca Motart Feld ut Praaxdnff ef the Rryal Sectetj ef
Tasmanux 1921

“ The Kosausko Plateau {JeurtuI end Froceedtngi ef Royal Society of
Anr South Wales voL LIX, 1925)
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reaches 7,328 feet and is a small rounded dome about 900 feet above

the adjacent plateau A good motor road takes one to the highest

point on the continent, v.hich fact itself shows how stnkingly the

topography of Australia differs from that of the other great land

masses Cirque erosion is not so staking as on Cradle Mountain or

on Mount Field m Tasmania In summer great snow dnfts, several

hundred feet long and possibly 20 feet thick, he on the sheltered

eastern flanks of the divnde, about 6 800 feet high They usually

melt in the autumn In wnnter the snow-dnfts are very thick over

the plateau down to the 5,000 foot level A little sapping leading to

FicuM 34—Relics of the Ice Age on Kosousko Glacial arques and
moraues The area sketched is about ten miles wide View to north

mimature arques still seems to be occurring in sheltered hollow's

Sir Edgeworth David has pointed out that the glaaal evndence

indicates at least two Ice Ages The moraines near the summit
are in many cases quite fresh in appearance (e g , Jensen Moraine),

and belong to the last ice advance But at lower levels there are

relics of much greater moraines (David Moraine) which go back to
the earlier Ice Age Cirques occur on a large scale near Blue Lake
and Club Lake and a group of small cirques constitutes a sort of

karling on the flat range above Charlotte Pass

At the maximum penod an jce-cap covered most of the plateau
above the 5 000 foot level Ice flowed to the east from the highest
land across the Snowy Gorge, over Guthne Range, and so into the
Crackenback Gorge Over«deepening m the Snow'y River Valley is

not so marked as one would expect, nor are terminal moraines visible

below 5,800 feet, but thick timber hides the portion below 5 000 feet
The most suggesUve evidence at the 5 000 foot lev el is the occurrence
of rounded granite blocks (‘‘buns ’) which cover the level swamps and
would appear to have been ice borne The whole plateau, except
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near the summit, is built of almost uniform granite which makes it

hard to detect erratics

Finallj the faunal evidence supports this change m climate In

the soft mud of the salt lakes the bones of the Dtproioion, a mar
supial as large as a rhinoceros but akin to the nombat, ha^’e been

found These relics occur right across southern Australia, and Lake

Callabonna (near Lake Frome) and I-ake Darlot in West Australia

are notev.orth> localities They lie «i desert regions receiving only

PicusE 35 —'Sketch map to sbov bow tbe d mate has changed since
Pleistocene tiroes The north w wetter and the south drier (From Ce«
graphtcal Rertap bew York 1919)

7 inches of ram a >ear It seems unhkel) that iihen this huge
herbivorous animal was alive the herbage was as scanty as it is today
in these regions (Fig 35)

Turning now to the and region immediately north of the desert

VrtAt -and wwn ItAitude “2^ evident is less weW known, but it

seems to indicate that conditions are now wetter than formerly
Thus the small lakes in this belt are usually fresh or brackish, as, for
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example, Lake Woods, and Lake De Burgh in Northern Territory,

and Gregory’s Lake into which the Sturt River flows in Kimberley,

West Australia. Itseems possible that these inland bastns are due to

a cycle of and erosion of which such hollows are characteristic They

have, however, become lakes through the wider range of the Tropical

Ram Belt With the warming which occurred after the Ice Age, we

should expect the desert to be encroached upon, as has been explained

earlier The surface deposits also support this view Great sheets of

latente and travertine, which are now forming in the south, are ap-

parently breaking down in the north owing to the wetter conditions

of today (These hard surface layers are, however, explained by some
scientists as being the former subsurface strata—from which the top

soil has been blown away by wind ) The country around Duchess in

northwest Queensland shows accordant evidence Here luxuriant

Mitchell grass covers a sheet of desert waste The latter has ap-

parently persisted from desert conditions, while the hills and plains,

even m regions receiving 18 or 20 inches of ram, still show profiles

recalling the “inselberg" ridges and “billiard table" floors so charac-

teristic of arid erosion

Thus there would appear to be quite clear proof that there have
been marked climatic swings in Australia since man was m the

vicinity We may picture much more repellent conditions in the

north during the Pleistocene ice Ages than obtain today These may
well have prevented any higher race from following the aborigines

into Australia On the other hand, the changes m the south may
help to explain the curious distribution of the tribes, whereby a
rather primitive group of matniineal abongmes occupies most of

New South Wales (Fig 39)

No doubt the “comdors” of migration were very different in

Pleistocene times From the north the best line of entry may well

have been down the great nvers of the interior, between the deserts
of the north west and the temperate jungles of central New South
Wales Nowadays the natural corridor would be along the western
slopes of the cordillera, a route possibly 600 miles east of the old
comdor It is interesting that patnlmeal tribes live in the old com
dor—while matniineal (usually more primitive tnbes) are found m
the better “comdor” of today This is contrary to the usual distn
bubon, and so may indicate considerable climatic change



CHAPTER VII

THE DISTRIBUTION OF THE RACES IN THE
AUSTRALASIAN REGION

A Tht Main Groups

This IS probably the most complicated ethnological region m the

world, since it has the most diversified environment and is quite near

the centre of dispersion Hence the later races have pressed out into

the island areas while the older races have been preserved in many
isolated mountain areas clothed with tropical jungle VVe shall do

well to tabulate the major races with their ethnological characters

The races are given in the order of superposition, i e , the early

primitive races below, and the younger, more advanced races above

GENERALIZED SCHEME OF RACES IN THE AUSTRALASIAN REGION
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In the above generalized table, I have made cephalic index the first

criterion in establishing the ethnical types It may be objected that

such a classification splits up the eastern island peoples ("Polyne

sians ’)i such as Maoris and Samoans into different classes, and allies

the former with the Massim of Melanesia This seems to me logical,

for the term “Polynesian is based on habitat, language, and culture

rather than on a physical basis It would not be thought scientific to

remove Booker Washington from the Negro races because his culture

and language are exactly those of the educated West European

As regards some of the lower races the classification is not so

difficult The groups of Negritoes and Australians are distinctive,

while the Papuan races have fairly definite characters But the

Melanesian peoples are especially hard to classify satisfactorily, as

we shall see Finally, the higher races on the frontiers of Asia are

late comers into the Australasian region and can be correlated with

certain Asiatic types with some certainty

B The Negrtlo Peoples

These are scattered through a belt of “marginal ’ habitats from

the Andaman Island to Tasmania With the exception of these two
extreme regions all their localities may be described as ‘ inliers

’’

In other words they have almost been ovenvhelmed by succeeding

“strata " and are surrounded by the latter, who have driven them
into forested highlands in every case The Mincopi people of the

Andamans and the Tasmanians who are regarded by Haddon as “a
somewhat generalized variety of Negrito Papuan stock ' were pre

served up to recent times by their isolation in islands about 200 miles

from the mainland

In Fig 36 the main corridor, used probably by all the early

peoples, IS shown by the heavy black line In Pleistocene times this

traversed level plains for much of its course Since then Sunda Land
and Sahul Land in the north have vanished, v hi!e in central Australia

the corridor has in all probability greatly deteriorated in attraction,

as J iiave shown in a preceding chapter The present habitat cf the
Negritoes is shown to lie off the comdor in general far to the east
in the high ranges which once bordered the fairly continuous lands
of the comdor The broken Ime, including all the Negritoes of
today, defines a narrow belt which must not be taken to represent
the line of migration of the Negritoes Each group of these branched
off from much the same mam comdor (as indicated by the short
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arrows) No doubt the Tasmanians separated from the Negritoes

now Imng m Melanesia (the region from New Ireland to New Cale-

donia), somewhere near the Island of Timor or Celebes So also the

Aeta of the Philippines probably branched off from the mam comdor
near West Borneo

Ficvxs 36—The Negnto (bbck) and Australoid rones (ruled) m the
Australasian region (Partly after Biasutti } The mam comdor leading to
Australia is shown by the heavy black line The Negnto localities are en
closed ip a broken line The stz great parallel nvers of East Tibet are
indicated (see p 199)

C The Tajtnamans

While it IS probable that this people tras not quite so primitive

ethnically as the Negritoes of Central Africa, >et the latter were in

contact with much higher races, while the Tasmanians were com-
pletely isolated for centuries The French explorer, Peron, first

described them about 1800, and his notes are some of the most valu-

able extant, for the Bntish took little interest m them later on when
Tasmania was first settled (1803) In stature they were from 5 feet

2 inches to 5 feet 5 inches, but occasionally grew to 6 feet In colour

they were a dark brown, almost black * The hair hung in corkscrew

*A photograph of a typical Tasmamaia woman is given on Plate I at 10
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appendages about the men’s faces, and there was much ‘ down” on

the body The hair grew low on the forehead and at the sides of the

head on men and women According to Dr Hickson, the hair at

times was of a golden brown colour

The eyes were rather small, the mouth very wide, but the lips

were less full than the Negros The chin was small and retreating,

and the face fairly prognathic, i e ,
with projecting jaws The nostrils

were wide and full, and teeth large and powerful The head index

was variable but usually above 74, and a well marked “keel ' charac-

tenzed the top of the skull

Every edible product of the region was eaten, from stranded whales

to grubs and ants Great shell middens still mark their resting places

all round the coast Various fungi, and the gums and pith of vanous

trees were eaten, together with kangaroos, wombats, and opossums

They made no pottery, and so roughly roasted their food, if it were

not devoured raw Skins were used for rugs for Tasmania has a

climate like the south of England, and snowfalls are common in

winter Girdles, necklaces, and bracelets showed their love of orna-

ment, while cicatrices and red ochre further added to their attractions

Singing and dancing filled much of their time

Their technology was very primitive, for they had not begun to

make polished stone weapons Palaeolithic axes and scrapers were
the highest expressions of their art A wooden spear, with a point

merely hardened in the fire, was their chief weapon, though they made
clubs (waddles) to kill birds They seem to have built rough beehive
huts at times for such structures, large enough to hold thirty people,

were seen on the west coast But usually rough bark break winds like

the gunyahs of the Australian aboriginal served all their needs
Of special interest is the descnption which Peron gives of their

rafts They used three rolls of eucalyptus bark, which were lashed
side by side The central roll was 14 feet long and 3 feet wide, and
the lateral rolls were 12 feet long and narrower This raft was made
more solid with reeds and would hold up to six men Other observers
saw a raft 6 feet wide and 30 feet lon^ which would hold six people
and this would float in rough water For instance, it is recorded that
they crossed three miles to the Maatsuykers Island on the stormy
nest coast There seems to be no reason therefore why, when migrat
ing, they should not have crossed the straits both in the East Indies
and north of Tasmania in some such craft

We have no knowledge of their numbers when the British settlers
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first arrived in 1803 According to Milligan,* two thousand included

them all From his data the adjoining "extinction curve" has been

plotted at the right of the graph (Fig 37) They nere ruthlessly

slaughtered in the early days, and only 111 were alive in 1834, and

44 in 2847 Drink and disease quickly killed these In 1854 there

were 10, and the last male, William Lanney, died of drink m 1865

leaving four women The last Tasmanian woman, Truganini died

at about fifty years of age in 1876

n
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Ficurs 37—Graph* illustrating the eatinction or merging of pnmuive
race* On the nsht the dau coIlKted hy Milhnn about the Tasmanans
are shown on (he left the change in constitution of the coloured folic in

New South W ales

The attempt to conquer the Tasmanians in the famous "Black

Drive’ of 1830 was a complete fiasco, for every native sa\e one

eluded the cordon' At present there are a number of half castes and

quarter castes on Cape Barren Island in Bass Straits, and an aged

quarter caste niece of Tmganim till recently lived on an aboriginal

resene near Moama on the Murray

D Melanestan and other Negrtloee

In Melanesia Negritoes of somewhat similar types occur in very

small groups in the interiors of the largest islands In many cases

the pure bloods have become practically extinct, as in Santo Isle,

and the chief evidence of a former N^ito settlement is the presence

of tribes of smaller stature than usual, often with rather higher head

nwfices than tftose of tfte sorroimdlng tnfies fntfeetf
,
as tfte iVegntoes

’Janie* Walker ' Aboriginal* ol Tasn^nia (Prot Roy Sot Tat 1898)

Tindale ha* recently described Tasmanoids m N E Queensland
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o{ tins portion of tlic world Ixicomc less pi^my like so their hc-id

index decreases ns the followinR tnWc shows

Crtup Trlbt

CtpUg t

Indax Half

Ai Ai c N(s Iioc)

1

A«U (I h Itp 7i»«

a <n

4 0 Peppereern

1

Cl ocolale

1

P n»l)

Mlncool

S«mina
Ttpiro

sa 1

79 5

4 It

6 0
4 0 Tf tty

niaek

Choeolal* bfe»n
Ytllow bfpwn

M i«d (yp«il Sakai 79 4 11 Wavy niaek

Tttmtnlan 77
1

6 £ . Frity
1

Dark brawn

Veddlh 73-7# 6 1 Wavy 1 C> oeolata

(Por eomoA Ifnn) AuM »l an 77 6 0

Tlic most probnblc cxpinnntion is tint we nre dcnling here with

two onginnl stocks best tllustrnicd by the Austrnlinn nnd Actn flic

Tnsmannn is probnbly n hnlf enste between the two lie his the

stnturc of the Austrnhan the hntr of the Actn nnd nn mtcrmcdntc

ccpbnbc index

The Tapxro Negritoes linvc been investignted by VVollnston * They
live just to the south west of Mount Cnrslcnsr m Dutch North Guincn

at n height of over 7000 feet they nre active httic fellows with big

buttocks nnd big cnlvcs thus being quite unlike tlie Pnpunns m
the swnmpy consthnds below them 1 he no«c is strmght but very

wide the upper hp long nnd curiously convex The Inir short woolly

and bhek nnd the men hnvc short bushy black benrds Their

wenpons arc bows nnd nrrows flint knives nnd diggers rnnde from
enssownry bones Instead of mere wind brenks their houses are

built on piles nnd rnnde out of Inth nnd bnrk They nre therefore

much nhend of the Tnsmnmnns m culture

r The Australian Aboriginal*

Owing to Its age long isolation the continent of Austrnlin hns a
rcmnrknbly uniform senes of nl onginil tribes All nuthoritics agree

thnt they entered from the north nnd drove the rnsmnmnns before

them T1 ere is however considemblc difference of opinion ns to

whether the Austrnhnns enme into the continent m one grent mi
grntion nnd tlicrcnftcr differentinted into varieties or wlicthcr their

chnfnctcristics were determined before entering so tint they arnved
m Austrnhn with the attributes of several different migrations We

'A I R WollaHon PygmUt and J apunns (Lon \nn 1012)
See pfiotognphi on Phtc* I an I II nos R an I 18
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»V»aU do ttell to conatJer their salient features before attempting to

deade this problem

Speccer* pomts out that there is a broad division into eastern

tnbes with female descent (matnlineal), and n estem with male descent

(patnlmeal) Further, although there is an extraordinary homo-

geneity in their method of organization, yet there is a strongdn ergence

m such matters as bunal, weapons, etc. As in many pnraitii e peoples,

the mdiNidual is pnmanl> a member of a special tnbal-class, and only

to a minor degree does be associate with his close blood relations In

other words, the idea of family relationship, uniiersal among higher

races seems to ha%e dev'eloped after the Australians left Asia

Ficcxb SS—Tlie prrwnt distribetioa of foil-blood aborigines m Ans-
traTia. Ttibesvithtaanjliair oietTitbuil92^occsrmWe3temAiirtialia.

The boundaries of the tribe were very deSnitely limited, and usually

trespass gave nsc to tnbal warfare But for certain special "crops,”

such as the fnuts of the Arauarui in Queensland or the ‘ bogonggrubs”

near Kosciusko, these trespass laws were temporarily suspended

Today there are about CO 000 full bloods m existence 01 these,

36,500 are described as noinadic, 9,000 are in regular emploixnent, and

10 000 are hvang in supervised camps Thej am to be found mainly

in the northern coastlands, especially m M estero Australia, furthest

away from the region of densest white population The distribution

is given in Fig 38, which also shows the area where the wnter en

•B Spencer Fed^aJ BanSieei ic Brtiuh Astociaii^ CAnstraLa, 19U)
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countered tawny haired aboriginals A description of aboriginal life

in contact with white civilization will be found in our paper “Kami-

laroi and White ”* The gradual replacement of full bloods by half

castes in New South Wales is shown by the graph in Fig 37

Their food ranged through as extensive a programme as did the

Tasmanians’ Kitchen middens from 20 to 60 feet high are known

near Port Phillip and Botany Bay, and smaller middens are common

elsewhere Yams and vine roots were eaten The sporocarps of

Nardoo (Aforstfeo) were ground into paste on stone mills, which are

still very common along the Darling River They are expert fisher-

men, and the stone weirs at Brewamna (NSW) were perhaps their

most elaborate "monument ** In these crescentic pools, built every

year across the rapid Barwon River, Murray Cod up to 120 pounds’

weight were secured They also made large nets in which emus

were caught

Much of their time was spent in "magic," which was essentially

their religious life The motive of most of the tribal laws and customs

was probably to strengthen the power of the older men Hence strict

ceremonies accompanied the initiation of the younger men, while the

women have a very low place in the aboriginal scheme The following

descnption is given by Howitt of an initiation ceremony for the

tribes of the south east quarter of New South Wales

The head man sends a messenger to the other tribes who may be

associated together for these ceremonies He carries a "chunnga"
(or bull roarer) as a credential, and also vanous message sticks (The
latter are strips of wood 8 inches long, with notches on the edges which
serve to memorize dates and people They are in effect a primitive

form of writing) The ground for the corroboree is now prepared,

and usually a more or less sacred site is used A circular ridge about
50 yards in diameter is built up for the public ceremonies, while a
smaller circle is made ready some 400 yards away in the bush As
the visitors arrive they dance and their leaders do "magic " The
^omen are congregated around the larger circle but turn their backs
ac iAe more important stages offAe ceremonies

The boys are painted and brought along by their spionsors, who
are usually brothers of the potential wives These men teach the
boys the laws and legends, and give them their adult badges Finally,

•G Taylor and F Jardine in the Jcaniat and Proceedings of the Royal Society
of Reto South Wales Sydney 1924
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m the smaller enclosure, to the sound of the bull roarers, which are

swung with a whirring sound, a tooth is knocked out with a mallet,

and the boy becomes a man This ceremony marks the time when

he leaves hts mother, and throughout is accompanied by much
bulToonery and gesture ’

The Australians arc much higher Uian the Tasmanians in their

technology They make beautiful flaked spear heads and knives and

many of the stone axes are as finely prfjshed as those of the Neolithic

Age in Europe Spears and clubs arc their chief weapons, and great

differences occur in the varieties of wooden shields In Victoria the

latter consists merely of a bar of wood only 2 inches wide, while in

North Queensland huge elaborately painted shields are customary

The boomerang and womerah (spear thrower) are characteristic

weapons, but both arc used among pnmitive folk of the same status

nearer Asia The womerab is not found in the south-east of the

continent (i e where descent largely passes through the mother)

A number of investigators draw attention to the fact that there is a

Tor the sociology and anthropometry of the hybrids between Kamilaroi and
White see paper by Taylor and Jaidise, etl
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Kr-xchnl evolution m culture from south to north (Fig 30) Assuming

tint the Austrnlnns arrived m one uniform migration it is difTicult to

SCO why tlicsc culture 7oncs should be arranged m this fashion Thus

we find that the southern tribes have either no boats or use only pieces

of Inrl bent into rougli canoes Those on the west coast (near

North West Cape) build rafts flien m the zone nearer Asia both

on the cast and west coasts we find tribes who sew the bar! to make

a more elaborate canoe Finally on the north coast we find wooden

canoes and m North Queensland outrigger canoes

As mentioned previously the south eastern tribes mostly count

descent tiirough the mother The children may look to the mother s

brother for paternal care and the true father is often of much less

importance to them Tins stage usually implies n more primitive

development than descent through the father, which obtains among
the remaining tribes m the centre north and west The latter tribes

also practise circumcision

Schmidt * who has studied the structure of the various languages

IS satisfied that there is a gradual evolution, in general from south to

north Thus the south cast languages have tlic genitive noun/o/Zaiy

iHg the object posscssetl ns in Tasmanian languages These were
spoken by the first migrants The next migration used a genitive

prccedtug the noun The last migrations did not use initial R or
initial L 111 tlicif vocabularies (Fig 30)

r The Date of the Mt^raltons into Australia and Tosnmma

A valuable paper by Sir Ldgcworlh David on the geological

antiquity of the aborigines was published in 1021 • upon which the
following notes arc partly based The evidence may be discussed
from several points of view The geological biological and cultural
aspects arc nil worthy of consideration Perhaps one of the chief

features is the presence of the dingo in Australia and its absence in

Tasmania The dingo was introduced into tlie mainland before some
of the extinct marsupials died out and almost certainly entered with
the Australian aboriginal Tlic nearest of the dog tribes to tfie dingo
seems to inhabit Syria rather than Eastern Asia so that this nmmal
may have accompanied the abongiml from Central Asia The dingo
seems to have been responsible for the extinction of the marsupial

*ln Anlhropos 1012
* R M jol niton Metnor il Lectiro (.rrvctedines of tha Royal Society of

Tasmania J02J)
^ ^
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"tiger" and devil on the mainland They have survived in Tas
mama owing to his absence

The Tasmanians had a ' balsa’ or raft, as we have seen They
could readily have crossed from island to island, even today the

largest gap m Bass Straits (from Victoria to Deal Island') is less than

fifty miles This gap may have been much less when the Tasmanians
crossed, since we know (from Hedley’s work) that the marine mol
luscan fauna has not yet traversed Bass Straits, but that the east and
west types are readily separated Any primitive tnbe would take to

Its rafts as a last resort from the sustained attacks of a stronger race,

and some few of these craft might have reached Flinders Island

FiecsB 40 —Verticil section of Peaty Dnft 65 feet above the present
RjQgarooBia Valley Taimania m «b ch a Tasmanian artefact was dis-
covered (After Sir Edgtworth Davi^ )

whence land extends n^rly continuously to Tasmania However, it

15 difficult to fix a date for the migrations If the Tasmanians have

been in these latitudes (akin to Falmouth, England) for many thou
sands of years it is difficult to understand why they did not become
somewhat bleached from their dark brown colour

On the other hand there is strong evidence indicating a far

distant date for the first habitation of Tasmania Sir Edgeworth
David describes a retouched chalcedonic flake which was found 10

feet below the surface lo the gntty, peaty drift over the tm gravels

of the Doone Mine in north-east Tasmania (Fig 40) The undulating

floor on which the gravel rests is 65 feet above the present nver
Evidently a great amount of erosion has taken place smee the peaty
drift was deposited, and Professor David thinks it dates back at least

to the Wurm glaciation and perhaps even to the Riss period
There can be no doubt that the Tasmanian entered Australia

before the Australian abonginal and before the dingo, perhaps 50 000
years ago The Talgai skull, with its huge faceted canme teeth,
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seems to show a very great age for the aboriginal in Australia ” This

famous skull was discovered near Warwick (South Queensland) in red

day at a depth of about 7 feet In the vicinity similar sediments

contained bones of extinct marsupials, such as the huge Dtprolodon,

of Pleistocene age The skull is unusually prognathous, almost ape

like, but the brain case is human The facets on the huge canine

teeth are very charactenstic

.. Vertical section through deposits m a shallow
e on the Murray River near Murray Bndge ]&uih Australia) Two

artefacts are sketched in the comer At neht Generalised section illus*

trating the antiquity of roan in Australia ana Tasmania

Very interesting archaeological work has been earned out in

caves on the Murray River near Murray Bndge (South Australia)

Here Hale and Tindale have excavated 6 metres of debris as shown
in section in Fig 41 The vanation in the species of shells (used

for food) shows that the climate was wetter than now when the

lower "Piman” layers were deposited Cunous bones called Muduk
mark the middle layers They were perhaps used in fishing In the
upper layers flint adze-edges called Tula were common Human
remains were discovered, usually of more pnmitive type than the
average aboriginal of today It has not yet been possible to date
these layers

Some of the data discovered in Australia are arranged in the table
at the right of Fig 41 Artefacts found at the Regatta Ground in

Tasmania seem to date back about 2000 years Near Sydney a
number of stone axes were found at Shea’s Creek, which had been

**^S.A SmithiaPhOosophtcalTronsacttcnjofthf Royal Soaety of LoTidon 1916
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co\ered by 11 feet of silt Perhaps they arc 10 OOO years old In the

travertine of the Wellington Caves (NSW) a human tooth was

discovered Perhaps still older is the Ringarooma flake roughly

sketched in the section TTie Talgai skull is possibly ISO 000 years old

G Status ej the Australmns

One of the difficult problems of ethnology is to discover the relative

|K)s t ons of the Australians and Negroes in the ethnological scale It

seems to me that the geographic evidence is helpful here We may
a sume that the lower Melanesian (who is described m the next

section) IS comparable with the loner African Negro Thus Keane

gi%es the following data
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They have been so long separated that we can expect little resem

blance m their culture but the keloid scars drum language and

totems are common to both famihes

If we now follow the migrations back (see Fig 36) to Asia we
find that the bulk of the Dramdtan folk of India who are certainly

nearer the Indo European than are the Negroes form the stratum

which next overlies the Veddah Australian type Indeed many
ml ers of the Australian types are preserved m India such as the

Nairs of the Malabar region the Todas Badagas of the Nilgxn Hills

and the Mundas of the north We do not find any Negroid people in

Asia or Indonesia except the Sakai and Semang of Perak until we
reach the Papuan region m the island of Flores It seems clear

therefore that the Papuan Negroes were largely confined to the Indo

resian Islands long before the Australoids left the mainland and

indeed it is possible that many Negritoes were present m Asia long

after the Papuans had left Putting it the other way if the Papuan
were a later migration than the Australian we should expect to find

inliers of Papuans m South India and the Australians entirely

pushed to the wall whereas the contrary is the case
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We may assume, then, that the distnbution supports the view that

the Australian with his wavy hair is ethnically higher than the Papuan

with his woolly hair Blood tests by Dr Tebbut and others show a

remarkable similarity between the blood of the Australian aborigines

and that of West Europeans This indicates, perhaps, an Australoid

stratum m Palaeolithic Europe No doubt the isolation of the Aus

trahan kept him at a very low state of civilization, moreover, his

habitat produced few fruits and grains which might lead to the de-

velopment of agriculture, and no animals which corresponded to the

herds of the primitive pastoral peoples Hence he remained a primitive

hunter living from hand to mouth
It IS hard to see why the Papuan never entered Australia, since

the Negrito reached both Australia (as the Tasmanian) and Papua
(as the Tapiro, etc ), but some ethnologists (not including the writer)

consider the Tasmanian to be a variety of the Papuan Probably the

complicated topography of the East Indian region and the drowning

of the flat lands of Sunda and Sahul determined the paths of the van
ous migrations, and we must leave the elucidation of this problem to

a later date Something like the following may well have taken place

Perhaps we may assume a Negrito migration dunng an early glacial

period, when it was easy to get into Papua and also into Melanesia

and Australia Then the Papuan hordes moved to the south after

Australia was shut off by the droivning of the Sunda region They
entered Papua at a time when we may imagine extensive deserts in

northern Australia for reasons given earlier They drove the Tapiro
into the hill jungles Later the first horde of Australians amved
dunng an Ice Age, when the Sunda and Sahul areas were dry land
They moved down the central nvers to the south east They mixed
with the Negritoes in the south to some extent, producing the Tas
maman type The next migration drove the Tasmanian further
south, and was m turn driven into the thick forested regions of New
South Wales by the latest migrations (Fig 28)

The continent was now closed to further migration from Asia,
and the tribes reached a state of equilibrium But the environment
gradually changed for the worse in southern Australia The attractive
central portion, the ancient corridor, became almost desert, the thick
forest of inland New South Wales became open, grassy plains But
It IS possible that the tribes were “anchored" to their tribal grounds,
and so we find the anomaly of later and probably higher patrilineal
migrations occupying poor ground, while the earlier matnlineal tribes
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have (or had) some oI what is now the tiest country in Australia

Still we find the later migrations were beginning to invade the east

coasts, as is apparent in the map (Fig 36)

II Papuan and Pnmtttve Melanesian

Quite distinct from the Australian abongina! in many ways is a

group of people whose present range is from Flores (400 miles east of

Java) and the Moluccan Islands on the west to Fiji and New Cale-

Ficuss 42'-re«eoon IiUnds of Mebnesu with their ractS'^me
what genenlired

donia on the east They thus occupy the islands on the eastern rim

of the Banda Deep (see Fig 2$) In Melanesia they are found chiefly

la the southern and western isles In all cases the skm is very dark,

m some parts even sooty m colour The hair is extremely frizzy, the

nose IS often hooked and Jewish m appearance, the face long, and the

skull markedly dolichocephalic (C I 73) There is often a well-

marked brow ndge (frontal forns) ”

There is a rather well marked distinction between the peoples of

New Guinea in the west of this ethnological division and those in-

habiting Melanesia to the east The latter speak languages which

belong to the common Melanesian stock, the former have quite differ-

ent and very varied languages which are described for convenience as

Papiuin (We shall see. a vejcv wwJaic fJasaiSraX’/vs. w. Moaa., dis-

tinguishing the Bantu Negroes from those Negro tribes, otherwise

‘'Photographs of Melanesiaa people appear or Plates I and II nos 12 and 23
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somewhat similar, who speak alien tongues ) Judging by analogy we

may look upon all these long headed Negroes, who migrated from Asia

about the same time, as of similar ongin But possibly those living in

the small islands came under the influence of a great migration of

later comers (the higher Melanesians) who spoke a new tongue which

the primitive island folk adopted

The salient feature of the organization of the primitive Lower

Melanesians (2, m Fig 42) is their dmsion of each tnbe into two

exogamous groups Each of these has a totem (which we may briefly

describe as the tnbal symbol), often one totem being light coloured

and the other dark This may refer to a racial mixture of aboriginal

dark peoples with less dark invaders Marriage takes place only

between members of different groups hence the name of “Dual

group Melanesians is given to this stock Descent was chiefly

through the mother Body scars (keloids) are thought to improve the

appearance just as m Australia Magic plays a very large part in

their lives and they inter their dead m a crouched position Secret

societies of a complex nature terrorize the community, in which a

ritual of masks and bull roarers shows a culture stage little diflerent

from the Australian

The Higher Melanesians Living almost side by side with the

primitive Dual group peoples is a much higher race (4, in Pig 42)

which has unfortunately also been classified under the term Mela*
nesian They have few characters m common, though certain tran

sition types are to be expected The cephalic index is 76 as opposed to

73 There is no exogamy, and the physical features are much more
refined These higher races are smaller and lighter coloured The skin

ranges from bronze to cafe au lait The hair is usually rather fnzzy,

but may be ringletted or wavy The usual beverage is "kava,"
prepared by macerating a root like ginger, and much ceremony ac-
companies kava dnnking In many respects they resemble the primi-
tive peoples of Europe of Mediterranean race Thus they tattoo in
almost all the tribes They indulge in skull hunting, they built stone
monuments, and the curious custom of the cowade is charactftci.?t.v:,<it

them “ All these customs characterized the earlier Western Europeans
(such as the Insh, Basques, Corsicans etc ), and may be traced m the
earliest descnptions of them when in a state of barbarism

These higher Melanesians are found in the northern and eastern

on the birth of a ch Id the father takes to his bed for a space of days
or weeks and abstains from certain fcxxls and practices (Fig 43)
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islands chiefly They are akin to the Nesiots of the East Indian

Islands Dolmens and stone circles mark their migrations and occur

m New Britain in Eastern New Guinea in the Banks Islands in the

Solomons and in Santo and Pentecost in the New Hebrides

Many anthropologists ba\-e noted that the customs mentioned

above are found m a zone extending from the British Isles to New

Guinea and further Perry and his school believe that this indicates

a peripheral migration of culture from Egypt to west and east The

writer believes th s common culture far antedates Egypt and goes

back to the cradle land in Southern Asia The cultural features haa'e

spread radially from Asia all over the world (Fig 43) Egypt is

therefore only one of many places which have experienced the same

wave front of culture spreading wherever the brown Mediter

ranean race has migrated

Migrations of the Melanestans We can trace the Melanesian

migrations only from anthropometric or cultural evidence Their

legends are of no such I’alue as for instance those of the Polynesians

Almost everywhere where the Polynesians settled we find traces of

the lower races It seems likely that they or their allies extended from
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Madagascar to Easter Island As regards the former locality, T A
Joyce has shown that a small section, the Antimerma, who were the

dominant people in the nineteenth century, “is of fairly pure Malay

(or Javanese) blood
,
and is composed of sixteenth century immigrants,

but the language belongs to a very early branch of the Malayo-

Polynesian family ’ It is possible that the earliest and Negroid

inhabitants of Madagascar were Melanesian Negroes ” As regards

Easter Island although it lies 5,000 miles to the east, the evidence

advanced in Mrs Routledge’s book** shows that the slit eared statues

differ little except in size from similar figures in Melanesia Their

bird cult recalls that associated with the frigate bird in the Solomons

The dolmens and cruder structures are found in Melanesia in islands

where no Polynesians ever landed, as well as in those at present con

sidered as Polynesian The pyramids and marae (walled yards) may,

however, have been built by an early Polynesian migration

Tkt Polynesians These interesting peoples comprise several eth-

nic stocks who are allied in much the same fashion as are the Alpine

and Nordic people of Europe In other words, they have a common
language, culture, and environment, but are not in a physical sense

people of the same race There is the greatest difference between the

dark, medium sized, leptorhme, long headed Maori and the fairer, tall,

somewhat platyrhine and very brachycephahe Samoan The former

approaches physically the West European, the latter is nearer the

so-called Mongolian This resemblance is no accident but illustrates

an important general principle In effect, while one group of peoples

was migrating to the western periphery of Asia (i e ,
Britain), an

allied group was migrating to the south east and later reached about
the same position with regard to Central Asia, e g ,

outer Polynesia

(Fig 44) Thus we find the peripheral folk of Hawaii (m the north

east) and New Zealand (in the south east) linked together m certain

physical and cultural aspects, although in the former case there is

e\idence of mixture with a mesocephalic type, and m the latter with
an element with a strong Melanesian strain Both peoples have
heavy beards, which are absent in most Polynesians Indeed, it is

almost impossible to distinguish some Hawaiians and Maoris from
certain dark Europeans

The typical Polynesians are as a whole some of the tallest people
in the world, 5 feet, 10 inches is quite a usual height The later

”Cui<i< to the Ethnographic ColUdiont in the Bnltsh Museum p 245
i^Mystery of the Pacific (London 1919)
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Polynesians have often a very light brown skin the earlier Elawauans

and Maoris are a much darker brown The hair is wavy to straight

and of the same type as European hair, but always black in colour

There is a tendency to obesity The face has regular features, so

much so that many of the women are quite beautiful “ The eyes are

black Tattooing is common and reached its greatest development

in New Zealand We note that the Igorots of the Philippines and

many of the highest Melanesian folk ol New Guinea (whom the wnter

places in the same zone) were their rivals m this respect Tattooing,

indeed is a marked character of the migration zone with a cephalic

index near 76

The Polynesians had a high social organization with powerful

chiefs and nomen played a relatively important part in affairs They

had a strong religious sense free from the gross beliefs of the Mela

nesians The earlier migrations seem to have built large stone temple

enclosures (morse), and m certain islands they erected truncated

pyramids These stone monuments belong to a more elaborate cult

than the dolmens and circles of the higher Melanesians and are found

in Micronesia (Ponape) Tahiti Tonga and elsewhere

They had no knowledge of metals, and in most cases no pots We
must remember however, that m many islands there was no clay,

though this does not apply to the largest Polynesian islands Carving

IS >ery elaborate and elaborate platting and mat making are charac

tenstic Their canoes were especially noteworthy and enabled them

to sail over the whole Paafic It seems possible that about A d 900

a Maon explorer discovered the frozen seas of the Antarctic nearl> a

thousand years before Captain Cook reached the same latitude

New Zealand was first discovered about A o 650 by Polynesians who

probably set out from Tahiti Their legends refer to a land of Ha
waiki but this name is found throughout Polynesia under the form

Savaii (Samoa), Avaiki (Raratonga) Havaii (Tahiti), Hawaii and

Havaiki (Marquesas) It has even been suggested that Java and

Saba (Sheba) are similar modifications

Migrahonz of the Folyntsiam There is little doubt that the

Polynesian peoples represent a disrupted rone of races who originally

inhabited the south-east of Asm (Fig 44) Judging by the general

laws of migration we should expect to find their congeners still hving

in the highlands of India and Burmafa on the one hand and m
Manchuria or thereabouts on the other hand Many allies might be

“Photographs appear on Plate 1 at 2 and Plate II at 15
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expected m America, and this is precisely what we find when we

examine the physical and cultural evidence In the annexed sketch-

map (Fig 44) these migrations are indicated We may picture a

time reaching back to the Azilian period perhaps, when the Polyne-

sians and other tribes of the same stage of evolution occupied the

habitat showm as Proto Polynesian Later on, for thousands of years

the Polynesians were slowly pushed to the sea by the Chinese and

allied folk (shown by dots) For many centuries the Polynesians

occupied Eastern China and Further India, and no doubt became

expert navigators Intense desiccation in Central Asia drove out most

FlGxniB 44 —The expulsion of the earlier zones of races from Eastern
Asia by the la ter Alpines (shown dotted ui Asia) 2t explains the similarrty
of the Amerinds and Polynesians (Partly after Dixon

)

of the so called “Mongolians” and they spread dowm into the coast

lands, probably about 5,000 years ago The Polynesians abandoned
the mainland and migrated eastward A few went south and settled

in the Mentawei Isles of Sumatra, (or here the Nias tribes speak a
Polynesian tongue But most of them kept north of Indonesia and
swept to the east wnthout occupying the islands already fairly fully

occupied by earlier races such as Negroes and Australoids

It seems logical to the writer to replace the general term “Polyne-
sian” by three raaal names already familiar to the reader, Alpine,
Medilerranean, and Negro Although a common culture unites these
interesting navigators, there is no more racial unity than among the
peoples of Europe Dwon m his book Racial History (1923) has
showm that there is a widespread Negro population which is found
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mainly in the area shown by diagonal lines in Fig 44 This migration

moving out first occupied the nearer Melanesian Isles—but also

reached as far east as Easter Island

A second migration consisted mainly, we may imagine, of Nestot

types (akin to Mediterranean) whom Dixon calls Caspian types (Fig

44) They do not seem to have sailed as far east, but are numerous

m the North Island of New Zealand and elsewhere A third group

of peoples the Alptne types (Fig 44), ventured far afield settling

Hawaii and the South Island of New Zealand as well as forming

the overlords in many of the other islands No doubt some of the

migrations were of mixed race to start with, but the term Polynesian

IS clearly rather a misnomer as applied to a race

It seems probable that the Polynesians lost touch with Asia about

3 000 years ago They have no trace of Sanscrit words which were

influencing the languages of Indonesia about 350 6 c But their

culture, especially the ceremonial dances, recalls that of the Indo-

nesian peoples So also the languages of Java, Formosa certain

Philippine tongues and Japanese have affinities This aspect will be

discus^ in the Astatic chapters

It must be understood that there was internal warfare among the

Polynesians The later-comers pressed forward and dispossessed the

earlier Thus we find that the Northern Maori (an early type) was

pushed further and further away by later types No doubt this was

one reason why he left Tahiti His legends refer back to a date about

A V 650 as the penod when Ui le rangiora first landed on New
Zealand The discovery of Melanesian carvings in the bogs north of

Auckland may, however show that in New Zealand (as in many other

Polynesian Isles) a Eubstratum of Melanesians was absorbed by the

new-comers a suggestion confirmed by physical anthropology Cer

tainly the Maons and their allies, the Morion (who occupied the

Chatham Isles), contain many strains of Oceanic peoples, and the

unravelling of their descent is occupying New Zealand ethnologists

In various papers H D Skinner** discusses the stocks from which

the Maon tnbes are derived The earlier tnbes settled in North

Island, and their culture has stong affinities with the arts of the

Massim people of Papua, the Sepik River, and the Solomons Thus

the spiral ornament the single canoe, the type of tattooing, and the

adzes are all akin to these highest of the so-called Melanesians
The Southern Maoris came later and are akin to the Monon of

Polynesian Onjins (Jeurmil if (he Vtiymvin Sottety, 1923)
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the Chatham Isles. They are more truly Polynesian, with double

canoes, with outriders, no pile houses, simpler carving, and Polyne-

sian adzes.

As regards these outer "Polynesian*' Islands, Dixon points out that

Hawaii was first settled by folk akin to those of Indo-China and then

by pure Alpine peoples of a later evolv«i type Easter Island has a
first "layer” of Protonegroid, akin to the similar Melanesians, followed

b^ his "Caspian” type (akin to many Japanese) New Zealand has
this latter stratum in the north with many later "Alpines” in the south
similar to those filling the central Polynesian Islands today

Race Mixture in Hawaii

,
survey in Honolulu the author was ercatly struck by the appearance

t ,
pop\i\ation At tbe Umvmny ot Hawau they are said to be on the

»™ie keener and more industrious than the European students They appreciate
tte opportunity (almost unique in the world) to bve the American way of life , andtbey acted loyallv in the Home Guard during the recent war The accompanying
ctort shons the changes in the cultural composiUon in the years from 1820 to 1920 •

(sec also p 475

)

Fundamentals cf the Present Population

This book is primarily concerned with the migrations and distri-
butions of folk in the Pre-Columbian period. But since the environ-
mental factors continue to operate today, it is worth while giving a
little attention to their effect on the present population. In the latter
part of the book four chapters are devoted to the problem of environ-
mental control in Australia today, and the reader is referred to
^apter xxvr accordingly.

‘’Roland Dixon, The Raetal HuUry ej Mart {New York, 1923)



CHAPTER VUI

THE CHANGING AFRICAN ENVIRONMENT

A The Build of Africa

“Afnca as a whole is a world segment entirely distinct Irom all

other continents It is a great solid mass raised perpendicularly Irom

the sea and, with the exception of the Atlas Mountains, has no true

mountains or fold mountains of recent date, like the other continents

From north to south one dominant molif runs throughout, and can be

recognized in the equatorial forests of Guinea or the Congo, or in the

deserts of the Sahara or the Kalahan Perhaps the hlach man and

the thorn tree summarizes this African mohf, though countless varieties

of both exist "*

If we refer to the block diagram of Afnca (Fig 45) we see that

the continent is logically divisible into two portions of almost equal

area by a line joining the Congo mouth to the Red Sea near Suakm
Almost all the southern portion »s a plateau over 3,000 feet, while

most of the northern portion is under 1,500 feet Of land below 600

feet, there is a considerable amount extending across the Sahara from

Cape Verde to the Nile mouth, the other important lowlands extend

along the east coast chiefly to north and south of the mouths of the

Juba and between the Zambesi and Limpopo
Of true fold mountains there are only the ranges of the Atlas m the

north west, which are of the same age as the Alps of Europe In the

extreme south west near Cape Town are some ancient fold mountains

Thus Africa is the sole continent which departs from the normal build,

which consists of Shield, Downfold, and Young Mountains (see p 14)

But Africa has been greatly affected hy faults, and probably also by

broad warping (.epeirogentc) movements Volcanoes are abundant in

assoaation with these structural changes, and have built up the

highest mountains such as Kilimanjaro, 19,320 feet, Kema, 17,000 feet,

Mfumbtro, 14 600 feet, Ruwenzon, 16,000 feet, and the Cameroons,

13,400 feet The vast extent of the Shield is indicated in Fig 3

The highest land extends from Abyssinia down the east coast, and

IS associated with a unique senes of lakes of which the chief are Tana,

Rudolf, Victona, Tanganyika, and Nyasa These are perched on the

relatively narrow plateau and clearly indicate by their precarious

IE H L Schwarz A Smlh A/nean Geography (London, 1931), which I have
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position the recency of their formation Each is drained by a large

nver with a steep grade, and in a comparatively short time these lakes

will be emptied unless further crustal movements supervene Indeed

Lake Tanganyika has been tapped by the Lukuga (a tributary of

the Congo) since it was first discovered, and its surface has been

considerably lowered

To the north west of the great plateau extends the great series of

lowlands of North Africa, bounded by the Congo and Nile Rivers

There are only two highland areas of note One constitutes the

Cameroons massif, and the other is an elongated senes including

Darfur Tibesti, and the Ahaggar highlands The Kong Mountains

showm on old maps behind the Gulf of Guinea, hare shrunk in size as

surveys progress and are really non-existent Only the Futa Jallon

highlands at the head of the Niger are worthy of note

The drainage system of Africa is of great interest, and shows that

remarkable changes have occurred within the last geological epoch

Except for the Nile which itself has a very vaned history, the main

nvers all (low in arcs mostly along an east west axis Thus the Niger

rises just behind Sierra L^ne flows towards the dry interior, and

spreads out into huge swamps and lakes near Timbuktu, thus indi

eating a local base level Thereafter it sweeps round to the south

east and ultimately enters the sea through the somewhat higher

region flanking the Gulf of Guinea Schwarz is of the opinion that

the Proto Niger flowed from Timbuktu to the north na Lake Gurara

and entered the Shotts of Algeria, and bo reached the Gulf of Cabes

The Congo has a similar curved track for it rises near Rhodesia,

flows north beyond the Equator, and then south to the great lakes and

swamps of Stanley Pool (another local base level) before plunging

rapidly through the coast scarp to its outlet

The Orange River has a more direct course from east to west,

but it seems probable that in the not far-distant past its northern

affluent (Nasob) once brought wafer from near Lake Nyasa and Lake

Benguela vui the Okavango and Lake Ngarai Here again we have a

vast senes of lakes and swamps some 400 miles wide (including the

Makan Kan region) which are now dry and silted up Before 1820

these nvers were flowing and the swamps contained hippopotami and

other animals which have long since died out
The Zambesi stiver appears tohave captured much ol the intern^

drainage only recently in geological history It leaves the plateau by
the Kebrabasa Falls while the Victoria Falls are at 3 000 feet elevation
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and some thousand miles from its mouth. The history of the Shir6

River, which links Lake Nyasa to the Zambesi, is particularly inter-

esting as regards the changes in African geography. In 1889 it was

possible to bring steamers from the sea to Lake Nyasa vta the Zambesi

and Shire, a distance of some 400 miles Soon the lake sank through

desiccation, and steamers could only reach Chiroma (180 miles from

the lake). Then water failed above Port Herald, and now in dry

seasons steamers can hardly reatdi the junction of the Zambesi with

the Shirfi, 100 miles from the sea

The Nile is the sole African river which has a north-south course.

It rises in various streams which enter Lake Victoria (3,867 feet) or

Lake Edward. The two branches unite at Lake Albert (2,229 feet)

and flow north as the Mountain Nile (Jebel) to the great flat expanse

near the Bahr el Ghazal (1,350 feet). Here are extensive swamps, and
floods may cover hundreds of square miles. This region is, therefore,

a base-level analogous to the Lake Chad and Lake Ngami regions.

Were it not for the Blue Nile (rising in Lake Tana in Abyssinia) no
water would reach Egypt from the Nile The volcanic flows of the

Bayuda Desert have helped to produce the great bend below Khartum.
From here the six cataracts mark a more rapid fall in the valley until

Aswan is reached. It is of much interest that the freshwater canal
dug by the Caliph Omar 1,200 years ago Is now 10 feet above the sea
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at Suez, which gives us a fairly accurate measure of the upward
movement in this comer of Africa *

The block-diagram sketched in Fig 46 shows the interesting to-

pography of Egypt and the Nile In Lawson s opinion the Sudd
marks the infilling of a broad syncline while the cataracts and their

gorges are cut in a recently warped upfold or anticline Below Aswan
the Nile flows in a narrow Graben or down faulted valley This is

not due to the cutting by the River Nile, but resembles in origin the

gulfs at the north end of the Red Sea The northern part of the
‘ Great Rift is sketched at the Dead Sea, and also between Aden
and Lake Rudolf

If we accept the theory outlined above that the Afncan drainage

onginally ran along north south lines, then it seems probable that the

changes occurred late in Tertiary times and were perhaps of the nature

already descnbed in the Australian sections In other words although

Africa was not folded during the world wide mountain builduig, it may
have been warped along a senes of parallel corrugations This would

give nse to an alternation of lake Iite expanses and raised water-gaps,

which IS just what the Afncan topography suggests

Commenang at the south we may postulate a NW-SE warp

which beheaded the Orange River, led to the Ngami Makar: Kan
Lakes, and ultimately caused these waters to dram out to the east

fta the Zambesi Then some 1 000 miles to the north another slight

upward warp perhaps determines the Stanley Pool swamps at the

mouth of the Congo, and the present divide between the Zambesi

and Nile Possibly a western extension of this warp has raised the

Guinea coast

The next up warp has turned back the Niger m the west (forming

the Debo Lakes) and the Congo, in the centre, preventing its entry

to the Chad Basin The great Victoria Lake may also m part be due

to tbe eastern end of this buckle In the next trough we find the

Chad Lake cut off from a possible Libyan outlet by another warp,

here also are the Nile Lakes on the Bahr el Ghazal and possibly the

great depression to tbe south of Algeria with the Gurara Lake, which

may be part of the Proto-Niger It is suggestive that these corru

gallons are approximately parallel to the Alpme-Himalaya folds and

also to the Andean folds of South Amenca and the central submarine

Atlantic ndge
The build of Africa, especially in the south, has led to its isolation

TTie discussion given above la based on Sebwarz A South African Ceotraphy
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until modern times South of the fever stricken coasts of the Gulf of

Guinea an enormous scarp—the edge of the greatly elevated African

Shield—practically extends right round the continent as far as the

Gulf of Suez As a consequence of the scarp, all the rivers have cut

great gorges m their paths from the plateau to the sea These were

very difficult, if not impossible, to traverse, and indirectly led to

Africa being known as the “Dark Continent ” Since railways have

linked the ports to the plateau, the exploitation of Africa has pro

gressed much more rapidly than that of Asia (see p 447)

B The African Chmale

Africa IS the only continent which exhibits a large extent of land

reaching from tropic to tropic It is thus especially suitable for a

discussion of seasonal climatic changes, but the diversity of the

topography and its rather variable width make it not quite so satis

factory as Australia in some aspects of the problem As regards

temperature, South Africa is greatly benefited by elevation, especially

in summer (Fig 45) Since the land rtses to the south it tends to

become cooler, even though at this season we are approaching the

overhead sun An elevation of 5,000 feet cools the land about 15* F
The differences between sea level and plateau temperatures (in

January) are shown in the section inset at the foot of Fig 45
We may consider the climatic environment, especially the ram

belts, as consisting of an atmospheric shell or layer which is attached
to the sun Since the axis of the earth is tilted at 23* to the ecliptic,

the earth really rocks back and forth under the sun through an arc
of 46* We usually say that the sun moves from 23* N latitude to
23® S latitude, but the above statement is nearer the truth

We may, therefore, imagine Afnca to swing north and south under
this atmospheric layer (Fig 47) This layer is not uniformly endowed
with moisture but consists of a “Hot Ram Belt" approximately be-
neath the sun and very dry belts about 25® to north and south of the
central petition On the polar sides of these two drybelts again about
35* away from the central belt, are temperate wet belts labelled “Light
Winter Rains” in Fig 47 Afnca is just long enough (north and
Muth) to be affected by these temperate rams, as the continent
swings" to Its extreme limits of movement
The salient features of the dimate of Afnca can now be readily

realized In January the earth's tilt has moved Afnca northward so
that the sun is over Rhodesia (see Fig 47) (Actually the sun’s
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apparent "swing’ is greater than the ‘ swing ’ of the rain belts so

that the suggestion that the two arc linked together must not be

pressed too far ) The Tropical Ram Belt is therefore, chiefly con

centrated in Northern Rhodesia All Northern Africa m winter is

under the northern desert belt except Morocco, which is swung so far

north that it reaches the fringe of the north temperate ram belt The

southern end of Africa is also expenencing desert conditions

PiGUSC 47 —The seasons! swing of Africa beneath the sun and ram
belts The two and belts setuany extend far to the east and west.

In July the tilt of the axis brings Northern Africa under the sun

Guinea and Southern Sudan are now under the Tropical Rain Belt

The northern third of Africa is in the desert belt, and South Africa

ii> chiefly under the other desert layer But the tilt to the south'has

brought the southern tip of Africa mto the south temperate ram region

so that Cape Town and its vicMiity get some rains in July (winter)

Thus the seasonal rainfall may be tabulated as follows
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ReZion

Morocco, Algeria, etc

Sahara

Sudan
Guinea Coast and Congo
Rhodesia

Kalahari

Cape Town, etc

Season of rain

.Winter only (January)

Always in desert belt

Summer only (July)

Almost always tropical rams
Summer only (January)

Always in desert belt

Winter only (July)

^
Figure 48—Diagrams indicaUng the vegetation of today, and the

migration comdors (by arrows) SuggesUons as to the vegetation m Wurxn
and Arilan times are given in smaller maps.

Actually, of course, the rainfall is not quite so simply arranged as
Fig. 47 indicates For instance, the Abyssinian highlands condense
the rain by causing an upward deflection of winds. Further, the east
coast of Southern Africa is wetter than indicated, because the constant
onshore winds give moisture even in the desert belt. In the north,
howewr, the great Asiatic lands effectually prevent any moist winds
reaching the Sahara from the east.

Temperature conditions also swing back and forth, though owing
to differences in topography and in distance from the sea the tempera-
ture ‘swing" is less regular than that of rainfall.
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The most direct response of Nature to Climate is shown by the

vegetation This is shown in Fig 48 The dependence upon rainfall

IS complete From the point of view of primitive settlement we may
divide the regions into favourable and unfavourable as follows

Favourable

Mediterranean

Unfavourable

Hot wet forest

Desert and scrub

(Steppe)

We see that South Africa is separated from North Africa by a

belt of hot, wet forest, which near Lake Tanganyika nearly joins the

similar east-coast forest

Some maps (e g , Bartholomew s) make the forest belt reach quite

to Lake Tanganyika, while another tongue of forest surrounds Lake

Nyasa So that a "comdor” only about 250 miles wide connects

North and South Afnca m these regions

C Chmates e/ the Past

H now we bear in mind the great changes m climate m fairly

recent times e g , Wurm Ice Age and Azilian Age, we have to do with

periods both colder and warmer than at present The evidence m
Africa has not been worked out yet but m the annexed maps I suggest

what may quite possibly have been the environment in Africa during

these two extreme types of climate (Fig 48)

Thus when Neanderthal man lived in France m the Wurm Ice

Age we may picture Afnca as shown in the upper map There would

be a pleasant land m the North Sahara m which, no doubt, many
pnmitive folk lived Entry would be difficult into South Afnca be-

cause of the continuous desert, even worse than at present Any
tnbes which had previously reached South Africa would be free from

attack from the rapidly developing peoples in Eurasia for the many
thousand years of the Ice Age

At the end of Palaeolithic times (the AziIian Age m West Europe)

the conditions in France grew warmer and much more attractive

This moving north of the warm belts was certainly also evident m
North Africa In these AziIian times possibly 15 000 years ago, the

Sahara Desert extended much further north than today North

Afnca may have been nearly deserted but, on the other hand there

would be a much more attractive region in the middle Nile and Sudan
countries in which Asiatic folk could readily expand from a fertile
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Arabia, especially as the Red Sea may not have broken through at

Aden at this time. This expan»on of peoples would not probably

affect South Africa for many centuries until cooling and desiccation

had greatly constricted the forest belt, thus producing a corridor by

which most of the peoples of South Africa entered their domain.

I think it probable, however, that small groups of primitive man
had reached South Africa before the Wurm Ice Age in the form of

Negritoes and Neanderthal types.

Some of the most striking evidence of comparatively recent

changes in the African climate is discussed by Penck.* He points out

that on Mount Kenya are extensive ancient cirques 14,000 feet above

FlcvRS 49 Block diagram the Payum Oasis 50 miles south*
west of Cairo. Shoie^Iines occupied by prehistoric man are indicated.
Feet above lake floor are given.

S—Vtrt3caJ section across the NtJe Valley at Thebes
showing prehistoric sites

sea-level, while Gregory found old moraines at 10,000 feet. His con-

clusion is that the snow-line has ascended 4,000 feet since the Ice Age,
which probably indicates a warming of 10® or 12“ F. On Kilimanjaro
are similar traces of lower-level ice sculpture.

In the Sahara the ancient river channels and river alluvials prove
that at their sources there was fairly recently a much better rainfall

than obtains today. (We must remember that if the Nile should
cease at Khartum, the deep river valley at Cairo would not indicate

bygone humid conditions on the Lower Nile but at the head-waters

)

The shotts of Algeria are extremely salty, while "pans” (or hollovra
due to arid erosion) nearer to the centre of the Sahara are quite
empty. But west of Air the flat pan of Tesellamen is occasionally
flood^, while the Lake Chad Barin is only slightly saline and contains
fish similar to those in the River Shari.

•In the Scottish Geographical Mapsaine, 1914.
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There are many empty pans found >n the South Kalahari, and m
North Cape Colony are typical salt pans (playas) In North Kala-

hari, on the other hand tve find the great Etosha Pan (250 miles from

Cape Frio) m which freshwater fish can exist

Penck, therefore, draws the general conclusion that on the equa

tonal side of the great deserts are fiat pans occupied with slightly

saline or fresh water, while on the polar side occur strongly saline

lakes Again m the north of the Sahara are Imng dunes of bare wind-

blown sand, while to the south dead dunes, fixed by sparse vegetation,

border the desert on the equatorial side The latter stretch far into

FicuReCO—

C

hsnMsinkveloflakein FayumOaDidurine period from
GOOOObc to ad 0

the humid territory of the Niger Basin In the Kalahari the dunes

are mostly "fixed,' especially on the northern side All this leads us

to assume that the area of extreme andity in Africa once lay much
nearer the Equator than it does today, exactly as is found to be the

case in America (I have elewhere shown that this is indicated in

Australia also

)

Penck strongly supports the view that a general lowering of

temperature, i e a decrease in the earth's heat supply rather than an

increase of rainfall, was the chief cause pf the Ice Age and of its chief

phenomenon, the shrinkage of the Iroptcai zone In the interglacial

periods the converse occurred and latentes (implying alternating wet

and dry seasons) were formed right up to the desert edge

Evidence of climatic change is abundant in the great oases of

Egypt These he at the foot of great hollows gradually eroded by the

steady northern winds in the rather friable sandstones and limestones

(Fig 49) The data at Fayum have been investigated by Caton

Thompson and Gardner * Here a large lake has been filled by the

Nile in very wet years, and has gradually dried up in dry years

Primitive man usually made his dwellings at the water s edge It

iRoyal Geographical Journal Jan

,

1929
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appears that the lake was filling: dunng Moustenan times, say up to

B c 16,000, when it was about 280 feet above the lake floor It

shrank again during late Palaeolithic tunes till it was below sea level

The lake rose again during early Neolithic times, but has been shrink

mg more or less continuously since about 9,000 B c (Fig 50)

The most striking of these wind eroded hollows in Egypt is the

Quattara depression This lies 150 miles to the west of Cairo, and is

200 miles long and up to 900 feet deep It is not too much to say

that this natural “trench” saved the British army at El Alamein in

July, 1942 (Fig 45)

Recent work by L S B Leakey* and others makes it possible to

correlate the deposits found near Nairobi (in Kenya) with those

investigated so fully in Western Europe Hence we obtain clues to

the corresponding climates and cultures m both continents

DaU

8 c 830 to 8 c 0
BC 3 500 to 830
BC 10 000 to 3 300

?

BC 40000
?

?

BC 400 000?

Africa

Nakuran Pluvial

Dry
Makalian

Dry
tipper Gamblian
Lower Gamblian
Dry
Kamassian Pluvial

Europe

Sub>At!antic

Sub Boreal

BQhl Ica

Achen («arm)

Wurm Ice

Riss Ice

Mindel R»s (warm)
Mindel Ice

^Stont Age Culture of Kenya Colony (Cambridge, 1931)



CHAPTER rX

AFRICA—ETHNOLOGY!

The first point of interest in studying the distnbution of the

Afncan peoples is that the same rule holds good which we have

obseiAed in the Australasian peoples The most pnmitive groups are

found m the regions most distant from Asia or what comes to the

same thing in the most inaccessible regions If we refer to Fig 48

we shall see that the inaccessible regions for the traveller from Asia

are the centre of the Congo forest and the Kalahan Desert

Two important cntena stature and hair<haracter serve to

separate the tribes in these regions (shown in Fig 51) from the re-

maining peoples of Africa In the Congo forest are the most pnmitive

Negritoes Tribes with allied characters are found all along the

Equator in the Congo forests and also in the isolated forests just to

the east of Victoria Nyanza

In the Kalahan Desert and adjoining are the Bushmen who have

the same hair as the Negntoes and are also very short people There

are however important differences which can be most readily ex

plained by assuming that the Bushmen are not a pure race but

contain a proportion of pygmy blood Another complex group is the

Hottentot race which will be considered in some detail later

The ch ef ethnic boundary in Afnca is the line which separates

the Negroid peoples from the Hamitic and Semitic folk of Mediter

ranean race It is by no means a dear cut line but speaking generally

there are marked changes in head shape hair texture nasal index

proportion of limbs skin-colour and language to the north and

south of this boundary

We may now compare the distribution of peoples in Afnca mth
that of the peoples m Australasia There is seen to be a very close

similanty m the arrangement of these peoples (Fig 52) This is

I beleve what ne should expect if we realize that we are dealing

with exactly the same phenomena m each of the peninsulas pro

jecting from Asia South of the Equator both in Afnca and m
Aiittcalasia the erwiToaments are naturally airauged m s milac cones

according to latitude

For typ cal photographs see Kate II nos 19 20 and 22
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Gh-en these conditions, it seems logical to assume that the racial

rones con only ha\"e resulted from similar peoples spreading out like

w’a\'es from a common origin. This “cradle-land" should be approxi-

mately between the two “peninsulas," and all indications (as we shall

Figurc 51.—Races of Africa with ethnographs Lmes wUh numbers
show a«rage cephalic index.

see when W’c consider the racial distribution of India) point to a region
of maximum ewlution not far from Turkestan. It is not unlikely
that the time factor was similar in tlie spread of these peoples. If

they were all affected, as I belie\x, by succcssi\*c climatic thrusts of
v\ orld-wade significance, then it is at least possible that the Tasmanian
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reached liis island about the same time that the Rushman reached

South Africa, but this is at present too speculative a theory to be

worthy of more than mere mention (Fig 52)

RACE PARALLELS IN AFRICA AND AUSTRALASIA
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A Prehutofte Man
The discovery of several ancient skulis m South Africa might seem

to imply that this was the cradle land of man But the ‘ Zones and

Strata Concept proves that primitive folk survive longest /nr from

the cradle land In this coimexion some mention should bo made of

the Taungs skull (found near Kimberley), which seems to be allied

to the extinct Strand loopers ol South Africa The Broken Hill skull

(Rhodesia) is a generalized type linking Neanderthal man, Negroes,

and Australoids It probably represents the ancestor of ftll three

These primitive types are discussed further in section G
B The Buskmen

The origins and affinities of the Bushmen are not well understood

They are distinguished from the general type of African Negro by the
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fact that their cephalic index is much higher, i e ,
their heads are

much broader, and by the fact that they are ortbognathous, i e , the

jaws do not project forward Further, the skin is yellow and so pale

that a blush may at times be perceived’ In other respects they are ex-

tremely primitive They have “peppercorn ’ hair and short stature

(4 feet, 2 inches, to 4 feet, 10 inches) Steatopygy, i e
,
large buttocks

(especially in women) is very pronounced The writer believes that

the Bushmen originated as a hybrid between the first migration into

Africa (the Negritoes), and various later migrations Their habitat so

far from Asia shows us that they also represent a very early migration

Their language is unique, for they use “clicks” in addition to vowels

Figure 52 —The remarkable swmUnty in the race-zones m Australasia
and Africa—showing their common origin N B The Bantu are not akin
to the Australoids

There are four or five such sounds which are made by the tongue
against the teeth or cheeks, etc , and are akin to those used by white
folk to urge a horse to greater speed

In their culture the Bushmen had no animals and grew no crops
They were in the primitive hunting stage, and resemble m so many
ways some of the Aungnacian folk of Western Europe that Sollas and
others have little doubt of their being of the same race Customs,
Weapons, steatopygy, small stature, and especially the artistic work
of the two groups, are exceedingly alike In Fig 53 it is suggested
that the similarity m the pictures found at Cogul (Spam), m the
present Bushmen territory in South Africa, and at Raigarh (340 miles
West of Calcutta) is due to their common origin We may imagine
these Negrito people spreading from a cradle land (between the three
regions mentioned) and carrying the culture independently to Spam,
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South Africa, and India Indeed some rebcs of Negnto folk are

reported from the Caucasus area

The Bushmen of Southern Africa* are reduceci to about 26 000 of

whom more than 2 000 inhabit the former German territory There

are about 4 000 of the pure San race in Cape Colony along the Orange

River The Kau Kau are about 5 0(K) in number on the east of the

late German territory These are small and uniPixed Near Ngami

are 5 000 Kalahari Bushmen and just to the north are 10 000 tall

black skinned Bushmen who are mixed with the Bantu

FlCUSB 53 —Suggest ons a* to the mtgratjons of iH* Bushmen Cf«l
I m Ian ties ex st between wallpaintingisatCoguI (Spain) South Afnca

Far to the north near Mount Elgon (Uganda) a dwarfish type »
met with some 4 or 5 feel high, in great contrast with the Turkana

just to the north who are often 7 feet high These folk and similar

dwarfs among the Dorobo of East Africa and Doko of South Ethiopia

suggest the Bushman type rather than the Congo pygmy* They are

vestiges showing the route of the Bushmen just as the Semang m
Malaya show the corridor along which the Tasmanian marched

C The H<Meniots

The Hottentots differ from the Bushmen in being taller and inter

mediate in bodily structure between the Bushmen and the true

•S r Harry Johnston BnUttnAtroaOuSeas Africa A ^^^tory and Description

of the British Empire in Africa (London 1910) p 249
•Ibid p 404
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Negroes Johnston considers that they result from a mixture of the

Bushmen with some Nilotic Negroes, which occurred so long ago that

the type is now well established Some authonties, however, believe

that the Hottentot language, m its inflexions for number and gender,

etc , shows affinity with the Hamitic languages, so that they possibly

incorporate much higher blood than that of the Nilotic Negroes The
Sandawi of former German East Afnca speak a kindred language

However, steatopygy, pale colour, and clicks in the language ally

them to the Bushmen, while the head index (74) may be due to a

merging of Bushmen (77) with Negro (72) or may be evidence of some

northern Mediterranean blood (75) Most ethnologists consider them

to be a cross between Bushmen and Bantu, with possibly some early

northern admixture Moreover, their cattle are the long homed
type from north east Afnca, while the surrounding Bantu have only

small homed cattle

Their distnbution around the Lower Orange River is shown m
Fig 62 But wrhen the Boers invaded the Bushmen territory just to

the north, the Hottentots moved mth them The Nama tnbes dwelt

on the coast and are the purer stock, the Korana have nearly died

out, but occupied the Upper Orange and Vaal There are said to be
about 200000 Hottentots and half castes (Gnqua with Berbers, and
Gonakwa with Kafirs) m South Afnca

Of particular interest, as linking the southern primitive people

with the forest pygmies, are the Slrandtcopers of Natal and the Vaal-

pens of Central South Afnca The former are long extinct, but their

relics occur m caves along the coast

The Vaalpens were descnbed by a French trav eller, Delegorgue, in

1847 * They were said to have a much darker skin than the Bushmen
and to live m holes carved out of huge ant hills They were cannibals
and had more abundant head hair, while the men had thick beards
Their height was barely 4 feet In ail these particulars they differ

from the Bushmen and come very close to the Congo pygmies It is

quite possible that a few ol the latter fled south before the Bushmen
instead of penetrating the thick jungles of the equatonal forest

D The African Pygmies or Negritoes

Apart from their short stature, these pygmies differ in nearly every
respect from the Bushmen They are usually much darker in colour,

*/W p 41
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reaching chocolate tints The hair is less lanky in the pj'gmies and

IS said to be brown at times The body is covered with a {airl> thick

down Steatop>^ IS rare but the two races have similar noses The

height of the pi gmies is much less the a\-erage for thirti ALka being

I36cm and of nmeti-cight Batwas 142 cm (Bushmen a^•e^age 157

cm ) The pj'gmies \’ari considerablj in cephalic index but it seems

in manj cases to be 79 or SO *

Their habitat extends across Central Africa The Akka \\am

butti and Afiffi li\e to the west of Lake Albert the Batwa to the

south of the middle Congo the Babongo and Akua in the French

Congo The Bajago and Babengaje of the Cameroons are other

tribes who belong to the pyginj peoples Less isolated bj thick

forests are short mL\ed peoples who In'e in the east near Lakes

Rudolf and Tanganjika Thej maj possibly haw Bushman rather

than Negnto blood

£ The hepots cf Africa

This zone of peoples occupies practically the whole of Southern

and Central Africa and much of Northern Afnca up to the centre of

the Sahara This is a climatic reg on which on the whole is not at all

attractive to other races and hence -w e find the Negro peoples suffer

ing less from displacement than perhaps any other primitive races

All along the northern boundar> they have been penetrated for

centunes by inroads from the Mediterranean peoples of the north

but the tmst central and southern block of Negroes has not been

greatly affected by recent race mwture

The African Negroes may be classified b> phjsical differences into

two or three groups the true Negro who has also been called the

Western Sudanese the Nilotic Negroes and the Bantu speaking

Negroids Probably the last two should be classified together The

true Negro is of sturdy build tall stature and a dark brown or black

skm The Nilotic Negroes live along the Upper Nile in the Sudd

Basin (Fig 46) They are extremely tall ^'e^y narrow headed and

have retreat ng foreheads They are %ery slimly built and the skin

IS extremely dark There is considerable x’anety in the third group

the stature is less tall and the head usually dolichocephalic although

certa n mesocephal c groups do occur and they ha\'e not that elon

gation of die head wh ch is often so characteristic of the true Negro

The forehead is differently shaped the jaw less prominent and the

•See pho o 20 Plate 11
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nasal index is lower The lighter colour of the skin is also a distinctive

feature It seems probable that the Bantus represent a cross between

true Negroes and Mediterranean stocks

The Southern Sudan shows more racial merging than almost any

other part of the world This is partly due to the tolerant Moslem

Creed which is almost free from "race prejudice " Hence there is here

a large number of types (like those which occur among the people

spealang Fula, Mandingo, Hausa, or Masai) who show mingled Negro

and higher characteristics The Negroes belong to two linguistic

classes the very variable northern group, and the well defined Bantu

group of the south It seems likely that the West African tribes

represent the ethnic stratum next above the Bushman and Negrito

tribes which have just been considered

The "divide" between the Negro and Mediterranean races is

described as originally extending from Cape Verde to Massowah vta

Timbuktu, Lake Chad, and Khartum The inrush of Galla and other

higher tribes has, however, pushed it south, so that it now extends

down the Nile to Lake Albert and Lake Victoria, and thence across

to the Juba Ri\ er All along this boundary the true Negro has adopted

much of the culture of his a^essors, so that we find the not un-

common anomaly of very primitive folk with pnmitive languages

having much greater command over the arts and crafts than is the

case with many tribes, apparently of later racial development, to the

south Some far reaching "Negro Empires" developed in the Sudan
due to this admixture with the higher civilisations, but farther south
these Negroes, where unaffected by outer culture, are infinitely below
the untouched Bantu in their outlook on life Cruelty, superstition,

and ignorance have nowhere worked such evil as among the coastal

tribes of West Africa

In the extreme west, as we should expect, are some of the most
primitive of all, of whom the Wolofs of the Lower Senegal may be
taken as a type They have extremely black skins and are very tall

A stature of 6 feet, 6 inches, is common at Dakar The head is

Ao’iidnocep’na’lic wi’fh an mdex as ^ow as Anot'ner primi
tive feature is the complicated language (there are said to be twenty
four forms for expressing the "definite article’), though similar
absurd complexity was considered by the early Aryan philologists to
be a mark of late evolution’

The Mandingo peoples inhabit French Guinea and Sierra Leone,
and allied languages extend far east to the Fula territory They are
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skilled craftsmen and agriculturalists and rvere the founders of the

ancient empire of Guinea, which was of great importance in the

Middle Ages They are fervent Mahommedans, and as an example of

their enterprise we are told that a pilgrimage of CO 000 journeyed to

Mecca in 1331, but practically all died from disease in the oasis of

Tuat (south of Algeria)

One of the most interesting regions in Africa is Liberia, which was

founded in 1820 as a means of settling freed American slaves There

was no real white control until 1909, when the United States took

charge of the finances, and the history of Liberia has consisted of ludi

crous political struggles between the freed slaves and native Negroes

The peoples of the Lower Niger are typical Negroes—black

skinned, tali, big bodied, with projecting jaws, fiat noses, and long

upper lips It is the Negro type m its most pronounced and exagger-

ated development Even down to very recent times these tribes

were much addicted to cannibalism Their religious beliefs were close

ly associated with the incessant shedding of blood and reached a

climax m the abominable practices of Benin '

The Ntloltc Negroes of Eastern Sudan are much intermingled with

Ethiopian peoples, but in Darfur and the region of the Ghazal and

Djebel Niles there are pure Negro or rather Negroid tribes Among
these are the Shilluks, who have mixed with the Hamites (north west

of Fashoda), who number about a million Along the Djebel Nile to

the south of Lake No are the same number of Dinka, while expert

metal workers like the Bongo live on the slopes of the Upper Ghazal

to the south west These peoples are probably physically akin to

the Bantus

F The Bantu Negroes

This great group of peoples is united by a common type of

language, more closely related than are the Aryan tongues of Eurasia

Seeing how rapidly speech vanes amongst people without a fixed

literature and a high cmhzation, it is remarlable how close this re-

lationship should be among all the types of Bantu speech between the

Cameroons and Natal This would seem to show that the onginal

date of the dispersion of the Bantu languages over the whole of the

southern third of Africa must be relatively recent, perhaps not much
more than 2 000 years ago ’’ The syntax of the Bantu speech is marked

•Johnston op ett,^ 337
'Ihid

, p 44
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by dividing objects into seventeen groups, each with appropriate

‘ declensions ” Particles are characteristically prefixed to the roots

instead of suffixed as in most Aryan xvords Thus ‘'(ki)ntu (ki)ema’'

means ‘a good thing,” while ‘ (bi)ntu (bi)enia” means "good things
”

A similar method obtains in the extreme west of Tropical Afnca,

showing some affinity between the Negroes of the western and southern

mngs ’ of the Negro migration

The history of migrations into Afnca may be drv elt on at this stage

in our study The zonal distnbution seems to indicate that the

Negritoes and Bushmen were the first-comers Next came the main

body of true Negroes who have kept to the hot forests for the most

part These are certainly of different stock from the broader headed,

lighter-coloured Bushmen Then on the north east of the Sudan and

Guinea Negroes we find the Bantu and Sudan (Nilotic) Negroes

Probably the chief stimulus determining the later migrations m
Afnca was the invasion of North Afnca by the Libyan and Berber

tnbes from the east These people are akin to the Mediterranean

folk of Southern Europe, and we can get some idea of their amval m
North Afnca if v. e realize that it almost certainly long preceded the

amval of these “Ibenans ’ in France and Bntam
Now Magdalenian man in France is by some authonties allied to

the Libyan Berber population of Afnca The penod of Magdalenian
man m France was the last minor Interglaaal penod which may be
set down at some twenty thousand years ago It seems to me that this

date is not too far back for the entry of the Libyan people into Egypt
At that time there were many of the dwarfish stock m Upper

Egypt who were supplanted and absorbed by the Libyans, together

with large numbers of the Negro peoples From these elements
were built up the early Egyptians, who some ten thousand years ago
were advanced enough to leave permanent relics of an important
Neolithic avilization

Johnston places the cradle of Bantu speech to the north west of
Uganda He thinks that the Bantu remained there until iron and
copper weapons gave them a tremendous advantage over the southern
tnbes Thus two thousand years ago they started on their last great
advance and reached the Cameroons and the great lakes By about
the serenteenth century they had conquered almost all Afnca be-
tween laUtudes 3“ N and 25“ S

It seems clear that these great Bantu migrations were controlled
by an anstocracy relatively few in numbers who were members of
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this higher type, intermediate bctneen Negro and Hamitic The
Full people seem to be akin to this "aristocratic" Bantu type

The Bantu people are generally distinguishable from the Niger

Negroes by someiihat lower stature, broader heads, and less prog-

nathism The nose is more prominent and narrow There are

numberless tribes whose names often begin with the prefix Ba (de-

noting many), cf Ba nlu Thus the Balolo live in the bend of the

Congo on the south side and comprise ten million people They are

skilful ironworkers and laid out their towns with tcry symmetrical

plans Across the Congo to the west is the large group of Fan tribes,

a tall slim people w ith marked Mediterranean features and resembling

the Fulah of Nigeria They were, howeicr, cannibals

On the east coast in the Zanribar region, the Bantu hate mingled

with the Arabs and speak Swahili, which is a hngua franca in east and

central South Africa The Bantu inland from Zanzibar have been

much affected by the pow erful Motat tribes living just east of Victoria

Nyanza This famous race m\*aded the Bantu countries south of the

Equator some three or four hundred years ago and extended their

settlements as far as 7’ S latitude They speak a language allied to

the Nilotic speech

The Bantu best known to us are found south of the Zambesi In

Southern Rhodesia are the Mashana and MataUle To the south-east

of Lake Ngami are the BeUhuana In Damaraland are the Herero

North of Natal was the home of the Zulus, and in the mountains to

the west are the Basuto
The Mashona belong to the Nyanza (Lake) group of Bantu They

are settled agnculturalists who hasT been easily dominated by Zulus,

Betchuana etc In the eastern portion the women insert a flat ring

(pelele) into their upper lip

The are Zulu people who fled from Chaka «v Nate.1 early

in the nineteenth century Led by Moselekatse they ravaged the

Betchuana and ultimately settled north of the Limpopo Later they

attacked the Rhodesian settlers

The Betchuana and Basuto are closely allied in appearance

and language The northern tnbes under their ruler Khama are

flourishing, lai^ely because they prevented alcohol from entering

their territory •

The Zulu Kafir peoples are the roost southerly of the Bantu

peoples The term Kafir was applied by the Arabs and means ‘‘Un-

'JohnsCon op eit

,

p 244
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believer ’ The name 'is now applied only to the Zulu people on the

boundary of Cape Colony They differ little from the Swazi and

Zulus to the north

The history of recent Zulu migrations is typical of many of the

race movements in Africa In 1787 was born the Zulu Chaka He

learnt something of the military discipline of the British (from Dinges-

wayo) and then attacked the northern Zulus The girl captives be-

came wives of the conquerors, the youths entered his army All the

remaining hostiles were killed From 1819 to 1893 all the south east

of Africa was bathed in blood owing to the aggression of tribe against

tribe But m 1893 Dr Jameson defeated the Matabele, and since

then peace has come to the Bantu

G Neanderthals, Negroes, and Ausirolotds

All anthropologists adopt the Negro as one of their major classes

It 18 almost the only point of general accord But the present writer

has been endeavouring for many years to develop a reasonable theory

of Negro origins, and the next few pages are taken from an article

which he published m Human Btology * Are there any relics of the

ancestors of the Negroes? Has their hot environment any bearing on

their evolution’ It is logical to expect to find some clues to their

ancestry in the “strata'* underlying the relics of the present Negro
races in Africa, or below the Mediterranean race in Europe, Africa,

and Asia Such data occur even m Asia, for Guha and Basu‘® mention
several ' inliers' of tribes where “crepe ’ hair is to be observed among
the Nagas in Assam and also in Cochin Furthermore, Mansey has
described “Melanesoid ' skulls from Tonkin “

Western Europe is the only region which has been moderately viell

m\estigated as regards Palaeolithic times Here we find an almost
universal “stratum’ characterized by Neanderthal man, followed by
Cromagnon, Combe Capelle, and Grimaldi man Not many years
ago It was customary to state that Neanderthal man had died out,

M/i that. rac-ss ’svaA hxmi Vmr* The -mVier bebeves
that later evidence is disproving this statement In the first place,
Neanderthal man seems to have been a distinctly variable person

The skull from Ehnngsdorf (1925), although dating from Pre

•Baltimore, Sept 1936

'•In Anthropoi 1932 p 162
“See von Eickstedt, Rassenkunde (Stuttgart 1934) This is the most complete

ol modem studies oi the Races o! Man
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Wurm days, had a loftier -vault, thtnner walls, and a more vertical

forehead than many later Neanderthal types In Keith's words'*

already he approached modem man in these respects One of the

most primitive skulls of all comes from Broken Hill, Rhodesia—yet

Smith Woodward links it with the Australoids At Predmost (Mora*

via) twenty skeletons of Aungnacian culture are described by Keith

as having large heads, with palates rivalling the Australoid, and in

their long, high skulls reminding one of the "negroid features of the

Combe Capelle type " The Galilee skull** also exhibits features link-

ing Australoid and Negro skulls to Neanderthal, especially as regards

the frontal bones and the height of the vault Sarasin'* is emphatic

that living Negroes from New Caledonia as regards the orbit, jaw,

nose, and humerus are more prtmttne than the Neanderthal type

Von Eickstedt** corroborates the view put forward by the wnter

in 1919 He states that the Aungnacians of Europe show a great

similanty with recent Australoids, and the resemblance also obtains

with Neanderthal man, but to a less degree In his opinion, the

Aungnacians are somewhat less primitive than the Australoid, as

regards prognathism, face, and skull base, but are extraordinanly

alike as regards body shape, length of skull, shape of chin, etc In

Capetown in 1929 a skull was dug up from a depth of four metres

which again links the European Aungnacian type with the Australoid

m von Eickstedt s opinion

Since so many writers have demonstrated that a senes linking

Cromagnon to Combe Capelle and to Neanderthal is gradually being

discovered,** there seems no good reason to doubt that Neanderthal

man was physically as near to the ancestor of his successors as we

could reasonably expect to find m a marginal region An analogy

with Greenland may make this clearer Suppose anthropologists had

only evidence of amorgtnalcolony like Greenland to help themm their

reconstruction of Scandinavian history They would find skeletons

and artefacts to help them to eluadate Si^ndmavian history from

A D 1000 to AJ) 1450 Then right from 1450 to 1700 (when Egede

made another settlement) there was an absence of Scandinavian man
and culture in Greenland The new culture after 1700 seemed entirely

iiNm Dtscorenes Relative to Man (London 1931}

'•See tbtd

Anihropologte (Pans 1934)

'*Op cU

von Eickstedt op cil p 425
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dissociated from that of the early Norsemen But elsewhere, i e , in

the cradle land (here Nonvay), the sequence was unbroken So also

West Europe was a marginal land receiving interrupted migrations,

and the complete picture of the racial and cultural evolution of

Neanderthal man is obviously to be sought in Southern Asta, not in

Western Europe

Let us once more return to the topic of living descendants of

Neanderthal man Most convincing is the description of an Austra

loid woman who died only a few decades ago m Eastern Australia

Burkitt and Hunter give fourteen Neanderthaloid features in this

skull " Indeed m the regions of the torus and bregma they notice

affinity to Pithecanthropus! The writer believes that it is precisely

because the Negro was thrust into the stagnant environment of the

tropics (of Africa and Melanesia) that he preserves so many primitive

features Of course he has evolved somewhat since his early arrival

in the tropics perhaps 100 000 years ago But meanwhile m other

stimulating areas racial evolution has been much more striking and

has left him far behind His ‘ paired environments (m Africa and

Melanesia) are indicated m Fig 101

The writer m 1921 in a lat^e coloured chart of nine maps showed
his conclusions as to the evolution and migrations of races The
relative position of Negroes and Australoids is a little difficult In

both there is a wide range of characters Thus m Australia the writer

has investigated most of the coastal regions and here the aborigines

in general are much less primitive” in appearance than those from the

central deserts, made familiar by Spencer and Gillen s splendid books
Apart from the hair, there is no very striking difference between

the Australoids and Negroes But hair texture is universally admitted
to be of great importance—and in the Australoids it is almost uni

versally wavy rather than curly, and never fnazy This places them
biologically nearer the central racial zones (Mediterranean and A1
pine) It is of interest that Sarasm records that the newborn New
Caledonian Negro has wavy hair which is replaced after the first week
or so by the usual kinky Negro hair So that kinky hair is possibly a
secondary character acquired by Negroid peoples

If ve turn to the ecological evidence then it seems clear that the
Australoids migrated out of Asia much later than did the Negroes
Thus Mitra** writes ‘ India shares with Afnca Proto negroid begin

Journal of A/tatomy Cambridge 1922
*'PrehtstoTte Indta (Calcutta 1927)
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ning8 and with southeast Asia the supertmposilum on them of

Proto Australoid elements There are now no Negroes or Negritoes

on the mainland except in Perak (and perhaps in the top of India)

But there are millions of Australoids (the so'Called Pre Dravidian

tribes) in the eastern hills of the Deccan in India and in Ceylon so

that we may surely say that their less marginal position agrees with

the hair-character and places the wavy Australoids a little higher

than the frizzy Negroes of Afnca or Oceania

My suggestion is that a Neanderthaloid type livedm Southern Asia

and gave rise to the Negroes far back in the Pleistocene—perhaps in

the Gunz Mindel Interglacial (Fig 98) The Mindel Ice Age drove

most of them to the south west—whence later they reached Afnca

Somewhat doubtful inliers of Negroid folk have been described from

Susa (Persia) and from south east Arabia Fewer went to the south

east and so ultimately gained Papua and Melanesia The Semang of

Perak and possibly some tribes m Assam support this hypothesis It

IS little use speculating as to change in hair character which probably

now develop^ in the cradle land but 1 picture the next migration as

consisting of Australoids—most of whom went into India or to the

south-east and so reached Australia Possibly tbeir cradle land was

farther to the east m Asia than was that of the Negroes

In Upper Tonkin seventeen skulls of Australoids akin to those

found in the Aurignacian m Europe are mentioned by von Eickstedt

Many of the people living in Western Europe about b c 20 000 were

very like the Australoids and Sir Harry Johnston draws attention to

the Australoid appearance of the Ushtettas still living in the moun
tains of Algeria It seems likely that some Australoids reached America

in one of the Interglaciais—probably the Riss Wurm Interglacial ••

I’For furthrr references see the paper n Ifuman B ology ep ctl



CHAPTER X

THE HIGHER RACES IN AFRICA

A The Tula People and Thar Empires

To the north of the country of the Sudan Negroes lies a most

interesting region extending between latitudes 9® and 17® N which is

inhabited by the most progressive of the Negroid peoples They are

usually assumed to be hybrids between the Mediterranean race and

Negroes Of these peoples the Fula tribes are the chief Their

language has many sufhxes akin in character to the Bantu prefixes

Thus Ful be = Fula people Ful de = Fula language The pure Fulas

are a handsome, tall light skinned people with hair growing in ringlets

There are many lands suggested as the source of the Fula people

One story places it in the highlands behind Cape Blanco, whence

they were driven by Libyans down into Senegambia Other stories

say they came from Fezzan (south of Tripoli), or from Arabia, or

even from Persia and Egypt as the dispersed army of Cambyses
(600 B c ) We are dealing with what is today a union of many diverse

stocks, and whatever may have been the habitat of the mam Fula

people, probably strains from all the above cradle lands are associated

in the Fula tribes

Their chief interest to the student of Anthropogeography lies in

the fact that m Western Sudan grew up great empires which rivalled

in extent the empires of Charlemagne or Napoleon, and yet m Africa

white folk were ruled by black monarchs belonging to these Fula races *

During the seventh century the Arabs under Okbar conquered
North Africa and in A D 666 he reached nearly to Lake Chad As a
consequence of these raids the Berber (Hamitic) people of Mauretania
were driven south and a great mixture of peoples arose on the southern
edge of the Sahara The culture of the peoples along the Niger seems
to have been derived very largely from the Spanish and Moonsh
kingd-ornSv and^ m tact, Tumfejikt’a was, t-WiS-V. w/Jfc.

learning than were many of the north western countries of Europe
during the early Middle Ages (Fig 54)

In 757 Tafilet was founded by these black peoples in the Atlas
region as the northern trading outpost of the Fula peoples whose

*1 ha\e based this account of the Klelle and Songhay Empires on that very
interesting book A Troptcal Dependency (London 1905) by Lady Lugard
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capital was at Ghana, some 350 miles west north west of Timbuktu
(Later this name was replaced by Aiwalatm (or Valata) and again by
Biru ) By the European the kingdom of Melle (or Mellestine) was

usually reached vui Tadlet, for dunng the eighth and ninth centuries

the Tripoli route seems to have been too and
In 1055 certain Maslem Berbers who U i ed near the Senega} sacked

the pagan city of Ghana and then, marching north, ultimately con-

quered the south of Spain (These Morabite Tauregs founded

Morocco in 1062 and Timbuktu in 1087) In 1153. however, Ghana
was still ruled by pagan blacks, who dealt fairly with Moslem traders

in their midst

The great kingdom of Melle extended from the Atlantic to 6® E
longitude On the north it reached the foothills of the Atlas and
nearly to Ouargla (Wargelan) On the south it extended to the

unhealthy forests and swamps of the West Coast hinterland The
artesian wells of Tuat were m the Melle kingdom, and the empire

increased in power and renown to the fourteenth century The
emperors made pilgrimages to Mecca, and in 1337 the Moslem king

of Morocco sent an embassy with presents to his powerful black
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rival the king of Melle In 1352 the famous traveller Ibn Batuta

visited Melle and records that “the blacks do not confiscate the goods

of the white men who die m the country even though it may be a

question of immense treasure ” In fact, Berbers and blacks enjoyed

perfect equality

Meanwhile another group of Fula peoples had founded Gao on the

Niger, some 300 miles east of Timbuktu, and both these towns were

conquered by Melle early in the fourteenth century But by 1355

the Songhay peoples of Gao were coming to the front They are

described as possessing the gentle nature of the Sudanese combined

with the vinlity of the Arab, inoculated with intellectual germs of a

long forgotten civilization In 1468 they took Timbuktu, and in

1477 the large town of Jenne, 200 miles up the nver We are told

that the learned black professors of the University of Timbuktu had

dwelt so long m comfort that they fell off the camels which were to

carry them to safety in Aiwalatin'

Under Sonni Ah and his successor, Askia the Great, the Songhay

Empire extended throughout Mellestine and far to the east to Augila

(in Barca), Tibesti, and Lake Chad But events in Europe so altered

the course of trade and civilization that Songhay was left m a back*

water in which it gradually stagnated In 1471 the Portugese landed

at the port of El Mineh (“The gold mine”) In 1492, the year of

Columbus's great discovery, died Sonm Ah, and m 1497 Vasco da
Gama rounded the Cape of Good Hope ' The Sudan of the Arabs
was visited no more by the outer world, and a civilization in touch

for nearly a thousand years with the most highly cultivated centres

of European life was silently buried in the sands of Afnca ”

B Early Egypt—its Races and Invaders

Uncivilized Palaeolithic man occupied the basin of the Nile before
the rich desposits of silt were laid down Possibly the rainfall was
heavier and the current swift enough to wash the silt right to the sea
Nowadays this sdt regvoa larger tharv BelgiMwi It is ZZ feet deep
and assuming a deposition of 4 inches a century, it therefore started
ten thousand years ago At any rate, rude flints of early Palaeolithic
appearance are scattered on the uplands and long antedate the earliest
avilized relics of about 8000 B c

Recent investigations by Sandfoid and ArkelP in the valley of the

’Prehistoric Survey Expedition University of Chicago 1928 A pygmy skeleton
has recently been reported from 200 miles south of Khartum
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Nile near Thebes havp shown that Palaeolithic man lived here since

the river was cutting out the 100 foot terrace (Fig 49 B) There are

still higher terraces but no flint implements have been discovered at

these earlier levels Thus crude hand axes and allied implements

were found on the 100 foot terrace similar to those known as Chelhan

m France As the river cut down into the silts it left terraces at SO

feet (which contain later AcheuUan implements) and at 3Q feet

which exhibit Moustertan tools Hence we are reasonably sure that

Neanderthal man lived here some 40 000 years ago
In the deep basin occupied by the Fayum Oasis (Fig 49 A)

Caton Thompson and Gardner have found early Palaeolithic imple

ments 140 feet above the lake floor Middle Palaeolithic and late

Palaeolithic tools were found still higher as shown in the sketch

indicating that the lake was rising (Fig 50) Early and late Neolithic

relics show that the lake was gradually receding to a depth of about

140 feet At this stage Herodotus knew of it as Lake hloeris about

B c 400

There is some rather indefinite evidence of a stratum of folk

allied to the Bushmen having occupied Egypt before the arrival of the

slender brown race who still constitute the bulk of the population

Artemidorus (270 B c ) describes the Troglodytes of the eastern desert

as nomads naked but for a skin carrying clubs and bows They
practised crouch burial and covered the grave with a heap of stones

surmounted by a goat s horn The latter is a well known custom of

the Bushmen Their women blackened their eyebrows which would

indicate perhaps a light complexion like that of the Bushmen Some
female slaves of this dwarf race have been found in the earl est graves

of the true Egyptians Statuettes of the familiar steatopygic type

are also found in these tombs

We owe our most accurate knowledge of the early ethnology of

Egypt to Elliot Smith who examined the anatomy of the skeletons

found in graves of all ages along the Lower Nile The Proto Egyptian

(i e about 8000 B c ) was a man of small stature usually under

5 feet 5 inches He was slender and somewhat effeminate m build

The hair was dark and just like that of the Iberian folk of today

usually very dark brown and wavy He usually wore a small beard

Probably the eyes were brown or nearly black and the skin of a

coppery brown colour Over the whole domain from Britain to

Somaliland m early Neolithic tunes there extended this broad belt of

Mediterranean or Ibenan peoples speaking languages belonging to
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the Hamitic group The skull was long (C I 73), and ovoid when

viewed from above The nose was small but relatively broad, chin

pointed and jaw weak, the face short and narrow

In the fourth millenium B c the Nile Valley was much less habit

able than now The delta was small and the elongated river-terraces

were largely marsh The peoples north of the First Cataract (As-

wan) first learnt to dram the marshes on a large scale, but the wilder

southern tribes conquered them (largely owing to the fact, in Elliot

Smith’s opinion, that they were the first to discover the art of casting

copper)

From 4000 BC until about 2800 bc Egypt and Lower Nubia

were occupied by one race of the type described above But the

southern tribes (who had much Negro admixture) lagged behind in

civilization They were akm to the Beja (Bisharm) peoples of today

(see Fig 51)

Northward movements into the Lower Nile probably occurred

throughout all this period and even earlier The earliest civilization

seems to have been largely indigenous, the ivory trade shows that

even then they were m touch with the true Negroes much further

south Some of the earliest records deal with the peoples of Punt

(Somaliland) and show that there has been no marked change m the

ethnology of the people for the past five or sue thousand years Elliot

Smith states that in Egypt this pre dynastic people was probably the

nearest approximation to a “pure race” that we know of About 2

per cent were definitely Negroid, and perhaps another 3 or 4 per cent

displayed features which suggest the influence of Negroid admixture *

The modern Arabs of Yemen and Hejaz to a large extent conform
precisely to the Proto Egyptian type, though certain different types
are much more common amongst them than amongst the Early
Egyptians But during the Early Dynastic period there entered into

Egypt a very definite alien strain of the type called Armenotd Thus,
before the time of the pyramid builders the peoples of Lower Egypt
were being modified At Giza (near Cairo) skeletons much more
sturdy than those of the earlier folk were obtained, m which the
brain-case is larger, the forehead broader, and the skull wider The
jaw is much heavier with a longer, narrow ramus The cephalic index
of these alien people was 76 7, while Upper Egypt at this time had the
old long headed folk with head index of 73 4 The brain capacity of
the Lower Egyptians at Giza was 1,530 cem , while m the Proto

•Elliot Smith, The Ancient Egyptians (London, 1923)
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million Moslems, and about one million Christians, of whom most

belong to the ancient Coptic church.

SUMMARY OF FOREIGN INVASIONS OF EGYPT

(The earliest ‘historical layers’ are at the foot of the table )

Dale

A D. Rulers and influences

1875 British control starts

1801-1875 Egyptian rule

1801 British elect French

1517-1798 Chiefly Turkish rule

1250-1517 Mamelukes (originally Turkish slaves)

1171-1249 Saiadin the Kurd and hi9 race

107J-1121 Armenian rulers

969 Fatemid caliphs from Tunis

04.1-868 Arabs chiefly governing from Bagdad

619 Persuns

BC
51-619 Rome and Byzantium (Greek largely)

323-30 Ptolemies (Alenander’s successors)

348-332 Persian rule

Dale Dynasty Rulers and influences

BC
408-340 28-30 Egyptian rulers under Greek influence

627-403 27 Persian d)masty (Cambyses. Darius, etc

)

600 26 Necho conquered east to Euphrates (Greek influence)

1103-600 25-21 Partly Libyan, Ethiopian, and Assyrian kings

1203-1102 20 Rameses attacked by Dorians from Greece

1323-1203 19 Exodus of Jews under Moses at end of 18th dynasty

1587-1328 18 Amenbotep. TutankahmeU, etc (used Sardinian

mercenaries)

About 2000 15-16 Hyksos, Shepherd Kings from Syxia
” 2500 13-14 Partly Libyan kmgs from the west
” 3000 7-12 Partly Galla kings in the south and Syrian in north
” 3500 4-6 . Khufu and pyramid builders
" 4500 1-3 Meties and other legendary kings

About 5000 Armenoid, from Elam or Mesopotamia
” 7000 Nubian invasion, from Upper Nile
" SOOO Proto-Egyptians, from Arabia pu> Nubia?

Allies of Bushmen; probably from Asia
Palaeolithic Negroes ” ’*

Thus the great interest of Egypt to the student of race movements
lies in the innumerable attacks made on this region through ten
thousand years by invaders from all sides. These invasions have not
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^here such crops as millets, ground-nuts, and cotton are grown in

large quantities by the natives. On the north these merge into the

great desert areas—where few crops but dates in the scattered oases

are to be found. In the warm temperate and subtropical districts

clo\-es, \’anilla, and sisal are grow*n near the coast; and cotton and

coffee somew hat inland. Cotton is a ver>’ important crop in the irri-

gated lands of the middle and lower Nile. Finally, in the temperate

lands of both north and south Africa we find the usual crops of wheat,

maize, and tnnes. OH^*es and esparto grass (for paper) are ^•alued

crops in Algeria and Tunis.

In the right-hand map, Fig. 51 b, the chief mining districts of

Africa are charted. Since the continent largely consists of Palaeozoic
formations or the ancient rocks of the Shield (Fig. 3) metallic minerals
are quite abundant. In the south at Johannesburg is the richest

goldfield on earth. Nearby, in peculiar \*olcanic "necks,” are found
the main diamond mines. Asbestos and corundum (an abrasi\*e) also
occur in the %-icinity. In the Belgian Congo are the important copper
deposits of Katanga, and radium occurs in this region also. Tin is

abundant in the old rocks of Nigeria, Some of the best phosphate
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deposits occur in Tunis and Algeria, «hile manganese (for steels)

IS found nearby Coal is not very abundant, but the best fields are

found in the south and are charted Since the continent has not been

much affected by late mountain folding, ue do not find the ‘ domes’

m which petroleum usually collects Accordingly there is only one

unimportant oilfield near Suez



CHAPTER XI

THE CHANGING EUROPEAN ENVIRONMENT

A The Build of Europe

It IS instructive to compare the build of Europe with that of

Australia which has been discussed previously Australia is isolated

and uniform, with a considerable tropical area, Europe is entirely in

the temperate belt, and consists of a westward extension of the Asiatic

plains merging into the wonderful series of European peninsulas (see

Fig 72) By this arrangement an equable marine climate penetrates

far into the continent, while the dominant westerly winds are also

able to carry rams far over the lands Yet in both continents we find

the usual arrangement of Shield, Downfold, and Young Mountains

The past history of Europe is controlled by the development of

earth waves extending east and west, which have greatly affected the

topography during the great earth building periods of geological time

These earth waves have resulted from the compression of weak eedi

ments which were laid down between the Shields In Devonian times

(about 300 million years ago) the floor of the sea between the North

Atlantic Shield and the Russian Shield was strongly squeezed The
consequent folds built up the * Caledonian Mountains,” shown in the

section at the right of Fig 55 As we have seen in other land masses,

the ancient mountain zones are gradually worn down to become the

plateau blocks of later ages TTius the ancient plateaux of Scan
dinavia and the highlands of Scotland are the relics of mountains
built up m earlier periods of the geological record *

Some 50 million years later a senes of swamps, freshwater lakes,

and shallow seas formed a long zone from Glasgow to Poland, fringing

a continental mass to the south, and perhaps overlying a part of the
Russian Shield Here grew or were deposited great masses of vege-
\iO:iTm Vindn u’ltimate'iy became ftie great coal beU ol "Europe Hbis
controls present day settlement ) Somewhat later, about the dawn
of the Permian, a new mountain zone arose from Brittany across to
the Crimea (see the Permian section at the right of Fig 55) Relics
of this fold ing occur in the anaent blocks forming the Armoncan

•The limes and ages in the geological record are shown along the top of Fig 15
Eocene Miocene Pliocene and Pleistocene are the Tertiary divisions
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Plateau of Brittany the Auvergne region, the Black Forest, the Bo

hemian Highlands, and the South Russian Uplands of the Ukraine

In Jurassic times (perhaps 80 million years ago) the centre, south

and east of Europe was largely a region of warm seas with numerous

coral reefs In early Tertiary tunes the lands were disposed somewhat

like today, save that the old "coal geosynchne ' or trough was still

beneath the seas—while the Mediterranean was larger than at present

and this ancient sea is called Telhys

FiotntB&a —The build of Europe deieitmned by ihe»quee«figotwe»k
ced menta to make Voung Mountains between the three Shields At the

nght are pven three verucal sections (alon^ the line Xy) at the dates
specified Figures represent anil ons of years ago Russian Shield

In early Tertiary times (perhaps twenty or thirty milhott years

ago) the latest mountain building period of Europe was initiated

This third rampart arose still further south than the Permian buck

Img, and was accompanied (or perhaps caused) by a downward
warping to the south in the Mediterranean region This period of

folding IS illustrated in the last of the sections to the right of Fig 55

A senes of mountain arcs was formed and these are indicated in the

map m Fig 55

Starting from the Central Alps one curved fold runs round the

Lombard Plain and continues south as the Apennines to Sicily

Thence it crosses to Africa and is prolonged as the Atlas folds to

Gibraltar To the north of the straits lies the Sierra Nevada, while
the Pyrenees Range is a somewhat isolated fold of similar age between
the Sierra Nevada and the Alps



Ficuke S6—Th« three mstn structural types in southern Europe the
Young Fold Mountains enclosing Downfold Basins, and the relics of Permian
mountains uplifted anin during the Tertiary folding Note also the Pans
Basin The seven "Gates” are numbered

the highest mountain in Europe (Elbruz, 18,470 feet). Thus the

“Young Mountains” of Europe consist of two more or less parallel

folds, known as the Alptdes and Dtnandes (Fig. 55). In each case

the rocks of the crust have been overfolded away from the area between

the two lines offolding, as shown in the last section in Fig 55
It is interesting to note that some nf tJbe jurist Sertih areas cf

Europe are in the silted basins, such as Lombardy, Hungary, or

Wallachia, below the towering peaks of the late earth-folds Inci-

dentally, we may note that regions like Africa and Australia lack
both the fertile basins and the magnificent scenery of these “Young
Mountains,” though they gain in stability and in the comparative
absence of earthquakes and volcanic action.

Somewhat similar downward buckles or basins in the south have
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been drowned by the Mediterranean Sea Thus the Atlas Apennines

include the Western Mediterranean Basin Probably here is the still

active source of unrest which has produced the Alpine chain parallel

to but further south than the anaent ndges of Permian and De-

vonian times Flanking the Mediterranean region are the active

volcanoes while an extinct hne across Central Europe marks an

earlier belt of weakness on the line of folding

It seems probable that the most striking phenomena of the Alpine

folding occurred in upper Miocene times Grenville Cole gives a

graphic picture of the three o\etfolds wluch constitute the Swiss and

Austrian Alps

The first moving from the south buckled up and then fell over

to the north in the Helvetic region The second ( Lepontinc ) arose

a little to the east and with the same direction and action seems to

have flowed onward carrying its limestone front through the

gap of Canton Vaud and spreading out m the Helvetic depression

like the edge of a fall ng wave The third earth wave the East

Alpine rising still farther south rose across the Lepontine sheet

and flowed northward to the confines of Bavana So much

occurred within a single epoch and probably m a few thousand years

that some of the movements must have been visible to the eye of

man had so discerning a creature appeared upon the scene '

In the recent booh by the writer Eimrenment and many
examples of environmental control which result from the build and

climate of Europe are considered in some detail In Fig 56 some of

the results of the build of Europe are illustrated The elevated

portions of Europe can be divided into the Young Mountains (i e

Alpides and Dinandes) and the relic blocks which are the worn

down roots of earlier fold mountains Often violent folding in one

area is accompanied by an elevat on tn masst of adjacent relic blocks

In Europe Norway the Cevennes (France) and the Meseta (Spam)

are such lately elevated relic blocks

Primitive man made use of the natural corridors across Europe
Perhaps the chief led up the Danube River wh ch has maintained its

course in spite of the Alps ns ng across it The six mam passes across

Europe are numbered 1 to 6 in 56 Of these the Bosporus (1)

the Brenner Pass (4) and the Rhone (5) were the chief

•Grenv lie Cole CroidA (New York 1914) pp 170-3
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B. Present Climate of Europe

The salient climatic control in Europe is the presence of a low

pressure area near Iceland. This is most intense in winter, and leads

to a vast stream of warm moist air entering Europe from the South-

west in the winter (Fig. 57). Thus the temperatures in the west are

kept remarkably high for the latitude, so that the Lofoten Isles (lat.

68” N.) have the same winter temperature (32“ F.) as Greece in

latitude 42” N. The remarkable climate of north-west Europe, as

FtcuRE 57—^Temperature control in Europe. Notice the unusual
north-south direction of the January isothenns over Western Europe.

suggested by the north-south trend of the winter isothenns, is dis-

cussed further in a study of the various climates of the north tem-
perate area (p. 283). The inland and eastern regions are dry, and
indeed only the mountain areas receive much rain owing to their

deflecting upward (and thus cooling) the western winds.

In summer the dominant control is perhaps the high pressure to
the ^\est of Spain, whereby the most usual winds in Central Europe
are north-westers and northerlies. The isotherms lie now more
normally east and west than in winter. In the east of Russia is the
only portion of Europe with a truly continental climate. The Lower
Volga region e.Nperiences four months of very low temperature (24.4)
in winter. All the icmainder has an "insular" climate, i.e., the
e.\tremes of climate do not differ greatly from the average conditions.
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From our special point of view of changing environment, however,

it IS important to note that the rainstorms are associated with moving

low pressure systems (cyclones) rather than with steady winds In

Europe as elsewhere, these tracks of the "Lows ’ (as they are usually

termed) are fairly well marked, and differ somewhat from season to

reason Indeed, as 1 shall diow in a later section these rainstorm
tracks have probably varied remarkably during the life of man in the
turopean environment

j
varying ram controls, we find that Europe can

ivi e into four regions In the north west is an area receiving
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fair and almost uniform rams through the four seasons (Fig 68)

Through most of the north and centre the rainfall is chiefly in summer

On the Mediterranean coasts the ram is typically in winter, while

only m the far east and north east (and m Spain) is there any real

shortage of ram thus constituting some restricted arid regions

C Vegetatton of Europe

The natural vegetation may be considered briefly under six head

mgs, following Hardy s classification * Of little significance to man,

whether prehistoric or modem, is the tundra flora which fringes the

Arctic Ocean Nor is the special mountain vegetation of Norway of

importance A great belt of coniferous forest (Taiga) extends across

Europe north of latitude 60®, where the short summer and the five

months of frost prevent the growth of broad leaf forests Even today

the population is very sparse m these pine forests, and the region has

never been important in man’s history (Fig 68)

The remaining three zones of vegetation are of great human
interest In the and east is a wedge of steppe lands projecting from

the gigantic steppes of Asia into the heart of Europe, almost to South

Poland This has been the path of entry of almost all the Asiatic

peoples of Neolithic times and later These grass lands are de

termmed, of course, by the markedly seasonal rainfall, which all falls

in summer The grass grows rapidly m the spring and early summer,
and IS parched during the succeeding dry months Here, however, is

a vast area of rich black soil (chernoztom) which is now being con

verted into wheat, maize and beet fields A similar steppe is found
in the sheltered fold basin of Hungary, while south east Spam is so

dry that analogous conditions prevail

This wedge of steppe lands is approximately driven between a
broad belt of deciduous forest in north west Europe, and a narrow belt
of Mediterranean flora to the south west The latter was naturally
'fee easier type o'l country lor early man to traverse 'With the wet
winter and hot, dry summer, forests do not develop on any large scale

The trees are usually low, thorny, and evergreen Creepers are rare,

but shrubs and bulbs are abundant The chief forests consist of
patches of live-oak and pines, but planes and deciduous oaks are often
found Great injury has been done m these countries by the ruthless

•Hardy Geography of Plants (Oxford 1920)
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cleanng of these slow'^o^\ mg forests The soil is thus washed off

the hills, the streams are either flooded or silted up, and the i^hole

country side laid waste

The leading states of Europe are found m that region which was

once hea\ily forested with deciduous trees with broad leaves But

the "interference of man, mostly by cutting or burning forests, for

smelting, agriculture, or cattle and sheep raising has entirely altered

the original covering "* The oak and beech are dominant trees, mth
chestnut, birch, and ash next m importance Beech forests exclude

all underwood, but other types are more open In early European

history traffic through this forest belt was largely confined to the

large nvers, but heather moors occupy large portions of poor soil and

peat bogs develop in poorly drained localities

In Britain vast forests once coiered large portions of the land

The beech woods and oaks occupied the lowlands, while pines clothed

the higher slopes from 700 feet up to 2 000 Fleure and James' gire

an interesting account of the way m whicli Neolithic man m Bntain
was confined to the drier open country Wolves and wild boars
occupied the forests, and ague infested the swamp lands He settled

chiefly in the uplands, especially in those of Wales and in the hme
stone downs The chalk was useful for earthworks, and contained the
flints used for his tools Springs and pastures were abundant on these
downs Kent, Hampshire, the Mendips Devon, the Cotswolds, and

‘Hardy op cil

‘In the /onrnol o/ iKt AnlhtepoloetcaS InUtlule London 1016
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Western Wales were probably the most closely settled portions of

Britain in these times (see Fig. 59 at >1).

The Thames Valley and the Midlands must have been very in-

hospitable to folk without metal tools to cope with the forests. The

remarkable migrations of population in England, from the downs,

thence to the forested and agricultural lands, in the Middle Ages

and up to 1700, and later to the coalfields, are illustrated in the three

small maps given in Fig 59

Ficuke 60—Changes tn the topography of the Baltic Sea during the
last 10,000 years Below, a section (across Europe) shows the heights of
the anow-lme during the four Ice Ages and at present,

D. pTthistortc Changes tn Environment

The significant features of the Great Ice Ages are indicated in the

section at the foot of Fig. 60. Here is a cross-section across Europe
from the Atlas Mountains to North Cape. At present the snow-line

lies about the levels indicated, sloping down, of course, toward the

North Pole Most of the Pyrenees is below the snow-line. How-
ever, in the four major cold periods of the Pleistocene (i e ,

the four

Ice Ages, Gunz, Mindel, Riss, and Wurm), the snow-lme descended
to the levels indicated in the secrion. It is not quite clear yet if the
Mindel Ice Age was the coldest.

In another section (p. 158) I give a rdsumfe of the well-known
changes in the European environment during the Great Ice Ages,
The later changes have been dearly discussed by C. E. P. Brooks in
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the Quarterly Journal oj the MeleoraHo^cal Society for July, 1921 In
this paper he gives a novel correlation of the changing environment
ivith the changing position of the storm tracks during the last 30 000
years in Europe

The last (Uurm) Ice Age was of much less extent than the two
preceding ones Valley glaciers occurred m North Ireland and North
bcotland while the Scandinavian Ice Sheet reached to Central Ger
many and just covered Denmark A strong Anticyclone (or High)
w ould he over the ice sheet, giving powerful east winds over Gennany
and Holland As a result anaent * horse shoe" dunes (with the front
to the east) were built up in these latitudes and still exist

Magdalenian oentxl >,» i.. *
cultural stage was the

men dwelt inches R..,nH
'*^1^ “* France when Palaeohthic

to about 59* N Th#> mn j ^ years it withdrew

during these resting stage^^arrsh^**
great moraine was o,l7d

*“ About 8000 B c a« piled up about the latitude of Stockholm Then
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came another period of very rapid retreat, occupying nearly 3,000

years, followed by a further halt near Ragunda about 6000 n c. After

this the ice-sheet split into two portions and the glacial period is

regarded as over.

Brooks gave the following table summarizing the changes deduced

from geological and biological evidence, chiefly in north-west Europe.

Phase Cltmate Date

a C.

1 Last Wurm Glaciation Arctic 30,000-18,000

2 Retreat of glaciers Severe contineatal 18,000-6000

3 Continental Continental 6000-4000

4 Maritime Warm and moist 4000-3000

6 Later Forest Warm and dry 3000-1800

0 Peat-Bog Cooler and moister 1800 D C.-300 A D.

1 Recent . Becoming drier A t>. 200 on

In the Continental Phase the Baltic became a closed freshwater

lake, which is shown as Ancylus Lake in Fig> CO. At this time the

south-west Baltic lands stood 400 feet higher than at present. Later,

however, the climate became relatively dry, and warm conditions

supervened in Scandinavia, which had a ricli forest flora. A rapid

movement of submergence then set in, and the Littorina Sea developed

in the Baltic area. These marine conditions raised the temperature

3® F. above its present level in Sweden. The cyclonic storms with

their heavy rains now moved along the Baltic track. The present

small ice-fields of Norway for a time practically vanished. This

occurred about the middle Neolithic period in north-west Europe.

By 3000 n c., or towards the dose of the Neolithic period, England
and Ireland were elevated considerably, and part of the North Sea
was land. This gave much drier conditions to Britain; and probably
the Gulf Stream change also tended in the same direction. The
cyclone track migrated north, and the bogs in Ireland, Scotland, and
Germany became dry enough to support forests] while in Russia
steppe conditions obtained (see Fig. 61 at right).

The Irish bogs dried so completely that they were extensively
inhabited. In Donegal a two-story log-house of this period has been
excavated, and since its building 20 feet of bog has been deposited
aboVe its floors. This dry period apparently corresponds to the
legendary Heroic Age of Ireland (about 2000 D.c.),whcn the vigour
of the Irish reached a level never wnce attained.
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This dry phase T\as followed by the Feal bog Phase as the present

distnbution of land and sea was reached Probably all lands in these

latitudes were somewhat wetter than in the phase just before or since

In the years since a p 300 bogs m parts of Ireland, Belgium, and

North Germany have ceased to grow, showing that conditions are

now becoming dner again Scandinavia is nsing and the Norwegian

glaaers are slightly increasing in size

No one now denies the tremendous climatic changes which we

call the Great Ice Ages They finished about 30,000 years ago But

It IS to be remembered that there have been noteworthy “swings" in

climate during the last 6,000 years Every y ear the accumulated data

(espeaally those indicating marked changes m the forest-covering in

the past) make these climabc changes more and more certain. One

may be sure that they were potent factors in determining past human
migrations even as the short penod djanges of today (such as ten

unusually dry years) set m movement large numbers of farmers, for

instance, m Al^rta or Dakota



CHAPTER XII

RACES IN PREHISTORIC EUROPE AND
EARLY MIGRATIONS

A Ttme and

The great importance of Europe in our studj of race-migiations

lies m the fact that m this comer of the Old orld the sequence of

the ethnological “strata” has been correlated with that of the latest

geological strata e are thus able to tell how the climates and lands

vaned in character while the 6rst pnmiti%’e tribes were peopling

Europe Since it seems probable that similar migrations were occur

nng all round the heart of the Old World, we can get an appro^mate

idea of the historj of these migrations m regions remote from Europe

This IS not the place to enter into the ^'exed question of the actual

length in jears of the later geological ages We may assume that

80,000,000 >ears ha\e elapsed since the beginning of Tertiary times

The end of Phocene time and the dawn of the four Great Ice Ages

are \’anously set dow*a as from 100,000 to 840,000 ^-ears ago Smce
the estimates by later int-estigators usually indicate longer and longer

penods, we ma) take it that the Pleistocene (Ice Ages) period lasted

about 8Q0 QQQ ^eacs.

The penod since the last Ice Age—usuall> called Recent or Qua*
temarj’—is set down at about 40,000 jears Estimates differ wnth

locaht>
,
for the Norwegian Highlands, Iceland, and Greenland still

contam large ice-caps dating from the Ice Age penod

The table on page 15S (arranged appro»matel> to scale, and so

apparently cramping Quaternary tune) show*s the sahent features It

IS based m part on that gi^xn m Osborn’s Afen of the Old Slcne Age
It is to be noted that the table is based on data collected m the deposits
ofW estera Europe i e , on the outermargm of the Eurasian contment.
We mai assume that man evoHed m far distant lands—most of the
evidence pomts to Central Asia—^and that many long jears elapsed
before he reached W estem Europe ofier he had evolved elsrxhere

It IS onlj in later records that we can see clear examples mdicatmg
the duration of this penod of migrolion from Asia to Europe The
table on page 159 perhaps makes the matter clearer

157
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APPROXIMATE TABLE ILLUSTRATING DIFFERING CHRONOLOGY
IN ASIA AND EUROPE

LnvtTonmenl WtiltTit Europe Eastern Europe Mesopotamia

Year WesUrH Europe Culture and Egypt and Turkestan

DC 0 IroM (Danes)

55 Caesar

1100 Homer
530 Cyrus

(Iron)

1350 Tutankha 1300 Moses

men 1400 Iron

1800 Abraham (Halys R

)

2000

1 Oaun Age

Brokzc

Copper Bronze Crete 2750 Sargon

4000
'

Littonna Sea Bronze

Gschnitz Age Copper 6500 Nippur

Ancylu* Lake

j

Menes and Eridu

6000 Copper

8000

Neolithic

Suniena

10 000 Yoldia Sea Tardcnois

12 000 Buhl Age

14 000

Fennoscand an

Magdalenian

Ncohth e Susa?
Moraine

16 000 Magdalenian

18 000 Aurgnacian Upper Palaeo- Neolithic

Achen Age? Iithic

20 0001 Gothiglacial Capstan Upper Palaeo-
Moraines lithic

60 0001 Wurm lee Moustenan

From this table we sec that the Neolithic penod started about
17,000 B c m Mesopotamia, but about 10 000 B c m Western Europe
So also the Bronze period began about 5500 n c m the East, but only
about 1700 n c in Middle Europe
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A very interesting table (due chiefly to Montehus) illustrates the

same point in greater detail ^

MOVEMENT OF METAL AGES ACROSS EUROPE

Culture

1

Scania
j

Mti
Europe Huntary Greece Egypt

Tutle

itan

BC B C BC BC BC BC.
Iron

,

? 800
,

? 1200 2500? ?

Bronze
I 1900 2000 2000 2S00 3000 4000

Copper 1 2500 ' 2500 1 3000 3000 5000 1 6000

Hence the migration period for the Neolithic culture across Europe

from east to -nest (see earlier table) was about 6,000 years, for copper

about 2 500 years and for bronze 2 000 years

These culture movements took place when Europe was fairly well

populated as compared with earlier ages We may, therefore, postu

late very great lapses of time for the spread of earlier cultures, such

as those characterizing the Palaeolithic peoples
It is increasingly difficult to synchronize events as we move back

to Palaeolithic tunes Vet Pumpclly* dates the founding of ctlies in

Persia and Turkestan before 10 000 B c , at which time some authon
ties place the Magdalenian (Palaeolithic) culture in Western Europe
The above tables certainly indicate that true avihzation spread to

Egypt from Sumena and Turkestan If this be true the Alpine peoples

were probably the first founders of a real civilization It is worth
considering the fact that Central Asia was a region of great stimulus
dunng late Tertiary time This produced rapid evolution of mam
malianhfe as everyone knows Itisnot usually realized that, opfiurf,
it would produce rapid cultural progress also at any rate until the on
set of desert conditions retarded progressm the Centra! Asiatic region

B Early Races m Europe

The first race discovered in Europe (unfortunately only repre
Mnted by a single lower jaw) is the Heidelberg type, which may date
back to the Second Interglacial Age » It may be desenbed as a pnnu
tive, more powerful and ape fake ancestral form of Neanderthal man ‘

1921) ubieonp 177
Twiestan (Cameeie Institution 1908)

u ^ (New York 1924) chapter xtiF Osborn Men ej lie l)M Stone Afe (New York 1915) p 100
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The next type is that found in Piltdown in Sussex, associated vfith

very early flints of the pre Chellean type It represents a different

type from Neanderthal man wUh tls rugged brow, for it has a smooth

forehead The skull is broader, but very thick The jaw, however,

IS ape like It has been suggested by some ethnologists that this type

evolved into modem man, while the more recent Neanderthal man

in the marginal lands of Western Europe became nearly extinct

The links between the many varieties of Neanderthal man and the

Negroids are as close as can be expected As we have seen (p 131)

many saentists, including the writer, believe that Neanderthal man
represents an early stage in the development of modem man

Dunng the latter part of the Third Interglaaal, Europe was in-

habited by Neanderthal man, whose remains have been found over

wide areas of Central and Western Europe He was no doubt driven

somewhat south on the advance of the Wurm Ice Sheet, but he seems

to have spread north again after this period right through the epoch

charactenzed by Moustenan cultures Thus relics of this race have

been found in Spam (Gibraltar), in the Dordogne of France (La Quina

Le Mousuer, La Chapelle), m Belgium (Spy, La Naulette), m Croatia

(Krapina), in Bohemia, and m Germany Also artefacts of this race

have been found m Britain (Kent’s Hole and Crayford), and especially

in the type district of Le Moustier on the Vezere River (in the Dor
dogne) some 100 miles east of Bordeaux (See the map on p 156

)

Thus from 125,000 B C perhaps to 25,000 B c Europe was occu

pied by these folk They had large narrow heads (cephalic index 73)

with over-hanging brows and retreating foreheads (The lateral

prominences on the eyebrows are found today in some Australian

abongmes ) They had very wide, ape like, noses and long upper lips

The chm receded strongly, the jaw was prognathic, and the teeth very
strongly developed The skull cap was flattened (platycephalic) and
narrow or extremely dolichocephalic The face was long, while the
nose bridge receded more than m any race except the Australians
Thera la httle d/uibt. the. ve-wiei to t-te.

anderthal folk than are any other peoples Indeed, some writers,

such as Dixon, boldly label these relics as representatives of an Aus
traloid “layer” in Europe At Brun m Moravia, twelve skeletons
of Palaeolithic age have been found which are almost indistinguish
able from Australian abonginak Dixon mentions Australoids from
Beira, Teruel, Sardinia, and Calabna One could hardly expect exact
agreement between anaent Neanderthals and living Australoids, when
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they are separated by such inter\als of space and time Hence the

writer does not agree with those who see no meaning in the large

number of these siinilanties in anatomy especially when it is sup-

ported by the evidence of the migration zones and strata

The geographical factors point to a widespread Australoid

stratum throughout Southern Asia and this seems to march with

the Neanderthal stratum in Europe in a fashion which strongly

supports the view that they are variants of the same pnmitive type

As we has’e seen the Brohen Hill skull from Northern Rhodesia is

admitted to link, the African Negro with Neanderthal man while the

Wadjak skulls of Java are rehcs of very anaent Australoids there

(See the discussion on p 133 )

It seems almost certain that true Negroids entered Europe either

before or with the next invasion that of the Cro magnon folk The

Gnmaldi skeletons (found near Monte Carlo) bear many resemblances

to the Negroids le m their cephalic index (69) their jaws chin nose

teeth and dieekbones Yet amid the ninety slvleta) relics of Uie Cro-

magnon folk only tw o Negroid folk arc known SoHas is of the opinion

that they indicate a stratum ofNegntoesakintotheBushmen who
lived in \\ estem Europe during the dawm of Aungnaaan limes The
evidence is mainly based on the small statues and rock paintings

(found in Spain and France chiefly) which certainly point to a race

akin to the Bushmen At WiHendorf (near Vienna) a statuette of a

nude woman is steatopygic and has hair apparently of the pepper

corn type Similar Negntoid figures come from Brassempouy and

Lespugues in the soutli of France and perhaps indicate a former
\ idespread Negrito stratum

C Cro magnon ifan

With the decline of the Neanderthal people we find an extensive
m\ asion by the Cro magnon people w ho arrived in upper Palaeolithic
times after the last great glaaation They entered W estem Europe
probably about 20 000 or 30 000 >ears ago They exhibit no Negroid
characters but seem to hate reached Europe from Asia along the
shores of the Mediterranean probablj chiefly via North Africa but
also perhaps vta Italy They followed in fact the same corndor
as did the Arabic invasion much later in the seventh century a t>

The chief characteristics of the Cro magnon type are as follows
ey were mostly of high stature especially the first comers ranging

Irom 5 feet 10 inches to 6 feet 4 inches A shorter type however
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occurs at Chancelade (Dordogne) which was on!> 4 feet, 11 inches

high The skull contained an unusually lar^e brain, though tlie head

index was \ery low (71) The foretiead is \ery broad, which is most

unusual m connexion with a narrow skull and the head is therefore

dtshamontc The nose is narrow and the upper face ^ertlcal, as in

modem high tj^pes of men
This w onderful race is characterized also b> great artistic ability

* More than 20 000 >ears ago there sprang up an art ne%*er since

surpassed in its owm field except perhaps by ttie Greeks'* So writes

Osborn, and the followmg table based on his work epitomizes the

grow th ol Art (Sec the map on p 156)

evolution of art

BC

neil<rn

Europe

enttron

mtnX

Age Incised

figures

Sculpture Patnitn*

15 000 Forest Atiluin None None Coloured

pebbles

20 000
1

Upper None None? Con> en

1

tional

1
Mid Fine ivory Slender Poli’chtome

figunoes Bisons

25000 Steppe
'

1

1

LowTr Deep out High rel ef Flat tint

1 lines

30 000 Solutnan Engranngs Bone ?

sculpture

3a 000 Aunsnacia Stiff pro- Heavy Linear
files human traangs

The Cro magnon people reached their highest de\*elopmcnt in

Magdaleman times Their homes extended from the Ri\er Ebro
through France and Germanj to Poland, but this highest type does
not seem to haro spread along the Northern Mediterranean coasts

As the forests extended northward and as the reindeer retreated to the
north after tlie last ICe Age, this race dispersed into many colonies

It was also displaced b> new races coming from Asia Yet repre-

sentati%-es of the Cro-magnon folk still remain m the Dordogne, w here
the same disharmonic proportions are found in the Frenchman of
toda> The cephalic indexes of many of the hvmg range from 72 to

76 (which IS equu-alent to 70-3 on the Cro-magnon skulls) There is

naturally no entire modem distnct in France with an average less
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than 76 This type is very abundant also at Olcron and Lanmon in
rittany, and in the hills ol Thunngia It was prevalent among

the exunet Guanijes ol the Canary Isles and is still very commonamong the living Berbers ol North Afnca

th ffil”'
“"I '' “Sidy arguments in support ol the theory

ttat the modem Eshmo and associated Algoninans have an ethnic
conneiuon with the Cro magnons ol Western Europe I shall hope

rone t
to show that they all belong to the same migrabon

msM “""i
®t™"Sly to support the theory ol Sollas He

tances the similarity in the arrow straighteners hair pins, pendants

Zh otc He would associate the Eskimo
ith the short Chancelade type, and the Algonkians with the taller

niore comnion type

IIS, Itloiern Earn

ot Euro^Lte'red
T

''''

TTh"

T

:s^mXr„rrth‘"'’°
shores They are oerha^c.

!"* the Mediterranean

tive state by the Somali
we may picture similar folk me

^ m Ethiopia today, and
of Europe in early Neolithic

th^ghout most of the lowlands

Southern Greece Corsica sjard
"’^Jonty m Southern Italy

Western Spam Portugal Wale,
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Devon (?), Ireland, and Western Sratland Peoples akin to these

were almost wholly responsible for the megahthtc monuments, and

by these and other evidences can be traced through Asia, the East

Indies, and America

As the conditions improved m Central Europe, the northern routes

no the Black Sea and the Danube, and Via the Russian steppes came

into use The first broad headed people (C I 86) arriving in Europe

probably moved along the Danube, thus traversing the great forests

Their skulls have been found at Ofnet (East Havana) and these

probably slightly antedate Neolithic times (Fig 62) They also

occur at Furfooz (near Dinant) and Crenelle (Pans) These were

the advance guard of the great Alpine ivaves from Central Asia

Of equal interest are the folk who arrived dunng this transition

period (at the dawn of the Neolithic Age) in the Baltic region They
were ignorant of agnculture and pottery They had a bone and horn

culture, which was ornamented with crude animal drawings These

are very unlike the earlier Magdalenian art, but resemble those found

in the Ural and Altai regions Their artefacts have been recovered m
great numbers from the marshes of Maglemose (of West Zeeland) in

Denmark. They have been reasonably classified as the first Nordic

folk to enter Europe One school of ethnologists, however, thinks that

the Nordic peoples are a mixture of Mediterraneans and later Asiatic

peoples, while another believes that they are merely “bleached”

Mediterranean peoples We may here also refer briefly to the Ainu
(of North Japan) as primitive members of the same migration zone,

charactenzed by the same abundant* of hair and the same cephalic

index as the Nordics

The present writer’s expIanaUon of the similarities between the

Nordics and Mediterraneans has been given on page 53 It is worth
noting that blood tests show a strong resemblance between these two
groups, as indicated in Fig 63 The marginal people in Europe have
high blood indices, the central Alpine peoples have low indices It
is important to note that these low indices are typical throughout
Central and Eastern Asia, which certainly supports the writer’s de-
ducUon (on other grounds) that the European Alpines and the so
called “MongoUans” are closely akin
We must realize that much of the ancient population of East

Europe was long headed and closely allied to these so called Nordics
Thus in Russia in the kurgans (or tumuli) of the Stone Age, three-
quarters of the skulls were narrow In the eleventh century about
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past, and, in part, seems to have led to the narrow-headed folk of

Western Europe occupying too large a proportion of space in that

portion of ethnological literature which deals with race-classification

E Early Alpine Migrations

We have very little knowledge of the early migrations of the

brakeph Alpines into Europe No doubt they moved westward more

or less continuously during late Palaeolithic times, and, indeed, they

are still expanding their boundaries all round the Eur-Astan continent

If the wnter were asked to epitomize World History, it could be done

m the following five words Expansions of the Alpine Race (p 270)

As regards Central Europe, some of the mam migrations from

BC 3500 to BC 2200 are indicated m Fig 62B, which is based largely

on data from Peake and Fleure ’ Four slow waves of movement, all

of Alpine peoples, moved from east to west in this millennium From
Persia moved the “Falcon Folk,” who may have constituted the

ruling classes m Egypt after the time of Menes Other brakeph

tribes, known as the “Black Earth” people, were being driven from

the Ukraine into Greece m the period between b C 3000 and b C 2600

Somewhat later, primitive peasants slowly occupied the Danube
Valley, reaching its headwaters about b c 2300 Towards the end of

this penod, we know of trading voyages made by folk whose head-

quarters were in the Cycladic Islands of the Aegean Sea

F Early Southern European Migrations

Owing to the discovenes of Sir Arthur Evans and others m Crete,

evidence is accumulating about raaal migrations in early times m
Southern Europe Very soon after the begmiung of the Mmoan
penod the Alpine brakephs were beginning to enter Crete In the
regions bordenng on the northern Aegean there seems to have been a
senes of migrations, one soon after 2000 B c

,
one about 1450, or a

little before, and another one about 400 years later There is reason
to'be'Iieve that these movements maybe associated with other ethnic
movements in the Western Mediterranean, which may have been due
to the migration westwards of tnbes who were dispossessed in the east

About this time we may imagine all South and West Europe
sparsely settled by Mediterranean races speaking Hamitic languages
probably akin to Berber In the far north it seems likely that there

’H Peake and H J Fleure, ComdorS of Tme (Yale University Press 1927)
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was a widespread group of Finnish people, who came in from Asia
and had settled m the lands from Perm across to Sweden They
al» spoke a non Aryan language, but it is not clear what were their
re ations with the narrow headed folk whose remains occupy the
Kurgans of Russia

Probably dunng Neohthic times, about the twentieth century,
B c , there entered the first groups of the great Aryan speaking
migrations The relation of the Aryan speakers to the Alpine or

understood It is discussed bnefly on page
e ryan speakers almost certainly came into Europe from

iurkestan and the Pamirs, while the other great linguistic group, the

Finns, came from the Altai region to the
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anians ut the numerous tnbes constituting the mam body of the
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For the next 2,000 years the European peoples swayed back and

forth as the result of invasions of territory largely on the eastern

side The change of environment which brought this about is dis

cussed m the later diapters on Asia Thus, about 600 b c the Keltae

mo\ed south west into Spam merging wnth the abongmal Ibenans to

form the Keltibenan tribes Many types, including the Bitunges

(cf Berry in France), later occupied Northern Italy About 250 BC
some allied tribes marched into the Balkans and reached as far as Asia

Minor, where they founded “Galatia” (possibly a form of “Keltae”)

?icmi£ 04^ —Laytt*4v4ffraro» showing Eatbanan migratjons from
AO 100 to AD 450 None of them altered national stocks largely

B—Barbarian migrations from a D 450 to A 0 1000 All
except Ostrogoth. Lombard and Varangian modified national stocks

The colonies o1 Carthage (largely Ibenan) yielded to Rome about
200 B c , and for some 500 years Rome earned her avilizabon, her
laws, and her language into all the Romance regions of Europe It

must not be forgotten, however, that the Latin tongue is fairly dose
to the Gaelic, for they both belong to the “K” group of Aryan
languages (see p 187 poslea) Hence, the change in speech was not
very marked m the case of the Western Kelts of Spam and France

The most significant penod of migration in Europe is called the
Folk-Wandenng » It started about the time of Chnst, when the
blond Nordic tnbes called the Golks left South Sweden (perhaps owing
to long continued wet seasons) and marched south into Germany
(Fig 6L4) In the course of the next two centunes they ravaged
South East Europe, but ultimately settled in or near Walladua

Somewhat later the first of the modem Asiatic invasions occurred

•On this topic see the authors EnnronmenJ and Naitcn (Toronto, 1936)
chapter ix

’
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the Spanish and Portuguese had built towns in America. Yakutsk

followed in 1637, and by 1639 the Russians had reached the Padfic.

In 1648 Deshnev sailed through Bering Straits

PiotntE 65—The most stfikinc euHural change m the Old World—the
expansion o( the Slavs (Partly alter Bon-man

)

Now turn to the larger map in Fig 65 and note the enormous
area w hich is controlled by the USSR. The more attractive regions

(shown white) are already sparsely settled by Russians It is im-
portant to remember that Siberia never contained many aboriginal

people. Today there are about 27 million Russians and about ten

million non-Russians living m harmony in assoaated republics in

Siberia (including Turkestan and the Southern Urals).*

'Bnice Hopper, "Limits of Land Scttlcinent” (lolh Inlernalional Studies Con-
ference, Pans, 1037)



CHAPTER Xni

THE RACES OF FRANCE AND BRITAIN

A Cultural Groups tn France

u
us consider in some detiul the constitution of the races in

habiting the region betiveen the Pyrenees and the ScotUsh Highlands
Ihis includes most of those peoples who have been in touch with
IJntain dunng historic times (see Fig 66)

Pyrenees we find a most interesting

intoroc'f w ,

They are linked together by a community of

itSfA 1
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this, just as the same migration zone had reached America ita the

Bering Corridor It is possible that this explains the slight similarity

between Basque and the Amerind speeches

This complex structure may even represent a stage in the early

development of the Aryan speech, which survived among some allies

of their pnmitive forerunners, who had long ago migrated from the

homeland An exactly parallel case is the survival of primitive

Norwegian in Iceland, or shall we say, tiie presence of Shakespearian

dialects among the folk in the rugged hills of the Eastern United

States

But a curious anomaly is that the Basque tongue is used by broad

headed Alpines (87) m the north of the Basque terntory in France,

and also by narrow heads (77) near Bilbao in Spam Possibly neither

were the onginal speakers of Basque, just as it is certain that the

Scottish Highlanders are not of the same race as the original speakers

of Gaelic

It IS said, that as a result of isolation, there is a preponderance of

rather pointed chins and of broad brows throughout the Basque area

(though the writer was not able to detect it on a recent visit) This

faaal trait may have been recognized among the early Basques, and

so may have been intensified by the strong national feeling of the

race, which may easily have led to such features being an attraction

in marriage

Leaving the Basque people, let us proceed northward We find

on the east in the hilly Cevennes a fairly uniform group of short, dark
broad heads (86) known as Cevenoles They are the veritable apex
of the Alpine wedge which was thrust into Europe from Asia at some
time m the Neolithic penod From the Cevennes eastward to the

China Sea we are dealing with brakephs of one type or another, and
to this great body of cognate peoples the term Alpine Mongolian
may provisionally be given We find that m France as elsewhere in

Europe they are confined largely to the mountain areas This suggests
that they were early immigrants who have been driven mtia na-
attractive regions by stronger and later immigrants (see Fig 66)

A little to the north and west of this "Alpine wedge" is a most
interesting group of peoples w ho have settled for ages in the Dordogne
Valleys They compnse folk with very narrow heads, who are dark
in colour and of low or medium stature It is preasely here that the
most remarkable relics of Palaeohthic times have been found in the
limestone caverns, and it is here ttiat the most primitive peoples of
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language is Brythenic, allied to the Welsh speech It is believed that

many of the Bretons were dnven from the west of England by the

Saxons about the fifth century a d Hence the similarity of language,

but there is very little simiJanty in race between the Cornish and

Welsh “Brythons ’ on the one hand, and the Breton ' Brythons” on

the other

It seems probable that these brakeph Britons are actually de-

scended from the Alpine Keltae who invaded Bntain about B c 200,

and taught the dark dokeph aboriginals the Welsh tongue This

brakeph “aristocracy” was dnven out of England by the Anglo

Saxon inv'asions, leaving their language behind, however, among the
Bntish peasants

B CuUural Croups in Britain

Crossing the Channel we reach Bntain Here we find three major
languages still spoken by three zones of people To the west is a
fnnge m Ireland and the Scottish Highlands who speak Erse and
Gaelic (Ancient Erse may be descnbed as the ancestor of Gaelic )
In the intermediate rone is the Comish-Welsh Manx group, of which
Comish IS now extinct In the east is the Anglo Saxon group, now
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spoken as English In the south, and “broad Scottish" In the north
(Fig 68 B)

These three zones undoubtedly represent thrusts from the east,
the “pnmiti\e being pushed to the wall " Here again detailed eth-
nological investigation shows little connexion between physical anthro-
pology and language It seems possible (though not certain) that the
typical Anglo Saxon of Central and East England, a fair, tall person
with a medium skull (78), speaks a modern form of his original Aryan
tongue But what of all the peoples to the west? Certainly the dark
short narrow heads of Devon have changed their language They are
Mediterranean folk akin to those of North Afnca, and in all probability
they s^ke something hke Berber in early Neolithic times The same
IS probably true of the similar folk (with a head index of about 75)
who occupy South Wales and formed the Silurian tribes ‘

We shall do well to follow Fleure and James m attempting to
eluadate this complicated problem * It is difficult for BnUshere to
realize that ^eir islands were a refuge for a debris of broken tnbes
presMd out from Europe, akin in some ways to the shattered tnbes
found in similar positions all round the Old World land mass

C Welth Stochs

sreat detail the stocks found m the
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who used beaker shaped utensils They occur widely in Western

Europe, notably at Borreby near Copenhagen They perhaps entered

West Wales along the valley of Bala Lake

The racial history of the BnUsh Isles seems to have been something

like this It IS probable that the type m the Phnhmmon region is

directly descended from the very long headed Aurignaaan type

Secondly, there is a type belonging to a generalized stock which can

hardly be distinguished as cither Mediterranean or Nordic The Long

Barrow men, whose average cephalic index is about 72, are of this

strain Thirdly, we find that the most numerous types are members

of the Mediterranean stock who probably introduced the early Neo-

lithic culture Finally, there are at least three different types of

brakephs, all ultimately connected with the Alpine race, but differing

somewhat from them The most distinct of these types are now
usually termed the “Beaker Folk ” They are also sometimes called
“Bronze Age People” or “Round Barrow People “ Their average
cephalic indexes vary from 80 to 84, the latter figure being more
frequent At present there are practically no skulls in our museums
belonging to the Early Iron Age, but it is probable that dunng this
penod the Nordic type became more and more frequent in Britain
The Anglo Saxons who arnvcd in the fifth century were, of course,
Nordic The Nordic Alpine type of the population has since that
time been usually overlaid by strata not dissimilar in type Finally,
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In summary, we may picture the Cro magnon and later Palaeo

lithic folk as giving nse to the Silunan (Mediterranean) substratum

This was invaded in Neolithic tunes by Goidelic folk who impressed

their language on the Silurian clans Much later, and in Fleure’s

opinion not many centunes before Caesar’s visit, entered the Brythons,

whose arrival repeated the history of the Gaelic changes Many of

these Keltae belonged to the same tnbes who gave their names to

places in France Thus the Pansu (Pans) settled in Yorkshire, the

Menapii (Menin) reached Central Wales, and even settled in East

Ireland The Catuvellauni (Chalons) lived near London, while the

Atrebates (from Arras) conquered Hampshire (see Fig 68 A) These

brakeph invaders were, houever, not numerous enough to alter the

race composition greatly Then the Romans made a brief conquest

which was of little ethnological consequence For several centunes

the Romano Bntish governed the country, but they were in turn

overcome by the Anglo*Saxons (m the fifth century) and slowly dnven
into the borders or into France

Bntain of today really seems to be diiefiy occupied by the onginal

Silunan stock and the later Saxon immigrants, and these have mingled

with each other and with the vanous strains of brakephs mentioned

above (Fig 68 B)

E Racutl Stocks tn Germany

C W Coon m his recent book Races of Europe shows that the

chief areas of the Nordic race occur in Scandinavia, Finland, and
Bntain The southern portion of Germany is Alpine, but the

"Northern Plain" area, though it contains various hybnds with
Nordics (called byCoon "Nones") is preponderatingly "Palaeolithic"

in descent These are big headed, pnmitive, survivors of the Ne
anderthal hunting penod They are found in the purest state in the
Fehmam Island near Kiel, and Coon calls them the Borreby race
In his opinion many of the pure Nordic type vanished during the
temble wars of the Reformation

•New York 1939
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE RACES OF EUROPE

A Bauf and Cuhure Groups tn Europe
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CORRELATION OF THE COMPONENTS OF THE CHIEF NATIONS
OF EUROPE (GENERALIZED)

Country

Early

Medi-

terranean

{cephalic

index 75 7)

Nordic

{cepholtc

index 77 So)

Brakeph

Alpine

{cephalic

index Si 4)

Hyper-

hrakepJi

Alpine

{cephalic

index 85-8)

Altaic.

Alpine

non Aryan
{cephalic

index 8z-7)

Ireland Most Some tn east

Scotland Highlanders Most ID Shetlands

east

Wales Many in Few
south

England Many in Cast Kent?
west

France Dordogne Most m Cevenole Savoyard

and south north

Germany Prussians Bavarian Swabian
Saxons, (Austrian)

etc

Spain Most Few in

north

Portugal Most
Norway Bufkol Few m Lapp (87)
Sweden people south*

west
Switzerland Swabian

Ladin,

etc
Italy Corsican Lombard Savoyard

and south Umbrian Ladin,

etc
Greece South Many north Albanian
Uohemia
Poland Pole
Yugo-

Slavia Most
Hungary SomeTeu Magyar

tons

Rumania Some m Most
east

Bulgaria Some ID Bulgar Turk
east

Russia Some Teu- Most
tons Finn (80)
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A. Fair-haiied B. Dark-haired

Albania,

Ardennes

orth-east

France,

Bohemia,

Lombardy
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brachy-cephahzation to which the large part of the mainland has

been subjected

RACES OF THE WORLD
{According to Roland Dtxon)

Dixon-class Usual name

1

Locality Skull
Cephalic i

index

Nasal

index

la Palae-Alptne Negnto
broad bead

' Philippines

Burmese

Valais

High S3 54

1& Mongoloid Primitive

Alpine (?)

Lapps
Bushmen
Switzerland

Low ' '

2a Proto-Negroid Negro Gaboon
Iroquois

Papua
Brazil

High 72 55

2b Proto-Australoid
^

Australian Australia

California

Sialy

OstiaL

Lew

So Caspian Mediterranean

Eskimo
Sardinia

Japan

High 72 44

3b Mediterranean Egypt
California

England

India

Low

4a Alpine Alpine Swiss

Hawaii

Araucans

Czech

Armenians

High 84 44

46 Ural Swiss

Kalmuk
Basque
Venezuela

Low
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We must come to the conclusion that ethnically all these \arying

“CH/is” (i e , cultural groups) are really brothers m one family, how-

ever much they have vaned in their widely separated journeys from

the same Asiatic cradle land Differing religions, cultures, trade

nvalry ,
methods of printing (i e , Roman or Russian type), and, above

all, language differences have kept them apart and intensified national

jealousies It is not any specific race difference which has done this,

for It is non existent If these peoples could forget their past animosi-

ties they could amalgamate in one or two generations into a strong

common nationality founded on practically identical racial origin

It therefore will be well to examine the question of the European

languages to see something of how some of these artificial bamers
have arisen We may consider the Aryan languages first "Aryan”

IS here used to speafy the group of allied languages extending from

Ireland to India It is sometimes called the Indo European group of

languages (Fig 70) They are usually subdivided into two mam
groups, conveniently known (by the words for "hundred") as the

"kentum" and "satem" groups

The mnm groups and sub groups are illustrated m the following

table in a somewhat generalized fashion The spelling of the examples
IS simplified to indicate the pronunciation to the layman

We can see m this table and in the adjoining figure a general

resemblance between the zones of language and tlie zones of ethno-

CLASSES AND DISTRIBUTION OF AR\AN LANGUAGES

Early Kenlum type
|

Later S'olom type

Largely Mediterranean Partly Nordic Largely Alpine Largely Alpme

Pnmiti\‘e K
West Europe

Later P
Central Europe East Europe South nest Asia

Gaelic Welsh Lithuanian Sansknt

100*»Keud

5«»Keug
lOOnKant
S^Puinp

lOO^Szimta
5«»Penke

100=Satern

5=Panch

Latin Greek Slav Armenian

100 »* Kent
5 ••Kink (or

Pink)

lOO^Katon
£*>PeRte

l00=Sito

5«»Pietz 5-Pe$e
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wholly inhabited by the Alpine race, it seems likely that Aryan was

first spoken by this type rather than by the Nordics

In an earlier chapter, 1 have shown the value of using the geological

terms “outler," ' inker," etc , m connexion with these ethnic problems

Much confusion has resulted because many languages have been pre-

served by three major methods, which result in what may be termed

fossil highland, and migrant vaneties The last is the most important

and the other two are often wanting For instance, Sansknt is a fossil

language buned under later strata of Prakrit, Pah, Pushtu, etc

Probably its migrant form, as stated above, is best represented in

Lithuanian, but it is very important to realize that the Galcha

mountaineers on the Hindu Kush (Siah Posh dialect) have preserved

a very close approximation to the anaent Sansknt (see Fig 71)

Thus Galcha is the highland form

In the map of Europe the Basque region is an inker of primitive

speech, which projects through the surrounding waves of Romance
languages The Pelasgian relics in Greece are inliers amid the much
later languages which constitute Greek In China the Lolo peoples

occupy an inlier amid the encircling Mongolians The Tocharese

speedi was an inker among Mongohan languages (see Fig 71)

Outliers are more numerous m Europe, and the three Asiatic

languages are Lapp, Finn, and Magyar Their congeners are to be
found far away m Siberia, but we know that for a time these tnbes

extended nght across Russia They all belong to the great nval group
of Ural Altaic languages which flank the Aryan tongues on the north-

east Present-day Asiatic members are the Kirghiz and Tungus The
Lapps entered Europe in days long preceding historj' The Finns
were in Russia and Finland when we first know anything of the

history of Northern Europe The Magyars were a later horde akin m
race and language, who entered Europe in the ninth century They
were a later swarm than the Finns, who probably came from the same
cradle land near the Altai Mountains (see Fig 70)

We may conxibi/ie. thus. hnaC ot cwiia.*, aspec.*® tivt

languages of Europe by referring to the concept discussed in an earlier

chapter (p 50) We may postulate two groups, say, the Pnmitive
Aryan and Pnmibve Altaic tnbes hving not far apart in Central Asia
In the course of evolution and migration these pnmitive tnbes widely
separate, and their components evolve and differentiate very greatly
The interesting deduction is that the linguistic analogies betiveen the
two great groups may be found to be closest in case of the very distant
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tnbes preserving the most pnmitive characters of each Thus Gael c
( nmiuve Aryan) may more closely resemble some pnmitive Altaic
tongue on the periphery of northeast Asia than do any intervening
Aryan and Altaic languages

So also the links of Aryan and Semitic tongues are not to be
lound in Mesopotamia tv here the two touch but very probably in
Scotland and in Abyssinia for there should be found the pnmitive
speeches of tnbes who may have hved near each other in earlier days

Ihis may be illustrated by a hypothetical table

C

D

Pr m t ve As at c speech before aepaiat on of Alta c from Aryan

Pr m 1 ve Aryan ak n to Gael e
most spoken in Scotland

Moderately evolved Aryan e r
Teuton c

Advanced Aryan eg Persan

B Prim uve Alta c (at n to Finn or

Yakut) spoken probably n

north-east Asia
C Moderately advanced Alta e eg

Magyar
D Advanced Alta c of Central As a

eg Tungus?

mieht
pnmitive Common Aryan Altaic speech

So tar as / tnf'
' Yakut m far Northern S.bena

mg the relat ons bTfll”'' ‘”s
“hnnld be useful m discover

th«e st raffi
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imagine tha cferr'’
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™ ‘he
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D Fundamentals of the Present Population

The positions of the chief crops and minerals of Europe are charted

in Fig 71a They are added for the reasons given m the preface In

the main map the best belts (optima) for the various crops are charted

in a generalized fashion Assoaated with many of these belts are the

appropriate summer temperatures Thus there appears a regular

sequence of crops arranged in the following order, starting in the

north Hay, polar barley, flax, potatoes and rye, oats, wmter wheat,

spnng wheat, maize, olives, and subtropical barley (See map on p
194)

The great Russian Shield in Europe (Fig 65) is laig:ely covered

by deep younger deposits, and so its metallic contents are not avail-

able The metals are found largely m the smaller relic blocks due to

the wearmg-down of the Permian Folds shown in the same map
Accordingly we find copper, mercury, lead, and iron in these rocks in

Spam Lead occurs m similar rocks in Sardinia and in Greece Along

the northern edge of the Alpine Folds are similar relic blocks, with

copper at Mansfeld, lead in Poland, and iron and manganese m the

Podolian relic block in South Russia The richest area of all is found

m the core rocks of the Permian Folds of the Urals Here copper,

chrome, platinum, gold, and iron are mdicated m the map
The coal resources are charted m the inset map m Fig 71a There

is an elongated ‘‘trough,’’ which is shown in section at the right of

Fig 55, where in Carboniferous times (some 200 million years ago)

conditions were favourable for the growth of masses of peaty vege
tation Hence there is a contmuous senes of coalfields from Scotland

south and east to the Donetz Basin in south Russia There is not
much coal of note in Europe away from this "Coal Trough ’’ Oil

IS found only in tuo regions, both flanking young mountains One of

these borders the eastern side of the Carpathians, with its centre near
Ploesti The other is much ncher, and lies on the northern flanks of
the Caucasus, and extends from Maikop to Baku The iron ore of

Lorraine and Cleveland is denved from bog iron ore, which was
deposited in the Jurassic beds of Western Europe The Kiruna
deposit m North Sweden » of quite different origin Valuable
deposits of apatite containing phosphorus are found in the rocks of
the Shield of the extreme north of Russia Bauxite (for aluminium)
13 found m the south of France and m West Hungary





CHAPTER W
THE CHANGING ASIATIC ENVIRONMENT

A The Build oj Asta

Our study of Europe (the north Tvestem "pemnsula" of Asia) will

prepare us for the chief topographic features jn the latter continent,

while the southern portion of Asia in some respects recalls African

topography The huge continent consists of four broad belts running

approximately east and west (Fig 72) In the north centre is the

Angara ‘ Shield” mentioned in an earlier section This is separated

from the Russian Shield only by the Ural Warp On the west it is

buned under the silts of the Siberian Plain earned down largely by

the Rivers Irtysh, Obi, and Ycnesei On the east the "shield" is

somewhat more elevated and is naturally considerably dissected m
consequence

All round the southern margin of the great shield is a broad zone

of elevated land, which in far past geological times was crumpled

against the shield But it has long been more or less levelled by
erosion, and the last phase of earth mo\ement was to break it up into

a senes of fault blocks, espeaally m China Manchuna, and Japan
Some of these blocks m Japan near Tokyo are sketched in Fig 72

(inset) Indeed, as we saw m Europe, the region between the latest

axis of folding m the far south and the resistant shield m the north

has been the scene of gigantic foldings in the earlier geological epochs

A cross section (along the section NS) is gi\en in the upper nght
portion of Fig 73 It has the same structure as in most of the other

continents

The next belt consists of the weaker, more mobile portion of the

Asiabc land mass The great Sea of "Tethys" extended across Asia

in Tnassic and later times, and this yielded to the folding forces

w hich reshaped the w orld in Tertiary times No story in the geological

record is more interesting than that which recounts the birth and
uplift of the giant Himalayas Moreover, this region is precisely that
in which, according to many ethnologists, man’s cradle land was
situated \\ e may w ell, therefore, consider in some detail the changes
which ha\e taken place in Turkestan, Tibet, and India since early
Tertiary times

195
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During the Eocene, there seem to have been deep seas through

North-Western India and through Southern Turkestan. In these

were deposited vast beds of the laige foraminiferal shell Nummuhies.

These are now found 18,600 feet above sea-level, near Ladak on the

Upper Indus According to Pascoe, whom I quote largely in the next

few paragraphs,* considerable movement has taken place since the

Pleistocene, and it is more than probable that such movements are

still progressing (see Fig 74)

Fioxmg 73 “The structural units of Asia are the Angara Shield (1
and 2), ancient Fold-Relics (3 and 4), Young Folds of Alpine Storm (S
and 6), Downfold (7), and portions of African Shield (8) A typical cross-
section of a continent is given in the top right figure A block-tliagram of
a small area (F fl ) near the Celebes appears at lower right corner.

The great Ganges earth-trough subsided since Eocene times, and
IS now 20,000 feet deep, though filled with nver deposits to a height
above sea-level. At this time, perhaps, there were two seas, one
north of the Himalayan region through Ladak, and separated by a
long land-belt from the "Indo-Gangetic Sea” to the south (see Fig.
74). In the Miocene this southern sea became a brackish gulf, and
later perhaps a series of lakes. In the Pliocene there was probably a
great nver, the "Indo-Brahm,” flowing from Assam to the Arabian
Gulf. There seems to have been fairly high land connecting th**
Deccan (or Gondwana) Plateau with the Garo Plateau of Assam,
The Ganges outlet did not develop till very late jn Tertiary HxiVry,

Indus and Ganges” {Quarterly Journal of
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in Pleistocene and later times Probably the Tsangpo first emptied

into the Irawadi, then into the Megna, and then still further west into

the present Brahmaputra Prasibly folding near Calcutta led to the

Upper 'Tndo Brahm” River being captured and joining the Tsangpo

The Ganges is now captunng the (present) Upper Indus tnbutanes

Old Hindu legends indicate the capture of the Sarasnati by the

Ganges, while much more convincing is the fact that the common
dolphin of the Indus (rvhich never enters the sea) is found in the

Upper Ganges also So also some of the Chelonut in the two basins

are identical

This lately crumpled portion of the Asiatic continent is, of course,

an extension of the "Alpine" chains of Europe The latter seem to

have developed chiefly in the Miocene period, while the Himalayas

are usually referred to the Pliocene The juvenile drainage scheme,

(for instance, the six crowded nvers shown in Fig 36), and the volcanic

action at the Burmese end of the chain, seem to indicate that the

eastern end is still the most active portion of the whole system The
almost constant earthquakes and the immense senes of volcanoes

(o\er one hundred m number) somewhat to the east m Java point to

the same conclusion

The plan of the Tertiary fold ranges is that of two more or less

parallel chains "knotted" at the Pamire and spreading widely apart

at the east end This conformation has separated the north from the

south of the continent to a much greater degree than obtains in any
of the other great land masses Only at one place (south of Merv)
IS there a low pass of 4,000 feet from the Sibenan lowlands to the

Indian Ocean Through here, as we shall see, the Alpine races poured
into India

THE BUILD OF THE ASIATIC FOLD MOUNTAINS

Structure

Central

knot Eas1

AorfJnfm

chain

Central

basin

Southern

Caucasus

Black Sea

Kur Valley

Elburz

Iran

Hindu
Kush

:

Thian Shan

Tantti

!

chain Taurus Zagros Sulunan Himalaya Burmese
Alps
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of A^a. is nearly as cold as the Tundra along the Arctic Ocean. This

is indicated by the course of the isotherm for 68® F. in July. It

forms a remarkable "cold loop" around Tibet, as shown in Fig. 75.

Any country which owes its rainfall largely to winds carrying

moisture from the sea exhibits the following characteristics. The
rainfall depends on distance from the sea coupled with the elevation

of the land. The winds supplying Southern and South-West Asia are

^
Figure 75—Climattc controls in Asia Note the “Cold Loop" of the

6S July isotherm over Tibet The region aSected by the monsoon rams
in the south-east is charted The four mam desert areas are shown by dots.

chiefly the southern monsoon winds, which blow in the warmer
months of the year. They are in effect the surface currents of air
whidi supply the place of the air rising at the North Indian low-
pressure area. As the mr strikes ag^nst the great mountain barriers
described above, they deflect it up rapidly into cooler layers, and so
it is chilled and cannot hold its moisture content. On crossing the
ranges (from the south) the air tends to sink on the northern side.
Something of a F6hn effect arises, causing a drj’ing wind which
parches the plains of Turkestan and Tibet.

The aridity of East Persia and Scinde is not easy to understand at
first glance. As Kendrew states; "It is a striking fact that the Thar
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In the southern deserts Huntington shows that the same changes

occurred In Seistan (South West Afghanistan) ruins are incredibly

numerous and mighty cities of the dead crowd the desert region In

325 B c Alexander returned from his invasion of India by way of

Persia His general Krateros led one laige army with many elephants

through Seistan without any special difficulty Toda>, a small

caravan of twenty or thirty camels can scarcely find water and forage

on the same route Yet the ruins of strong forts show that this long

continued to be an important trade route

The vanations in the Caspian Sea have been studied by many
writers Probably not far back in prehistoric time this sea extended

a long way into Russia, and was certainly connected by a gulf to the

Aral Sea some 500 miles to the north east * Old strand lines at Baku,

,VEf?Y

fl A(€*cinder»

So

J
DRY WET D<?y

1

/Mp seed

Figcrb 76—Approxirnate changes in the level ol the Caspian Sea
which serves as a gigantic ram gauge! (After Huntington )

600 feet above the present level, have a very recent appearance On
the eastern side at Jebel, Huntington has recorded strands at the 230
foot level and at 150 feet The town of Mcrv to the east shows vast
rums for which there is not adequate wrater today (Fig 75)

Before the time of Chnst the route from India seems to have led
down the Oxus River into the Aral ' Gulf and so into the Caspian
Sea In A D 500 a wall was built to repel the Huns but it is now
partly under the waters of the Caspian, so that the sea w as even lower
atthatdate InAD 000 itwas29feethigher than now In 1221 the
Oaus River still reached the C^pian by one arm of a bifurcation near
Khiva The other arm still enters the Aral Sea, but the supply to the
Caspian ceased about 1550 (see Fig 76)

It IS of great interest that when these desert regions were flourish
mg, Kashmir, to the south, seems to have been so cold and snowy that
agnculture was impossible Its peoples were then nomads who were

*Cf the middle map in Fig 98 for other changes.
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month to month. There is not much reason for progress in such a

stable environment as the tropics, and accordingly in Fig. 77 I have

labelled it "Zone of Stagnation." On the other hand, in Arctic lands

the stimulus of a variable climate is present, but conditions are too

hard for real human progress to be made This is the "Zone of

Privation.” Between the two zones is the "Region of Stimulus,”

which, for pnmitlve man, would probably be in the wood-lands

bordering the steppes

Ficuke 77—A generalued map sbomng the various environmental
factors which have determined racial migrations from Central Asia. The
arrows show where the successive waves moved along the main corridors.

In the north of Asia there is abundant evidence of ice-caps much
as in Europe, but the ice-cap was not so thick nor so universal.

Fluctuations of climate would drive folk southward; to Africa and
India first, since they are easiest to reach; later to Europe and
Australia, and last to America. The sequel will show that this is

precisely the order in which the racial migrations left Asia.

Primitive tribes would manage to traverse difficult country such
as the "land-gap” of the Khyber Pass or the "w’ater-gap” of the East
Indies, owing to tribal pressure from the northward. Obviously,
there would be no such urge making them return, since the southern
lands were relatively empty. Hence I have labelled these gaps as
Land-Valves and Water-Valves in Fig. 77. (For crops and minerals of
Asia, see page 229 )
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while Ripley Itnks Alpines and Mongolsm his chart of hair distnbution

Minor differences like shovel teeth and the epicanthic folds are

surely not important enough to isolate the Mongols as a major raM

The last map in the senes shows us that raaal history lends httle

support to these Caucasian or Mongol subdivisions Right through

histone times peoples and cultures have passed freely between the

FiGtmE 78—Maps chart ng the d stnbut on of colour head ode*
face index stature and nasa) index. No support for the d vis on of the
peoples of Euras a into Caucas an and Mongol an can be derived from
these maps wh ch are taken from BiasuUi or Ripley Note also that the
corridors of ro grat on cross the so-called d vis on

east and n est of Central Asia as shown by the tn o long arrows We
may be sure that in prehistonc tunes—espeaally in the very long
interglaaal penod when the climates were neither so dry in summer
nor so cold in nnnter—pnmitive peoples migrated even more freely
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between the Turkestan area (T in the map of corndors) and the

regions east and west of it

Early Chinese history is an account of thrusts from the north west

Indian history is the same story of thrusts from the north west

Egyptian history records the major migrations as coming from the

north-east European history is entirely controlled by thrusts from

the east There can be little doubt that stresses and strains in the

heart of Eurasia—one deduces in the area between the Caspian and

the Pamirs—have set in movement raaal migrations throughout the

ages If this be so, then the mam raaal isopleths should be lines

more or less conctnlne around the centre of disturbance—and cannot

possibly run through the Himalayas as shown by the heavy line m
the map of skin colour

For these reasons the present wnter in 1919 adopted the term

Alpine Mongolian to indicate that the Mongol type was only a variant

of the fairly homogeneous group of peoples which occupy the mam
bulk of Eurasia The characters of the Alpines are indeed summed
up m the set of five charts They are all brakeph (index 80 to 90),

almost all olive ui colour, all broad faced of medium stature, and uith

leptorhine noses The hair is on the whole wavy in the west and

straight in the east, but is never curly—much less Imzy They
occupy the centre of the senes of approximately concentnc raaal

zones—and for reasons already given represent the latest development
of the human race Man has evolved in the common cradle land of

most of the mammals—the heart of Eurasia—owing to the fact that

the climatic stimulus nght through later Tertiary times has been the

most favourable for produang mammalian evolution As I ha^e
stated earlier the cradle land of the higher mammals would a pnort

be the most likely place for the highest type of all (man) to onginate
and to continue evoh'ing

The central regions of the Old World arc found to be typically the

home of brakeph peoples These extend to the northern, eastern, and
western margins There are dokeph peoples in Tibet, sporadically in

China and in the south there is a nm of dokeph peoples in Meso
potamia and India while along the Yencsei in the north, and on the
festoon islands and ridges of Japan and Kamchatka there are also

rather mixed dokeph peoples (gee Fig 44)
To student who has carefully followed the preceding

‘ distn
bution evidence, the profound significance of the fact that brakeph
skulls occur throughout the area at the * centre of evolution” will be
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apparent (see pp. 268 to 272). It indicates that the broad-headed

stocks are a later product of evolution than the narrow-heads.*

Using the usual language subdivisions, we find that brakeph

Eurasia is divided into three almost equal areas (see Fig. 70). In the

west IS the Aryan "aggregate,** in the north is the Altaic "aggregate,^^

and in the south-east is the Tibeto-Chinese or Sinitic ‘ aggregate.

Thus the most primitive Aryan peoples are probably to be found in

the West European "wedge," the most primitive Altaic tribes proba-

Figvkg 79.—Distribution of the “Mongolian Fold” (see o) Sections
ol the fold and of the normal eyelid at b and c (After Biasutti

)

bly in the Finn and Yakut wedges, while the most primitive Chino-
Tibetan group is likely to be found amid some of the mountain dans
in the Shan States or thereabouts.

In this continent, as elsewhere, the languages in the inner portion
of their respectiv e areas are probably spoken by the races among whom
such speeches were evolved. But on the margins we may suppose
that the later language has generally overlapped the proper ethnical
boundaries. This has certainly happened in Europe, India, and
China, and presumably on the northern margins also.

This thesis vi-as first elaborated, I believe, in my paper on “Climatic Cjcles and
Evolution,” 1919, ep cU
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One characteristic of two of these great Asiatic aggregates is the
eptcanlhtc fold (Fig 79) This is a curious doubling of the upper
eyel d whereby a fold of skin is drawn across the inner comer of the
eye m a more or less complete manner The distribution has been
plotted by Biasutti and is given in the adjacent map It is most
pronounced m the Tungus Manchu region of East Asia where a very
krge proportion of the inhabitants exhibit it In Northern Siberia
China and Japan about two thirds of the people show this feature
In Borneo Burmah Turkestan and the coasts of Benng Straits (on
toth sides) It vanes from 60 to 30 per cent It is found among the
Eskimo in the same proportion It occurs only sporadically in
Western Siberia and in Amenca and Polynesia It seems to the
wnter to be one of those readify apparent but insignihcant faaal
differences which have caused ethnologists to segregate the Eastern
peopes and » to lose sight of their biological affinities with the
Alpines of Europe and Amenca

H t «P‘canthic fold is found among the Bushmen and
Hottentots of South Afnca In both cases it may be due to the

cheekbones-which perhaps leads to a

avr.1.
eyelid—but I have seen no satisfactory

explanation of this curious feature

iv
the races of Asia by saying that they are essential

ly the same as those already discussed in Europe and Afnca The
norttern races of Asia a™ Alpine and Nordic as iti Europe The

“'‘‘‘“tranean Nesro and Negnto as in AfncaIhe chief difference is in the belt of AmlmlMls m India for which

h° a
® (PfMib'y the Ushtettas of

Alger a have Australoid blood ) That vanety of Alpine known as
furueo ran „ also rather unl.ke any Westera group

B The Negritoes

Asif'w '«h the major racial groups of

heretofore
^ ^ detail the vanous peoples beginning as

not
•““ pnm.tive living races

S= by *^'y -ynte fnven

iKignMdhm ' ' ""Stitbons remained here and

easy ronditronsTf ^ Proceed extremely slowly in the
y ronartrons of the trop.cs mh its readily collected frn.ts and its
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unfavourable heat, humidity, and tropical diseases It is often

assumed that because Pithecanthropus uas found in Java, therefore

man developed from the ape in this region But Matthew’s study of

the higher mammals (which is explained later) is opposed to this

theory as indeed is the whole evidence of racial evolution and

distnbution

The most primitive folk m Asia are probably the Kadars of tlie

tip of India, the Semang of Perak the Mincopies of the Andaman
Islands, and the Aeta of Luzon in the Philippines They are Negnto

people whose charactenstic features have been descnbed earlier

(p 91) This Negrito "stratum” is represented by "inliers” through

out the south east littoral of Asia and in the adjacent islands (see

Fig 36) They are brakeph peoples who seem to be in general sur

rounded by dokeph tnbes, and they do not seem to have any obvious

relation to the great Alpine Mongolian aggregates of Asia Dixon

(1923) attempts to unite the brakeph Negntoes with the early Alpine

peoples (whom he calls Palaeo Alpine) They have similar horizontal

head indexes, which is a basis for ai^ument, but in almost all other

particulars, e g ,
hair, skin colour, stature, nasal index, and zonal and

strata distnbution, they are far apart In my opinion the theory of

a separate pnmitive stock seems to be the best explanation of their

origin
,
but the problem is difficult and must be left to the future

Type Race Locality no Head
index

Nasal

index
Stature

I Mincopi Andaman 100 82 90 1484
Aeta Luzon 81 5 95-106 1 460-1 500*

835 1019 1461
Semang Perak 20 77 7 971 1607

II Sakai Sumatra 19 76
Perak 28 79 86

'I'oala Cekties 23 82 2 1573
Veddah Ceylon 55 751 84 1571

III Dravidians South-east 6528 7o2 82 4
India

Munda South west lOa 74 5 89 9
nengai

Amu north Japan 55 3 4 (55) 1 579 (213)

76 5
loda South India 115 73 76 1680

•Where t»o are given they represent extreme range of tribal means
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The loregoins table, based on Giuffrida-Rugeeri,* gives the

“aS NTg™V“°

aII,edMtlf''“ll
'*' stratum ol Negrito peoples

Sort, ^
°‘’°™ “'tainly ,n southeastern and possibly throughout

Southern Asia, e g , in Persia and Arabia, and possibly in Japan.

C. The Peoples of India

particular interest to the student of racial
distnbution It IS close to the probable centre of human evolution;

Mntrol* human mierationf™ Tl» show how topOBraphy
^»P«n Sea with Crtype, .s^rthe
MediterranMn. Australoid AJpme),
marpnal Note the fade Cat/^na .fc

successively more
July, 1934) ®"« ‘he Khyber Pass (From Eeoloty.

»™p:it,Thr. -p—««• i" «’=

ranges and plateaux The mam eLt^from the north tv est Th<.irpl,f
"I’Srations has been

Phy is illustrated in Fig 80
topogra-

«=•'»-, mti, ty ctA,.s„
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Mitra m his book Prthtstonc Indta^ show’s that all the early

cultures are preserved in India These are summarized m the follow

mg table, m which the oldest strata are at the foot

Culture Ltwolily

10 Dolmens of Madras Madras

9 Indo-Sumenan (and Kurumba?) Mohenjo-daro (Indus)

Early Iron Age and Pte Dravidian Throughout south

7 Kegnto paintings Raigarh (west of Calcutta)

Early Sfoustenan ICaira Upper Krishna

Acheulian relics Godaveri River

Proto-Veddah skulls Adichallunur (south)

3 Pre Chellean relics Narbada River

2 Pliocene rehes Dodaveri River

1 Miocene flint flakes Burmah

The racial “isopletha" (contours) are naturally crowded together

in India, and racial mixture is probably universal But by reference

to bordering regions where the zones are broader and not so “ragged”

It is possible to trace out the migration zones m India with some

success

The most primitive peoples are the Mmcopies of the Andamans
already mentioned Recent ethnic surveys have revealed the survival

of a group of dwarf folk in the rugged hills m the extreme south of

India These Kadar people are akin to the Mmcopi Next come the

Veddahs, just where one would expect them m the tropical jungles of

the Island of Ceylon Their measurements are given in the preceding

table About 4 000 of them were reported in 1901, who lived mainly

in the centre and south east of the island As mentioned earlier, they

are fairly closely allied to the Australian aborigines

Ruggen mentions four skulls from the vicinity of Madras wth a

head index below 60’ Thurston describes them as prognathous and
with the receding forehead of the Negro rather than of the Veddah
These skulls are of considerable interest in connexion ivith the affinities

of the Low er Melanesian Negro with the African Negro for not many
links are known in the wide extent separating the two groups

Many other fragments of tribesm India are allied to the Veddahs,
such as the Santals, Mundas, Kols, etc , all of whom have similar

characters to those of the Veddah in the table They have all been
classed as Pre Drapidtans (i e Australoids)

Kralcutta 1927
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.t
Australoids were apparently followed into India by

the Droirdion peoples who are found in the purest form perhaps in
the Southern Indian junjles Of these are the Kota, Badaga, and
Kuruniba peoples of the Nilgiri Mountains of Southern India They
have almost leptorhine noses (index 76), and are somewhat taller than
most of the so called Dravidiana with a nasal index from 84 to 94

It seems probable, as Ruggen suggests, that the Dravidian
anguage was imposed on aboriginal Veddah types by relatively few

oTv,
<71* These latter were in many ways akin

to the Ethiopians of Eastern Afnca It seems likely that the remark^le cultures recently discovered along the Indus at Mohenio-Daro

r„Th'’‘’J'.r'
' olwitt 3000 B c by peoples belonging

Zdal’
Mediterranean) race, akin to the Kurumbas of

msnv t , V
“‘“e "ete in communication with Suraeria, and in

"mhzat o? Tn, r eootempfmty Egyptian

B^^to b, Vf'rT "O' deciphered! but it

miles to !h.
‘‘‘“''"ed <0 Easter Island some 12000

oT he km!Ln t '“f 'i
here 1, a striking examplethe kinship of fossil and migrant languages (p 191)

moatlv'oo^aT’'"”
*” about 2000 BC, were

Tth iL J I"'?"'™
''‘ddalt Australoid tribes (or Dasyui)

m or nelr tt v • S"’
“d '’<“‘d "oaes The Bhils and Gonds;

spe^k tte or™,, xf <">’'» <" Chota-Nagpur still

the Lower
Kol languages, though the great bulk of

of Dravidiin tvoe^^^'^O
Tamil or Telugxi

Indo Aryan toneue a"
'

the Nilgiri hills Thpv
‘"teresting tribe is the Toda people of

thus res^mbl n. th f ‘^^^^ter.aed by their hairy appearance.

peoples fairly do^Iy^afan
""'aded fay hght coloured dokeph

Persians and ^ Europe Many
from India to the Bnnih IsW
and English are almoTident^ ^ «hnopaphs” of the Persian

hght-coloured peoples who are f
^ brakeph

Europe Galchas Tajiks and Ar2^***^*
peoples of

It seems clear that tK<! <

enians link these to the Europeans
from the Bokhara region

'n'koame to fnd.a
a Ihey are concentrated chiefly
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in Punjab, Rajputana, and Bihar In these regions there are only

about 2 per cent broad- and 73 per cent narrow heads In Eastern

Bengal, however, the Brahman folk with Aryan speech show 35 per

cent broad heads These latter are assumed by Risley to have much

Mongol (i e ,
Eastern) blood, but Chanda* thinks that they are really

derived from Pamir (i e , Western) Alfnnes There is no linguistic

Figure 81—Races of India (Based on Ruggen ) Figures refer to
head indices

evidence in Bengal of a Mongol invasion, whereas it is highly probable
that their broad head character is due to an invasion by Pamir
Alpines through the low pass south of Merv This would be of the
same type as so often invaded Europe in Neolithic times This
interesting association of dokeph and brakeph tribes resembles that
of the races in Northern Europe in Neolithic times when the Nordic
races were de^’eloping (see p 165)

'In his book 7R<f^,4r^n Rdcrr (London 1916)
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ARYAN SPEAKERS OF ASIA

Type Rate
Cephalic

ilslsr,

Nasal

General type A Indo-Afghan (Nord c?) 74
tndo-Pers an {Alp ne) 81
Med terraneao

Armen an (Alp ne)
E Georg an 83 1650 60

Local types of A
A

Rajput of B bar
S kh (Punjab)

72 72

Balti (near Western Tbet)

Q
Brahman (Bengal)

Mahrati (Western Ind a)

SO-f

n
Brahu (Baluch)

Galcha
82

86
1650

1669
71

67

arri^d rin^.
Alpme m.graUon (B above)

of the dokeoh A l!**
middle Ganjetjc Plain in possession

?eachL
^ therefore passed by and

™t (t^.roLtnrs.)"'" " •''

°
'>f SoMk ivm Alta

Oc«„ IT’' “? 1"'"’'“ 'h' »'

lat.“n „ 'f
’ ™“ »' N'nn'o-* the n,o« Lcent popu

'’™'> Gulf He Zks
Persia Dieulafov f

Population are found in the interior of

West Persia wLl™’"' S'®"’”
°' PtuP'' "=ar Susa m South

Shulls (SZ to NeaXST ”7™n'"
”“>

which may well indicate thi
hereabouts

Puggeri sueeest-u! t>i t !. u
P*^®®®***^ of an early Negroid zone

from the Arabs of MuS«t rc i‘’ 78l”'“°''^™'"<G
I 83) differ

blood wh ch is aU^ =», u t.

^’"'mg to some of this Negnto

The next zone is
curly hair

Semitic languages constructed
characterized by

Aryan but not so remote from theV*^”
entirely different from the

Semitic consists essentiallv of t i

tongues of North Afncaessentially of tnlteral words such as /a/o/ (bend)
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which arc chingcd internally, e g , fiht, fulatu, etc ,
much as wc add

inflexions Somewhat similar methods are employed in Efate (Mela-

nesia) and Tagala (Philippines) according to Macdonald,’ and possi-

bly these belong to the same linguistic migration zone Many of the

Arab peoples arc probably ethnically akin to the Gallas and Ethiopians

on the west and to the Dravidians proper (Badaga etc ) of India

on the cast

The Jews of Syria are a special development of the Semitic group

Their facial characters, i e , large nose, protruding lips and eyes, may
be in part due to a more or less unconscious tendency of a “peculiar

people” to perpetuate types m which the race facies is marked (We
see perhaps the same tendency in the Basques Again, no doubt
golden hair, blue eyes, and a fair skin were unusually popular among
the youth of the Nordic race, and so tended to be perpetuated for

similar reasons ) There is, of course, little ethnic relationship between

the original Semitic Jews 6f Syria and the Russian Jew of Poland and
the vicinity In my recent book Cnvtronmenl and Nalton I discuss

the view that the Polish Jew is largely descended from the Khazars
or Royal Scythians, who were keen traders m the Ukraine from A d
600 to 000 These latter were, of course, Alpines, and racially quite

distinct from the “Mediterranean” Jews of Syria and Spain It is

interesting that the modern Polish Jew calls himself “Ashkenazim,”
i c , Scythian

A great racial boundary runs along the scarp bounding the southern
edge of the Anatolian and Persian Plateaux To the south the
languages arc Semitic (Hebrew, Aramaic, Arab, etc) and the people
arc all Mediterranean m race On the highlands the people are mainly
Alpine (though some few may be Nordic) and the languages arc Aryan
The writer believes that avihzation itself developed north of this

scarp and spread from north to south far back in prehistoric times
Hence he feels that the most interesting archeological region in the
world lies cast of the Caspian Is it only a coincidence that almost
the earliest great religion that of Zoroaster, developed here, a
thousand jears before tliat of Christ?

A very interesting region of mountain-lands extends from the
Black Sea to the Tibetan Plateau It forms the border of the two
great cultural aggregates the Aryan and Altaic Through the
centuries these two groups, dcbarrrf by totally different languages

^The Oceanic Leniuaces (London 1007)
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and cultures from sympathetic comprehension of each other, have

been warring, raiding, and destroying Thus has arisen what I have

termed a ‘ shatter belt ‘ of broken tribes, who have retreated into the

Caucasus Mountains and there resisted the racial amalgamation

which IS the lot of the agriculturist, and to a less degree of the pastor-

alist of the plains

The groups in the Caucasus and thereabouts comprise many
peoples and many tongues Only the language of the Ossetes of the

central northern slopes approaches at all closely to the Aryan They
are not far from the Russians in race and language Close to the

Black Sea are the Kabards and Abkasians, who speak a curious

agglutinative speech Its nearest allies are in far off North America,

though Basque is slightly akin in structure The suggestion that

these Caucasus people might be related to the North Amerinds was

once scouted as impossible, but the present writer sees no inherent

difficulty Their zonal position to the west of the centre of dispersion

agrees well enough w ith that ol the Amerinds far to the east m Canada

It may be noted that Roland Dixon finds the same type of skull in

these two regions, which corroborates my suggestion of 1921

Space does not permit of reference to all the other interesting

peoples hereabouts The Armenians seem to be an Alpine people

characterized by a specially flat occiput They are doubtfully allied

With the ancient Hittites Passing to the slopes of the mountain
ridges leading up to the Pamirs we find other Alpine peoples so like

those described from Savoy in France that they are termed “Belated

Savoyards ’ They have m effect lagged behind (as "inhers *) in the

march to the west Among these arc the Galchas of the Hindu Kush
In the north east of Persia and in Turkestan blond features are quite

common Among the Tajiks of Samarkand, says Ujfalvy,* 38 per
cent have blond beards Chestnut hair is very common m Persia,

as It 13 among the West European Alpines The skull measurements
are identical and, indeed, among these Alpine peoples we have. I

think, types of the latest evolved races in the world

We must note that in Turkestan Sergi states that a stratum of

dokeph skulls with non Mongoloid features was found m the exca
vations Tavorshi also found a similar type among the modern
Turkomans They have been desenbed by Haddon as “Proto
Nordics No doubt they are close to Dixon's "Caspians "

‘Exploroltons of Turkestan (Pans 1886)
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The chief interest to the student, however, in these regions of

Persia and Turkestan is that what seems to be the earliest history of

civilization has been investigated here

At Askabad (near Merv) Pumpelly* found the following strata

Top 14 feet with Iron Age relics

15 * Copper (and lead) relics

70 * \Vb^ pottery

Bottom 45 * Hand made pottery

It is difficult to date these very deep lowest strata, but they are

probably older than similar culture layers m Mesopotamia or Egypt

At Susa (150 miles north of Basra) 26 feet of upper debris is said

to represent the interval since 4500 B c Yet below this is another

50 feet of debris, which reaches back to an estimated date of 12,000

B c At first wheel made pottery is found then rough, thick pots

he below this, and finally, in the oldest layers, are crude cuneiform

designs

On the ever-growing delta of the Euphrates a Sumerian civili-

zation grew up, much earlier than that m Egypt, possibly when the

sea reached inland to Eridu about COOO B c To the east is Susa,

and still farther to the east an Indo Sumerian civilization has recent-

ly been discovered in Scinde and Punjab (p 214) Hence Egypt,

instead of being the major cradle of culture, as some believe, is merely
an outlying south western colony of Asiatic civilization

The Site of the Earliest Civilization

The suggestions of the writer some thirty jcars ago on this topic

are corroborated in the latest text on changing climate in the Ice Ages,
Glacial Geology, by R F Flint (New York, 1947) Flint writes

From excaN'atiORS at the buried former city of Askabad Pumpelly concluded
that the oty grew up about 8000 B C , and that cereal crops were then cultivated

m the surrounding region At that period both the Sahara and the trans Caspian
region enjo>-ed a climate somewhat like that trf Central Europe today because the
reduced ice steet still lay over Fennoscandia and the belt of cyclonic storms lay
well south of Its present position DotH regions later, apparently at the time of the
Optimum became too dry for agnculture and Askabad as well as the Saharan
communities fell into rum The first great urban communities were established
while the region of greatest modem industnal progress was still partlj cotered b>
the Scandinavian Ice Sheet

R Pumpelly and others, Exploroitens tn Turkestan (Washington, 1905)



CHAPTER XVII

THE RACES OF EASTERN ASIA

Topographic control of racial migrations into South East Asia is as

marked as into India This is illustrated in Fig 80, where we see the

two mam land-corridors emphasised These are the “Khyber Gate'*

into India and the “Jade Gate” into China Between is that extremely

rugged portion of the “Young Mountains" which extends from Tibet

to the East Indies Even today we have no detailed maps of portions

of this area, where the Salween, Irawadi, and adjacent nvers flow in

parallel valleys It is this senes of insurmountable ranges which has

prevented any real mixing between Indian and Chinese cultures

The race xones off China show Negritoes survivingm the Philippine

Islands (Fig 82) Sometimes Negroes are doubtfully reported from
this area also There are many relics of a Nesiot (Mediterranean)

Zone But the dominant race is the Parato ean/ the rather small

slight Alpme type, with marked cheek bones and a flattish nose, to

which the Malays and peoples of South China and much of Japan
belong In the rugged mountains are many survivors of Mediter-
ranean tribes (such as the Lolo) In the north, nearest the point of

entry, are the latest types These are the tall Northern Chinese,
Koreans etc

,
many of whom approach fairly closely to the European

type of the Alpine race

iThia IS 3 Creek tenn meaning ' from tieside tie East ' used by Haddon for these
marginal Alpines.
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A Japanese Race Ortgtns

One of the most remarkable chapters m the history of national

evolution is that dealing with Japan in the last seventy years The

ports were only opened to foreign trade m 1860, and yet in this short

period Japan has advanced from an isolated medieval empire into the

leading manufacturing nation and most formidable military power in

the Pacific That this is due m no small degree to the environment

of Japan and to the races which inhabit it, no one will deny. The
population of Japan is about seventy millions, and its density is

surpassed only by that of Belgium and Holland

Dr Munro gives the following account of the chief racial stocks in

his book Prehistoric Japan * There seem to have been at least two

primitive races in Japan The chief were the Atnu, who for many
years resisted the Japanese invaders throughout the southern islands

They slowly retreated, during the first ten centuries of our era, to the

north (Fig 82) They are now found only in Yezo (10000) and
Sakhalin (2 000) Their head index is about 77, and they are a short

people (1,579 mm ) The skin is fairer than that of the average

Japanese, but the chief feature is the tremendous development of

hair on head, face and body The eyes are wide set and brown
(occasionally hazel) in colour The Amu have legends of “Pit-

Dwellers" m the country before them, but most authorities think

that these were akin to the Amu, though Tsuboi refers them to the

Eskimo, or their allies

The dominant Japanese stock seems to have entered from Korea
in vanous migrations of tribes classed as Yamalo They were ac-

quainted with iron, and made use of the wheel for pottery For a
time they used dolmens and caves for the dead, and their entry was
not long after the Bronze Age The mam influx of this taller “Alpine"
or Manchu type was probably between 1000 and 500 B c

,
though

Bishop makes their entry some five hundred years later Munro
inclines to the belief that much of their culture (like that of the
Chinese) came ultimately from Sumena or Akkadia or thereabouts
(Fig 80)

The other great invasions seem to have come from the south, and
consisted of shorter Paraeo ean races akin to the Malays Munro
refers to them as Kumaso Bishop thinks they migrated from the

*Yokohama 1011
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Yangtse Delta, then held by Indonesians, and much recent work is

inclined to associate these stocks rather with those of Southern China

than Malaya They -ftcre a well kmt sturdy group, with broad chests

and long bodies They form perhaps the most abundant stock in

Japan today Munro suggests however, that there was possibly a

Ntgnlo stock in South Japan m the early days, from whom some of

the Kumaso folk may have been derived by race mixture with higher

types Munro is confident that the Japanese aristocracy was partly

of "Caucasic’ or Iranian stock, and concludes that the "Japanese

are not a race but a loose mixture of variously assorted racial features,

which in times past have found their way to this 'Ultima Thule'

of Asia
"

Matsumura’s recent work on head shape and stature in Japan

shows that relatively tall broad headed folk (Alpine?) occupy the

north-centre and west of Hondo The long heads (Caspian or Medi
terranean?) live around the Inland Sea, and on the actual west and

north east coasts of Hondo The short broad heads (with some
Negrito blood?) live in small groups in tiie extreme south of Kiushiu,

and m the extreme south and west of Hondo ’

There is seen to be an interesting parallel between Bntain and

Japan as regards race as well as environment In Bntam a Medi-
terranean stock was invaded and driven away by Nordic tribes In

Japan the Ainu (akin to Nordic) were invaded and driven away by
Alpine (and Paraeo eaci) tubes Surely m view of the considerable

racial mixture which has produced two of the most enterprising

nations of our times, it is folly to quote that dictum as to the "vices

of half castes ' which we still hear on all sides'

B Faces tn China

In many respects the Chinese are worthy of the highest respect

of the student of races The same racial type appears in northern
chalcolithic deposits and Chinese culture has been virtually con-
tinuous, in fact since the dawn of history With each century more
and more of the surrounding tnbes have become amalgamated with
It and It is for this reason that it is the great nval of white dominance
The Empires of Elam, Egypt. Babylon, Persia, Macedon, and Rome
have waxed and waned, and their peoples have become scattered
and almost negligible, yet the 400 millions of China still remain

•See Anlhropoloiy (Tok>-o 1925)
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united in culture and ready for the awakening that is coming. This

is due in part to their environment remaining much more favourable

than that of many of the other empires.

At almost any period anterior to the last hundred years the Chinese

held a worthy place among the nations, so that none should blame

them if they condemn the arrc^ance of the upstart nations of today.

Figure 83—JfongoJ, Greek, and Roman Empires charted to show the
vastly greater extent of the former K KJC shows the north-west limits
ol the Empire of KubUi Khan.

The enormous power wielded by the peoples of North China and
Mongolia during the Middle Ages is seen at a glance in Fig. 83. Here
we can compare the extensive areas of the Empires of Jenghis Khan
and Kublai Khan with those of Alexander or of Rome at its zenith.
The philosophy, methods of agnculture, industry, and honesty of the
Chinese* are only lately receiving the serious attention which Western
nations should give to them,

‘See F H King, Farmers for Forty Cenlunes (London, 1927), and B A \V
Russell, Pfotlem of Chino (New York, 1922)
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Tbeir empire is so huge and populous that must first ascertain

where the typical Chinese folk dwell Their earliest legends indicate

that they came east from the Tanm Basin about 3000 B c Even

before this date they had written characters which had superseded

knotted cords (like the quipu of the Incas) for the purpose of keeping

records The matnarchate had died out, mainage was properly

instituted, and musical mstruments were invented Much higher

culture than this is connoted by the study of astronomy and the

wea^*lng of silk.

About 2G00 B c they migrated through the “Jade Gate" into the

Upper Hwang Ho Basin, and for 2,000 years their capital was in

Shen-si (Fig 82) There are in existence bronze bowls dating from

about 2000 b c
,
and a large number of beautiful works of art in jade

date back to 1000 b c Their culture seems to have equalled that of

any ocadental empire About 800 bc. they invented phonetic

wntmg, and about 550 B c lived two of the world's greatest teachers,

Coivluaus and Lai>-tse. while Meoaus lived two hundred years later

The Great Wall was built before 200 b c
About 120 B c. their empue extended to Yunnan In A D SO the

capital was mo>ed eastward to Honan, and other aties, including

Sian fu and Kai long fu, were capitals while China was growing

Although a town on the site of the modem Peking was the capital of

the Km dynasty, the city was not finally established till 1264, when
Kublai Khan, Jenghis Khan’s grandson, made it his metropolitan

aty It remained the capital until 1928 Marco Polo s record deals

with the Mongol period, when the Mongols and Chinese conquered

half the known world (Fig 83)

We haie seen that the earliest civilization may well have been

deteloped by broad beads akin to the Chinese m Turkestan or there-

abouts This IS almost the only region in Central Asia which has not
been nimed by desiccation dunng the last few millennia, and pre

sumably it was also the richest land in the happier days of the past

(see T in corridor map, Fig 78)

e find a cornmon tradition among the Chinese and the Akkadians
(The latter were the successors of the Sumerians, who were almost
certainly Loked with the early Turkestan settlers, and physically were
Alpine Armenoids ) Thus the Babylonian pnest, Berosus (third
oeaftay before Qiiisf), describes the earliest dynasty as consisting of
ten kmgs and endurmg for 432 000 years This is exactly the same
legend as m the Chmese story The Sumenan art, town life, and
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religious ideas are also said by Lacouperie to be closely akin to those

of the Chinese

As the Chinese advanced into the fertile lands they hold today,

they certainly found the latter occupied by races of non Mongolian

stock, akin to the Indonesians and Polynesians, although T’lng is

inclined to ally them with the Mediterraneans There are many
relics of such peoples in China today, some of which have not yet

fully recognized Chinese rule They have been enumerated by von

Brandt Thus we find the Lolo in the great south bend of the Yangtse,

the Miao in the mountains to the south east of this bend, who number

fifty tribes Some of these are said to have migrated to Formosa in

the thirteenth century In the two southern provinces are the

Hakka who come from the north The Hoklo have been driven to the

south east coasts and number two million In Burmah are the

Lishau tnbes, akin to the Lolo (see Fig 80) The Ikia are somewhat
allied to the Shans and hve m the Sikiang Basin The Yao are

found m Kwang si, Kwang tung, and Hunan, while the Li live in

Hainan island The Moso live on the borders of Tibet and Yunnan
m the deep valleys, while the Minchia, akm to the Miao, are abundant

in Yunnan
The relations of the folk m the south east of Asia can be studied

along the lines suggested by H R Davies m his valuable book on
Yunnan * He divides the tribes hereabouts linguistically into four

main groups which are summanzed m the following table

II

III

IV

TABLE OF SINITIC LANGUAGES
Mon Khmer Family

Shan Family

Chinese Family
j

Tibeto Burman Family i

(a) Miso

(&) Minchia

(c) Wa and Palaung

(«) Shan

(&) Siamese

(o) Mandarin

(4) Many local dialects

(<i) Tibetan

(4) Msi fan

(c) Lolo

(d) Burmese

(e) Kachtn

‘Cambndge, 1909
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These classes are, of course, by no means the same as the anthro-

pometnc classes, which we hope will some day be elucidated in this

very mixed Asiatic area, but they are a step m the right direction

All the above Sinitic languages are monosyllabic, and the words are

not inflected, but it is clear that the words have been shortened by a

process of phonetic evolution Words that originally began or ended

with two or three consonants together have been whittled down to

words of two or three letters Thus Brgyad, as written in the old

Tibetan is now pronounced Cye, LcJiags in the old writing has

turned into Chag or Cha In Chinese the modern Mandarin dialect

has lost the final K T, and P, which are still retained in the older

spoken languages (The same thing has happened to the final GH
in English as spoken and to the T and P m northern French

)

Professor Lacoupene contends with great reason that all these

languages were once polysyllabic, and there has been a very suggestive

difference in the rate of “decay ' (or evolution) of the words Thus
m (old) written Tibetan and in some of the Lolo dialects words

beginning with two or three consonants are fairly common In

spoken Burmese and Siamese they are comparatively rare, while in.

Shan and Chinese they have disappeared altogether If we glance

at the migration zones we see that the more primitive peoples (Tibetan

and Lolo) have the complex words, and the more advanced (Chinese)

has the simpler, more 'economic ' method of speech

When we return to the anthropometric data we find that the

historical record is the key to the racial distribution The head index

of China east of the great plateau is 80 or 81 But these lower lands

can be divided approximately into halves by a line from the upper

Hwang Ho to Formosa To the north lies the region inhabited by
Alpines (81) with moderately narrow noses (leptorhine), with rather

long faces with straight hair, and with light brown or olive com-
plexion To the south of the line are found peoples w ho become more
platyrhme (broad nose) as we move into the Burmese hills, and less

platyrhine to the north-east where the nose is almost European To
the south west they also become a darker brown and the hair becomes
more wavy while the stature » much lower (Fig 78)

The ethnological history, therefore, would appear to be that of the
other marginal portions of the Old World We find that a region once
settled by dark, short, platyrhme, wavy haired tribes (possibly with a
distinct Australoid tendency) is inrwied by taller, fairer Alpine peoples
who have entered from the north west, round the margin of the great
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Tibetan Plateau The racial function of the huge and prolific Chinese

population IS (in the words of a Chinese writer) gradually to ab-

sorb all the peoples which it impinges upon, or which may for a

time conquer it This has happened in the south of China It has

happened to a less extent with the Macichus in the north, and with

the Yunnan tribes in the south west It is beginning in the Malay

States and in the East Indies

This slow incorporation may become the chief racial phenomenon

in all the lands bordering the Western Pacific in the future We find

that the same thing has happened in Central Europe, where the

allied broad headed Alpines are spreading at the expense of the Nor-

dics and Mediterranean peoples It may be that it vs inevitable, for

if the Alpine races be equipped with somewhat higher racial attributes

(as some ethnologists are inclined to believe), then the differences,

however slight, may be enough to ensure its final supremacy (see

Chapter xxxiv)

Note on Prtmtltve Man in China

In North China are three interesting localities which are shown

in Fig 82 Near Pekin is Chou Kou Tien (pronounced Chch how
Dee ayn) where a dozen specimens of early Pleistocene man have
been found This type has been called Sinanthropus, and is between
Pithecanthropus and Neanderthal man, but much nearer the former ®

In 1926 P^re Licent showed mem Tientsin the enormous collections

of Palaeolithic and Neolithic tools, which have been made by himself

and P^re de Chardin The Palaeolithic artefacts came mainly from
Chou tung kou (500 miles west of Pekin) They comprise Mousterian
“points,' “grattoirs “ and “bunns,’’ mostly chipped only on one face

Five other localities, mostly east of Chou tung kou, yielded similar

artefacts A Neanderthal skeleton has been found near Kuznetsk
m Siberia

At Linn Si (300 miles north of Pekin) many beautifully-made

arrowheads in quartz and jasper were found, as well as large leaf-

shaped Neolithic tools about 27 centimetres long Some of the latter

specimens are completely polished and have pointed oval edges
They were probably hoes used in their fields of gram, and resemble
similar tools of the Amerinds *

•De Chardin 'Sinanthropus' {LAnthrop<^oite Pans 1931)
’Licent and de Chardin ‘ Le Paleohthique et Neolithique de Chine {L A nikro

Potegte, Pans 1925)
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Fundamentals of the Present Population

In Figs 83a and 83b are charted the crops and minerals of Asia

with a view to explaining the mam features which determine the

present distribution of population In the north there are no crops

at present though judging from European practices we may see hay

and barley spread into the cooler coniferous forest pr Taiga (Fig 58)

Today wheat is grown on a considerable scale in the cooler parts of

Asia all round the central mass of high Voung Mountains Ex

tensions of this wheat culture spread into India and Anatolia The

belt of desert lands is marked in the west by the growth of dates

much as m Africa Cotton also comes from irrigated areas in the

and environment as we can sec in Russian Turkestan

In the cool temperate but well watered coastlands of North

China we find a senes of crops such as soy bean wheat maixe and

cotton which are arranged in the same order as m the similar regions

m Europe and Africa The hot wet monsoon lands of south-east Asia

offer a suitable environment for the growth of rice along the coast

with tea m slightly cooler higher areas Tobacco hemp (from banana

leaves) sugar and copra come from the wet lands near the Equator

A patch of winter ram crops such as olives and oranges is to be seen

in the extreme western portion of Asia near the Mediterranean Sea

As regards metals iron zinc and gold are rather abundant in the

old rocks of Siberia In the old relic blocks of China arc some of

the best sources of mercury antimony molybdenum and tungsten

The two latter metals are \ery vTiloable in steel alloys The granites

of Malaya are the world s richest source of tin The ancient shield of

Southern India contains a good deal of gold and gems and perhaps

the largest deposits of the transparent mineral mica Japan has

much copper but lacks abundant sources of other metals

The valuable oil resources here as elsewhere are associated with

the Young Mountains Favourable sites for oil occur all the way from
Baku (near the Caspian Sea) to the folded island areas of the East

Indies Especially in Iraq and Iran are there valuable petroleum

areas while others occur in Burmah (Compare the oilfields with the

fold mountains shown in Fig 3) Coal is mucli more abundant in

Siberia than was formerly supposed and the Tungus field is one of

of the world s richest coal areas The field long known to occur in

Shansi in China is probably not so large as was ut first reported
India is not very well endowed with coal but the Raniganj field near
Calcutta supplies the fuel to the adjacent iron smelting town of
Jamshedpur





CHAPTER XVIH

THE CHANGING ENVIRONMENT IN NORTH AMERICA

A Gtnttal Topography

An examination of the topography show s that there are two centres

of great elevation, one in Greenland and one in the Western United

States (Fig 84) Of these the Greenland Plateau consists of a vast

compact area all over 5 000 feet high, and covered with a thick ice-

cap, while the western region is built up of a senes of ranges and

elevated mtcrmont basins, which ha\e been developed in connexion

with the Tertiary mountain building period

The history of man in America in all probability commenced after

the topography had reached comparative stability Probably no one

seriously entertains the theory that the American Indian (Amerind)

originated in America , and the great majority of ethnologists concur

that his ancestors entered late in the Pleistocene period from Asia

Some skeletons discovered near Los Angeles early in 1624, however,

seem to date from interglacial times, and there is ht(le doubt in

the writer s mmd that decendants of “Interglacial Migrations" still

surviie m South America For instance, referring to the cranium

found at Putun in Ecuador, 1023, Anthony says ' Weighing all the

evidence carefully, f think serious consideration must be given to the

implied contemporaneity of this cranium with the Plnstocene species

of the Punin beds ' (See p 25G

)

It has been pointed out by \V M Davis that the North American

topography resembles that of Europe as the left hand does the right

hand On each side of the Atlantic Ocean is an ancient ‘ Shield ’ or

crustal block The Laurentian Shield of East Canada corresponds

somewhat in age and position with the Russian Shield The Great

Lakes resemble the Baltic Seas The ancient ranges of the Appa-
lachians agree with the ancient relics of the Hercynian chain across

Europe Farther from the ocean in both continents are the great

plains while the young mountain-chains of the Western States

correspond in age with the "Alpine Storm" of Central and South-
Eastern Europe The West Indian islands and seas, moreover, fairly

agree with the arcs and deeps of the Mediterranean
The structure of Canada is considered in some detail m Chapters

U and KXii In the United States conditions are somewhat the same,

230
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Ficusa 85 —Two generaliied btock^iagntms showing part of the

United States in Cretaceous times (with the Urge sea) and m late Tertiary

times with the Rocky Mcmnta ns (Partly alter Loomis )

Without (oWmg just west of the Rochies The area west oi this was

not folded but broke into great crustal blocks separated by faults

The Sierra Nevada is the lar^t of these blocks The areas between

the tilted blocks form basins filled with silt and the whole region

IS called the ‘ Basin and Range ' area Close to the coast minor

folds during the Tertiary produced the Coast Ranges and the ' Great

Valley

Great sheets o! lava have poured out in the north west states and
beautiful volcanic cones draped in glaciers as on Rainier and Sbasta

rise to 15 QOO feet in this region The hydrography shows that the

elevation belongs to late geoli^tcal epochs The Colorado Canyon
IS a classic example of rejuvenation One of its tnbutanes the Virgin
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Ri\er, js supposed by some authorities to have ongmally risen m
Wjoming and floued south through the Salt Lake region to 30m the

Colorado, thus cutting right across the Rockies So also the Columbia

extends practically across the mountam belt proving that the nvers

are not jet adjusted to the late Tertiary movements

The grou'th of the Amencan topography is, hone\er, of great

secondary importance to man The Great Ice Sheets which dominated

Canada and the Northern United States spread out in accord mth the

topography and gave nse to an environment which still controls man’s

activities to a verj considerable extent A clear summary of the

conditions is gi\en by Brooks in his Esoliilton of Chnuite,^ on which

the follownng account is based

The Pleistocene opened with extensive elevation of the whole

North Amencan Continent, w hich raised the Rocky Mountains several

thousand feet above their present level, and extended the continental

area oier much of the northern archipelago Newfoundland was also

raised 1 000 feet The high mountains in the west were the first to

develop large glaaers, which coalesced into an ice^sheet perhaps 6 000

feet thick It extended south<east into the United States, and at the

same time perhaps another tee sheet moved south from Labrador

An inteiglaaal period probably followed, in which the Asiatic hairy

mammoth roamed through North America

The Kansas Glacuitton followed, when the ice-sheets reached their

greatest extent The Keewatin region {west of Hudson Bay) also

de\’eloped a very laige ice sheet at this stage, when the climate,

though severe m winter, was not unbearable in summer Even as

far south as Florida the effect of the glaaation was felt, for northern

plants which migrated then still remam on the colder slopes of the
hilly southern country There followed a long interglacial stage
which perhaps endured for 200 000 jears and which may correspond
to the Mmdel Riss Intei^lacial of Europe

V'anous less clearly defined Ice Ages succeeded, which w ere follow ed
b> a penod of dry steppe like conditions, when the great Amencan
loess sheet was deposited The Peonan Interglacial is supposed to
hai-e lasted for 60 000 jears, and then came the last or Wtsconstn
Giaaalton It has been calculated that 20 000 jears ha\e elapsed
since the ice finally abandoned the Niagara region

KT E, P Brooks Eroluti^n ej Otmaie (Loodon 1922)
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B Chmatu Qynlrol

The migrations of early roan and the recent white settlement of

America both mainly depended on the three great geographic controls

of topography temperature, and ratnlaU The usual maps of temper-

ature give a misleading idea of conditions in the west of America for

the isotherms are often reduced to sea lael temperatures

In Fig 80 however, the actual temperatures at the places con

cerned are given The striking ‘ cold loops m the isotherms (pro-

jecting southwards) show clearly the effect of the mountains (These

loops do not appear m sea level isotherms) The cool conditions m
summer in Mexico much of which near the capital is below F in

Fiotis 8(3 —Temperatures (th n lines) and Pressures (heavy lines) m
ftorth America Cold loops on mountains are shown dotted Aotice the
great range oi Umperaiure along the east coast in January (After Philip )

July are obvious The second interesting feature m the isothermal

map IS their close set arrangement on the east coast in January
From the St Lawrence to Florida there is a range ( lapse rate ) of

nearly 64" which is probably the greatest change of its kind in the

world On the Pacific Coast the change is always slight, even m
January In July the drop in temperature as we proceed north from
Florida to the St Lawrence is below 20'® F This is nearly the average
lapse rate of I” F for each degree ofUUtlude (C9 miles)

The pressure distribution ts also shown (by the heavy lines) in

Fig 86 In January there is a High over the United States owing to
the land being colder than the oceans In July the High moves over
to the relatively cooler oceans The controlling factors however,
are the moving cyclones (Lows) which pass from west to east (es
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pecially along the United States-Canadian boundary) fairly regular-

ly through the year

Another important climatic feature is the large extent of land

m Canada and Alaska with an annual range of temperature (hottest

to coldest month) of more than 50** F (Fig 146) This means that

these regions have a hot summer, where the temperature often

reaches 90® F For instance, Stefansson quotes 100® F as having

been registered at the official bureau at Fort Yukon, which is north

of the Arctic Circle in Alaska On the Coppermine River, about

fifty miles north of the circle, Stefansson describes one period of

three weeks when there was not a cloud in the sky, the sun beat

down upon them the twenty-four hours through, and the heat rose

to the vicinity of 90® F in the shade without dropping lower than

60® at night Those three weeks, he adds, were certainly equal m
opportunity for plant growth to six weeks of Texas, and they were by

no means the whole summer *

In winter (January) the isotherm of freezing (32® F) approxi

mately extends from New York to St Louis and Denver (Fig 86)

All to the north is frost bound, and extremely low temperatures (such

as 62® below zero in Montana) are known in the heart of the great

land mass away from the equable temperatures of the ocean

Turning now to the rainfall (Fig 87), we find that conditions are

somewhat the same as m Europe There are two regions of heavy
and uniform rainfall, in British Columbia (due to the constant wester-

ly winds) and in the Eastern United States Of true winter rainfall

there is only a small patch on the Californian coast The centre of

the continent (from Great Bear Lake to Mexico) has mainly a summer
rainfall, and east of this there is also a considerable amount of ram in

spring and autumn also Similar conditions obtain in Mexico

The and regions (under 10 inches) occur in the north m the area
between Lake Athabasca and Baffin Land, and in the south west in

Arizona and Nevada The offiaal Atlas of the Vegetation of the Untied
Slates (1924) names as desert almost all Nevadai most of Utah^ and*
half of Arizona and Wyoming While the desert in this part of

America is of small proportions compared with, say, that in Sahara
or Australia, it is by no means negligible, as Bowman has recently
pointed out in the following words “A desert has become by defi-

uition not naked sand or rock, but a place of small rainfall, with a

•V Stefansson The Northward Couneof Empire tfliw p 35
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sparse and specialized plant and animal life . Because settlement

in the Central United States has steadily pushed back the borders of

the American desert, it is sometimes supposed that the word ‘desert’

can be discarded entirely As a matter of fact we ha\e an ex

tensiv’e area, as truly desert as Sahara or Atacama "*

C Vegelattcn

The \egetation responds directly to the seasonal rainfall (Fig 87)

In the north is the tundra^ extending along the coasts of Alaska and

Northern Canada to Ungava Bay According to Stefansson* there is,

Fioims 87—Generalurd >TE«tai«>n »nd larnfaH »n Ncrth America

honewr, very little snow on the tundra “In winter jt is thinly snow-

covered, and the grass in most places can be seen sticking up through

the snow In summer it is green with grass and golden with flowers,

and there is never a speck of snow ” He estimates that in Northern
Canada there are one and a half miUion square miles of land suitable

for grazing caribou (reindeer) herds

The southern edge of the tundra is very ill defined and merges
slowly (as a laiga) into the great coniferous forest This latga extends

much farther south than in Asia, probably (as Hardy suggests) be-

cause of the chilling due to the proximity of the extremely cold ice-cap

pf Greenland

*Deseri Trails Qitv York American Geogtaphical Society, 1924)
*Op cxl
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We may divide Southern Canada, and the United States into two

halves corresponding to the seasonal rainfall map The western and

and swnmtr rawjall regions consist of scrub and steppe lands respec-

tively the eastern more or less uniform rainfall regions are (or were)

occupied by dense broad leaf forests, probably the finest of their kind

m the norld Oak walnut, hickory, chestnut, alder, willow, poplar,

elm, magnolia, laurel, maple, and many others flourish m profusion

No doubt these forests in the east formed a safe refuge for the early

“dokeph" Amerinds, where they retreated from the thrust of the later

Alpine peoples We shall see that the Indians of the Plains and

Highlands (i e ,
the great corridor of migration) were chiefly broad-

heads, while the Indians of the dense eastern and northern forests

were chiefly long heads

Along the western coasts there occur heavy forests, usually of

conifers such as spruces and firs, among which are the Sequoias, the

largest trees on earth In these steep and inaccessible valleys dwell

a large number of shattered tnbes displaced to the west by the hordes

of more powerful Plains Indians

D Recent CUmaltc Changes tn North Atnenea

Some of the most important evidence as to these changes has been
collected by Ellsworth Huntington in his book Ctvtltsalton and
Chmale • Owens Lake is situated m Southern California, and receives

its waters from Owens River (Fig 88) The last overflow is determined
to have occurred about tno thousand years ago, by estimating the
amount of salt which has accumulated m the lake Two thousand
years ago the climate of the region was so moist that the lake expanded
to two and a half times its present size About the same time the
adjoining Pyramid Lake rose to 70 feet above its present level and
overflowed also

The various lake beaches show that these rises and falls of the
water have been intermittent, and it is possible to correlate the wet
and dry periods with the quick and slow periods of growth of the
t ery ancient trees of the neighbouring forests of the Sierra Ne\’ada
Huntington deduces a tcry dry penod about A d 650, followed by a
rather wet period at a d 1000, an extremely dry period at a d 1250,
and a wet, stormy period (deduced from gravel beaches) about a d
1350 Far away m Lake Lob Nor m the north of Tibet we have seen

•New Haven, 1015
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that the waters rose with great rapidity about this time, showing that

there were similar changes m similar latitudes in both hemispheres

This IS not surprising when wc ttahae that the moving cyclones (or

Lows), which bring the ram, pass regularly from the United States

across the Atlantic to the Old World, in their everlasting procession

around the North Pole

Even more apposite, however, is Huntington's study of the effect

of environment on race in Yucatan and Guatemala Here lived the

Mayas who had developed a avilization in some respects higher than

that m any part of the world except Western Europe Their calendar

FtavaE S8 —Sunspots anj rainfall in hortb America When aunspots
are {ew the ruled areat are wetter and the dpited areas are and, and vtce

versa (Data from Huntington )

was more exact than that used until recently in Russia Their writing

was phonetic, and in this respect ahead of the Chinese scnpt The
most surpnsing feature of their civilization is that this region is now
a hot, damp malanal lowland, where agriculture is practically im-

possible, and where only a degraded handful of Indians now dwell

Even these are subjected to repeated attacks of malaria

Huntington's explanation seems to be the sole possible one (Fig

88) He believes that the chmate has changed owing to a shifting

of the rain belt Unfortunately he cannot correlate the climate with
early Maya history, for we do not know their dates accurately enough
The seventh century A n was a period when the Maya civilization

mas. at. iiVjnt aVa twritthe CaJtdorrnaii treesgrewvery dow'iy

,

rainfall here was scanty since the southern deitrl belt had now moved
north As a natural corollary the southern tropical ram belt also
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mo^ed north from Southern Guatemala mto Yucatan, giving for a

time conditions something like those of today

The forests became rank, agnculture would be difficult, disease

w ould be nfe and the \ntahty of the Mayas m Southern Yucatan and

thereabouts would be sapped From ad 900 to 1100 the California

trees grew rapidly At such a time the desert belt had moved south,

and on its southern border favourable dner conditions would prevail

m the home of the Ma>as At that time occurred the last great

revival of architecture and the constnictioa of the great buddings

whose ruins now adorn Southern Yucatan ’

Huntington goes farther and demonstrates that these swings of

the drj and wet belts are most probably lO accord wnth the variations

in solar energj I cannot do better than quote his own words on this

important subject

The changes of the elet’en jear c^cle [of solar beat] seem to be of the same
nature as those dunng the larger c>-de3 (of cliisate] both jo histoncal tunes

and in the geological past To go back to the glaaal period the northerly

areas of increased storminess at ttmes cf mony sunspots correspond with the

places where the main ice-sheets were formed. The areas of ditnimshed

storminess coinade with the places where the loess w-as deposted [referring to

the map reproduced m Fig S8) In the south west of the United States the

dotted area showing great increase oj storminess at times oj mony sunspots is the
region where scores of old lake strands indicate that the rainfall was once so

abundant that dry basins were filled with water Abundant nuns m the same
region where it now seems impossible for people to get a living are located in

exactly the area where storms increase at times of many sunspots,* [See also

Fig 142dl

No doubt there are other cycles m the sun s intensity besides the

fatmliar cycle of eleven years Huntington believes that another

cycle of about one hundred years is mdicated, with a mimraura about

1924 and maxima about 1870 and 1970 It must be remembered, of

course, that in certain regions these pencxls will be marked by greater

dryness as the and belt will then move over them Some such change
in the environment probaWy accounts for the deterioration of the

Pueblo civilization in the and Umted States It is now too dry there,

just as It IS too wet m the Maya region

Clements and Chaney in their recent memoir on Environment and
Lije in the Great Plans'^ discuss this same problem of climatic change

•E Huntington and S Vlsher C3»na/fcCAong» (^ew Haven, 1922)
’Carnegie Inmtution 1937
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fairly fully They believe that the major migrations of the Amerinds

into North America occurred some twenty thousand years ago

The most plausible view regards them as moving from Asia at a time of

relative emeigence [of the continent) when the climate was warm and dry

An open type of vegetation such as grassland or savannah not only rendered

migration relatively easy but also provided the game necessary for the support

of nomadic hunters It is not impmhMtthallundra andpratrte were tn conlacl

at this time thus forming a broad pathway for movement. This assumption is

favoured by the presence of a number of grassland rel cs today as far north as

Alaska, and along the Arctic G)ast.

Fundamenlali of Ike Present Population

The distribution of the crops of Canada and its bearing on the

population will be considered in a later chapter (p 334) In Fig 88a

the optima for the crops of the United States and Mexico are charted

The 20 mch isohyet bounds the well watered lands in the eastern

portion of the United States and within this eastern half the crops

are arranged in the series which we have already encountered m the

other continents Thus, reading from north to south we traverse

belts of spring wheat and oats in the far north These are flanked

on their southern side by flax and apples Still farther south come
winter wheat maize millets and tobacco

In the warm temperate and subtropical portions of North Amenca
(Fig 88a) appear cotton pea nuts sugar and oranges In the hot

wet lands of the West Indies we 6nd sugar and tobacco while on the

adjacent Mexican coasts are sugar and sisal (hemp) The elevated

plateau of Mexico grows the crops of cooler latitudes such as wheat
maize and cofTee

No other portion of the world is so well endowed with minerals

as North Amenca and the chief fields are shown in Fig 88b The
great Canadian Shield occupies the north-east of the continent and
no doubt much of it is still unexploited However round the margins
we find vanous mines such as the secondlargest goldfield of the world
near Porcupine and Rouyn In the north west is the chief radium
mine near the Great Bear lake Almost the whole world s supply of

the valuable metal nickel comes from Sudbury which is also the
leading source of platinum at present Very large deposits of iron
occur m this Shield at Mesabi Steep Rock and Bell Island (in New
foundland) For the huge coal deposits of Alberta see page 369

The core rocks of the Rockies and of the ranges nearer the coast
are very anaent and contain many valuable minerals In the far
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Ficurb SSa -—Crop lonei of North America Notice that the 20-inch
lain \if\e bounds the chief crops on the srest Compare crops with the
July temperatures

FtcURE SSb—-Mining fields of North Amenea Notice the valuable
minerals found on the margin of the Canadian Shield TTie chief coal and
oilfields of the world are charted on this map Ola^ squares are iron
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north we find copper in Alaska and gold at Klondike Atlin Stewart

Cariboo and Trail also have important gold mines m the vianity

The lead zinc of Kimberley la one of the largest deposits in the world

California was long famous for its gold mines while silver was equally

rich at Virginia City nearby However Idaho is more noted for its

silver today Some of the greatest copper mines lO the world occur

at Butte Utah and Bi&bce Gold mines are found m the ancient

rocks near the Black Hills and Cripple Creek Small exposures of

older rocks in the cast of the United States account for the lead zinc

of Joplin and of Franklin (near New York) The phosphate rocks of

Tampa in Florida are quite important

It 13m regard to coal and oil that the United States is outstanding

In both cases about hall the worlds rwources are found in this one

country Probably the greatest coal deposits on earth are to be

found in the Rockies between Alberta and Mexico and they have

been very little exploited to date The eastern fields contain better

coal but It IS not nearly so abundant There are three mam oilfields

in Texas Oklahoma and California Others of le^ importance are

found m Pennsylvania Turner (Alberta) and Norman in the far

north west of Canada Comparative data in regard to these minerals

will be found in Chapter xxxii

Mexico like the United States is very nch m metallic minerals

It IS the leading silver producer m the world the chief mines being

found near Guana juato and Sinaloa Gold at Chihuahua and a

large but unexploited mountain of iron at Durango are other

examples of Mexico s riches The oilfield near Tampico for a time

contained the largest oil wells on record and Mexico is still an im
portant producer of petroleum In the West Indies perhaps the iron

deposits of Santiago m Cuba are the chief metallic sources of note

Very large deposits of nch iron ore have been surveyed on the

Quebec Labrador border It is proposed to bu Id a ra Iway 3G0 miles

long from Seven Islands (on the GuU of St Lawrence) northward to
this Burnt Creek area In Alberta new oilfields as at Leduc near
Edmonton are super or to the Turner Valley field



CHAPTER XIX

THE CHANGING ENVIRONMENT IN SOUTH AMERICA

A Siruclurt of South America

It seems probable that South America was the last continent to be

reached by pnmitive man We have seen that there is some evidence

for the Tasmanian having entered Australia in mid Pleistocene times

But It IS not impossible that such pnmitive types entered America

One must remember the Amencan migrations of the Asiatic mam
moth, which may hai.e been followed by early man

The changing environment in the southern continent during late

Tertiary times has not, therefore, affected man quite so much as in

the Old World continents But the effect of the modern environment

upon primitive and cmlized'man is as marked here as elsewhere and,

in one particular. South America is unique I refer to the very narrow

corridor which connects the northern portion of South America to the

southern portion This is due to the close proximity of one of the

highest plateaux in the world to the largest and most impenetrable of

tropical forests We may, therefore, briefly discuss the salient features

of South American physiography

The topography consists firstly of a large Brazilian "shield,"

possibly once united to the smaller Guiana "shield," but now sepa

rated by the broad trough of the Amazon The second feature is the

long belt of lowlands which extends from Buenos Aires northward to

the mouth of the Orinoco The divides between the La Plata, Amazon,
and Orinoco are exceptionally low We are told that the deflection

by a falling tree may deviate the streams into one or other of the two
first nvers We know of the remarkable bifurcation of the Cassi

qmari which links the Amazon to the Orinoco just south of the Sierra

Parima (see Fig 84)

The third great feature is the Andean Range with its numerous
ndges, plateaux and basins Data as to the age of the uplift are
much less certain than m the other "Young Mountains” of the world
But E W Berry (in 1917) gives evidence leading him to suppose that
the Bolivian Andes may have nsen to a minimum of 13 500 feet since
late Tertiary or even Pleistocene times ' The u onderful gorges of the

‘ Age of the Bohma Andes (ProeeedintJ of the National Aoademy of Scienut
vo\ III 1917)J

213
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tributaries of the Upper Amazon such as those of the Urubamba

investigated by Bowman * are also indicative of rapid uplift At the

Pongo de Mainique the huge nver is only 60 feet wide in a gorge

bounded by 4 000 foot cliffs yet it is so deep that there is little current

Far more significant than any of the highlands of North America

IS the extensive Peruvian and Bolivian Plateau This vast bleak area

known as the Puna extends north and south for some 1 500 miles

with an average width of approximately 200 miles Almost all this

plateau IS over 10 000 feet high It thus ranks with Tibet Greenland

and Antarctica as one of the four great plateaux of the world On the

west It d«cends steeply to the coast and thence down into such

deeps as the Atacama Pit nearly 25 000 feet below sea level The

total difference of height from the mountain tops to the bottom of

this giant scarp is therefore 45 000 feet and it thus rivals the similar

lately formed scarp of the Himalayas

The build of the Andes is much like that of the Rockies and other

Young Mountains which we have already considered The tecuon

inset at the foot of Fig 84 shows the mam features In Cretaceous

times a broad earth trough (syncline) occupied much of the western

part of the continent When the Tertiary period of stress and strain

(the Alpine Storm ) began two great rssi$tznt shields i e the

Pacific and Brazilian Shields squeezed the weak sediments laid down
m the Cretaceous Sea between them Thus a senes of north south

ridges was formed much as in Bntish Columbia (Fig 4) In the

latitude of the Tropic of Capncom we find a coastal range on the

west then a broad low area of desert then the main region of folded

and elevated Cretaceous sediments called the Puna The eastern

part of the Andes is here built up lait’ely of granite High volcanic

cones are common especially m the western ndges There is a broad
syncline just east of the Andes drained by the tnbutanes of the Plata
To the east the land rises considerably to the higher parts of the

Brazilian Shield which lie near the Atlantic

B Topopaphxc Control

Some characteristic features of the Andean Plateau in Peru are
illustrated m the following block-diagram The highest zone is

occupied by shepherds one but m use being 17 000 feet above sea
level to the west of Cuzco The high pastures extend up to the snow
line (generally at 15 000 or 16 000 feet) and occupy the old undissecled

*Tke Andei oj Southern Peru {KewiVoA 1916)
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plateau surfaces There is a zone of better rainfall about 10 000 feet,

and here wood lands and mountam farms occur (see Fig 89B)

Potatoes will grow here in spite of repeated frosts Barley and wheat

are also staple crops

The glaaal cycle has been very marked here, wvthm 12'* of the

Equator Great glacial troughs have been cut in the plateau to

depths of as much as 7,000 feet Often the flat floor of these canyons

is covered with gravel and is too and for agriculture except by im
gation from the wetter heights In this latter case sugar, bananas, and

cacao are grown at elevations of from 5 000 to 8 000 feet (Fig 89)

There \s evidence m many places of several stages m the glacial cycle

Thus two miles below Choquetira (west of Cuzco) the valley at 11,500
feet IS filled with much dissected moraine and outwash One mile
below the village is a second moraine, and ;ust above the village is a
third of very recent origin Cirques and hanging valleys are common,
while moraines are forming at the snouts of the small glaciers on
Mount Panta (18 263 feet)

Sievers states that there were at least tivo distinct glaciations in

Peru The present limit of the glaciers here is about 15 200 feet, but
dunng the first glaciation they descended to about H 000 feet, and
dunng the second to 12 800 feet These data corroborate the evidence
at Choquetira

No part of the world illustratesmore clearly the effect of elevation
upon settlement than the Andes The rvnter made a special study of
this problem m December, 1930 • and his mam findings are summarized

* Settlement Zones of tlieS erra Nevada de Santa Marta Colomba {Amertcon
Cto[taphiail Rcuev Oct 1931)
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in tlie sketch shown at the Ic/t of Fig S9 From the tropical shore

one can see the small glaciers on the peaks of the Ancles, 19,000 feet

above the sea At sea Ie\el is the anaent Spanish town of Santa

Marta which originated m 1502, perhaps before any other European

settlement on the mainland of America Immense banana plantations

(mainly planted by the United Fruit Company of Boston) are mam
tamed by irrigating the semi and lowlands below the Sierra Sugar-

cane is grown on the lowest slopes, which are clothed by a dense

jungle of rather small trees and shrubs Between 3 000 and 5,000

feet are many small coffee plantations especially below the Cerro

Quemado A few sheep have been grazed on this peak Further

south the primitive Spanish culture of the lowlands gives place to the

almost untouched Indian culture in little villages like San Andres

(Sin Fig 89A) Here, apart from a musket or two and some cattle,

the Indians have changed their manner of life very little since the

Spanish conquest Unused jungle reaches to 0,000 or 10 000 feet

Here begins the grass land or Paramo in which Indian cattle run

almost wild Above 17 500 feet is permanent ice, and glaciers border

the highest peaks

C Clmaltc Data

The present climates of South America are naturally very diverse

Nowhere in the world do the isotherms bend so sharply as along the

narrow but high Andean chain Current isotherm maps (reduced to

sea level) arc far from the reality here, for they show us the Bolivian

Plateau with an average temperature of 75® F while m truth La
Paz (one of the chief cities) has an average of 49® F , and a June

temperature of 44® F (Fig 146)

The rainfall conditions vary very remarkably in accord with the

swing of the sun and with the diverse topography As regards season,

the Amazon and Orinoco Basins being nearly under the sun all the

year round have a heavy uniform rainfall (Fig 90) The greater

part of Brazil has a summer (and autumn) rainfall, though it becomes
fairly uniform in the south and in Uruguay Almost all the west

coast and the Patagonian r^ion have a low rainfall, below IS inches

There is an interesting exception, however, in the south coast of Chili

which receives a very heavy rainfall from the constant westerlies

Near Valparaiso is a small region with a typical "Mediterranean"
rainfall which is confined to the winter
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D Vegelatton tn South Anienca*

The region of heavy tropical rainfall supports the densest vege

tation in the world (Fig 90) An equable high temperature through

the day (and even through the year) of about 80° F gives the very

conditions for maximum growth, and here indeed we find the supreme

effort of plant life The Amazon acts rather as an irrigation agent

than as a means of drainage so that on the banks of the rivers there

springs from the slimy mud a rank, and dense growth of tall trees

(including the Para rubber tree) which form, under an unbroken

canopy, a green wall impenetrable from the outside Beyond these

flood forests is the typical seha on firmer ground It is taller than the

Ficuke 90 •^Rainfall, vegetation, and associated crops in South America

former, and here the Brazil nut tree is common The vast crescent

of Andean slopes on the west is called the "Montana ” Here the
thick selva rises up to 4,000 feet, and above this to 7,500 feet is the
dense ram forest of palms, lianas, ferns, and bamboo (see Fig 90)

This dense mass of forest, therefore, extends right across South
America from the mouth of the Amazon almost up to the Andean
Plateau It is likely to be almost the last terrain conquered by man,
for, as Bowman forcibly puts it "The tropics must be won by strong
hands of the lowlier classes, who are ignorant or careless of hygiene,
and not by the khaki-clad, robust young men like those who work at
Panama It is pleasant to think that the forest may be con
quered It is nonsense to say that we are now conquering it in any
comprehensive and permanent way ’ * The invention of a small "air

'Based on Hard> s excellent handbooL GeofropAy efPhntt (Oxford, 1920)
oj Soulhern Peru p 35
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cooling unit which can be widely used in the tropics will no doubt

greatly ameliorate the life ol those white folk who can afford to use

it Possibly it may become as general as central heating ' (in higher

latitudes) m the not far distant future

From 8 000 to 10 000 feet arc woods of palms and some deciduous

trees while a wood land zone of smaller trees resembling rhododendron

reaches up to 11 QOO feet It is this less thickly clad region above

7 000 feet which forms the comdor for migrations from the northern

portion of the continent into the sooth

As we pass southward this open Alpine country naturally descends

nearer sea level The Argentine Andes have park land woods above

3 000 feet though gnarled Quen^ trees are found even up to 12 000

feet Continuing along the eastern slopes of the Andes there follows

a truly and strip extending far southward This district has known

prosperous times when nearly every valley had its Jake and its area

of cultivation and supported a fairly large population with a com
paratively high degree of civilization Whether by natural or human

causes or a combination of both this state of things ceased to be after

the invasion of the Europeans * There is no doubt that on the Pac^
slopes of the Peruvian Andes the belts of vegetation and cultivation

of the Incas and Quichuas were broader than now This change also

18 probably due to a marked deterioration in the rainfall

To the north of the selvas are the grass-lands (savanas or Uanos)
of the Orinoco Basm (Fig 90) It is difficult to understand (in view
of the uniform rainfall) why this region is not heavily forested

Possibly the grass lands are a heritage of earlier and dner steppe

conditions and the forest has not yet recovered its hold though the

rainfall has become heavier Clements and Chaney have suggested
this as the explanation of much of the northern prairie floras ^ This

open country has no doubt led to the rapid migration of the Canbs
from the mam corndor far into the domain of the earlier Arawak
tribes South of the Amazon selvas are similar savaMs extending

through Southern Brazil in accord with the marked seasonal rainfall

As the ram becomes more uniform in Uruguay and thereabouts
forests of Araucaria become common To the south again come the
grass lands of the Fampa with a fair rainfall chiefly in summer
Here man has little difficulty in tearing his flocks and herds and in

•Hardy Geography of Plants p Ito
^Environment and LtfeinthcGrealPlains op e>l
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growing valuable crops, so that hwe settlement has progressed more

rapidly than anywhere else m the continent

The great Andean Ranges have sheltered Patagonia and West

Argentine from the westerly ram bearing winds They he in a ram-

shadow which gives rise to a vast and or desert region extending along

the flanks of the mountains on the east The shingle plains are

sparsely clad in bushes with thorny or leathery leaves, with much

salt bush in the numerous marshes To the north of latitude 35° the

east becomes the rainy side of the mountain barrier, and the rain-

shadow desert shifts to the west Here one of the driest tracts in the

world extends from Coquimbo almost to Guayaquil The following

figures (from Kendrew) for Iquique* illustrate probably the lowest

ram record m the world

INCHES OF RAINFALL AT IQUIQUE

Jan Feh March April May Jane

0 0 0 0 0 0

JuSy

002
Aug
0

Sept

003
oa
0

Dte I Annual
0 1 005

A quotation from Brooks, Evolution of Chmate, sums up the scanty

literature on the changing conditions in the lowlands The Pampas
formation in the Argentine consists of 200 000 square miles of deposits

allied to Loess These seem to indicate former steppe conditions

prevailing on the equatonal side of the Patagonian ice sheet of the

Pleistocene But before the greatest cold these were partly forest-

clad, as IS indicated by the remains of giant ground sloths The
proximity of the great Andean glaciers with a more or less permanent
anticyclone lying over them, probably led to xery and conditions in

these southern Ion lands Hence the sloth and also the horse com
pletely died out in South America

In the final drawing in Fig 90, I have shown the crop zones of

today These are closely linked with the climatic zones and form an
wAesesXLv/j to.vs.Vkx. of. E-'isopsar. wA wd*i*iKe: prcAvitte &«•
rounding the most equatonal region are the zones where rubber and
Brazil nuts are gathered Farther an ay are the zones of sugar,
coffee and cotton Still farther grow the peculiar tree-crops of matS
(tea) and gueftreefto (for tanning) More familiar crops are arranged
in zones in the temperate regions of the far south of the continent

•Pronounced Ee Lie Jeay
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Fundamtnlals of Ptesetti Population

A {airly complete picture of the resources of South America can

be obtained if we compare Fig 90 with Fig 90a In the latter the

main mining districts of the continent arc charted In the Brazilian

Shield (Fig 84) not many mmcrals have been exploited except in

one region behind Riode Janeiro Here at Itabiraisoneof the worlds

greatest unused ironhelds Nearby arc the diamond mines from which

much of the mineral used for arming diamond drills is obtained The

gold of Ouro Preto is now almost exhausted In the far north the

bauxite mines of British Guiana are very important as sources of

aluminium

The Andes however contain very rich veins of various metals

For instance near Pasco is one of the highest mines in the world where

S>0a—The in mng fielda of South Amer ca They are seen lo L-e
associated ew rocks of the Andes O I is found on the

The Braz lian Shield has valuable iron
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copper and silver are worked Chuqui camata in northern Chile is

another great copper mine, while Braden to the south is also notable

The tin ol Bolivia was of great importance, when Malaya was in

Japanese hands The petroleum of Maraicaibo in Venezuela is the best

in South America though Argentina has some supplies near Jujuy

Coal IS rather rare except near Concepcion in Chile Colombia in

the north west supplies important amounts of such rare products as

platinum and emeralds

In former days the guano beds on the and islands off Peru were

very important sources of phosphorus fertilizer, but they are now
exhausted So also in the past the nitrate beds of the Chilean desert

gave great prosperity to that state Of late years the synthetic

nitrates, made from the nitrogen of the aif m Germany and Nonvay,
have largely done away with the monopoly held by Chile These
nitrate products are invaluable as fertilizers and as a source of

explosives



CHAPTER XX

THE RACES OF AMERICA

It has been customary to classify the Amerinds (i e American

Indians) in one of two ways Either they are assigned to the Mon

golian Race or they are separated as a special race or sub race—the

American Race The original idea that they were specially charac

tenzed by a red colour has long been given up as a useful criterion

though there is a tinge of red in some tribes amid the almost universal

brown colour of the Amerind races In 1919 I stated that the three

or four major zones of migration were represented in America almost

as fully as in any other part of the world Though perhaps the

majority belong to the higher Alpine races of man there are sub-

merged strata allied to the Negroid and many large tribes more

properly allied with the Mediterranean peoples ‘

Haddon in his Raca of Man * corrotorates these deductions He
has the (our following types Palate Amerind or Lagoa Santa type

whom he classifies with the curly haired dokeph peoples such as

Indo Afghans and Nesiots Secondly he divides the straight hawed

inhabitants of America into EsJ^tme Iferlhern Amerind and a third

group The first are grouped by themselves the second with the

Chinese and Palaeo-Asiatics and the third which he divides into

Neo Amerind Tehuelche and North West Coast Amerind with the

Turk] Mongols and Southern Mongoloid
All these have been subjected to the American environment for

thousands of years so that a certain common facies tends to unite

essentially distinct peoples just as we have seen in Europe Common
cultures and the spread of domment languages have affected the

Amennds much as they did the Europeans But just as we must
drop the term European as an ethnic name so we must realize that

the Amennds are composed of many quite diverse stocks In fact

the general history of the migrations into Amenca is extremely like

that of Europe ^emg that they started from a common centre we
may possibly use our fairly accurate knowledge of European races to

help us to elucidate the meagre history of Amencan races In both
continents we find only a very small proportion of Negroid stocks

• O m3UcC> desand EvoluUon vp tu pp 305-14
•A C Haddon R<i«i a/ Jfait (Cambridge 1W4)

2a2
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chiefly as relics in the margins. In both the Mediterranean zone is

fairly well marked on the edge farthest from Asia. In both by far

the most abundant peoples are the Alpine races, which moved in

last from Asia.

Let us glance at the ethnic criteria (Fig 91) The head index is

FiciniE 91.-—The five main migrations into America from north-east
Asia I The Palaeo-Amerind with Negroid affinities ll. The ^kimo,
an ^ly Mediterranean type III The mam Mediterranean migration.
IV. The early Alpine type V The later Alpine type, still living m the
common corridor of migration
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fairly w ell tabulated We find regions of dokephs concentrated chiefly

around Hudson Bay and in Eastern Brazil. Of these the Karayas

(73) and Botocudo (77} of Brazil are among the lowest. But the

Greenland Eskimo (77) and the Hurons of East Canada (77) are on

the same level, while many Arawak tnbcs (78) of the Brazilian selvas

have heads very little broader.

Bordering these two areas ol dokephs are wider belts ol moderate-

ly broad-heads, such as the Algonicians (70) of Canada and many of

the Brazilian Indians In the far south the Yahgans (79) of Tierra

del Fuego belong to this zone. The remainder of America, i e ,
the

western side, is predominantly broad-headed The custom of de-

forming the head is likely to render the head indices doubtful in much
of America from Vancouver to Peru; but this does not materially

afiect the map given in Fig 91. Von Eickstedt uses the same isopleths

in his latest map *

If v.e consult Biasutti’s maps, we can generalize somewhat for the

remaining criteria which are indicated in the following table, and also

on the "ethnographs" on Fig 91.

i i I I
.Pa/xre

I

I I

Locality C I sndt* m« J/j»r Fact

Etkimo . North-eaat

Canada 7S

Ca 72 1,600 Straight Drown Broad

Algonkun South-weat

of Hudson
Bay 79

Ca 74 1,700 Nearly

straight

Salisli Southern

Columbia 83

74 1,650 Light-

brown

Apache Western

Texas 83
80 1,700 Red. Very

broad
Mexican Southern

Mexico 79
80 IGOO

Botocudo Eastern

Brazil 77
80? 1,600 Light- Broad

Arawak Northern

Amazon 79
80 1.600

Quichua Peni 74 1,600 Red. Long

Tehuelche Patagonia 83 72 1,750 Very

Yahgan Tierra del

79
? 1.600 Light-

brown

long

Very

‘Raisenkunde, op eil,p 680
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Some uniformity is apparent in the character of the Amerind hatr,

which IS most nearly like that of tiie Burmese and Indo Chinese, and

not so straight as that of the folk of the centre and east of Asia But

there are numerous sporadic samples of curly hair In regard to

other critena there is great variation, which would be much more

stnkingly displayed if the small ‘ relic tribes” could be inserted in

the above table

The nosol index seems to vary m a curious fashion with the

temperature’ There is a region of somewhat platyrhine peoples ex

tending from the Columbia River (near Seattle) to the La Plata in

the south east All Canada and the Eastern United States in the

north, and Bolivia and Argenbne in the south are mesorhme The
frozen north and Patagonia are markedly leptorhine The factal

index IS distributed m much the same way Central America shows

very broad faces, and almost all North America and Brazil is settled

by broad faces, while narrow faces are found only among the Eskimo

and Patagonians

has not quite the same distnbution It is true that broad

noses, broad faces, and low stature characterize Central America
but the North American is typically tall except for the Eskimo, who
IS quite short In shn colour distnbution is not readily correlated

wiiii the other cntena Bntish Columbia and East Brazil are “light”

poles, while Mexico and West Peru -are “dark ’ poles The majonty
of the Amennds are of the same colour as the Burmese, i e , brown,
darkening to red browm at the “dark poles

”

There seems little doubt that almost all the abonginal peoples of

America entered by way of the Bering region Possibly some few
may at times ha\ e been blown ashore in ships from the Pacific There
IS some legendary oidence* for such a landing in Mexico, and the
similanty between the architecture of Yucatan and Cambodia is

remarkable The temple p>Tamids m both cases are approached by
four stairs with serpent balustrades The altars are similar There
are even similar Atlantean figures supporting the doors, and some of

the figures show whiskered men E\’en more remarkable is the
identit> of the signs of the Zodiacm Asia and in Peru The ram be
comes the llama, the bull is the stag, the twins are man and woman,
the crab is the octopus, and the scales are forks, etc The Maya signs
are somewhat similar All this would seem to indicate that the

*\\ H Holmes, Plurality of Amencan Race ’ /In/Arofo/crul 1912
P 3o)
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Central American a«lizations borrowed from China or elsewhere

within the last few millennia

It IS not improbable that the Norsemen of Pre Columbian days

penetrated somewhat farther into North America than is currently

supposed, for signs of their journeys in the form of inscribed stones

and Viking weapons are reported almost from the heart of the conti*

nent The Kensington Stone,” from Western Minnesota, has an

inscnption in Gothic Runes to the effect that in 1362 eight Swedes

and tw’enty two Norwegians made an exploration from Wineland to

the west The ‘ Blond Eskimos * of the Coppermine River, and the

blue-eyed Mandan Amerinds of North Dalwta may preserve traces

of Viking ancestors *

We may reconstruct the migrations into America on the lines of

those into the other “world peninsulas ** No doubt the hrst-comers

would be pnmitive tribes few in numbers and not likely to resist the

onslaught of the later hordes We have seen that most of the Negroid

peoples m the Old World seem to have been driven towards the

equatorial regions where the hot environment no doubt tended to

prevent the Negro from evolving into something higher From this

point of view we should hardly expect that the most primitive peoples

would be present in large numbersm the ttorih east of Asia, which was

the ' jumping-ofl place for American migrations At any rate, (if

we except the Los Angeles skeletons) the most pnmitive skeletons in

America appear to be like those of Lagoa Santa (in East Brazil),

marked by dohchocephaly and short stature Middens in this region

contain similar later skulls Moreover, the hair of living Amerinds,

such as the Karayas of Matto Grosso (C 1 73), the Balcairas (of the

Xingu River), and some Arawaks, is often wavy or frizzy according to

Deniker So also are some Fuegians Sullivan, m his report on the

Piuiin cranium, says, Either we have in certain parts of America
skeletal remains of a type basically related to those found also m
Australia and Melanesia or we have a remarkable case of parallel

ism * This certainly indicates the presence in the far past of Negroid
peoples m the American continent

Among these primitive tnbes the Botocudo are of interest They
dwell m the mountains about 200 miles north of Rio de Janeiro
They are of low stature (1 500 mm) with a head index about 76

ZnSschnJt Jar Rauealande 1937 pp 20-8
*SuUjvan and Heilman TTie Puntn Calpanum (New York Amencan Afuseuffl

cl Natural History 1 925)
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Their skulls according to Deniker, are very like those of the prehistoric

peoples of Lagoa Santa, and their features resemble those of the

Fuegians The brow ndge is prominent and the sunken nose is

narrow at the root We may be sure that a fairly large migration of

these primitive peoples whose anthropometry recalls that of the

Australians and Amu entered America far back in the history of man
Skulls of a similar type from Bogota, Coronel, and Patagonia,

described by Vemeau^ and others, probably represent descendants of

early Australoid migrations The Quningua type described by

Wegner® from lower Bolivia is probably a living representative of

such an early migration A glance at the features given in Plate II

(at 24) shows heavy brows deep nasal notch, broad nose, and large

prognathous jaws These are all absent m typical Amerinds, but

characterize Australoid peoples

Of distinctly higher type would seem to be the Eskimo peoples,

who represent probably some of the earliest inhabitants of North

America They appear to mix readily with neighbouring peoples,

hence we may assume that the more remote eastern Eslumo were

purer than the western, at any rate until the Danish settlers arrived

The Greenlanders appear to have longer heads and less stature than

the tribes to the west According to Deniker, the eyes are straight

set and black, the nose is rather prominent, the face round, and the

mouth rather thick lipped Jenness compares some rarer types to the

"Melanesian," which seems to show that some strain of Negroid blood

13 present, but definite physical evidence is at present lacking

I have mentioned in an earlier section that their culture is notably
like that of the upper Palaeolithic folk of France, while the dishar-

montc skull (long head and somewhat broad face) recalls that of the

Cro Magnon type at that date These data suggest that the first mi
gration into America may well have been of a Botocudo or Australoid

type (the Palaeo Amennd), followed by an Eskimo migration with an
Aungnacian culture This is, ol course, just the succession in Europe
—that western peninsula of Asia—and is due to the changing climatic

controls It is possible that the same controls may have led to the
same migrations entering the "eastern peninsula ’ which we call

Amenca We know that many Asiatic animals entered North Amen
ca towards the close of the Pleistocene, and nothing is more likely

than that the Asiatic races accompanied their usual prey

’ Cranes d lodiens de la Colombia {AnIktopoUite Ftes 1924)
*Zum SonitenJer dutch Alus Ind%anttland fC^mastadt, 1931)
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debris of primitive tribes is scattered like scum left by a great wave

Down the coast of British Columbia and California are four times as

many distinct tribes as m the rest of North America The small

dokeph tribes of California have been pushed to the west by the

stronger brakeph folk The important tribes of Athapascans of New
Mexico are long heads as are also many of the Piman tribes of

Mexico (see Fig 92)

Probably each of these shattered American tribes has a counter

part in the broader territory of the eastern peoples We know that

this 13 true of the Athapascans of Oregon and of the northern plains

It IS highly probable that the Salishan folk were originally connected

with some of the (Sioux?) tribes of loiva and Dakota The Sen (76)

of the Gulf of California have survived very remarkably, and tbe

congeners of these Mediterranean people will probably be found in

the extinct Hurons of the far east or possibly in the Tupi Guarani

people of South America Similarly we get Pano (in the Huallaga

and Maranon Basins) m the north and Yahgan m the south of South

America, Bororo in Matto Grosso and Tehuelche in Patagonia as

probable disrupted pairs in the southern continent

In South America there is another shatter belt, where the more
primitive tribes are driven down against the impenetrable forests of

Brazil from their old highland homes A crescentic belt of mingled

tribes IS shown by Chamberlain in his ethnological map of South
America It starts m Colombia between the Chibcha and Canb
regions It continues southward between the Aymara and Arawak
(forest) tribes It curves round to the east about the Tapuyan
tribes of Eastern Brazil

Two significant features are apparent in the distribution of peoples

described above The first is the association of short rather dark
somewhat platyrhine peoples with a tropical environment These
tribes are rather less broad headed than the majority of the Amerinds
Their position across the mam corridor into South America may imply
that here there took place a degeneration of higher types though 1 do
not think, this likely Alternatively there may have been a movement
an ay from such regions (consequent on a change of climate) on the
part of the more brakeph peoples We may note, however, that
many brakephs occur here also sudi as the Yucatecs of Mexico It

is hou ever, noticeable that the founders of the great Maya civilization
of Central America were brakephs and that the Aztecs, who were
long headed, were certainly later invaders from the north
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The second noteworth> feature ts-the isolation of groups of ex-

tremely brakeph tribes, far remo^-ed from each other and from their

homologues m Asia Among these are the Plains Indians (SS) of the

central Mississippi I'allej and some of the Peniwan Indians (8S)

Possibly head deformation may account for these hy-per brakeph

tribes, but it may be a case of local e\olutioii due to an unusually

stimulating environment. Differentiation of these peoples seems less

likely among many tribes m the Old World, smce the former

ha\-e only lii-ed for a fen: thousand yearsm America Yet it is certain

that e\-olution is progressmg among all of us, the rate depending

chiefly perhaps on the total stunub (cultural or climatic) to which

the group is subjected Here agam we must await local research

MIGRATION AKD CULTURE IN AMERICA
{ifoinly aJicT

(Strata, mth the failiest at the bottomi
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Pumn and other pnoiltve Australoid peoples.

It seems almost certain that much of Amennd culture has de-
t-eloped since the Amerinds reached Amenca The abot'e table gives

in a tentative fashion the de\-elopment of culture, based on the work
of Wissler, kelson, and others. Before the \\ urm Ice Age, it seenv*
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likely to the writer that there were Australoids m Amenca Possibly

the Folsom culture may go back, to these people It is far older than

other types and perhaps dates back, to a time when Arctic animals

Ii\'ed in the Central United States

The normal Amerinds came into Amenca about B c 15 000, and

were in the hunting stage of culture They used bows nets and

canoes and had tamed the dog This stage of culture all o\'er Amenca

is shown in Fig 93 Gradually crops were grown and became the

mam support of a group of Amerinds who naturally lived in the more
attractive and warmer parts rf the continent Maize and manioc
were two of their many discoienes m agnculture Finally dunng
the last twomillennia thepeoplesof Central Amenca and the plateaux
began to dwell m towns and gradually developed the city states of

the Mayas Incas Aztecs and modem Pueblo peoples To the
geographer the chief interest is that this dev’elopment illustrates
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clearly the Zones and Strata pnnaple (Fig 93) The hunting stage

was the oldest and spread farthest The city stage was the last, it

developed in the cradle land of Amerind culture and constitutes the

latest cultural stratum

Today South America oReis the best laboratory for testing race

mixtures The southern states are the most progressive, and are

colonized most largely by European settlers (Fig 93, inset) Yet we
must not neglect the climatic factor The northern states (Ecuador,

Venezuela, etc ) may be less progressive, primarily because their

climate vanes little, and in large areas is too hot to permit of energetic

development It is worth remembering that Lord Bryce states that

“the Chilean peasant to-day, who is at least half Indian, is not inferior

to the Argentine peasant, who is almost pure white
’’®

In the warmer coastlands of South America the Mestizo is domi
nant, while m the Amazon forests no one lives except widely scattered

Amerinds In the east are considerable numbers of Negroes, but they

have all originally come from Africa as slaves (Fig 93, inset)

Early Aftgraltons inlo the Umted Slates (Map on p 251)

J McGregor (1941) has summarized the evidence for early migra
tions into the Southern States At Lake Bonneville (Utah) early

man was here when the level of the Salt Lake was 900 feet higher

At Gypsum Lake (Nevada) human hearths were found below fossil

sloths Folsom arrowheads were found under 18 feet of overburden
at Lmdenmeier (Colo ) In Arizona skeletons m the south probably
date back to 13 000 B C In New Mexico is the classic site at Folsom,
with Folsom arrowheads and extinct bison while at Brunet (polar)

muskox bones were found with Folsom flints In Texas near Abilene

Leighton found artifacts which be dates 70,000 B C Near Beeville

(Texas) are Pleistocene fossils (elephant and sloth) with flmt artifacts

which may be 75 000 years old At Sauk (Minnesota) a fossil skull

was found with features resembling Neandertal Man It is possible
that many of these data are linked with an early Australoid migration
akin in type to Qurungua Man (page 257)

•Soulfc Amenco (New York 1913)
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THE MIGRATION ZONE THEORY OF RACE EVOLUTION

A Evidencefrom Ihe Strata

In the preceding chapters we have discussed the world plan and

the zoning of the races which inhabit the v'anous continents The

evidence so far accumulated may be summed up in eight propositions

and principles somewhat as (ollcnvs

I The great land masses consist of a central continent (Asia)

with three peninsulas —Eur Afnca Australasia and

America

II Each peninsula contains zones of peoples which arc more

and more pnmitive as we move away from Asia (see Frontis

piece)

III First Principle of Race Evolution The most pnmitive races are

found push^ to the penphery i e m Tasmania Cape

Colony Greenland and Brazil

IV Second Prtnctple of Race Etolutton The last evolved races are

found in the centre where stimuli leading to evolution have

been greatest throughout the ag«
V Third Principle of Race Exolution Where the racial evolution

has progressed farthest the buried strata of more pnmitive

tribes will be most numerous (This buried evidence in

dudes skeletons artefacts place names folk lore etc )

VI Fourth Principle of Race Evolution The order of evolution is

the same whether we move outwards from the centre of

evolution across the zones or downwards at the centre of

evolution through the strata

VII It follows that the pnnuuve races are found alive precisely

where they did not onginate

VIII The evidence m Europe Afnca Southern Asia and Austra

lasia show’s an age long centrifugal movement from Central

Asia (Turkestan or thereabouts) American evidence is

more complex but of the same kind

We may however examine here further evidence as to the validity
of the Third Principle ment oned above This involves a general
study of the strata throughout the world

2&4
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In Europe Neanderthal man is artainly the earliest race of which

we have sufficient relics to deduce a fairly abundant population He
IS found fairly generally through Southern Western, and Central

Europe Nowhere else have ethnological investigations been carried

on systematically, but the presence of the more or less similar Ne
anderthal or Proto Australian skulls or skeletons in Galilee, Cape

FiCvke 94 —Racial strata stioinntt Order ot Evolution—generalized

tov-n, Rhodesia, China, Java, and New South Wales shows that he
wfdist Wvt ranged trper the vtditfte kA the 'Wodid except perhaps
the cold northern portions (see p 227) We may therefore label this

race, always assoaated with early Palaeolithic artefacts, as Stratum
1 m our survey of the old World (see Fig 94)

Next in order in Europe would seem to be the Negnlo race, of

which more and more evidence is accumulating every year We may
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call it Stratum 2 and it appears in plan tn the lowest map of Fig 95

Artefacts of Aurignacian type are commonly associated withlhis race

We may not agree that similar Awngnacian tools and drawings else-

where always indicate the presence of a Negrito race, but indeed the

living types are very widely spread peoples, so that they may well

have introduced this type of culture all over the world They are often

the earliest races, as we may deduce from their invariable position in

the inland inaccessible portions, or in the marginal islands, of the

territory which they share with other folk Their artefacts and

drawings have been found m an unintcmipted belt from Europe to

southernmost Africa Drawings of a similar nature are also found at

Raigarh m Central India ‘

In the map they are seen to be the sole people to have reached

Tasmania they are the lowest stratum all through the East Indies

and Melanesia and also in India But later research will doubtless

find Neanderthal man, or even earlier ape man, m many places where

the Negritoes now seem to be the earliest peoples

As regards later living types, the wnter believes that more and

more of the generalized skeletons linking the Neanderthal, Negro,

and Australoid races will be excavated However, for reasons stated

earlier (p 98) he believes that the Negro evolved earlier than the

Australoid

We may therefore label the third stratum Negroid These people

must have been quite abundant in Europe towards the close of the

Palaeolithic Boule quotes their skeletons from Brittany, Switzer-

land, Liguria Lombardy, Illyria and Bulgaria They arc universal

through Africa and through Melanesia, while the Botocudo and the

Lagoa Santa skulls of East Brazil show where similar folk penetrated

to the New World A Mousterian station near Krasnoiarsk m Siberia,

associated with the mammoth, probably shows the presence of this

Neanderthal Negro Australoid type in North Asia *

The fourth stratum which is almost world wide, and which
probably extends to America, is the Australoid (Fig 95 at Q It is,

of course universal through Australia, Indonesia, south east Asia, and
South India Types akin to the Australian were common m early

Palaeolithic times in Europe It is, however, difficult to decide
some early peoples were more like Australians or Africans

(Negro) Indeed one skull from Mugem (Portugal) is described as

^Frehulofte Indta op ctl

•Eoale Fosstl Man (Edinburgh 192^
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“Negroid and Australian ” As regards Australia itself, Dixon com

ments on the African affinities of the Australian aboriginal

The Cro Magnon folk of upper Palaeolithic times belong to an

early level in the Mediterranean stratum (5) Their broad faces and

narrow skulls are found in the Canary Isles in North Africa and among

the Eskimo of Greenland Many of the earlier Amerinds also probably

contain much Cro Magnon blood, and no doubt many other races

—

possibly the Yenesei Ostiaks—are kinsfolk (Fig 44)

As regards the mam Mediterranean stratum, it is universal except

m those peripheral portions of the world where the more primitive

Negroid peoples still hold their own The chief point of interest is

that these peoples once occupied almost all the territory which is now
Alpine (or held by the allied Mongolian) They seem to have been

the great megalith builders, and they carried the late Palaeolithic and
early Neolithic civilization all over the world This happened long

before the Egyptians settled down to mercantile and city life, m the

opinion of the writer Hence we find many features akin to Egyptian

culture, which had a common Asiatic ancestry with the latter, but

was m no sense directly derived from Egypt (Fig 43)

All through Siberia, Manchuria, and Mongolia are innumerable

artefacts mostly Neolithic, but as Boule remarks* this culture is

here less clearly separated from the Palaeolithic than m Europe
This seems to the wnter to indicate the gradual groutk in the original

Asiatic homeland of Neolithic civilization, as opposed to the fairly

sharp break found in Europe when Asiatic new comers brought in

the Neolithic culture

The Nordic stratum which I have labelled (6) is perhaps a special

ized upper zone of the Mediterranean It occurs typically in north
west Europe but Proto Nordic types characterized by very hairy

bodies are found sporadically from Turkestan to Northern Japan
Biasutti m his atlas^ shows on Plate II that blond peoples are found
throughout the square block whose margins are Iceland, the Yenesei
River, Lob Nor (Tanm Basin), Lanstan (Southern Persia), and the
Atlas Mountains (Morocco)

The two latest strata are Alpine or Mongolian They are the
most abundant of li\nng races, but ha\e by no means the widest range
m man’s historj

, if we realize that the earlier strata (Nordic Medi
terranean, and Nesiot) are still represented ' beneath” the Alpine

*Ibid

*Op cif
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races Thus near Lake Baikal jn the heart of brachycephahc Asia

there have been found ancient narrow skulls and the same is true of

the Kurgans (mounds) of Sibcna tvhich arc certainly Proto-Nordic m
type In fact the overuhelming of dokeph peoples bj brakeph

in\asions is the salient feature of later ethnological history

The four races so far discussed and their respective migrations

are represented in the stage-diagram given m Fig 95 Here the

hlack areas show present habitats while dotted areas show probable

early habitats The oldest race is shown at the bottom Let us now

consider the latest and best known distribution It is that of the

Alpine race shown at £ Here is a sol d block of brakephs who have

unfortunately been divided in some text books into tno races Cau

casians and Mongolians for reasons which seem insufHcient to the

wnter (see p 206) It la true there arc obvious facial differences

between a slant-eyed Mongolian and a European Smss But slant

eyes occur among other races and are not there made a major criterion

Cheek bones are more prominent in parts of Scotland than m much

of Mongolia ft is impossible to draw a satisfactory line of division

between the European AIpnes and the Asiatic ^Iongollans The

people of Turkestan exhibit both kinds of Alpine race—so that to the

writer theic averages may be taken as the original type from which

we have European and Ntongohan variants

It 18 of interest to see how exactly the belt of the broadest headed

folk (over 83) occupies the centre of the zones Apart from the

aberrant Negritoes there is a universal increase ol head breadth as we
move from the margin to the centre of the zones If we adhere to the

Age and Area (or Zones and Strata) hypothesis we are driven to the

conclusion that the general evolution of the human race has been in

the d rection of broader and broader heads If we accept that the

centre of the zones contains the latest evolved types then this belt of

hyper brakephs (extending from Switzerland to Korea) contains the

last evolved of the human races U is hardly necessary to point out

that this evolution probably occurred more than twenty thousand
years ago—and that the present mental moral and matenal status

of the Turkomans is not of the lightest importance in our discussion

It may however be mentioned that there is much evidence that the

environment of Turkestan was much more attractive even so lately

as B c 500 than it is now It has been on the whole drying up
ever since that date

The second feature to note about the Alpine distribution is that it
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FiGtTRB 05 —A stac^^-<i3sra^l showing the five stages m racial migra-
tions in the Old World each representing a sejarate major race Black
*was show present habitats Dotted areas are probable early habitats^e lowest race in the diagram was the first differentiated, the highest was
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Alpines m Europe This is indeed the case The Amerinds and

higher Polynesians are everywhere described by laymen as peculiarly

“European looking " In other words, they represent the same early

stage o{ Alpine development as do the European Alpines—and do not

exhibit so generally the Mongolian eye folds, cheek-bones, etc , as

do the Alpines of Eastern Asia

It is especially important to note that the Alpines of today are

everywhere the latest coimts They are the “top stratum,’’ and by

the law of “geological superposition" they are the last evolved

Perhaps because much comparative anthropology has been either

Nordic or German, this conclusion does not appear to have been

published before the writer’s memoir in 1919 The past accomplish-

ments of the Alpines have perhaps not quite equalled those of the

Nordics during the meagre eight hundred years or so of the record of

North European history But, as regards the future, any student of

race should be interested by the fact that Russia controls most of the

Alpine habitat of today

The “ethnological record ’ as cxpres^d by these strata is very like

the geological record It is very incomplete, but the order of suc-

cession IS practically the same throughout We see that the latest

stratum (8) occurs only across the centre m the Old World Here the

greatest number of superposed strata will undoubtedly be found when
enough ethnologists seriously attack the problem m Central Asia

Just as the geological record incorporates the history of the evolution

of life, so the ethnological record must contain the history of racial

evolution I can see no escape from the conclusion that the Alpine

Mongolian is the latest type of man which has been developed from
a type not unlike the Mediterranean race (Fig 94)

It should be specially noted in Fig 95 that the connexion between
the Negrito and the Alpine people is very remote If, as Dixon
suggests, Negntoes developed into the Alpines, we should expect to
find a zone of broad headed hybrids Iwtween the Negntoes and Al-

pines The contrary is the case the Ne^itoes (whether broad headed
as in Asia, or comparatively narrow headed as in Africa) are found as

isolated groups among large numbers of dokeph peoples This is true

in southern Australia, in Papua, and Melanesia, in the Malay States,

in Centra! Africa, and in South Afnca Hence, I think that the

simplest explanation is that the ancestors of the Negrito and Neander-
thal types developed independently from the primitive Catanrhine
ape stock, in Pliocene or even Miocene times They lived side by side
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m Asia until the immense climatic changes of the Pleistocene greatly

quickened evolution Whether the Negro and later races developed

m Asia from a Ncanderthaloid man as seems probable to the wnter,

or whether there was a third "Proto Cro-Magnon” t>pe must be left

to the future to decide

B The Mechanism oj the Migrations

It IS obvious that any explanation of the causes of the raaal

migrations must be largely speculatue But such speculations, if

based on the scientific truths already accumulated, are often of great

value in suggesting the proper lines of attack in further research In

the preceding chapters I have demonstrated a zonal distnbution of

the four major races of man about Central Asia These four races

are the Negnto, the Negro, the Mediterranean, and the Alpine-

Mongolian races

We must seek therefore, in the centre of the Old World for some

great stimulus competent to produce such remarkable changes as

those which distinguish the Negro from the Northern Chinese or

Swiss Alpine peoples

It will be well at this point to turn back to the useful parallel

furnished in the Evolution of Transport (Fig 20) Here the “zones

of >ehicle8 were arranged around Sydney in a deSnite order—that

of their * evolution " So also the strata beneath Ihe centre tf orifin

preserved the same order of evolution m * fossil ' form
We see then that the zones and strata of the various 'Sehicles”

depend on successive migrations from a common centre At this

common centre the brains and commercial enterprise of the commu
nity were concentrated, so that here the evolution of transport pro

gressed most rapidly

What corresponds to the * enterprise of the metropolitan com-
munity' in our fundamental ethnical problem? Surely a great change
in the human environment would lead to precisely those zones and
strata which we see in the raaal map

The solution of the problem seems near at hand when w e find that

m the centre of the Old World we have not only the greatest range o]

climafe dunng the year but also the greatest vartalton tn climate

dnnng the. ijeciod oi TOan.'?. VJiie on. the. ea.’rth.

The Great Ice Ages in Europewithout doubt obtained in Asia also,

though owing to the distance of Central Asia from the sea and the
absence of highlands in North Asia, it seems certain that North Asia
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was not universally covered with ice-caps such as occurred in North

America and North-West Europe. Antevs in his recent book The Last

Glaciation^ states that most of Aria north of 62® N. ^vas heavily

glaciated, although it is nearly at sea-level* This includes a belt

along the Arctic Ocean, perhaps 300 miles wide, which is now occupied

with tundra (Fig. 77).

All the highlands oi Siberia were also co\’ered with ice. In south-

west China, in the Yung-Ling Mountains, the snow-line is now at

18,050 feet, but in the Pleistocene it uras 4.600 feet lower. In the

Himalayas four separate Ice Ages have been identified, so that we

may conclude that the variations in Asia were similar in kind and

degree to those of Europe.

I have discussed in considerable detail what seems to me a

reasonable “working hypothesis'* of racial et’olution in my article

on “Evolution of Etace and Culture^*’* but 1 will repeat the gist of

the thesis here.

In the first place the migrations were probably extremely slow,

and were made quite unn-ictingly by the primitive peoples concerned.

They would all be hunters, preying on tvild animals or upon wild fruits

and grains. With the onset of any Ice Age, the forests, steppes, and
tundras move slowly but en masse to the south. A fall of temperature

of 12® F. is the maximum effect. This temperature range (by the

ordinary ratio explained in any text-book of climatology)* is normally

equU-alent to a journey of some 800 miles towird the Pole. Such a

migration of vegetation would perhaps change half the Siberian forest

• into tundra, and change the whole central Asiatic desert belt into

steppe, while much of the southern forest belt would gradually turn

into desert.

Research in Scandinavia has made it much easier for us to recon-

struct the mo\'ement of ice-caps, wgetation zones, and of man himself.

De Geer and others worlang on the Varve-clays have dated the

moraine of the waning Wurm Ice Age as it developed in South Sweden.
They place it about n.c. 18,5(K). This is shown in Fig. 96—where
Sweden is showm buried under the great ice-cap. Peat bogs in North
Germany and Denmark show that tundra plants were growing south
of the ice-cap at this time. Man had apparently not yet appeared
in Sweden.

‘New Vork, 1&2S.

•In C«e[raphiatt Rniev, 1921.

’OS China the world Isotherms 1* F. for stout 1* of latitude.
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In block-diagram B (Fig 06) -ne see that the ice front has retreated

half way along the Swedish Peninsula This is dated about BC
9000 At that time the peat bogs m Germany show remains of fir

trees, and here also w e find the artefacts of Neolithic man Apparently

Palaeolithic man found the tundra and steppe very unattractive and

so never settled on the Baltic The next diagram C shows us a further

retreat during 5 000 years The fir now covers Southern Scandinavia

and oak trees cover Northern Germany Bronze tools are found in

the bogs m the oak stratum—showing that a higher culture has moved

FicvxE —'Block-diagrams sbowing ibe northward march of the ice-

cap the vegetation zones and primitive man in Scandinavia emee the
clOM of the Wvitta Ice Age The (eORt ot each diagram ihiwa the atrata.m
section (Based on research bv De Geer Peake Fleure and others )

north vnth the ice retreat Finally, at the dawn of history, conditions

were like those today The beech is now the dominant tree on the

Baltic—and its advent was marked by the coming of Iron Age man
Here then we have a dated set of zones and strata, and we can be

sure that similar movements of vegetation and man northward and

southward accompanied every one of the Ice Ages throughout the

Pleistocene This diagram is one of the most important in the book.

The conditions which obtained neat the cradle land are suggested

m the following hypothesis The area in Fig 97 is East Asia, because
the topographic controls are much more complex south of Turkestan
Primitive man probably developed «i Asia on the borders of the warm
steppes and wood lands. He would certainly migrate south to what
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are now tropical regions as all his food-supply moved south, before

the cold wa\e. After many thousand years the cold conditions would

slowly pass away The flora and fauna would move back to the north

A large part of the human race would probably go back also; but it

seems a logical conclusion that some tribes would remain, in spite of

the increasing heat and the dianging environment, for reasons given

on page 99. Here we find the key to the first racial differentiation

Those tribes which remained in the tropic environment stagnated.

There was no climatic stimulus, and no invigorating change of seasons

Ficuke 97.—Hypotheticaldia^m of East Asia, showing moietnent of
vegetation belts consequent on about 12’ fall in temperature Crosses show
the most favourable habitat of pnmitive man (Compare Fig. 77.)

during all the hundred thousand years of the ensuing interglacial

period In effect primitive man is here preserved right down to

modern times.

Meantvhile, the tribes migrating northward back to the inland

regions would be subjected to a very different environment during the
Interglacial period. Here the primitive race in the course of one
hundred thousand >ears evoVv^ into a higher race. Another Ice

Age commences and the same phenomena are repeated. This second
race (B) migrates south. It probably now consists of much larger

tribes, which have little difficulty in driving the unprogressive and
unchanged portion of race {A) farther into the tropics, and ultimately
into the islands south of Asia (Fig. 97).

Again the Ice Age passes away, and race (B) in large part returns,
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leaving however race (i4) and part of race (5) as stagnant zones to

the south of the Asiatic land mass and so the process goes on

It IS not possible at this stage to correlate the evolution of the

major races with the Great Ice Ages but it would seem that four great

stimuli had produced four great and cumulative differentiations But

I have not to date read any other definite account which purports to

explain what determined racial evolution and how the migrations

occurred so that I trust this theory which correlates the accepted

facts of zones of peoples with the four climatic thrusts will receive due

consideration

I have discussed in an earlier chapter the relations between

European and Asiatic prehistory H man first appears in Europe m
the Second Interglacial (as some authorities suggest) it seems likely

that he moved out of Central Asia many millennia earlier, and that

he spent the intervening time m crossing Western Asia and Africa

U seems possible that both the Negritoes and Neanderthal man occu

pied Asia during the Mmdel Ice Age Perhaps the Negritoes migrated

as the result of this climatic thrust and never returned to the ' Region

of Maximum Evolution

Neanderthal (Moustenan) man may have moved out after the

Second Ice Age and reached Europe about the time of the Third Ice

Age He was the chief inhabitant of Europe during the Rtss Wurm
(or Third) Interglacial But during this time one may postulate that

the allied Negroid or Australoid folk in Asia were evolving into the

Mediterranean peoples (Fig 98)

The Third Ice Age drove many of the earliest Mediterranean

peoples out of Asia and they appear in Europe as the Cro Magnons
and their allies just before the last Ice Age The fourth climatic

thrust is perhaps responsible for the migrations of many later hfedi

terraneans and of the early Alpine Mongolians who appear in Europe
(m Ofnet and elsewhere) m Azilian times after the last Ice Age had
passed away The result of these alternating penods of evolution and
migration is that the races of man have become arranged m a senes

of somewhat complicated zones about Central Asia This is illustrated

111 the Frontispiece and is the basis of the scheme of classification

given in the table on page d5

C Keuh s Hormone Theory

The necessary climatic stimulus acting upon the plastic human
organism would thus seem to be discovered We know that evolution
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has occurred along the lines indicated by the change from the long

headed curly haired platyrhine Negro to the broad headed straight

haired leptorhine Alpine What has been the physiological agent

which has moulded man? The research and discussions of Sir Arthur

Keith have I think indicated the method used by nature

Sir Arthur Keith* points out that many of the entena used by

ethnologists have been definitely proved to be affected by various

glands m the body Of these the chief are the pituitary and pineal

glands within the cranium the thyrend gland in the throat and the

adrenal glands near the kidneys Abnormal growth of the pitu tary

glands leads to the development of a large chin nose and brow

These features of course characterize the Neanderthal peoples

Furthermore m European folk the nose and chm are normally larger

than usual m man perhaps as a result of slight stimulation of the

pituitary The adrenals affect the colour of the skin and it may be

that the original black colour of primitive man has varied in accord

with changes in the adrenals

A poorly developed thyroid leads to stunted growth to unde

veloped nose and hair and to a flat face These arc characteristic of

some of the so called Mongolian peoples (though not of the most pro*

gressive races of Central and East Asia) and it is possible that decrease

m thyroid has aflected the people of l^t Asia as a whole

So also the Hottentot and Bushman differ from the Negro along

lines which m ght be explained in part by deficiency of thyroid

The adrenal further controls sex characters such as hairiness of the

face and body These are characteristic of European and Australian

people whereas the Negro and Mongolian folk are perhaps im
mature n this respect It is however important to note that Sir

Arthur Keith specifically describes the Mongolian race as one of the

most recently evolved

Speaking generally a rather moist warm climate probably consti

tuted man s early environment The change to a moist cooler climate

in the Central Asiatic region may have stimulated one set of glands

and hormones* and so brought about the changes m faaal and
bodily form which distinguish the Mediterranean from the Negro
Further changes during the long ages spent by man in the same

‘ Evolut on of Human Races n tl>e Ljht of the Hormone Theory” (Johns
Hopitns BviU in JW2)

Hormones art chetn ca\ substances stmted by the glands wh ch p-eatJy affect

human character st cs
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locality seem to have been in the direction of aridity, this may have

affected other glands and hormones and so developed the stocky,

broad faced straight haired Alpme and Mongolian peoples Change

of food may also have been a factor But this physiological aspect of

the problem is one n hich I am not competent to discuss at all fully

We must remember that in all probability these racial traits were

determined in the million years spent by the developing stocks in

Central Asia It is the climatic changes here which are all important

Most races (excluding perhaps the Negroes and Negritoes) spent, shall

we say, nine tenths of their biological life m Asia and only one tenth

in the habitats where we now find them It is this which makes

references to present day environments as factors in racial evolution

and racial status, appear of little value to the present wnter as regards

most races On the other hand, present day environment is, of course,

the most potent factor in the material status of a people

D Biological Confirmation

All these migrations, and indeed the evolution and differentiation

of the races, took place far back m the prehistory of man, when he
was almost entirely controlled by the same natural forces as dominate

the brute creation We should, therefore expect to see something of

the same phenomena m the evolution of the higher mammals In

that most stimulating work Climate and Evolution, W D Matthew
shows that this is the case (Indeed, he goes farther and indicates

what must be the general principles governing human evolution also )

We may consider the evidence os regards the evolution of the tapir,

rhinoceros, and horse These all belong to one family of Penssodactyl
mammals, and the general trend of evolution is from the tapir to the
rhinoceros and thence up to the horse For example, the tapir has
four of the original five toes, the rhinoceros three, and the horse only
one The horse e\olved in response to the changing environment
(which no longer suited the jungle loving rhinoceros) from a more
phw/tt intermediate form In our problem it is the distribution with
Its illuminating zones and strata, which is of interest We find that
the tapir occurs Imng in South America and the East Indies This
would almost necessitate two centres of evolution according to the old

theories of biology, just as some ethnologists, for similar reasons, still

suggest these two regions as likely cradle lands of the human race

cit
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The rhinoceros is found in South Africa and in India In the last

geological epoch (Pleistocene) the rhinoceros In-ed in North Amenca

also (Fjg 99)

The natural habitat of the horse includes the centres of the Old

World and North Amenca In common with many high types of

animal, the horse vanished from An^ca in late Tertiary times

perhaps owing to diseases due to trypanosomes

We have here therefore, three aones arranged about Asia ifl the

order of evolution The fossil evidence in the Old World shows the

Ficnu 99 ^Three bU e<] tnananalB areamo^ in e>n3er of their evo-
lution about the centre of A&u T R, and H are the centrea of dupenion
for tapir rhinoceros and horse (Ftoni a map by \V D hlatthew )

horse stratum o\‘er the fossil rhinoceros stratum and the fossil tapir

stratum below both If for the horses we substitute Alpine man who
has much the same habitat and for the tapir in the outer portions of

the earth the Negro we see that the analogy is so complete as to be

almost uncontrovertible that the Alpine Mongolian type is a higher

form than the Mediterranean but is probably descended from some
type akin to the Mediterranean Matthew in the same memoir gives

charts for the even toed mammals and shows that the evolution and
cradle land of the antelope ox and sheep can be demonstrated in the
same way from the distnbuiutn

The biological evidence is alsovery suggestive as to the butb place
of man We find in Tertiary tim» considerable evidence of a change
of climate In early Tertiary times ttiere was a fairly untform warm
climate m mid latitudes in the Old World This was possibly partly
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due to considerable changes in the earth's eccentricity, and in the

inclination of the axis 1 have discussed it in some detail elsewhere

Then the climates become more tonal, as they are today, with the

Poles becoming colder (and possibly the Equator somewhat hotter)

than m mid Tertiary times

Eocene monkeys, according to Matthew, occur in the Central

United States and in France, which indicates that at that time there

were tropical forests such as those in which the lemurs live today

In Miocene times the forest belt has shrunk apparently, for the fossil

FlCutE 100 -^A seneralized map showiag tbe diitnbution and migra
tiaa routes of the lemurs and apes in late Tertiary times (Based partly on
Fig 7 m W D Matthew e CltmaU and Etolulwn

)

(From CeographtcaJ
Rmm 1919

)

anthropoids are found a little nearer the Equator, in Italy, around the

Aegean Sea, and in Persia (see Fig 100)

When tie reach Pliocene times the fossil anthropoids are still

farther south, and are found in Northern India and China This
may very nell mdicate the limit of the forested region of Pliocene

times, though it IS possible that it was not as hot and moist there as

m the regions where the great apes are found today
However, we are justified in assuming that the region between the

Indian Ocean and the Aral Sea (i e , Persia and Turkestan) was
forested country with a moist, warm climate We know that the
great plateau of Tibet and the Himalaja Mountains were not fully

de%’eloped till the end of the Pliocene, and probably Asia in the
Pliocene as a whole was much more at sea !e\'el than it is now

“ Climstic Cjxles and Ei-olution op eU
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The sea level temperature of Central Persia is about 76° now H
we imagine that the Pliocene temperature was 82°, we find that this

agrees well with the temperature of the tropica! forest belt We may,

therefore assume that the apes and pithecanthropoids followed the

thick forests as they gradually retreated to the Equator during the

cooling of Miocene and Pliocene times And indeed two monkeys

of Miocene times Dryopitheeus from the south of France and North

India and the Indian Stvaptthetvs seem to be nearest to the ancestral

line of man

From the general trend of this argument the location of such

missing links as Ptlhecatttkrof>us in Java and Eoanlhropus in Britain

IS seen to have little bearing on the question of the human cradle

land They arc almost certainly examples of the last relics of a by

gone type which have been pushed to the margin by later-evolved

forms Such primitive fossil types would be expected to occur on a

circle Bffiund the actual cradle land Oust as the primitive Negrito and

Negro people are found on a curved zone around the original centre

of evolution) but at a very long distance therefrom

E Genetic Retalton of the Races

The accompanying diagram (Fig 101) sums up the biological

aspects of the foregoing discussion The fundamental teaching of

racial ecology is that there are twin races m each group i e what

we might call a Pacific and an Atlantic twin For instance among
the Negritoes we find the Aeta and the Congo pygmies—and so all

the way up the scale Hence the ecology demonstrates the likelihood

of a common cradle land for each pair of twins We have corrobo-

rated this common cradle land from race history for the Alpine and

Mediterranean groups It is lexical to a^ume it therefore for earlier

groups Secondly the breadth index of the head changes pro

gressively as shown by the numbers in Fig 101 Thirdly the latest

developed race is the late Alpine type which extends from Switzerland

to Korea Lastly the most logical conclusion as to the affinities of

the Negrito is indicated in the tree it is to assume two precursors of

modem man living m middle Palaeolithic times This was about
50 OQO B c m France but was probably several hundred thousand
years earlier in Central Asia These two were Neanderthal man and
the Proto Negrito (Grimaldi?) type From the former developed
the four later races
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If the reader is at all impressed by the value of the “Zones and

Strata” (or “Age and Area ’) concept as applied to the mammals by

Matthew, he will, 1 hope, be inclined to accept this presentation for

the human races as reasonably correct Matthew shows that the

ecology of the tapir, the rhinoceros and the horse, when considered

together with their palaeontology, is sufficient to demonstrate the

order of their evolution and migration The present writer hopes

that he made out in 1919 an equally good case for the evolution,

migration, and relative status of the Alpine, Mediterranean, and

Negro races

FlGuitE 101 —The racial ‘ tree showing the relations of the five races
The twin distribution ts most striking, and indicates a common cradle-
land for all the races "nie Negntoes evolved from a non Neanderthal
type, the Negroes and the other races from a Neanderthaloid (From
Eceloty July 1934

)

F Appendix on the "Zones and Strata Concept ’

The writer feels that the application of this concept m all problems
of distribution is one of the diief ad^'ances in geographical technique

in the last few decades He therefore shows two more eimmples
one based on distnbutions of Culture, the other on the distributions

of Plants

In Fig 102 (right) Wissler illustrates the evolution of technique in

archery The prtmtlire release was used by the earliest bowmen, who
almost certainly first exercised their art in Central Asia Today this

technique has spread to America and the East Indies But in the

cradle land it has gi\en place to the Mediterranean release (using
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three fingers), or to the ftt»U later Mongolian (using the curved

thumb) The analogy with the later race-distributions is complete “

In Fig 102 (left) the gradual spread of the primitive Cingko Utt

as described by Seward is illustrated'* It has gradually been dis-

placed from Its original habitat by later genera ^tter suited to the

FicvkB 102—Twofuitberillunratiofltof theappljcstion <A the ‘Zone*
nd Strau principle (o reierationeofculture (archery) and planu (Gmgko)

later environments In far distant Tnassic times it was found only

around the mid Atlantic Ocean Today it only exists (as a native)

in Yunnan, though originally it covered much of the world Note

that this last relic of the ancestors of modern trees is found in a

marginal position, far from its cradle land Some auch history could

in a few years be written about the Negritoes, who will soon vanish

from the face of the earth

i^Relatiffn e] ilon to Nature (N«w York 1926)

biloba lAnnoii bJ Botany London vol XIV, 1900) The Oxfo’i

Dichonary give* the ipeUing Gingbo
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CHAPTER XXH

THE CANADIAN ENVIRONMENT THE MARITIMES

A Introduclwn

In Chapter ii a good deal of information regarding the geology of

Canada has been given, but only in a general sense In the present

chapter attention is drawn to the fundamental physical factors in

Canadian geography *

If vve examine the section below the mantle map given m Fig 103

(which extends from Vancouver to Montreal), the threefold character

of Canadian geology is well brought out In the west is the complex
senes of Young Folds constituting the Rocky Mountains and parallel

ranges In the centre is a senes of undisturbed deposits mostly

sloping to the east, of which the Cretaceous formation shows the

largest extent In the east are large areas of the Shield, which in

places IS covered with younger strata The reasons for this arrange

ment are given in the earlier paragraphs of Chapter ir

Now let us turn to the mantle map above the section (Fig 103),

where see the above divisions in plan There are clearly five mam
geological divisions in Canada First, the Prccambrian Shield sur*

rounding Hudson Bay is dominant Secondly, there are three un-
disturbed Palaeozoic formations laid down along the south-west shores

of Hudson Bay They may be termed the Hudson Palaeozoics Then,
thirdly, there is the rather complex patchuork of "mantles” which
he on the western flanks and the northern ends of the Appalachtan
Folds Here the Cambrian Core is covered ivith an Ordovician

mantle, and capped by Devonian It forms the southern shore of

the St LauTence In the hlantimes the essential feature is an upper
mantle of Carboniferous rock, which contains much valuable coal

In Southern Ontario is a sequence like the Hudson Palaeozoics, with
the hard Silnna-u xcanlle iiwsaisg s .tasfes wJtucb ^‘.¥^f•.tld5

from Niagara Falls all round Lake Huron and Lake Michigan as far

as Chicago

The fourth division is the Western Slopes, comprising the area
between the Shield and the Young Folds of the Rockies This area

don

'For furUier details see the authors advanoed geography of CASADA (Lon
19^7)
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consists of two parts, of which the northern comprises the Mackenzie

Basin (formed of the Devonian mantle) and a later Cretaceous mantle

crossed by the Peace and Athabasca Rivers The southern part is the

Saskatchewan Basin, almost wholly in the Cretaceous mantle, though

the edges (cuestas) of Palaeozoic rocks areexposed near LakeWinnipeg

The outstanding feature of this division is the way in which the

cuestas of the younger rocks help to hold up the waters of the huge

lakes lying on the Shield

The fifth division, the young Folds, is the most complex The

latest folding forces raised the Rockies in a senes of ndges running

north west to south east It is suppose that the folding was due to

the squeezing of weaker sediments between the resistant Shield and

the very stable crust under the north Pacific Ocean A broad and

shallow downfold flanks the uplift on the east, and along this the

Mackenzie River makes its way to the Arctic Ocean The close set

wnnkles of the Young Folds have determined the curious upper

courses of the nvers in British Columbia, such as the Kootenay,

Columbia, Fraser, Peace, and Liard The topography is ru^ed, and

hence very different from the relatively undisturbed rocks m most of

Canada Large areas are covered by Tertiary volcanic lavas which

flowed out as a result of the crumpling of the crust A great deal of

erosion has removed the upper portions of the folds, so that the anaent
rocks forming the ‘ cores” of the folds are exposed in many places

The coal has been compressed and improved m quality in the small

fold basins in this fifth division The glaaers of the last Ice Ages
(within the last one million years) have carved out deep valleys and
fiords in this area of Young Folds Hence good harbours, but only

very small areas of good agncultural land are characteristic of our
last division

Although the former coalfields have been disrupted, elevated, and
often completely eroded in the western folded area, yet the deep
valleys and the uplift of the once deep seated intrusive rocks have
greatly improved the chances of finding metallic ores This is indi

csted at the base of Fig 103, where is given a simplified geofogicaf
section near the southern border of Canada In the east the valuable
‘ Coal Syncline” of Carboniferous rocksm Michigan is shown, bordered
by the Frontenac portion of the Shield on the east The Great Lakes
(black in the section) he m hollows, in part eroded in the softer

Dev'onian and Ordovician mantles, while the hard Silunan cuesta
separates them from each other
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In the loregomg maps only the eolid focLs of the crust have been

considered Practically the whole of Canada has been covered by the

ice sheets of the Great Ice Age and these ha\e tom away a good deal

ol the mantle of sort which covered the rocks and unfortunately have

dumped much of it in the gigantic moraines which cover the Northern

United States The Precambrian Shield has lost much of its agricul

tural \a1ue for this reason Howcier, in most parts of the Shield

crossed by the writer and he has traversed about 1 700 miles of it a

fair covering of rather poor sod alt carrying trees is present through

out The bare areas near Lake Muskoka and Lake Superior where

most people see the Shield are not typical of it as a whole Another

feature which has greatly contributed to the resources of the Shield is

directly due to the great ice sheet It is illustrated in Fig 119 As

the ice retreated across the mam divide between the Hudson and the

southern drainage basins the rivers on the north of the divide were

dammed back by the ice front In this way two colossal lakes were

formed each comparable in sice with the combined area of the present

Great Lakes but these features Glacial Lakes Agassiz and Opbway
are discussed at considerable length in later sections

B General Phystegrophy

If wc examine the contour map of Canada (as shown in Fig 104)

we find that there are visible a number of fundamental features which

are of considerable geographical mfercst They are of course closely

linked with the geological structure Clearly the mam grain of the

country runs from north west to south'cast not only in the Tertiary

Folds of the west but also in the east where the Greenland Coast

and Davis Straits exhibit this direction In Canada m Tertiary time

or later the Shield has been raised over 3 000 feet in Baffin Land and

m the Torngat Mountains in Labrador In both areas the ridges run

in the dominant direction The Shield slopes down to the east where

It is drowned by the shallow waters of Hudson Bay The largest

area of lowland in Canada (below 250 feet) borders the western shore

of this huge bay An important low area of the type called a Gate
elsewhere extends from James Bay to the lower Ottawa River This

wc may call the. Tt laVifea tnwg Gate tews. vVa lake webj/Jo-

lies along its lowest part

The Great Lakes as has been noted often are to some extent
scooped out of slightly higher ground than lies north and south As
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we have seen, they are due to a rombination of glacial erosion and

crustal warping. But another important Gate lies between the Nipi-

gon Uplands and the Western Prairies. This includes the Red River

Basin, by which the ice drainage formerly reached the hlississippi

Basin. The broad gap including Trawrse Lake may perhaps be

called the Red Rner Gale

In the south centre the land rises fairly regularly from Lake

Winnipeg to the Rocldes. There are, howev'er, some interesting cross

valleys, such as those of the Qu’Appelle River and the North

Figure 104—^The main contours of Canada, sboning the N.IV.-SE.
“Eraifl" of the Dominion. Note the three chief gates out of the northern
lowlands no Texniskaming, Red Ri%'er, and Finlay Forks (^. (Heights
m feet.)

Saskatchewan, which may represent drainage channels which de-

\ eloped along the front of the retreating ice-lobes. But to the north

of the Prairies the Mackenzie Ri\er and the three Great Lakes of the
north occupy another broad area of lowland with the usual dominant
axis. Indeed, perhaps we may claim the whole belt of Great Lakes,

from Erie to Great Bear, as another example of this dominant "grain.’’

The Dease and Parsnip Ri\’ers (the western tributaries of the
Liard and Peace Rivers) rise tothevest of the highest mountain ranges.
They seem to be, in part, relics of an antecedent system of rivers,

which originated before the “Laramide Reaxlution" producing the
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Rockjes It seems clear that the mtat important gap in the Canadian

Rockies IS at Finlay Forks (F m Fig 104), where the Peace River is

joined by the Parsnip River at about 2,(K)0 feet above sea level This

natural depression, the Finlay Cate, leads south by the "Rocky

Mountain Trench" (p 360) to Prince George on the Canadian

Northern Railway, near the big bend ol the Fraser River.

From Prince George to Prince Rupert there is a broad sag in the

intenor plateau ol British Columbia, giving us large areas below 3,000

feet This is indicated by the ruled area in Fig 104, and it extends

from Finlay Forks to Prince Rupert as well as south along the Fraser

River The marked "gram" in Bntish Columbia is discussed later

Possibly we may refer all these folds and broad warps to the pressure

exerted by the Pacific Shield (Fig 3) against the weaker rocks of the

east, m which sharp folds are produced, or against the resistant

Canadian Greenland Shield, m which case shallow but perceptible

warps seem to have been developed

C Clmattc CanlroU tn Canada

Man inhabits the earth by {avnnt ol satislactory geological and

climatic controls The former determine the topography, the mining

resources, and, to a large extent, the soil resources It is true that

man can modify climatic controls and exist in defiance of unattractive

climates with such devices as “Central Heating," or the even more

important "Central Cooling " But such devices cannot be used all

the year round by large p^ulations, so that the statement that

"climate controls settlement" will always hold good

In Fig 105 some of the characteristic features of the Canadian

climate are illustrated One of the primary’ distinctions in climate is

between those climates with a small range of temperature in the year

(Afflnne Climates) and thosewith a large range {Conltnenlal Chmatra)
It is found that most of this range of temperature m the cool tem-

perate zone IS due to the extreme cold of mnltr, for in summer the

conditions vary much less over wide areas For instance, Madrid
and Naples he in about the same latitude as Toronto and Chicago,

but everyone knows that the climates are not at all alike Which is

the normal climate for latitude 42®? We can examine this problem by
considering the January "Isanomalous" chart

When we average the January temperatures of places along this

laUtude, we obtain a figure of 37" F Since Chicago has a January
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average of 23“ F., it is obviously 14“ colder than the normal for its

latitude. Similarly Toronto is 11“ colder. But Madrid and Naples

are respectively 10“ and 6“ vxitmer than the averages for their latitude.

These figures — 14, — 11, + 10, and + 6 are “Anomalies,” and lines

can be drawn through equal anomalies (Isanomalous lines) as is done

in Fig 105. We find that Toronto and Chicago he close to the centre

of negative (cold) anomaly, while Naples and Madrid are near to the

positive (warm) anomaly Hence neither group has a normal climate.

This is only to be found between the two centres along the line of

“No Anomaly” (Fig. 105), which runs just of! the east coast of North

DIFFERENTIATION OF CUMATES

Fig(^ 105—A chart showing foreign climates akm to those of Canada,
The ruled areas have midwinters much colder than the averages for their
latitudes. The dotted areas have midwinters much warmer. Chicago and
Toronto have homoclimes itt North China. Koeppcn’s formulae for Ca-
nadian climates are also added

America. The new port of Churchill has a peculiarly cold climate,

while the Lofoten Isles off Norway have what we may call the most
“unexpected” climate in the world. It is 40“ warmer in midwinter
than one might reasonably suppose.

It is clear, then, that latitude alone is no very good clue to the
climates resembling those of Southern Canada. We find in Eastern
Asia another area of negative anomaly, which is always a character-
istic of Continental climates; just as a positive anomaly is often a
feature of Marine climates. Clearly tiie regions of similar climates
fHomodtmes) of the Great Lakes are to be found to the south and
south-east of this large area of negative anomaly in Asia. Accordingly
we can say that Shantung, Shanghai, and the vicinity in China agree
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pretty well with Toronto and Chicago as regards their most character

istjc month (January)

Luckily, however the economic resources of a country do not

depend so much on the winter climates as on the summer climates

which vary much less drastically over very wide areas For instance,

the summer or growing seasons of Naples and Toronto are not very

different The eminent German climatologist Koeppen has produced

a classification of climates which lays stress on the rainfalls as well as

the temperatures, and has devised formulae for the different classes

A few of these formulae which occur in Canada are shown in Fig 105

Thus in the extreme north of Canada and Siberia the tundras are both

labelled ET Most of the forest lands of the centre and north have

the formula D/e Here D means snow forest, / means fairly uniform

ram, and c means cold (less than 4 months over 60* F ) Homochmea

are found from Leningrad to Vladivostok

The region of the Great Lakes and Southern Manitoba is Dfi,

where i> means more than four months over 50* F ’ Its homochmes

are Poland and Central Russia The Lake Erie and Vancouver

regions are Cfb and are the homoctimes of Central Japan and North

France respectively Southern Saskatchewan is BSk (cold, dry

steppe) and these praines are the homochmes of the Siberian region

north of Aral and Dalkaah

It is clear therefore that Canadans have a very special interest

in Poland and the Soviet Union, since the climates and so many of

the resources must be the same In fact only a small area of Canada
near Vancouver has the Marine climate associated with the homeland

in Western Europe Hence we must realize that the Canadian

environment is quite different from that specially studied in English

texts, and needs local investigation in which we can, perhaps learn

much by interchange with Russian researchers

Let us turn now to the local controls by the Canadian climate

they are peculiarly interesting to an Australian geographer like the

writer In Australia the temperature conditions arc m general satis

factory throughout the continent but about three quarters of the

area suffers from a shortage of ram In Canada the precipitation is

m general satisfactory but about three quarters of the country suffers

from low Umperalure conditions Planning for satisfactory future
settlement m both countries lai^ely consists m the production of

accurate maps and their interpretation and translation Into en
lightened action
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In all questions of comparative climatology, the writer finds very

helpful the graphs which he devised m 1916 * These are called

hythergraphs (from hyelos, "ram” and ikerme, "heat”), and these

(with their wet bulb analogues, the climographs) have been widely

used by climatologists Typical hythergraphs for Australia and

Canada are given in Fig 106

Each hythergraph is a tnelve sided polygon, where the twelve

corners are plotted from the tnelve monthly rainfall and temperature

averages at the place Thus Toronto in January has a temperature

of 23'* F and a rainfall ol 2 7 inches This gives the position of the

point JAN at the bottom of the hythergraph for Toronto The
upper point of the graph shows 68® F and 2 8 inches, and these are

the data for July The data for the other months complete the graph

Comparisons of all places (as regards these chief components of

climate, le , ram and temperature) are made easy by these graphs

If we examine the graph for Sydney (Australia), it is an oval figure

for the most part m a rather different part of the chart But clearly

the climate from August to December in Sydney is very like that

from May to July in Toronto

In general, places approaching the four corners of the chart have

either "keen," "raw,” "muggy," or "scorching ’ climates Conlt-

nentcl climates, like Edmonton or Toronto, have large extremes of

temperature, which appear m the elongated vertical character of the

hythergraphs Equatorial climates are extended horizontally, like the

upper part of the Broome graph Monsoon climates (with a dry
winter) are crescents like Broome Mediterranean climates, with their

dry summers, have a diagonal position like Perth (W A ) Desert

climates are close to the left edge (low rainfall) like Alice Springs

The most comfortable conditions for w hite settlement are included

m the square frame or thereabouts This indicates summer months
not exceeding 67® F, and winter months not below 45® F The
rainfall should vary between I and 6 inches per month Hobart
(Tasmania) lies wholly in this square So also do the eight warmer
monrfis of Z-oncioii, fngfanef fn generaf, both hotter and cofder
conditions are less uncomfortable if the air is moderately dry A
fairly complete discussion of sudi problems (illustrated by 70 graphs)
Will be found m the WTiter’s memoir, "Control of Settlement by
Tempieraturc and Humidity "*

^Auslrat$att lltltoroloty (Oxford, 1920}

^iltltordloiual BuiUUn 14 Aielboumo, 1918
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D Temperature Control

Turning now to considerations of temperature, the most important

control of settlement in Canada, one of the first features to be stressed

IS the Duration of Daylight Since most food crops of vital impor*

tance grow within the three or four months of summer, the duration

and intensity of winter are of much less importance in determining

settlement WheaKrops have been grown at Khibin>
, the Russian

Experitnentol Station far north of the Arctic Circle, in 67® 44' north,

for eleven years In most of these jears “Early Northern" wheat has

yielded good gram, either in the "waxy," or in the complete, stage

of ripeness This is only possible owing to the long summer days

in high latitudes *

Koeppe in his valuable book on the Canadian climate' gives the

following figures for the amount of solar heat received at various

latitudes on June 21 (Allowance is made for the mean cloudiness)

Latitude 45 SO 55 60 65 70 75 SO 85

SoUr heat SOS S18 4S9 468 489 4C2 4(0 4S\ 827

It IS clear that there is practically no difference in the heat received

on the ground from latitude 55® to latitude 80® As we travel north,

the sun's rays become more oblique and less hot, but the days become
longer, so that the total heat received (around midsummer) remains
much the same

We may now turn to the isotherms of the warmest month, vdncJi

are shown on Fig 107 These isotherms do not rim west cubt os h
normal, but their direction is northwest to south cast

•'J

' ‘

mainly due to the presence of the great ice cap of Grccnlaivl,

the cold waters of Davis Strait and Hudson Jlay 1m,

warming) of the westerly winds on crossing the

fDrm-n_‘'HaJ'JofiqI' •n.ihewMackciiw-nasiii.

Greenland is much slighter, and there deyilr|^ ,,

Boothia Peninsula, between the slfglitly woriw , ^

and the Beaufort Sea This ta fndlrati/f by r y
as a broken line in Fig 107

*Ceaeraphical Renew July, 1937

‘Bloomington, Illinois 1931
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The advanw of agriculture on the cold frontier of settlement
toke place m the belt between isotherm 01“ F and isotherm 57“ F
This belt IS emphasized by dots in Fig 107 Although the dataare for July they gi\-e a fair idea of the region which is fairly warm
in the three summer months

temperature^ w^h eh™ ** manly the summer
..« s n,pr£rN’,'‘'.!r„“ rj-sS

«

E RatnJaU Conlrol

MafSrvIiiev^A '“‘•'P ‘"Pompipte especmlly .n Ihe

P retbt “""P “ PPcSry to pt =

which receives 200 inch
^ Vancouver Island

Mantle, (a.d the'SLVrQo “ ""T
It 1. clear therefore

ppp«™ over 40 inches

Canada are d,iadvantageonsIy^ti^'f"'T"'
Other hand the warm «'«•,..!

for heavy rainfall On the

nent warm onshore mnds n'
“'“oPppI s'om I*p>”»

ys bnng about heavy rains The
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moist air from the sea is chilled as it surmounts the land, and therefore

much of the water-content of the wind falls as rain.

Of recent years, however, the importance of cyclones in producing

rainfall has been stressed. These are eddies in the air which develop

where two large masses of air come in contact The method of rain-

Figuxe 108—Mean annual ramlall (Brooks and Connor); with the
15-inch isohjet and seasons added

production due to the movements of these “air masses” is described

in the following analysis from a recent paper on the subject.*

During the last few years since intensive meteorological obser-

vations of the upper air have been made, a large amount of information

regarding the characteristics of the atmosphere has been obtained. It

has been possible to determine the temperature, pressure, moisture-

content, and \elocity and direction of movement of the air at various

fevefs afoft. From these observations it has been fully demonstrated
that great masses of air develop uniform properties in various so-

called “source regions,” and from time to time burst forth from these

source regions and migrate along different routes across the continent.

*Cv W Thonvrhwaite, "CUtoauc Studies" (Conference on Canadian American
Affairs, Kingston, 1937, mimeo )
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The vast Arctic tundra is the source for the Polar Conlinenlal air

masses which are consistently cold and dry, and therefore heavy

The north Pacific Ocean is the source region for Polar Pactfic air

masses which are characteristically cold and moist The Gulf of

Mexico and the Caribbean Sea is the source region for Tropical Gulf

air which invariably is hot, very moist and light The area between

Bermuda and the Bahamas is the eour<% region for Troptcal Atlantic

air masses which like the Tropical Gulf air, are warm moist

and light

Most of the rainfall of Eastern North America is due to the

interaction of the polar and tropical air masses When the Polar

Continental air pushes out from its source region and flows southward

across the Canadian Praine Provinces and into the plains and praine

states and thence south and south eastward to the Gulf and the At

Iantic It collides somew here along its route with the lighter and moister

tropical air from the Gulf or the Atlantic The latter air, being

lighter 13 forced to ascend and become cool, and being more moist is

forced to yield up precipitation The storm which produced floods

on the Potomac and the Jamesm Virginia and the Thames m Ontano

m March 1937 was due to such an interaction of air masses

The seasonal variation of the rainfall is mainly due to the swing of

the rain belts with the sun which has been described m earlier chapters

(p 114) Thus m Winter, onshore winds are more prevalent around

Vancouver Island In the same season cyclones (with their ascending

chilled air) are abundant over the Mantimes
In the interior the summer heating leads to the production of

columns of rising air by the process of convection These in turn

produce thunderstorms which account for a good deal of ram in

Alberta Mention must also be made of the warm Chinook winds m
Alberta They descend on the lee side of the Rockies are compressed

and therefore heated and so lick up the snow during the spnng
months Near Hudson Bay the late melting of snow and ice retards

the convectwn effects mentioned above until the autumn In the

latter season the maximum rain falls in this area Between the

wuiter and the summer ram regions as at Toronto and Calgary
the ram falls fairly UMjorjnly throughout the year

F Structure and Seltlemettiw the ifarilme Provtncej

The intimate relationship between structure geography and
history IS nowhere better illustrated than in the earliest industry
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in Canada. Cabot disco\ered Canada in 1497, and it nas almost

immediately Nnsited by many fishing boats, notably from Brittany

and the Basque districts near the Pyrenees. Cartier found traces of

fishing stations around Cape Breton as early as 1534. One of the

earliest permanent settlements n-as at Tadoussac on the Saguenay

in 1599, and fishermen soon began to spend the long winter in Ca-

nadian stations. Until the ten thousand Loyalists arrived in the

Maritimes (after the War of Independence) inshore fishing for cod

was the chief industry. Lunenburg (Nova Scotia) is now the centre

of deep-sea industry.’

Tigcse 109 --A blocl-diagram (somewhat E:eDera]ized) of the fishing
Srounds of the hlantimes, as they «-DuId appear if the Atlantic Ocxan sank
600 feet. Note the Cretaceous cuesta near New York.

The four great fishing nations of the world are the Japanese, and
the British and their descendants in the United States and Canada.
The fishing grounds off No\-a Scotia and Newfoundland coy^r an area
of about 200,000 square miles. Nowadays in addition to the cod and
halibut caught in the deeper waters, the inshore fishing for lobster

and herring is of equal importance. The value of the fishing industr>’

m Canada is about fifty million dollars a >ear, of which about half is

won in Eastern Canada and half in British Columbia. The order of

unportance is salmon, largely from British Columbia, lobster, cod,
herring, and halibut. In the east. Nova Scotia and New Brunswick
are the chief producers.

If we imagine that the level of the Atlantic Ocean were to drop
fiOO feet, the coastal landscape would look something like Fig. 109.

’See R. F. Grant, The Canadtan Alianhe Ftskery (Toronto, 1934).
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The fishing banks are obviously drowned portions of the continent

and the rapid slope from 300 to 600 feet marks the old shore line

The proof of this subsidence is furnished by the submartne canyons of

which two are indicated in Fig 109 Only river erosion could produce

the long deep troughs of the St Lawrence and Fundian Canyons

The former is 1 GOO feet deep off Gasp6 Peninsula though the sea on

each side of the canyon is quite shallow

It IS the presence of these shallow waters, which carry an abundant

supply of fish which directly led to the settlement of Canada in the

early seventeenth century Only in one place remote from land is

there a portion of the Banks which rises above sea level This is

Sable Island a long sandy crescent which crowns a submarine rise

We know little of the geology of these banks but it has been suggested

that they represent extensions of the Mesozoic rocks (Trias Cre

taceous etc ) which form the coasts near New York City These rocks

help to build Long Island and Cape Cod and may extend to the north

east to buttress Georges Banks and the Grand Banks Possibly huge

deposits of ground moraine left by the ice may form part of the banks

Such moraines build up much of Long Island but they have not filled

the submanne canyons to the north east as might have been expected

The epoch when this subsidence occurred is not yet known
The three Maritime Provinces are sketched in Fig 110 which is

a mantle map showing the structure of this part ol Canada Its past

geological history has been rather complicated in its earlier phases

In Ordovician and Devonian times (see Fig 5) it was crumpled during

the widespread earth folding Great masses of granite rose op from

below in Devoman times (6) forming the rounded ridges on each side

of the Bay of Fundy Since that time a mantle of Carboniferous

rocks (7) was laid down in the central portion covered in turn by
Permian deposits (8) and Tnassic deposits (9) Sheets of basic lava

form the latest rocks and build up the North Mountain along the

famous Cornwallis Valley in Nova Scotia

Generalizing somewhat we are therefore dealing with a syndme
(basin) which has been crumpled in its earlier phases But the older

rocks (2 and 3) occur at the margins in Gaspfe and on the Halifax
coast while younger and younger rocks overlie these as we approach
the centre oS the basin which hes near Minas Bay The population
pattern (inset m Fig 110) shows some agreement with the structure
The empty areas are the ancient marginal mantles like the Devon:
an granites of Nova Scotia and the upland Devonian and Silurian
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Forests still clothe the rougher higher portions of the M'lritimcs

In general the soil is poor since it is dcnv'cd hrgely from ancient

rocks But some of the Silonan limestones near the St John River
neather to form good soils Furtlicrmorc m n uniform rainfall

region the soils tend to be gradually leached of their plant food and
so become stenle podsols This is unfortunately true of much the
country Honeier some of the main river valleys such as the St
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John and some of the joungcr mantles such as the Permian of

Prince Ed^\ard Island and the Tnas of the Cornwallis Valley, have

given nse to fertile soils leading to prosperous farms in these areas

The denser population scattered along the coast is due to a large

extent to the pre\'alence of fishing the importance of which has

already been emphasized

G Traierse across the Martlmes*

A brief account of a traverse made by the writer from Halifax to

Edmundston will give an idea of the environment The steep rocky

coast near Halifax is dotted with large mounds of glacial debns

known as drumlins Inland the ancient rocks are covered with red

spruce and balsam fir and contain many small Jakes As one reaches

the Minas Basin gypsum quarries are visible near Wmdsor The

mud flats at the head of the Bay of Fundy were dyked by the early

French settlers This is Evangeline s Country and « still noted

for heavy crops of sea flat bay The natural forest contains more

birch maple and beech than elsewhere while such southern types as

basswood and butternut occur near Saint John Spruce » however

very common throughout ' As m many marginal settlements pnmiuve

methods survive even if the land has been occupied for three centunes

The photograph of ploughing with oxen taken not far from the old

Fort (IG06) at Annapolis illustrates this point (Plate III Fig 1)

Some of the best apple orchards in America are to be found m the

long narrow Cornwallis Valley Near Truro is hilly farming country

and thence we climb over the Cobequ d Hills to Amherst Here are

more dyked flats with large hay crops such as marked the Minas Basin

Near Moncton is a centre of the fox farm industry which is however

more important in Prince Edward Island The east coast of New
Brunswick is strongly French and this is marked by the prominence

of the large churches often with shining metal steeples This region

contains many swamps so that cedar and larch as well as the usual

black spruce and hemlock arc abundant (See Inset Fig 124)
From Chatham to Fredericton by way of the Miramichi Valley

•In 1935 and 1936 the wr ter made t*o traverses of the Dom n on between
Ha! fax and \ ctoria exam n ng la deta 1 typ cal areas r ght across Photograph*
takenontheseiourneveappearinorderoaPIatesIII IVandV Bnet descr ptioft*

of the features noted n these traverses w II be found n each sect on
•W E HaHday Forest Class Beat on for Canada {.Forest BiMeltnS^ Otuwa

1937) The wr ter has found th s most useful
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there are only scattered farming villages amid wide stretches of black

and red spruce and birch. Pioneer log-cabins are still being erected

in new clearings in parts of this long-established province (Plate III,

Fig. 2). The broad valley of the St. John from Fredericton to

Edmundston is one of the most prosperous farming regions in the

Maritimes. A good deal ol lumber is cut in the weinity, but most of

the white and red pine has been marketed. Oats, potatoes, hay,

vegetables, and dairying occupy most of the farmers. In the larger

farms the buildings cluster in a long continuous row, very different

from the scattered pattern of the farms in the prairie country.



CHAPTER XMII

STRUCTURE AND SETTLEMENT IN
QUEBEC AND ONTARIO

A The St Lawrence Valley

The next province to be considered in this survuy is Quebec It

has a huge extent co\enng 594 534 square miles but unfortunately

most of this consists of sterile Shield and 62 per cent has a climate

which seems to prohibit profitable agriculture Hence we can confine

our attention principally to the area in Quebec where a noteworthy

population dwells This is shown in the inset in Fig 111 Clearly

It IS confined to the St LawTcnce Valley with extensions into the

Saguenay (St John) and Ottawa areas

Cartier visited Stadacona (Quebec) m 1535 but it was not perma

nently settled till the time of Champlain in 1608 Its importance on

the great water way of the St Lawrence just where the estuary con

tracts suffic ently to be bridged is manifest Here also the Laurentian

(Canadian) Shield begins to be covered with younger rocks which

much improve the pouibihties of settlement Montreal 150 miles up

the river was founded as a religious settlement m 1642 and m 1665

the arrival of the Carignan Satieres regiment enabled the French to

break the power of the Iroquois There were 3 215 French in Canada

in 1665 Montreal is also the head of dwp water navigation for to

the west he the formidable rapids of the St Lawrence Here also the

route of the French traders passed up the Ottawa River to Lake

Huron which was known long before Lake Erie

The structure of this part of Canada is given in Fig 111 To the

north lies the Laurentian Shield which rises to more than 2 000 feel

some sixty miles north of Quebec The north coast east of Quebec
IS all Shield and so has tended to remain a primitive farming com
munity not very different from its condition a century or so ago To
tl e west of Quebec the Shield is bordered by a fringe of sedimentary
rocks lower than the Shield and probably separated from the latter

by a major geological fault plane This la suggested, in the geological

section inset at the foot of Fig 110 In fact much of the lowland
region from Quebec to Ottawa is probably a Craben i e a block of

the crust which has sunk relatively to the areas on each side
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The southern side ol this depressed area is not simplj, defined

At Its nest end is the dome of the Adirondacl^ This is a southern

proniontor> of the Laurentian Shield nhich has been thrust up above

the surrounding younger mantles The floor of the St I-anTence

betneen Kingston and PreK:ott consists partly of the \ery ancient

and resistant rocks of the Shield To this fact is due the presence

of the Thousand Islands and of the rapids which obstruct na\T

gation (Fig 112)

Ficuke 111 —Stnicture of the St Lamrence Ba^in betii’een Gaspe and
Ottawa The former drowned area Lnowa as the Champlain Sea is dotted
The volcanic plugs of the Monteregian HiUsare labelled vou Prescott and
Sherbrooke are indicated The laurentian is the same as the Canadian
Shield

Between Sherbrooke and Edmundston he fold after fold of the
Appalachian Mountains These ranges consist of more or less parallel

ndges and valleys built up of Precambnan rocks (1) or later Ordo-
^^aan (3) or Silunan rocks (4) As has been stated earlier, they were
finally crumpled in Permian times But north of Sherbrooke for some
sixty miles is a set of far more anaent folds (due to the Tacomc penod
ol crustal stress Fig 5) which were thrust forward as far north as

Logan’s Dne These had been worn down, in early geologic periods
and were crowned with numerous volcanoes m late Devonian times
now known as the Monteregian Hills The hill called Mount Royal
behind Montreal, which is built of syenite is one of these old volcanic
relics The lowest part of this folded area between the Adirondack
Dome and the Permian folds of the Appalachians is occupied by
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Lake Champlain This lake forms part of the important “comdor ’

between Montreal and New York

The structural feature which agrees most closely with the distri-

bution of population is the “Champlain Sea,” and this is shown

dotted in Fig 111 For a time great ice lobes, whose weight certainly

depressed the crust held up a greater Lake Ontario to a level of 200

feet higher than at present This stage is called “Lake Iroquois”

and 13 discussed later Alter this enormous mass of ice vanished,

the oceanic waters covered the depressed estuary, constituting the

Champlain Sea Very slowly after the ice load had vanished, the

crust rose into equilibrium, producing the hard bar of the Thousand

Islands at Gananoque, and giving Lake Ontano its present bounds

ries In this lower area, once covered by the Champlain Sea, were

deposited late sediments These mingled with the limy soils from the

Ordovician rocks below, and gave much better soils than on the Shield

to the north, or the Appalachian folds to the east

With such a diversified history throughout the geological record,

It IS natural that there shall be abrupt changes in the valley slopes

These produce rapids, which are being utilised in many distncts for

the production of hydro-etectnc power One of the biggest plants in

Canada u at Shawmigan Falls, near where the St Maurice River

leaves the hard Shield (or the softer lower rocks of Ordovician age

Indeed, there is an almost continuous senes of pulp-mills, dependent

on the streams for floating the logs as well as for power, along the

Saguenay and the smaller northern tributaries of the St Lawrence
and Ottawa Rivers (Fig 115)

From Lake Ontario to Montreal, a distance of about 100 miles,

the river drops 220 feet There are four mam senes of rapids each of

which has been circumvented by a marginal canal to enable large

boats draniRg 14 feet, to reach the Great Lakes These canals are

adjacent to the l^hme Rapids (near Montreal), Cedar Rapids, the

Long Sault (near Comnall), and again near Prescott *

We may continue our traverse across the Dominion from Edmund
ston west to Ottawa (Fig 111) The country is at first quite hilly,

with small scattered farms almost cntirdy in French hands as witness

such quaint names as St Louis du Ha Ha In the lower areas cedar

A photograph of the canal witbannifreigfater moving west upon it near Pres-
cott IS given in Plate III Photo 3 In the background is the St Lanrence River
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IS the chief tree with black spruce and larch, but on the hills balsam,

fir, and birch are dominant Elongated lakes, e g ,
Temiscouata, m

part carved by the ice, occupy many of the valleys

Along the St Lawrence from Rividre du Loup to Ldvis, the belt

of farm lands is very narrow Long, narrow fields, usually with a

heap of glacial boulders in the centre have been carved out of the

soils between the huge granite hummocks External ovens and quaint

verandah faced houses show that the country is almost exclusively

French West of Quebec the farm lands broaden out to form the

“Eastern Townships " According to Halliday* the original forest was

sugar maple, hemlock, white pine, and birch But aspen and cotton-

wood, allied to poplar, are very common in the valleys To the west

beech, butternut, and elm become more abundant

The farms are mostly small near L6vis and dairying is an important

feature hut they become larger to the west This region was not

settled till after 1791, when considerable numbers arrived from New
England and from Britain * The French migrants came later from

the nearby coasts, and mtermamed with the descendants of the

Scottish soldiers The next generation adopted French culture in

lai^e part, and have now occupied almost all Quebec Province south

of the St Lawrence In 1837 m this district over 90 per cent were

English, but in 1931 no less than 82 per cent were French The
Englishman nill sell his farm and go west if he sees a prospect of

profit But the Frenchman will not sell, lor he hopes to see his son

and his son’s son settle around him in the future

Near Thetford are the largest asbestos mines in the world They
appear as huge open pits flanked by great piles of debns The fibrous

mineral has been developed in the anaent folded rocks of this part of

the Appalachians In the early days potash obtained by burning the
timber nns the chief * cash crop ' Later timber cutting and normal
farming replaced this wasteful practice Dairying is the chief indus
try^ involving the gjrowth of largft qjuaixtitiea of ha.v, oate rcw-te,

Buckwheat, tobacco and maple sugar are less familiar products

*W E D Hallidiy * A Forest Classification for Canada (Forest Semce Bulletin
S9 Ottawa 1937)

•J A Dresser, The Eastern Townships of Quebec (Trans Royal Society ej
Canada sect 2 ser 3 vol XXIX 1935) For the new iron mines see p 212
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B Siruciure of Southern Ontarto^

It js impossible to obtain a clear idea of the geological setting of

Southern Ontario without considering the build of the southern Great

Lakes In the north is the oldest formation, the undulating surface

of the Laurentian Shield It seems to hate been for the most part

a continental area of dr> land since Cambrian times, some 450 million

5 ears ago (=ee Fig 112) All the rest of the region shown in Fig 112

has often been iniadcd b> seas or lakes, ginng nse to the marine or

Ficixe 112—

a

mantle-map of the Loner Great Lakes showing t*x>

basins (around Mount Pleasant and Pittsburg) separated by the Cincinnati
up-(atd (auticlme) Notice the stnkins Niagara Cuesta (or scarp) ertetid

mg from the Mohaak Gate north of Huron to Chicago (From CbnAfidn
Journal of Economut ettd Potituai Scteitcf Nov, 1930)

other deposits indicated b> the \anous mantles These are numbered
in order from 2 (the oldest) to 6, which is the joungest of importance

m or near the Toronto region

The key point m the build of the Great Lakes area is, perhaps.

Fort Wayne in Indiana It is situated on a saddle of rather resistant

Silurian rocks (mantle 3 in Fig 112) To the north is the Michigan

'Based on a lengthy article on Topographic Control in the Toronto Region
(CanaJtan Journal of Economies and P^Utcai Seienu Toronto Nov 1936)
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Basin covered by >ounger mantles (4 5, and 6) To the south west

and south-east are two other basms v-ith the same structure One

centres about the Wabash River the other about Pittsburg and the

Upper Ohio River The outstanding economic feature of this build is

that the invaluable coal deposits occur in mantle 6 (the Pennsylvanian)

and are preserved only m the centres of the three basms Hence the

prevalence of coal mines m Central Midugan, Southern Illinois, and

around Pittsburg Reference to the mantle map will show that from

the Fort Wayne saddle one ridge fold {anttclinf) extends from Fort

Wayne to Chicago, another to Cincinnati, and another to Sandusky

The second main feature m the build of the Great Lakes is the

Niagara Cuesla This is the scarp of a mantle of hard Silurian lime-

stones (3) which underlies the younger rocks but outcrops as a

marked topographic feature all round Lakes Michigan, Huron, and

Erie It determines the peninsula at Green Bay, the peninsula near

Sault Ste Mane, the Island of Manitouhn, the Bruce Peninsula, and

finally the great scarp near Orangeville, Hamilton, and Niagara The
Falls themselves are, of course due to the same feature Far to the

east It bounds on the south the Mohawk Gate, which m turn largely

accounts for the dominance of New York as an eiUrtpSt for America

Less directly Toronto has benefited from the Mohawk Gate
The resistant Silurian mantle (3) lies abo\e the weaker Ordovician

mantle (2), and underlies the weak mantle of Devonian (4) This

structure is m large part responsible for the presence of the Great
Lakes themsehes No doubt warping of the crust and damming by
glacial debris in part also helped to pond these unparalleled expanses

of fresh water, but they certainly occupy broad valleys eroded by
pre glacial rivers in the softer rocks of the Devonian (4) and Ordovician

(2) mantles (Fig 7)

If we imagine the mantles in Fig 112 to represent a series of hard
and soft saucers (with Mount Pleasant, Michigan, above the hard
hlississippian mantle (5) at the centre ol the uppermost saucer), then a
certain east w est symmetry in the arrangement of the lakes is obvious
This IS emphasized m the table on the next page

In the south-east of our mantle map the picture is complicated by
the close set Appalachian folds, with their axes running north east to
south west These are so far from Ontario that we need not discuss

them However, it is important to notice that the Shield comes to

the surface as the Frontenac axis (or up fold) near Kingston, and
further south is buckled up into a sort of dome forming the Adirondack
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Mountains Between this hard dome and the hard Silurian mantle

(3) the soft rocks of the Ordovician (2) have been eroded to form the

Mohawk Gate
In concluding this section it may be noted that the floors of three

of the Great Lakes are far below sea level This indicates that they

do not wholly occupy valleys due to by gone rtcer erosion since nvers

cannot erode below the sea (which » their base level) Lake Ene is

relatively very shallow not much of the lake being more than 80 feet

deep while the other three are tn places more than 500 feet deep

The next map (Fig 113) shows the region between Lake St Clair

and the Trent River Nearly the whole of this area i? deeply covered

in the glacial debris (Till) ol the last Ice Age but this is unable to

obscure the Niagara Cuesta, which forms a scarp from Georgian Bay
across Niagara Falls and well into the United States However it is

the characteristic features of the mantle of Till which are emphasized

in Fig 113 ‘

The outstanding features represented which are based on the work
of F B Taylor * are the horie shoe moratnes which extend from Lake

St Clair to Georgian Bay and thence south east to Long Point on

Lake Erie Their origin is explained m the inset in Fig 113 Here we
see two lobes of the retreating ice cap covering Huron and Ontario

respectively A large crescentic glacial lake covered most of Ene the

Thames Basin and some parts of Lake Huron This has been named
Glacial Lake TFarren Between this glacial lake and the ice lobes was
an extent of bare land named by Taylor Ontario Island It agrees

•A photograph taken near Pertli is gven in Plate III Photo 6 It shows
typical T W w th large gran te errat ca 2 feet across lying haphazard in finer gravels

and s Its

• The Mora ne System of SoutfiiKSt Ontario {Transichons of ihe Royal Ca
nodtan Institute Nov 1913) See also bter papers by Chapman and Putnam in

the Transactions of the Rcyal Soct^ ^ Canada sect 4 1943
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almost exactly with the "Regioa above 1,000 feet” shown m Fig. 113.

Hence the horse-shoe moraines were laid down along the edges of

the ice-lobes where they bordered "Ontario Island," which itself is

relatively free from Till.

Figure 113 —Physiography of Southern Ontario showing the large
horse-shoe moraines about ' Ontario Island,” the Niagara Cuesta, and the
effects of the tilt upward of the north Inset is a diagram of Glacial Lake
Warren, bounded on the north by ‘‘Ontario Island"' and two ice-lobes
(Partly based on F. B Taylor )

The inner horse-shoe moraines, shown surrounding the higher

countrj' in Fig. 113, are a little earlier than the outer. Probably the

Seaforth-FIesherton-Pans moraine is really a single structure, though
it has been much eroded where modem nvers, such as the Maitland,
cross it. So also the outer Wyoming-Goderich moraine may have
been laid down at the same time as the Galt moraine near Long Point.
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When the vast ice lobes shown in the inset m Fig 113 were melting
away large bodies of water drained to Lake Warren m the south west
Between Galt and Elon these ice-drainage channels can readily be
picked out on the topographic maps They are all msfils i e
broad channels occupied today by tnckling streams which would
certainly not have carved out the valleys they occupy Indeed this
prevalence of misfit streams is the great characteristic of Southern
Ontario In all cases it indicates that the present day drainage is far
less abundant than in the times of the waning Ice Age when the mam
valleys were excavated m the mantle of Till

The ICC lobes in the cast covered much of the Niagara Cuesta
but i^ar Orangeville (Or m Fig 113) they only just reached it Here
accorfingly the piles of moraine deposited by the western margin of
the Ontario lobe (inset Fig 113) have nearly obliterated the cuesU
further south near Guelph the moraines are well to the west of the
cues^ edge Hereabouts are some fine examples of cross-channels m
tne edge of the cuesta due partly to erosion by ice waters but also
over-deepened to the typical catenary curve by moving ice For
instance west of Milton such a cut off (or cress-channel) separates
i^ttlesnake Point from the mam cuesta Another similar example is

Such cut-offs are much

nwr Syraeuw
* ’Analogous glaciated region south of Lake Ontano

indicated m the inset in Fig 113 an

tht r ^ tumbled moraine was built up which extends from

Is oS tl?
This IS a marked feature

the 0^^ "°'vT
Toronto to Aurora It is sometimes called

area I h
since it forms the mam divide in this

L'*"

'* •''' '’'’’I' " F.g 113 It .s MI

o( horse sh"’
“<• 'Vilcocks Lake Another senes

Ikm^Ir. Ontario but they are not sostrij^g as those surrounding Ontano Island

larger area Than
***' waning Ice Age occupied a much

Lawrence Valiev ne
for a time blocked the St

reached Ontarm
the waters of the Upper Lakes

extended far east
Valley At this time Lake Huron

as well as the western°!St"<.rtW^ f”?
included present Lake Simcoe

known as Glacial Lake Ai
This stage of the lake is

of this former SensmL te’Ttension of Lake Huron RJuch of the rich farm land
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west of Lake Simcoe is due to the silts laid down m former Lake

Algonquin ’

At that time Lake Ontario was about 200 feet deeper, before the

ice dam vanished from the St Lawrence The enlarged lake is called

“Glacial Lake Iroquois," and its old shore line is one of the most

interesting features to be seen in the City of Toronto The land north

of a line (the ' hinge line ’) joining London to Manistee (Michigan)

has been tilting since the ice load vanished (Fig 113) The once level

shore line of Lake Algonquin has gradually risen 150 feet within the

distance shown by the line a, 5 in Fig 113 This remarkable elevation

within the last 20,000 years or less has certainly affected the rivers of

the Trent system and no doubt in part accounts for the curious

string of lakes known as the Kawartha Lakes

There are many interesting problems indicated along the shores

of the Great Lakfs On the north side of Lake Erie there are two

contrasting coasts, which I have labelled "Chine Shores" and “Scallop

Shores ” The former occur where the coast is bemg cut back rapidly

by the waves, so that the little streams cut deep chines or ravines

The beautiful examples, nearly 200 feet deep, near Scarborough are

classic The scallop shore is much lower, the waters are shallow, and
the coasts exhibit an alternation of small bays and capes The debris

cut from the chine shores is piled up to leeward in the form of sandy
hooks Examples are obvious at Toronto, Erie (Town), and Rondeau
Point Long Point is so much bigger that it probably has a somewhat
different origin, perhaps depending on the immense amount of moraine
reaching the lake hereabouts It indicates a local current moving to

the east, and it is filling up the deepest part of Lake Erie The origin

of this huge sandy hook is only one of the many features needing
further research The sand and shingle bars which pile up at the

ends of a laigje lake are well shown at Hamilton The Burlington Bar
belongs to the present lake cycle The remarkable inner bar about
five miles west, towering 120 feet above the lake, was formed in the
same fashion when Lake Iroquois was m existence (Fig 113)

C Tafegrajikic Oiwtrotm tft« Vvwwty cj Terev.to*

The block diagram given as Fig 114 has been drawn from the

valuable discussion of the soils of Ontano with their bearing on settlement,
will be found m Putnam and Chapman a recent pamphlet The Phj-siography of
South Central Ontano * {Seunttfie AgrtctiUure hlay, 1936)

This secUon on Toronto is inserted to show that environment dominates the
crolution of aties—as well as of regions
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contours given on Dr Coleman’s invaluable Pleistocene map,* and

I have had the pnvilege of discussing this section with him In the

whole area bed rock appears only along the floor of the Humber
Valley near the Weston Road and Bloor Street In the northern part

shown m Fig 114 the mantle of glacial Till is usually 300 or 400 feet

thick while on the “City Plain” it is about 40 or SO feet thick over

the Ordovician shales Since the present lake level is 246 feet above

sea level and the highest point indicated is about 650 feet, the diagram

shows a range of elevation of about 400 feet

The inset map m Fig 114 shows us the topography of Toronto in

the waning Ice Age Lake Iroquois was nearly 200 feet higher than

the present Lake Ontario, and covered the City Plain The present

shore line with its sandy hook (the “Island’ ) is shown by broken lines

in the inset map But the waters of Lake Iroquois also entered far

up the valleys of the Humber and Don (which had possibly been cut

deeper than they are now before Lake Iroquois time, and had then

been filled up to the 425 feet base level) In that early period further

developments occurred The waves tore olT debns from the Scar

borough Cliffs and piled them up to form a gravelly hook, exactly

like the present “Island ” This is marked on Fig 114 as the “Grave!

Ridge" four miles east of the City Hall So also the cliffs below
Upper Canada College (U CC in Fig 114) furnished debns to build

up a gravelly bank, where St Clair Avenue reaches the Humber
These two gravel ridges caused the deflection to the west of the

Humber Black Creek and of the two Don Rivers These ridges are

showTi near E and F in the inset map The four gulfs in the Lake
Iroquois shore line are labelled A, B, C, D, m the inset map That
shown at C is the most impressive, with its present stream (a palpable
misfit) meandering across the flat floor of the “Iroquois Gulf " I have
inserted the latter name on the larger block-diagram because it has
been an important factor in the evolution of Toronto

As the waves of Lake Iroquois beat on the confining shores they
cut out the well known "Iroquois Shore-lme," which runs west-east

bR-tn.eaw tba 42^ wwi 45/1 tswAwm Vmsa -m ti* -map \\
can easily be picked out on the larger diagram (Fig 114) with the help

of the inset map Obviously when the lake level was near 425 feet,

the rivers would tend to deposit TiU up to this level Hence the

•A P Cokinan The PUtshcnie of the Toronto Retxon (Annual Rtporl of the

Onlano Department of limes vol XLI port 7, 1932)
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ravines so common to the south cast and south west of Upper Canada

College HTcflal bottomed with floors at about 425 feet

Toronto, like most cities of the Victorian age, evolved without a

scientific plan The primary land divisions in Canada often ran at

right angles to the lake shore without the slightest regard for the

natural topography The mam roads naturally ran along the con

cession lines It so happens in Toronto that the main valleys and

ravines enter the lake somewhat diagonally Those connected with

the Don have an average direction about N 50® W ,
while the chief

roads run N 10® W Hence the orthodox “chessboard" design

cannot possibly fit the topography The instinct of the Indians was

better Their trails connected point to point by the easiest route,

and this never produced a "chessboard ’ design Since in cities most

people wish to reach the civic centre, it is much wiser to copy the

spiderweb for the road plan , and some of the earliest roads m Toronto

such as the Dundos, Davenport, and Kingston Hoads did m part lead

straight to the centre of settlement Vaughan Road and Old Forest

Hill Road are two later roads which follow the natural line of least

resistance, i e along the divides between the ravines

Toronto first comes into history m September, 1015, when Brul6

traversed the Indian trail from Holland River southward to the mouth
of the Humber This traverse was the famous "Carrying Place," a

portage of some twenty-eight miles between the Ontario and the Huron
streams The Iroquois at this tune controlled the country near Lake

Erie and not till 1C65 did the French explore the Toronto region at

all thoroughly They found that the Senecas had a small village at

Tei ai agon on Baby Point (Fig 114) In 1673 Frontenac built his

fort at Kingston, and La Salle traversed the Carrying Place three

tunes about 1680 Fort RouilJt was erected in 1751 where Duflenn

Street now reaches the lake It was burnt in 1759 to prevent it falling

into British hands The Indian Trail is shown in Fig 213
Independent traders like Rosseau and Baby soon opened stores

near the mouth of the Humber Meanwhile it was believed that the

first capital, Newark (Niagara), was too near the United States, and
the harbour at Toronto was chosen by Lord Dorchester It had been
surveyed as a site for an arsenal by Aitkm m 1788 In May, 1793,
Governor Simeoe reached Toronto, and the fine oaks at the head
of the harbour seem to have determined the position of the little

settlement Aitkin laid out the first streets m 1793, the two named
first naturally being King Street and George Street This intersection
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IS about half a mile east of the City Hall (Fig 114) Most of the

shore line to the west was made a military reserve Aitkin's survey

indicated Queen Street (formerly Lot Street), and divided the region

north of this line into the usual blocks of one and a quarter miles

square All the mam streets, such as Yonge, Bathurst, and Dufferin,

and even later streets like Bloor, St Clair, and Eglinton, have been

based on this early subdivision by Aitkin All these roads will be

found to border blocks of the type mentioned above A valuable

description of the method of making land grants and of laying out

towns in Ontano will be found in Schott s Landnahme und Kdloni-

sahon in Canada “

Toronto’s predominance is, therefore, due to the combination of

the Indian trail and the harbour In common with most important

towns on lake fronts, Toronto s wharf line has experienced remarkable

changes This is well indicated by the street names Front Street

originally ran close to the lake, just as the “Strand” m London once

fringed the nier swamps But the later water-fronts are indicated

by such names as Esplanade, Fleet Str^t, and Queen's Quay The
Esplanade was finish^ about 1363, partly as the result of the needs

of the new railways All this “made ground ’ has left Front Street

nearly half a mile behind the present water front The original lagoon

to the east (except for a turning basin for ships) has been almost

entirely filled in “

D SettUmenl and Crops tn Southern Ontario

The migration of thousands of Bntish Loyalists to Canada was a

natural result of the War of American Independence A number of

isolated regions were first settled on the margins of the old established

French occupation Some Loyalists built their homes along the fertile

St John Valley, others, as we ha\e seen, went to the Eastern Town-
ships, both just across the border Catholic Highland regiments

founded Brockville and various towns in the county of Glengarry
Kingston was an early centre, while Butler’s Rangers took up land
at Niagara The Mohawks, Indian allies of the British, were given
700 000 acres near Brantford, where their descendants are still nu
mcrous By 1789 the Loj^ilist stock of Ontario had increased to

30 000 persons “

“Kiel 1936 See al,o ihe autltor % Urban Geography (London, 1919)
“For details as to the aty, *c« Griffith Taylor, ' Topographic Control in the

Toronto Region {Canadtan Journal oj Economtes and PoUttcalSetenee Nov, 1936)
“H Cory ifodem Canada (London 1930)
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Many actual Aroencan emigrants came jn later Thus Philemon

Wright erected the f rst timber mills at Hull in 1600 Many military

officers came to Upper Canada such as the Irish Colonel Talbot ’aKo

founded London Others settled near Perth and Lake Simcoe In

1816 the district near St Thomas v^as occupied by disgruntled emi

grants from the Red Riser region in Manitoba Guelph and Goderich

^ere founded by the Canadian Land Company in 1827 About this

time there were 158000 in Upper Canada (Ontario) and 479 000 in

Lower Canada But the newer ptowince was going ahead much more

rapidly so that by 1837 the population of Ontario was 400 000 not

so far behind the 600 000 of Lower Canada

Crops vary more strikingly on a north-south traverse than on an

cast west primarily because of temperature controls In Fig 115

some of the more important limits in or near Ontario are charted

Point Pelee which projects into Lake Erie is the most southern point

in Canada and along the lake shore tobacco can be grown success

fully since the July temperature is 72* It is little matter that m
January the temperature is 8* below freeaing Vines flourish near the

Niagara River and a specially well favoured district lies between the

Silurian cuesta and Lake Ontario Here at Grimsby and St Cathar

ines are many orchards and the locks of the new Welland Canal raise

the wheat steamers 326 feet from one lake to the other

The fertile southern portion of Ontario is noted (or oats hay and

dairy produce generally “ The centres of these crop areas are often

termed Optma and some of these are charted m Fig 115 The

growing industnal region of Canada is deieloping between Montreal

and Windsor with many factories at Oshawa Toronto Hamilton

and other notable towns The power is largely derived from Niagara

Shawinigan and other smaller hydrixlectnc plants Coal must be

obtained either from the United States or from Britain though there

is a natural attempt to increase the use of coal from the Mantimes

E Characlertsitcs of Ike Laurenlton Shield

The next stage of our continental traverse takes us from Ottawa
vta Toronto and the Clay Belts to Fort William and Kenora Ottawa
IS the Dominion capital near the Chaud ire Falls on the Ottawa River
The city has however no Federal Territory surrounding it but is

situated in Ontario To the north the Shield rises abruptly from the

”H A Inn s (ed ) Tht Dairy Iniustry tn Canada (Toronto 1037)
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nver, forming steep slopes which represent an old fault-plane To the

south are undulatmg Ordoviaan deposits which cany prosperous

farms “ The Rideau Canal traverses this region to Kingston It

was a costly enterprise built m 1826 32, when fear of the Amencans

dominated Canada “ Today the Rideau Canal furnishes power to

a few small mills, but is chiefly used by tounsts The same remarks

FlcmiB 115—Same of the chief a^cultural and industrial limits in
the region north of the Great IjLes (^rtly after L hleckmg

)

apply to Che longer Trent Canal, which links Trenton with Georgian

Bay by way of Peterborough, the Kawartha Lakes, and the Severn
Ri\er These canals are indicated in Fig 117

Tra\'ellmg westward along Lake Ontario through many orchards

i*This feature is illustrated m Plate III Photo 4.

**One of the block houses to protect the locks at Memckville is photographed
in Plate III, Photo 5
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and farms Toronto is readied, 'ivherewe turn northward towards Lake

Simcoe At Aurora the unusuallj high mounds of glacial debns mark

the rwwfwZ moraiKc between the twogreat ice lobes (Fig 113) There

IS a striking breal in the character of the settlement when the Shield

IS reached The boundary runs from Port Sewrn on Georgian Bay

across the top end of Lake Stmcoe and so by ivay of the Kawartha

Lai es and Madoc to Gananoque on the St LawTence ” To the

south IS a complete road net with dose set farms to the north are few-

but mam highwa>s and rather scattered roads leading to widely dis

persed farms (Photo 8 on Plate 111) The glaaal debns on the

Shield seems to be arranged in a much more haphatard fashion than

m Southern Ontario and the drainage pattern is extremely compli

cated Hence the prevalence of countless small lakes and of ill-dcfined

dii-ides between the vanous nver sj-stems (Fig 12 at H)
The Shield is of course the habitat of the spruce and of other

confers which furnish the pulp of the colossal paper industry of

Canada The larger pines w ere cut out m the early days of lumbering

and many of the genera of conifers are too resinous to be acceptable

for paper at present Ei^erynihere near the main railwaj-s and m'ers

or Great Lakes paper mills ma> dei-elop in the southern portion of

the Shield Thus at Iroquois Falls the paper mill supports directly

and indirectl) some 5 500 people But Professor Lower” thinks it

unlikely that the local farming population which now provides much
of the labour and stock required by such large mills will ever be a

large proportion of the population of the Shield

In Fig 115 the paper pulpregion IS shown as It IS today extending

wy little north of the great east west Canadian National Railway
Indeed to the north the size and quality of the timber diminish rapid

ly Nowadays the regeneration of the forest is being carried out while

It is actually being cut for pulp but it is not ^ery successful to date ”

To the north of the Canadian National Railway certain hy’po

thetical limits ha\e been plotted in Fig 115 These are taken from a

'A bare port on of the Sh eld * ih latge errat es of cran te is illustrated in

Plate III Photo 7

"A R M Lower and H A Inns SeUtenent of ike Fffrest and Mtittie Frenlttr
(Toronto 193D)

**The paper m 11 at Smooth Rock (near Ivapuskisng) is photographed in

Plate IV Photo 11 The huge p le of lo^ often 50 feet h gh tan be made out
on the r ght
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diagram by Ludwig Mecking'® We see that permanently frozen

ground is found as faf south as the shores of James Bay, but potatoes

can be grown north of this important limit Barley also is much

more capable than wheat of beir^ grown successfully in these cold

northern latitudes The boundary between the forest and the tundra

(Pig 115) IS not lar Irom latitude 56“ on the shores of Hudson Bay

Many farms, however occupy the hollows in the by no means

uniformly sterile areas of the southern part of the Shield Nor is the

Shield particularly level, as is best shoivn, perhaps in the famous

nickel region north of Sudbury The block diagram (Fig 116) shows

a large boat shaped basin some thirty miles long This hollow is

Figure 116—A block-dagraro of the Sudbury Basin (30 miles long)
eroded from the ancient rocks of the Shield owing to the softer character
of the upper Animikie slates A vertical section through the syncline is
given above (Front a mode! prepared undn- the d rection of Professor
E S Moore

)

bounded by steep slopes several hundred feet high, which are com
posed of Precambrian rocks hardened by contact with eruptive rocks
of later date The Utter (Pegmatite and Nonte) welled up m a
molten form from belon, and then spread out in a vast boat shaped
mass, lifting up the softer Ammikie slates As the molten rock cooled
the heavy nickel minerals fell to the lower parts of the mass The
layer rich in nickel is shown Waefe in the section above Fig IIG
Hence the nickel mines today are found all round the oval margin
Frood, Victoria, and Levack aie three such mines shown m Fig HO

'•Geegraphy of Ike Polar Regtant (New York 1928)
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North of Sudbury, whtch produces 80 per cent of the worlds

nickel, IS one of the richest mineral fields in America Untouched

icon deposits of great extent are known at Moose Mountain near

Sudbury Eighty miles north is Cobalt, a great silver and cobalt

field To the north are Kirkland Lake and Roujn (Quebec), while

the greatest gold mine of all is Holiinger at Timmins To the end of

1932 the two fields of Porcupine (around Timmins) and Kirkland

Lake produced gold worth more than 433 million dollars

The Holhnger mine was discovered in 1910, and owing to the high

price of gold it pays to put large masses of the "country rock” through

the mill, since gold in small amounts permeates large areas Around

the town are mounds of tailings, and many of the valleys are being

filled with similar waste from the crushing mills *“

F The Clay Belts

More or less surrounding this notable mineral region is the chief

Clay Belt As the front of the great ice cap melted away (for the ice

did not actually retreat, as often stated), gradually the "Height of

Land was freed of tee Thereafter the water was ponded to form a

lake between the divide and the ice front (cf Fig 119) This lake

gradually extended over huge areas of the Shield, and has been named

Glacial Lake Ojibway ' In these temporary lakes which, however,

lasted for thousands of years, vast masses of silt and clay were de

posited on top of the Shield and its moraine heaps The mam area

of the clay thus deposited covers 16 million acres in Ontario and 14

million acres in Quebec

It is clear since the Clay Belt is so far north, that agriculture,

though possible cannot be easy The soil is deeper and more fertile

than most of the loose debris on the rest of the Shield But difficulties

of drainage are considerable in these rather level areas of stiff, cold

clay It IS found that the farms on the slopes of the scattered rocky

knolls do the best The autumn js often ramy, making harvestmg an

uncertain matter Frosts are likely to occur and harm the crops even

in June Moreover, there is the constant rivalry between farming
and gathering pulp-wood A new settler on his so called farm of 160

acres can cut and sell 550 of logs per acre It is a temptation to clear

“Rocks close to the or ginal discovety at HoUinger are photographed in Plate
IV Photo 9 Grooves worn in the gianite by the (otroer ice cap can be made out
in the foreground
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the spruce and poplar off his land-grant, and then move to a new

locality, and there luirvest another “crop" of pulp-logs!

The Government is wisely opening up sections in proximity to

each other, so that no blocks vaestward of Hearst are yet available.

Indeed, all road traffic stops here, as it docs farther south near Sault

Ste. Mane Hence the great break in the roads across Canada is not

in the Rockies, but on the relatively level Shield east of Lake Nipigon.

A good deal of work, involving mudi heavy blasting, has been done

on the section from Nipigon to White River. Whether the Trans-

FtcuKS 117—Map of the Lauraittan Shield shoving the Clay Belts

and other agncultura) regions The figures give approximate areas in

nulLons of acres. Notice the sole gapm the roads across Canada at Nipigon.
(Partly after A. R. M. Lower )

continental Highway will go north from this place to Hearst, or (as

seems more logical), south to Sault Ste. Marie, is not yet certain

(Fig. 117). (In 1943 a new road linked Nipigon and Hearst.)

A glance at Fig. 117 will show that these Clay Belts large and small

add up to the respectable total of 36 million acres of possible farm-

land. All of this is within the Shield with soils better than its usual

a\-erage. It is a mistake, very generally made, to think of the Shield

as rocky. Some geologists put the area of bare rock as low as 3 per

cent. In truth, we must learn to think of it as an area of forest and
muskeg. The latter is marshy area o\'ergrown with sphagnum moss,
etc., and containing much poor spruce and allied conifers In the low
coastlands around James Bay the country' is so ill-drained that forests
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are said to grow best only alongside the large rivers, where the ground

IS a little drier The rest is mainly muskeg The pioneer drams the

marshy land cuts the timber and then burns it Much of the muskeg

moss bums also as is seen in Plate IV, Photo 10

White River is an inlctcsliog settlement based chiefly on railway

needs Here cattle on their eastward journey usually halt for a rest

Here also are railway repair shops and a relay station on the telegraph

system Dut there arc also many small farms though jt has no claim

to be on a Clay Belt, and is said to be the coldest place in settled

Ficvse Its —The ftructure ol La>e Superior showing the fault blocks
(Horst and Graben) wh ch help to bo Id rt (Partly after F B Loomis

)

(Atitokan should be Atikokan )

Canada The average temperature in January is 32® below freezing

and the average for the >ear is just 32® F Potatoes oats and

turnips are the chief crops and many vegetables do well The obvious

drawback is the lack of market Possibly this difficulty worried

settlers in Poland about the thirteenth century' To a geographer

familiar with the empt> lands of and Australia, such pioneer places

as White River seem to have distinct possibilities

The Canadian Pacific Railway nins along Lake Superior west of

White River Here the many rocky promontories are picturesque
rather than promising for settlement Halliday** points out that
conditions along the lake are colder than usual since Boreal forest

’AcharacteristicpcluTcof sol and KUaH trees on the Shield is given m Plate IV
Photo 13 A farm at White River IS photographed in Plate IV Photo 12

*‘OP (ii
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replaces the usual lake timbers (i e , maple and birch) here At Fort

William IS one of the most interesting traffic towns m the world

Here are twin cities, for Port Arthur is only five miles north on a

wide plain Most of the thirty sue gigantic wheat elevators have

been erected at Port Arthur where frontages to the lake were cheaper

Here again enterprising farmers are growing hay and potatoes, and

making a success of it

The western end of Lake Superior is marked by several fault-

blocks (Fig 118) The promontory containing the copper fields and
the Penokee Range is a Horst, while the two bays east of Duluth are

sunken areas or Graben ” The undulating landscape of the Shield

extends westward to beyond Kenora Thousands of lakes make
this a holiday land for folk from the United States and Winnipeg
Valuable mines of iron at Steep Rock near Atikokan, of gold at Red
Lake and Sturgeon Lake, and of silver near Port Arthur indicate the

mineral wealth of the ancient Shield Then at Whitemouth, about
fifty miles east of Winnipeg, the fields of gram show that we are

entering quite a different structural unit

“F fi Loomu Phyuozraphy cj the Vmtei SUttet Yct)c 3937)



CHAPTER XXIV

STRUCTURE AND SETTLEMENT IN THE
PRAIRIE PROVINCES

A General Structure cj the Frame Provinces

While the region between the Shield and the Rockies is often

referred to as the Great Plains the contour map (Fig 104) shows us

that there is a constant tncrease tn elevation from Winnipeg at 763

feet to the foot of the Rockies at 5 000 feet Early travellers across

the plains noted two wrell-defined “rises ' which are m large part

cuestas, i e , the outcrops of hard layers in the great basin like area

between the Shield and the Rockies There are thus three stages in

the ascent to the Rockies The first stage (Fig 103) is the lowest,

and includes the area, about 1,000 feet high, once drowmed by CUoal

Lake Agassis ' This is bounded on the west by the marked cuesta of

younger Cretaceous rocks which stand out as the hills called Riding,

Duck and Porcupine Mountains These hills are ' Outliers ' isolated

from similar deposits to the west by the broad valley of the Assimboine

River In the United States this scarp is called "Coteau de Prairie
"

The second level or stage is about 1,500 feet high, and extends from

the Cretaceous cuesta to the ‘ Missouri Coteau" near Moose Jaw’

Here occurs a capping of Tertiary rocks (Fig 103), which builds up

Wood Mountain and the Cypress Hills, both near the International

Boundary The Cypress Hills nse 2 000 feet above Medicine Hat

The thud stage (2 000 5000 feet) extends from the ‘Coteau (a

French trapper s word, akin to the Spanish word “cuesta " and both

meaning a scarp) to the foot of the Rockies

The structure is therefore much simpler than that of the regions

of the east or west In Manitoba the Shield covers the north and

east (Fig 119) but in the south west part of the province the surface

rocks are deposits of the same age and character as those near Toronto
There is a regular sequence of Ordovician, Silunan and Devonian
formations much as we saw m that region But the silts of the

Glacial Lake have covered most of these rocks so that it is necessary
to journey twenty five miles north of Winnipeg to find solid rock as

•Pronounced Ag"
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at Fort Garry As Dowling* states, the large lake basins are due

mainly to the removal of the Paleozoic rocks (Ordovician, etc ) from

the underlying westerly dipping surface of the Shield We may
perhaps call these lakes from Winnipeg to the Great Bear ‘ Cuesta

Lakes ’ (Fig 103), like those of Ontano and Michigan

The greater part of the Praines consists of upper Cretaceous

deposits (Montana Group) These are divided into the Pierre Shales,

which are widespread in the east, and the Belly River Sandstones and

shales which are found more abundantly m the west In Central

Alberta a third set of deposits, like those of Belly River, is called the

Edmonton Senes Coleman and Parks* state that the conditions of

shallow and brackish water, under which the Belly River and Edmon
ton deposits v.ere made, favoured the formation of layers of coal

Owing to the relatively short lapse of time and the lack of severe

terrestrial disturbance since the deposits were formed, coal evolution

has not proceeded beyond the earlier stages In consequence, nearly

all the coal is Ugnitic or sub bituminous Dowling believes that there

are reserves of coal amounting to 223 thousand million tons in the

Belly River formation of which Lethbridge is the chief producing

centre In the Edmonton formation he thinks that there may be
800 thousand million tons of coal in reserve Drumheller is the

chief coal area in this field (These estimates are now much reduced

)

In the very earliest Tertiary times there were laid down various

soft sandstones and shales, which contain a good deal of coal in the

form of lignite This is worked near Estevan and Wood Mountain in

Southern Saskatchewan But it is so friable that it does not stand
transportation, unless it is hardened by being made into briquettes

B Environmental Control in Manitoba

Few examples of the control of population by structure are more
striking than Manitoba The early settlement and present and
future prosperity of the province are largely due to the effects of a

sw tW gVacraA setAog-/ It ns Titrt. too irrcidi to say
that settlement m Manitoba is almost wholly a development based on
Glacial Lake Agassiz During the wasting away of the great ice cap,

It occupied for long periods of years positions like that sketched in

*Tr<insC9nl\ntTitalGt<>l<>t\calGwdt part8(Olla%W 1913)
*EUmtnlary Geot«iy t^QTcnXo 1930)
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preser\ed on the western margin (Fig 119) These are not level now

,

which proves that warpmg accompanied the wasting of the ice sheet

An outlet to the north arose when the water was 240 feet deep over

the site of Winnipeg In the earlier phases the lake extended eastward

to Rainy Lake but in this eastern portion the silts laid down in

the calm lake waters, were never deep The deeper and better soils

occur in the western part of Lake Agassiz with Winnipeg as their

centre Lake Winnipeg is the last relic of Glacial Lake Agassiz

Southern Manitoba lies on the border of the grass lands and the

Boreal Forests i e just where the tree zones have advanced or re

treated as the post glacial climate grew warmer or colder According

to Halhday,* aspen (Populus sp ) is the characteristic tree, though

Balm of Gilead (also Populus) and bur oak are common White birch

and white spruce are found in the “relict woods ’ left on the north

ward march of the Boreal Forests as the ice zone retreated These

northern tjpes are abundant on the hills south west of Winnipeg

Around Lake Winnipeg the marshes and gravel ridges are covered

with black, spruce and larch The soils here are rather rich m lime

due to the bed rock being largely Palaeozoic limestones

As far west as Rainy Lake the topography exhibits the normal
features of the Shield But to the west of this lake the mammilated
rock surface of the Shield is more and more covered by sths rather

than b> glacial Till Only in the western portion of Lake Agassiz

were the silts deposited so deeply as to cover over all inequalities

According!) around Pembina and W^innipeg is one of the finest agri

cultural areas in the world The boundary of the good farm land

agrees fairl> well with the eastern edge of the Palaeozoic rocks But
only occasionnlly near W^innipeg do these Palaeozoic rocks outcrop
above the silt

To the west of Pembina the rather well marked scarp as stated,

IS the cuesta bounding the enormous area of Cretaceous strata, which
build up the larger part of the Praines This Cretaceous cuesta

extends north to Flm Flon, where the Shield once more outcrops
(Fig 119) Here one of the best copper zinc mines in the Dominion
•A -aiVifiAvi, -ytisl WitWontery ifi Wantto’ua anA S-a^Katc'newan

The most interesting features along the cuesta are the stnking
lake terraces, which were cut in the Cretaceous shores at different

leixls of the Glacial Lake North of Dauphin four of these terraces
can be seen like great steps, each about 40 feet high and about one

•Halliday A Forest Classification for Canada op etl
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mile apart The Assiniboine River has cut rather deeply mto the

Cretaceous mantle and Dowling points out many interesting deflec

tions of drainage since Ice Age times For instance the channels of

the Qu Appelle and of the Pembina formerly carried far more im

portant rivers than they do today

The first farming settlement in the Prairies was made near Selkirk

in 1812 by Scottish farmers who reached the district by boats from

Hudson Bay But until 1870 the fur trade reigned supreme In

1871 the new Province of Manitoba contained 12000 inhabitants of

whom 10 500 were half breeds * By 1881 there were 270 000 acres of

prairie land under cultivation Today there are over 15 million acres

occupied and the population of the province is over 700 000 The

cultural composition of the immigrants is discussed later

At the present time the farming population is fairly dense on the

Cretaceous mantle in the west It spills donn the re entrants of the

cuesta at Swan Riw Dauphin and Brandon but leaves the forested

hills of the actual cuesta almost empty (Fig 119) From Swan River

the edge of settlement runs to the south east nearly to Kenora but

for the most part keeps anay from the sparsely silted portion of the

Shield which is shown in the sketch map by dots

C SaikaUhacen and Alberta

In this great area of new settlement structure is relatively un

important since the region is covered with a vast extent of nearly

level Cretaceous rocks Only m the south are there moderate ele

vations like the Cypress Hills Hence other environmental controls

such as climate and so I become of more importance

One of the most valuable advances in geographical knowledge was

made when it was realized that soils depend more on rainfall than on

the underlying rocks If we examine a soif map of the United States

or Russia where the most detailed work has been done we find that

the soil isopleths agree fairly closely with those of the annual rainfall

and to a much less degree with the limits of the various rocks

Th s close relationship is due to the fact that in a mature soil i e

one w'hich has been m the same position for long periods of time

various physical and chemical changes occur which are much the

same m all decomposed rocks with the same environment ^ In normal

•W A Mackintosh Frame .SiUImeMl (Toronto 1934)
For a general d scuss on of so Is w tb a diagram correlating ra nfall and soil*

see the wnter s paper n tHe<;«o(nrikAiM{itmnt< New York Jan 1933
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climates with good rainfall the more soluble salts are washed right

away, while the less soluble clay and iron are dissolved out of the

upper portion of the sod and deposited in the lower layers In and

climates the more soluble constituents, like the lime gypsum, and salt,

change their position in the same way With intermediate rainfalls

are found the best soils, usually much enriched by humus, which

gives them a dark colour Finally we obtain a relationship which

c&n be expressed in a very much generalized way in the following

table It refers mainly to the United States *

RotnJaU
|

1

TempeTatiire Soil Locality CAaraelerfnrhts Type

15-40
'

Uniform Cool Gray Podsol Maine Poor

35-42 Uniform Warm Brown Podsol Ohio Fair

42 60 Uniform Hot Latente etc Florida Poor

25-35 Summer Warm Piaine soils Iowa Good
15-25 Summer ' Warm Black Chernozem 1 Kansas Very good

10 15
1

Summer Warm Brown steppe Montana Good

iHZiSBi Gray desert
'

Nevada Poor

In the Prairie Provinces four of these divisions occur The annual

rainfall IS given in Fig 120, and ranges from 11 inches m the south

FioxjtE 120 —AlUfl Rainfall map of the Pfaines with the limit of the
Coal Measures as a heavy line

Atnghl Population dens ty in the Prairies (1931)
(Both maps based on the OJUiaJ Alias, 1931

)

west to ^ inches in the south-east and in the mountains The soil

divisions are sbowm in Fig 121, which is based on the Official Atlas
The nchest sods (black) are in part due to the deposition of the silts

in Glacial Lake Agassiz The Gray soils are Poisofs in which most of

the plant food has been dissohed (leached) out by the rams, giving an

•See Finch and Trewartha ElemnU efCtofraphy (Stv YotV 1936)
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ashy colour as the Russian nante implies The Dark Brown soils are

the CJjemiJrmj, the best ol all lor crops, and m the Prairies they occur

where the rainfall wrics from about 14 to 19 inches a >ear Under

such conditions the rainfall is not heavy enough to leach out much of

the soluble plant food, >et tt is sufficient for grasses, whose roots

decay and gradually add nch humus to the soil The Brown soils

are also 'erj good for crops and are found where the rainfall js about

14 inches a year The Gray Brown steppe soils occur where the ram

fall IS as low as 13 or 14 inches

Ol course the rainfall also determines whether grass or trees shall

cover the country In the Frames the boundary is near 14 inches,

•so Vmfi Pnuwn ^ti<i Gray ^town sofis VF jg are mosViy grass

land, while the Dark Brown and Gray soils are mostly forested but
with plenty of patches of grass land in the south * In the Transition

*Sce Halliday ffp ett
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Belt (Dark Brown soil) aspens and other poplars are the typical trees

To the north (Gray soils) is a mixed mood consisting of aspen white

spruce (Ptcea) white birch (JBetuIa) and balsam fir (Abies) The
sandy areas grow jack pine (Ptnus), while in the numerous muskeg

(marshy) distncts are Sphagnum bogs with black spruce and larch

The considerable changes m climate soil and vegetation are

naturally paralleled in the character of settlement This is shown m
the small map labelled Class (of farming) The Grass lands to the

south are too dry for crops unless irrigation is available The northern

edge of the Grass land and also the Transition Forest is occupied by
the great Wheat Belt of Canada The climate on the edge of the

Boreal Forest is marra enough for a great deal of mixed farming

including dames roots oats etc as well as some wheat

As in all regions of low ramfall the rain is variable from year to

year The greatest variability (over 2o per cent) is found in south

east Alberta from Wainwnght to Medicine Hat The best part of

the Wheat Belt from the point of view of reliable rainfall appears to

be m the vicinity of Brandon where the vanation is only 14 per cent

Mackintosh m his excellent account of Frame Setllement also charts

the distncts where less than 12 inches of ram m the year has been

recorded (This is different from an average of 12 inches ) Here
again the region near Medicine Hat comes out the worst (Fig 121)

The size of farms is sho'am m one of the maps m Fig 121 A
farmer who depends on grazing needs larger areas than one who grows
wheat or T\ho has several sources of income Hence the farms be

come progressively smaller as we pass from the south west to the
north-east of the Prunes In the Transition Area (or Park Belt) a
half section farm (i e 320 acres) is the average but on the open
Prunes the farms are often twice this sire

Before the railways settlement in the West was notable only
around Edmonton Prince Albert and Battleford and the settlers were
largely half breeds The first railway reached Winnipeg in 1878 and
the Canadian Paafic Railway cros^ the continent by 1885 By
1901 branch lines led to Edmonton and Saskatoon and by 1911 a
iuett Ta/rway 'rmVed SVnmipeg to Edmonton Thus ^e early influx

of settlers before 1901 was mainly into the southern dner portions of
the Prainte The Canadian National Railway traverses much better
soils on its more northern route and the great influx of foreign immi
grants in the last fen decades has been into these northern frontier
areas At that time these partly forested lands were thought to be
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less attractn-c than the open lands alread> settled by BnUshers

This isnell illustrated in the map showmg present population density

The four large areas nith more than ten people to the square mile

(shown in black) are found in the newer lands mth the more fertile

soils and with rather larger and more reliable rainfall (Fig 120) Itis

m Southern Alberta and in Southern Saskatchewan that the greatest

losses of recent jears through drought and soil-dnft ha%e occurred

D Twin TevnsM the Alberta Frcntter

Some brief notes of a journey made by the writer in July 1936

far north of the present edge of notable settlement will indicate

how the frontier adirinces From Edmonton it is 305 miles to Water

waj*s (Fig 122) and a train went north to the rai!*end once a weel~

\\aterwai*8 is the n>'er port for the Mackenzie Ri>*er and the Arctic

Temtones

For some 30 miles north of Edmonton the country is undulating

and largely con\‘erted into farm lands so that the htUe town of Bon

Accord has custom for four wheat electors Around Egremont the

region is flat but still largely farm land so that this is a three ele

vatortown ButNewbrook 72 miles north of Edmonton has only

one elet*3tor The cleanngs are now scattered and much of the land

scape consists of grass below scrubby spruce with many copses of aspen

Boyle (92 miles) is a little larger wiA two elevators and a hotel

At Bondiss a tj’pcal marginal settlement there were twelve

famil es of whom four were on farms Here they grew barley oats

and some wheat Forty cows were pastured and the population was
mainly Lithuanian and Swedish The railway station of Noral (112

miles) was an old box-car and two houses completed the settlement

Lac la B che at 132 miles is practically the vanguard of agricultural

settlement It is howe\er also a tounst centre owing to the attrac

t ons of a picturesque lake Here are tw o or three hotels four stores

and a dozen other shops with a large tounst home and a pretty church

on the shore of the lake There is only one elevator and one farm near

the town but there are a number of clearings along the railway
To the north the railway stations serve Cree Indians for the roost

part They live in low log houses sometimes with plants growing
picturesquely on the roofs ** They are engaged in trapping and catch
fish in the creeks and lakes The landscape near Behan is rather

«See Plate V Photo. 18
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monotonous, consisting of scrubby spruce and muskeg. Conklin is a

little larger settlement with two stores and about a dozen Cree houses

On the higher land poplars flourish, the trunks sometimes being a foot

in diameter. The train halted for the dnver’s meals and stopped after

dark, so that my journey to Waterwai^ took twenty-seven hours

It is strange to find twin towns in the north of Alberta so far from

close settlement. But Waterways and McMurray serve quite different

interests Fort McMurray was founded m 1790 as a North West

Company post It is the larger of the two towns, having a steady

PtouKS 122 —A blockyiiagram of the Pioneer Pnnpe north of Edmon-
ton Farai-lands extend to Lac la Bichc, to the north >s trapping country.
Note the twin towns at the end of the railway Steamers ply from Water-
ways to Fitzgerald

population of 300 as opposed to the 30who spend the vv inter in Water-
Oi-ays. But in summer, ov.dng to the greater traffic and the presence
of Indian trappers, the populations grow to 600 and 300 respectively.

McMurray consists of one long street nnth three churches, a fine

school, one large hotel, and the Hudson’s Bay Store. Half a mile
north, on an arm of the Clearwater, is the airport, where three Com-
panies are sending ten planes regularly to the northern mining fields.

Environmental control is here illustrated in a curious nay, for the
wooden offices of the aviation folk are on sUds*. so that when the
river is flooded, owing to ice-jams, they can be dragged away to safer
sites. Mr. Brintnall, President of the Mackenzie Air Service, informs
me that the air traffic remains fairly constant the whole jear round,
nith the exception of the three weeks mentioned above, and the three
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weeks of freeze up m November It is \^o^th notmg that Canada

in 193G earned 25 million pounds of freight by air (mainly mining

machinery etc ) far more than any other country figures for the

United States being 7 million pounds

Trapping IS still the mam interest of the settlers I was informed

locally that wolves bring op to tGOOO each fox $10 00 lynx

$1800 mink $800 beaver $10 00 and otter, $20 00 while the

humble but very important muskrat is worth CO cents per skin “

About halfway between the two towns is the settlement of Frame **

Here the oxen of the Hudsons Bay Company used to graze and

today there are several apparently flourishing farms at 57“ north

latitude At McMurray I saw several acres of potatoes and I was

informed that the area always gave good crops to the industrious

Japanese farmer who owned them In the future the abundant tar

sands which are now being worked about one mile to the south of

the town will aid the development of this district

Waterways is three mites east of Mchfurray on the Clearwater

River just before it enters the mighty Athabasca Here are the huge

sheds of the transport companies There are two in addition to that

of the Hudson s Bay Company Scows pushed by small steamers arc

constantly carrying goods to Lake Athabasca and the north The

local manager of the Hudsons Bay Company kindly informed me
that the shipping season opens m the middle of May and closes in

the middle of October The Company runs three steamers and barges

from Waterways These three can convey 475 200 and 160 tons

respectively There are also two steamer barge units plying for

other companies All of the above make weekly trips to Fort Fitz

gerald From there the goods are portaged to Fort Smith (Fig 122)

and carried by a 700 ton steamer to A kliv jk at the mouth of the

Mackenzie River

Waterways had only one hotel and two small stores It had no

church or amusement hall and for these the citizens took a bus to the

City ofMcMurray' When ice from the Athabasca River is driven up
the Clearwater as happens in spnng then the Clearwater may rise

some 20 feet above normal flooding most of the houses and justifying

the name of Waterways It seems unlikely that the railway w ill soon

“The standard boot s that by Hardd Inn a The Tut Trade tn Canada (New
Haven 1930) See also the authors long a<s»unt tn Can Eton Jnl

“See Plate V Photo 19
•See Plate V Photo 20
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be extended to McMurray, since it has reached navigable water at its

present terminus

About 40 miles up the Clearwater is the famous La Loche Portage

(Fig 122) This was used m the early days to connect the Mackenzie

traffic with that of the Churchill and Saskatchewan Basins In 1875

a road for carts was made across the 12 mile portage, but there is

little use made of it since the railway reached Athabasca in 1916

and Waterways in 1920 **

E Foreign "Cults" {CuUure Groups) in Canada

One of the two insets m Fig 123 shows the number of immigrants

entering Canada year by year since 1870 The peak year was 1913

with 382 841 immigrants The graph drops sharply after the war,

and again m 1930 owing to the depression The second inset shows

the population in the various provinces classified accordmg to parent

age (In the graph only the folk having hoih parents Canadian,

British, or foreign born are charted) It is clear that only four

provinces are of significance in this connexion These are Quebec,

owing to Its large proportion (80 per cent) of French culture, and the

three Prairie Provinces, each with about 40 per cent of foreign origin

It IS of interest that the settlers on the east coast ore largely of British

descent derived from early migrations, while those on the west coast

are of British descent of rettnl date

At the time of the conquest of Canada by the British m 1763

there were about 00 000 French in Canada These were almost all

settled on the littoral of the St Lawrence, though many "Breeds,"

half French half Indian, were engaged in trapping around the Great
Lakes The British held the far northern region under the Hudson’s
Bay Company, which has had a distinguished career from 1670 to the

present day But this meant very little addition to the Canadian
population Today people of French descent m Canada total nearly

three millions (Fig 123) But this large group is almost wholly

descended from the original French settlers, and there have been
relatively few accessions since from France The lai^e size of the

families of the ‘ habitants" is well known In Quebec (mostly French)
the birth rate is 25 9 per thousand, while m British Columbia (mostly
British) it IS only 13 5 per thousand

“S C a (^phic account of thu canoe route with good sketcties in

in ariKlt in tilt Canadian Ceeyaphteal Jeum<tt March 1936
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west into the Saguenay district and up the Ottawa Valley Of late

years they are spreading along the railways into the Clay Belt near

Cochrane, and into the mining areas near Cobalt and Sudbury Their

critics say that they have a lower standard of living, their friends that

they are more easily content, than the folk of British descent No
one denies their genuine love of the land, and unlike the British they

prefer an environment with which they are familiar, to the hazard

of moving far away in the hope of bettering their lot financially

Professor Loti cr sums up the culture problems as regards Northern

Ontario in the following words “Between the French and English

little real community of feeling or of action does or can exist Scan

dmavians unll quickly melt into Anglo Saxondom as they do every

where, and the Germans will do so too, though rather more slowly

Even the Finns are said to leam English rapidly, and in general to

adapt themselves to Canadian ways ’ >* He is not, however, very

sanguine oI any rapid amalgamation of the Poles and Ukrainians

As regards the introduction of later culture groups, a graphic

picture of conditions before and after the settling of the Praine

Provinces is given m Fig 123 Before 1890 there was only a small

population on the Prairies (see p 332), and it was the building of the

C P R from 1881 to 1880 which settled these areas Before that

period the population of Canada consisted approximately of about
two million folk of Bntish descent (many arriving wo the United

States) and one million of French descent There v-ere, however,

250 000 of German descent, who far outnumbered the abongmal
population, and there were also a few thousand Dutch and Negroes
The Germans v,erc grouped mainly near Lunenburg in Nova Scotia,

and around lutchener (once Berlin) and Walkerton in Ontario Many
of these \s ere Mennonites from Pennsylvania, who had reached Ontario
over a century ago

Turning now to the nest the Praine Provinces offer a picture

almost unique in norld settlement The United States m its days of

tarly settlement had not such a polrelot mLxture though, of course,

today, just oi'er the border from the Praine Provinces, Americans
face almost identical problems Reference to Fig 124 will show that
Slai-s (Ukrainians Russians, and Poles) are in a large majority among
foreign "cults ” Germans and Scandinaxians are abundant, while the
French Canadian groups are much less significant

“Lower and Innis, Seiliement and lAe Farest and Mtntni Frentiert op cti
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The French immigrants mto the Praines -rvere largely brought m
owing to the real of the Frendi priests, who had long maintained

missions to the Indians and the half breeds Thus St Albert Mission

was founded {near the Edmonton of today) as early as 1S43 The

fur trade and the buffalo were the roam interests till the coming of the

railw ay. and the priests greatly helped the trapping population during

the difficult transition period before agriculture was firmly established

FicusE 124 —Foreign culture groups ( cults ) in the Praine Frovinces
Notice the sbundance oT Slav settlemeois on the northern margin Dutch,
Scand navian and French are shown by imtala. .4 indicates Austrian
Inset IS a map of the French cult in Eastern Canada

In 1875 before the C P R reached the province, German settlers

arrived in Manitoba lit the summer of that >ear “a line of camp
fires extending for miles and tmles announced one evening to the

lonely settlers of Pembma (Fig 119) that stx thousand Mtnnonv£«s

had located on seventeen townships' ** These folk were Protestants

who originated in the sixteenth century m Holland and Germany

>'J S Uoodsuofth Stronteft uttitn Our Catei (Tomnto 1911)
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They migrated in 1783 to the south of Russia and from there reached

Canada in 1875

The tenets of the Mcnnonites may be gathered from the statement

that they combine many of the views of the Baptists and the Quakers

Their first farms nere arranged on the early European plan, each

farmer having one village plot, a strip of good land, and a portion

of hay land more remote from the village Each village had its own
“Colony Church,” and elected its own “Headman” Today the

general pattern of the Mennonite villages differs little from that of

the adjacent Canadian towns In 1882 the railway reached them,

bringing settlers of various other “cults ” A daughter colony was

then established at Rostheme near Saskatoon (Fig 124), and in

1892 many left for Mexico Winkler, Morden, and Gretna, all south*

west of Winnipeg, are their chief centres in Manitoba

The Scandinavians and Russians, who constitute such a large

proportion of the prairie population, have almost all arrived since

1900 Between 1906 and 1911 railways linked Edmonton, Saskatoon,

Dauphin, and Winnipeg, i e , along the northern frontier. As we
have seen, this is the region of the best soil, and the rainfall is rather

better than along the mam line of the Canadian Pacific Railway

The early immigration of the Slavs into the Prairies may now be

briefly described In 1801 the Czar allowed the Doukhohors, an un*

orthodox religious group, to settle near Azov m South Russia They
refused to obey the requirements regarding military service, and from
1826 to 1840 many migrated to Armenia In 1899 over 7,000 came
to Canada with the help of the Quakers on this continent

Their chief settlements were m Saskatchewan near Saskatoon
(Blaine Lake), and near Kamsack on the eastern border (These

localities are indicated by Douk in Fig 124 ) As usual, the anival
of the railway (tn 1903) brought in many rival settlers Nowadays
only about 30 per cent of the population is Doukhobor in their original

distncts around Verigin and Saskatoon, and they are much out-
numbered by Slavs of the Greek Orthodox Church 'In 1908 a daughter
colony was formed in British Columbia m W Kootenay Here there

are 6,000 Doukhobors of the more primitive type, while the 7,000
who remain in Saskatchewan are gradually acquiring more of the
general Canadian culture

The Mormons from Utah possess a belt of country about 50 miles

"An exctlknt account of tfiese culture groups will be found in C A Danson,
Craup St‘iUmtnt tn Canada (Toronto 1936)
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by 76 miles on the southern border of Alberta (Fig 124) This is

largely a graiing country but imgation w an important feature also

The Mormons settled near Cardston m 1887, and they cut the first

irrigation canals m 1898 Many sugar beet factories around Ray

mond are in their hands Cardston is one of their ‘ Holy Cities and

possesses a striking Temple It is the centre of a group of about

13 000 Mormons
A brief description of Oriental immigrants will be found on page 354

F Traverse across lie Pratrtes

The contrast between the Shield and the Praines can be understood

by comparing the two photographs (13 and 14) on Plate IV The

somewhat infertile glacial debris on the Shield is covered with a thick

forest of small trees, while the rich soil of the Frames 100 miles west

of Winnipeg originally earned hardly any trees TTie small clumps

appearing m the background of the photograph have all been planted

by the farmers as wind breaks and wood lots

Winnipeg is the fourth city of the Dominion with a population of

about 250 000 It is a fine aty of quite late ongin hence it is more

like the average American city than are the old centres of Montreal

and Toronto

As one moves west over the grasslands (Fjg 121) the landscape

only slowly changes its character At Virden near the border of

Saskatchewan the country is rolling with sluggish streams flowing m
shallow gullies Often wheat is grown for a cash crop, and barley

and oats to feed the dairy herds (Fig 119)

Broadview is a typical bttle praine town of several hundred m
habitants about 100 miles east of Regina There is only one hotel

which depends for water supply on the catchment from its tarred roof

There are half a dozen stores and several cajis Two large elevators

alongside the railway and many large oil tanks are the most prominent
features in the landscape The creamery is out of use since the cream
IS now sent to a larger town in the vicinity From here to Regina
the country is almost flat Many shallow depressions (sloughs)

sometimes containing water dot the praine In the summer acres of

wild mustard colour the country a blinding yellow

At Swift Current it is interesting to see the steps taken by the
better informed fanners to combat drought and soil-drift For miles
there are no trees even around many of the farms m this semi and
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region In preparing the ground for gram, the soil is broken up and

left in large cl^s, very different treatment from the old practice of

covering the ground with the finest possible mulch Alternate rows

about 60 feet wide are seeded or left in clods, which seems to prevent

any large scale soil-drift High hedge rows of Carra g&na (a Siberian

legume), mixed with small trees fringe the fields, and these also help

to anchor the soil With an aierage rainfall of 13 15 inches and the

low annual evaporation of these latitudes, the writer would judge,

from his Australian experience, that returning good seasons will enable

this country once more to become an important gram producer

Around Medicine Hat the presence of abundant low cactus clumps

amid the tussock grass js evidence that we are in the heart of the

grazing area ** Medicine Hat is on the south bank of the Saskatche-

wan River, which here flows below bluffs two or three hundred feet

high** m a valley about half a mile wide Natural gas is abundant

and IS piped through the town and used in the municipal pumping

station Some farmers are trymg to grow barley and wheat with the

natural rainfall, but I fear not successfully of late years Many acres

of alfalfa are grown by the aid of irrigation m the nver fiats at the

foot of the bluffs, below the mam praine Ie\'el5 (Fig 124)

Lethbridge has a somewhat similar situation on the east bank of

the deep valley m which the Saint Mary River flows The enormous

Cretaceous coal beds were first worked here The coal outcrops about

nverleiel, and horizontal drives are worked at many points near

Lethbridge in a primitive fashion ** There are a number of larger

mines near the town also

The most interesting spot is the large Experimental Farm about
five miles east of the town Here water was brought from the upper
Saint Mary, about 05 miles from the town, about 1906 Now dense
poplars 40 feet high and lovely lawns and gardens flourish where was
and praine thirty years ago There are about 150 000 acres imgated
near Lethbndge **

The sudden nse of the Rockies from the Frames is clearly visible

in Photo 21 (Plate \0,whichwastakenwesto(Calgary Thewestem
nm of the Prairies is better suited for settlement than the region

round Medicine Hat, as is clear from the maps in Fig 121 On the

“la riate IV, Photo 15 the hat is pboed in such a clump of cactus
“See Pbte IV, Photo 15

“See Plate V, Photo 17

“Some of the ditches in the Goveniinent Farm are shown in Pbte IV, Photo 16
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way north from Lethbridge to Calgary pass the Turner Valley,

nhere v-aluable supplies of oil ha%e been found During the crustal

folding which formed the Roclacs, anticlines were formed in the under

lying Cretaceous deposits These “domes*’ have been an important

factor in forming the rescr\oirs for the oil under the Turner Valley

Crude naphtha was struck in a well in 1914, and a heavy flow of wet

gas was reached at 3,740 feet in 1924 Most of the oil is obtained as

crude naphtha accompanjing large flows of wet gas ** Several new

fields were disco\ered in 1910 7 S in Ihevicinitj of Edmonton Of

these Leduc is more promising than the earl> discover) at Turner

\ allc)

"Fi/th Pacific Saence Conjrcs* \ai)cou\er 1533 CmdeSeeij



CHAPTER XXV

SETTLEMENT IN BRITISH COLUMBIA FUTURE
CANADIAN POPULATION

A General Geolopcal Condttusns tn Brttith Columbia

The western province m the Dominion is much more complex m
Its structure than is any other province for reasons noted earlier

Here topography definitely controls climate, for the isotherms and

isohyets agree with the contours and do not assume the east west

directions which are usual in level lands The reader will do well

to refer to Chapter ii to refresh his mind as to the mechanism of

mountain building Especially should the maps m Fig 5 be kept

in view

Following S J Schofield* the events leading to the present topogra

phy may be summarized somewhat as follows During Tnassic times

(about 100 tnilhon years ago) most of Canada was a land surface,

though an extension of the mbnd sea probably covered much of

British Columbia The western portion of the continent was buckled

in Jurassic times Large masses of grano dionte welled up from

below (forming baihohths which did not reach the surface) which

today form the cores of the Coast and Selkirk Ranges In Cre-

taceous times these ranges were worn down to a peneplain The
immense Cretaceous deposits already referred to, gradually filled up
much of a great geosynchne (earth trough), which had developed

between the Cascadian ‘ Old land” (a vanished continent west of

Vancouver) and the Laurcntian Shield

In the early Tertiary times (say 40 million years ago) British

Columbia was remodelled by the Laramide folding, which was accom-
panied by outpounngs of lava An early stage of the folding appears
at the top of Fig 125 The region cast of the Selkirks was thrust

violently to the east, so that ancient Devonian rocks were pushed
right prer the ypHwerr Cretaceous, tocks^ as we can see tn the. Craw’s
Nest region This was the birth of the RocUcs proper, and one of the
major faults is indicated at the nght in the lower sketch of Fig 125
Further outpouring of lava filled up much of the lower area between
the Coast Range and the Selkirks Meanwhile, the Cascadian ' Old

•Fi/ih Paafic Science Coneress, tancouver, 1933 Gut(fe Boot j
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land" had sunk beneath the sea. It did not include Vancouver

Island, -which consists largely ol the crumpled sedimenta originally

laid down in the Cretaceous Sea. Later uplift in Pliocene times has

raised British Columbia far higher, and led to the cutting ol canyons

and the removal of most of the lava*flow5 from the lower areas.

FloeSE 125 —Two block diagraiiis «bowm2 m a generalized faahioti the
gradual evolution of the Young Mountains in British Columbia. (Based
mainly on data by Schofield) Below is a graph showing the control of rain-
fall by structure

The topography of today can be readily understood from the

I'O'wer sketch vw Fig. Y25 North south folds tharacterize the -whtAe

region, but they are not all of the same type. The Selkirks and Coast
Ranges are re-elevated ridges, first formed in Jurassic times. Their
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evolution is something like that of the Appalachians (see p 18)

Vancouver Island is a folded area which was mainly elevated after

the Cascadian ‘ Old land ’ vanished m middle Tertiary times The

Rockies proper originated in early Tertiary times as vast overthrusts

and synclinal folds, but they have experienced several elevations

The Interior Plateau exhibits relics of lava flows which once covered

far greater areas In places, marine silts show that some of the lower

valleys temporarily sank below the sea during Tertiary time

The traNeller through the Rockies from Banff to Field crosses by

the Kicking Horse Pass, discovered by the geologist Hector, at a

height of 6,338 feet This is considerably higher than either Crow’s

Nest Pass (4,459 feet) to the south, or Yellowhead Pass (3,700 feet)

to the north The "gram” of the mountains runs right across the

FtcmiB 126 G«olos>cal pfofile<«ection across the Rockies from Field
to Banff (35 miles) showing the three sets of formations separated by M»or
Faults (Based on Tratu«mtineaUl Ge<^dgKal Guide 1913 ) (N B --The
section from Mount Temple to PiSot hlount h omitted )

desired route of the railways and most of the valleys naturally follow

the softer layers among the folded rocks This is shown in the geo
logical profile given m Ftg 120, where all the ndges run north and
south But Uie enormous glaciers of the Ice Ages were 6 000 feet

thick in places, as, for instance, in the Okanagan Valley* They
helped to cut out the huge east west troughs, of which one of the most
striking IS illustrated in Photo 22 (Plate V) Notice m the geological

profile (Fig 12G) the different character of the layers in the nest,

rentre, and east oS the port:on iiiustrated in the nest and centre
are the nearly level Cambrian rocks, in the east are steeply tilted

DoTinian and Carboniferous rocks (near Banff)
, and still further east

are the much younger Cretaceous rocks, which have been tilted up
by the pressure of the preceding rocks thrust from the nest

•Pronounced Ohka niggan
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It determines the course of many of the mam nvers of British

Columbia, such as the Upper Liard, Parsnip, Finlay, Upper Fraser,

Canoe, Upper Columbia, and Upper Kootenay Rivers At Canal

Flats where the Columbia nses, the Kootenay is only a few miles

away at the same elevation (2 653 feet) Here a canal has been cut,

so that the Selkirks are entirely isolated by navigable rivers A
second trough (about 220 miles long) carries the Beaver, Duncan,

and Kootenay Rivera It is known as the Purcell Trench, and as it is

lower m the centre it contains Kootenay Lake Somewhat similar is

the Selkirk Valley, which contains another fiord like lake 92 miles

long, called Arrow Lake

Since these great folds and trenches cut right across the province,

it IS clear that the topography is particularly difficult in this region

Moreover, the deep valleys are shut off from the moist westerly w mds

,

which tend to become warmer and drier as they sink into the valleys

The relation of rainfall to structure is clearly shown in the lower

graph m Fig 125. and along the valleys the rainfall is often below

10 inches On the other hand, the deposition of great thicknesses

of lake Slit and glacial debris m these valleys has made it rather

simple to develop prosperous farms by means of irrigation from the

numerous rivers

The relation between structure and communications m Southern

British Columbia is suggested in Fig 127 It was relatively easy in

the early dajs to travel in a north south direction along the numerous
trenches, rivers, and lakes already referred to But the mam interests

m trade necessitate traffic m east west directions, and even today
there is no satisfactory road of this type in Bntish Columbia There
are two railway lines m the south of the province The mam C P R
runs fairly directly from Calgary to Ashcroft {Ash in Fig 127), and
then turns south down the great canyons But no road yet crosses

the Selkirks west of Golden Nor does the road yet reach the Big
Bend of the Columbia, though it is I«ing made northward from
Golden and from Rcvelstoke (It was completed in 1942 ) From
Revelstoke a good road now parallels the railroad to Vancouver

The second route, tlie “Queen’s Highway,” runs close to the
Boundary and is w orthy of dose attention (Fig 127) From Leth
bridge the road runs west to the Crow’s Nest Pass Thereafter it

zigzags in a fashion hard to parallel m any other region It turns
south to Waldo on the Kootenay River, and then proceeds north up
the Kootenay to Cranbrook Then it turns south and crosses the
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the short break along Lake Kootenay, the line from Crow’s Nest to

Vancouver has been running since 1915 •

A glance at Fig 127 will show that the topography becomes much

easier south of the International Boundary The eastern part of

Washington has been flooded with one of the greatest sheets of lava

m the world The Columbia River flows round the north end west

of this great level sheet, which is about 1 500 feet above sea level

Better roads and better grades south of the border lead many travellers

from the Crow s Nest area to journey to Vancouverby way of Spokane

and Seattle rather than tackle the 2ig2ags and detours outlined above

which handicap the Queen’s Highway ’

As regards settlement, British Columbia is the sole Canadian

Province which resembles the typical Australian State It is hardly

an exaggeration to say that almost ail the population is urban or

subuthani Out of a total population of 7Q0,0QQ about 5Q0,QQQ live

within 8Q miles of Vancouver or Victoru The remaining 200 000 are

scattered along the valleys of the southern half of the Province, while

the northern half (180 000 square nules) is empty A survey of the

population map shows the vast importance of structure The mag
nificent site of Vancouver as Canada’s western port of entry, and the

advantages of the delta and plain of the lower Fraser, are clearly

geographical factors controlling the density of population (Fig 128)

C The SellUment of Brtttsh Columhta

For obvious reasons the settlement of British Columbia was almost

independent of that in the Eastern Provinces Mackenzie reached

Bella Coola Inlet on the Paafic from the Peace River in 1793, and in

1807 Fraser explored the nver which bears his name Thompson
established Kootenay House m 1807 for the North West Company
Later it a as transferred to the Hudson’s Bay Company, which ruled

the region for half a century However, Amencans were the first

settlers in the southern part, and for this reason the portion south of
49“ was allotted to the United States m 1846 Victoria was settled in

1843, and coal was discovered in the vicinity a few years later

On the mainland there u ere only trading posts till 1857, when gold

nas discovered in the loner Fraser Valley In 1858 over 30,000

‘Harold Inni* A HtO^ry ej l)ie Cofiaiicn Patifie Haiivay (Toronto 1923)
’Stephen B Jones Hera Sectioin of lh« Canadan United States Border

land (,G<otT^f^xoil Journal Ma> 1037)
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D Timber and Agncullure tn British Columbia

In the southern mountains all below the level of 3,500 feet was

clothed in forests, and near the coast Engelmann's spruce is still the

chief tree Hemlock and western bir<di are common, while red cedar

IS found on the wetter slopes The drier portion of the province, the

so called "Interior plateau,” has two kinds of forest On the lower

slopes near the large areas of grass land, is the yellow pine Higher

up, Douglas fir and aspen are more abundant Proceeding eastward,

as the higher portions of the Selkirks and Rockies are reached, Engel-

mann’s spruce again forms the bulk of the forest cover Lodge-pole

pine and Alpine fir are common at higher elevations” (Fig 125)

Along the west coast are probably the best supplies of lumber left

m North America The Douglas fir (called Oregon pine in the United

States) IS the most valuable, but the red cedar is famed for roof-

shinglea, which are exported all over North America The Sitka

spruce, which grows to its largest m the Queen Charlotte Islands,

and the hemlock are not yet to such demand

A characteristic of the province, due, of course, to its rugged

topography, is the relative isolation of the various agricultural dis

tricts They are naturally found on the narrow coastal plains or on
the flat floors of the north south valleys On Vancouver Island the

best farms are on the drier eastern coast near Duncan and Courtenay

On the mainland the largest river, the Fraser, has been pouring its

silt into the Pacific for millions of years, and has produced a large

delta of about 900 square miles Dairying, orchards and gram are

all important interests in this fertile region Owing to its key position

and abundant power resources, Vancouver is becoming an important
manufacturing centre

Among the many rather isolated farming districts (Fig 127), the
Okanagan and Kootenay are perhaps the most important The floors

of these valleys are buried deep in silts, as explained m connexion

with Fig 12 The rivers and lakes of today are often at much lower

levels, than, when these sdts were lajwl dawn, wevi these "bev/ihet”

fresh soil are easy to irrigate

At Vernon, Kelowna, and Penticton there are many factories

engaged m canning vanous fruits such as peaches, apples, almonds,
and grapes, u hile tomatoes and onions arc also grown largely. In the

“Halliday, A Forest Cbssification for Canada,” at
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places usually attract tourists for lengthy visits In “Objective

Resorts/ such as Lake Louise, there may be only a few points of

great interest close at hand, and they are more quickly exhausted

Hence the tourist’s stay is shorter ‘Wayside Resorts" exist primarily

to supply passing tourists The * Objective Resorts’ are nearly all

m the higher central part of the Rockies, while the ‘ Headquarters"

are on the margins where communications are easier

A few miles west of the Kicking Horse Pass the railway rapidly

descends nearly lOO feet to the nver, by means of two spiral tunnels

cut m the sides of the valley above Field So far the glacier cut

valley is broad and relatively easy to negotiate But near Leanchoil

the river has deviated from its old course, owing to morainic dams,

and has cut a narrow canyon from Palhser to Golden (Fig 127)

Golden is a quiet town of 400 people where the railway reaches

the Columbia River Formerly a mining and lumber centre, it has

decayed since the local timber has been cut out We are now in the

“Rocky Mountain Trench/’ and we can branch off and follow it

south to Lake Windermere and to the remarkable low level dmde
between the Columbia and the Kootenay Rivers ” The two nvers

have here been connected by a short canal as noted earlier

From Golden to Beavermouth the railway runs north along the

wide "Trench ' (p 350) It then turns west once more to cross the

Selkirk Mountains These ate somewhat lower than the Rockies,

but they have a heavier rainfall (Fig 125), and consequently possess

finer forests and glaciers To escape numerous curves and snow sheds,

the railway now reaches Glacier by the Connaught Tunnel, which is

five miles long and almost the biggest work of its kind in America
The traveller will do well to alight here and visit the lovely Asulkan

Valley, leading to the Illicillewaet and Asulkan Glaciers "The former
is a sheet of ice covering about ten square miles, just to the south of

the impressive pyramid of Mount Sir Donald (10 818 feet) The
railway now drops 2 000 feetdown the Illicillewaet Valley to meet the

Columbia River again at Revelstoke (Fig 127)

At Sicamous we skirt Lake Shuswap, one of the numerous glacier*

lormed lakes, and then follow the South Thompson River to Kamloops
Here we are in one of the regions of least rainfall in North America
Owing to the dry climate, the little city has several famous institutions

for treating tuberculosis A tramp down the valley to the Tranquille

••This by pass bifurcation of the Kootenay River is sketched in the writer $
memoir on British Columbia IGtagropJiteal iimev July 1942)
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Sanitanuni will some idea of a tiny ‘ Rain Shadow Desert

Cactus and sage brush cover the slopes of the wide valley, and in the

vicinity are large sheep and cattle ranches The cactus usually occurs

as patches of small spheres each an inch or two in diameter The

rattlesnake a member of the desert fauna reaches as far north as

Kamloops and Ashcroft Soon the river widens to make a small lake

which IS held back by glacial debrts at Savona “ After the spring

thaws the lake rises several feet and later, after it falls fine crops of

hay are cut from the lake flats The surrounding hills are formed of

Tertiary lava which weathers into strange pinnacles Considerable

areas are irrigated by water brought from eight miles to the nofdi

producing valuable crops of tomatoes potatoes, and melons

The next section of the |Oumey offers one of the finest series of

canyon views m the world At Ashcroft we can see terrace above

terrace cut by the river m the silts of a bygone Jake All this part

of the province has experienced several elevations in Tertiary times

so that complicated cross sections of the valleys are to be expected

(Fig 127) The Black Canyon is mcised 200 feet in the Cretaceous

rocks just below Ashcroft and just above Lytton is another narrow

gorge We now reach the Fraser Canyon along which the Royal

Engineers together with many miners and Chinese labourers cut the

famous Cariboo Trail m 1862 5
From North Bend to Vale, the river is hemmed m between the

Coast Range and the Cascade Range Its valley has been partly

eroded by glacier ice but » narrow m the hard granite and wider

where it flows in softer rocks Near Hope the Fraser takes advantage

of shear-cracks in the granite to cut out its narrow gorge Below this

town it turns to the west and flows placidly m a broad valley to its

delta in the Pacific some eight miles south of Vancouver
The railway in 1886 ended at Port Moody at the head of Burrard

Inlet But the beautifully situated city of Vancouver has grown up

eight miles nearer the ocean on the south shore of the inlet facing the

Lion Mountains Fifty years ago it was a forest clearing now it is a

city of 271 000 people Owing to its terminal position on two vast

transcontinental railways it has an immense trade with the Orient
Perhaps the chief trend of late in its commerce has been the great

increase in the wheat-export from the western Prairies This in turn
is largely due to the shortening of the sea route by the Panama Canal

“See Plate V Photo 24
•See Plate V Photo 23
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F Settlement tn the North West Terrttones

Before discussing the possibilities of future settlement in Canada,

a brief description must be given of the empty lands to the north of

the areas already described in this survey The account given by

Dr Isaiah Bowman in his hook The Pioneer Fringe” can hardly be

improved upon and the following paragraphs are based on it

The best actual example of pioneering on a fairly large scale is the

Peace River Settlement, about 250 miles north west of Edmonton
Here some 73 000 square miles of good farming land are to be found

north of latitude 55", which is much the same position as the extreme

north of Scotland There were only 2,000 pieople in this district in

1911, even if we count Indians and half breeds In 1931 there were

over 60 000 new settlers The railway reached the district in 1916

but now that there are fair roads motor trucks haul goods to the

railway from farms fifty miles from the latter Fifty dollars an acre

is not an unusual price for an acre of new land but roost of the better-

class land has now been occupied Much of the remainder needs

heavy clearing of the poplar and willows which cover it
*

Spring wheat is the principal crop, and even the cooler uplands

can be used by growing quickly maturing varieties of wheat Oats

and barley are also grown, and cattle and hogs make the farmer

slightly less dependent on the vaganes of the weather Winter
feeding of livestock is necessary, about 3 tons per head being the

general rule There is also usually a market for the white spruce,

which the farmer can cut in the vicinity of his farm

Passing still farther to the north down the Mackenzie Valley, we
reach the region of the North West Tcmtones This is an area of

1 300 000 square miles with a total white population of about 1,000,

together with 7,000 Eskimos and 4 000 Indians Here also agriculture

on a limited scale is possible Along the Slave River, cereals, hay,
potatoes, and vegetables have all been grown for many years in the
gardens adjoining the trading posts and missions In all cases, risks

of frost and also of drought have to be met, for this is a region of very
^ow precipitation \Pig 1X(S) At Good Hope, wifhm tisenty miles of

the Arctic Circle, new poUitocsof good size were dug as early as July
12 in 1921 At Aklavik (lat 68®N ) several acres of oats base been
grown for the local cows At these northern stations fair to heavy
j lelds of w ild and domestic grasses of several species can be depended

vNewYork 1931 See also ni} long account in Arte (19-)7)
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on c\ery year; and even If oats do not mature, they can usually be

counted on as green feed for cattle. All common vegetables, and

occasionally tomatoes and cucumbers, have been raised in the

Mackenzie Valley.

Beyond the grain-fields come the pastures. This statement is as

true on the “Cold Desert" edge as it is on the “Hot Desert” edge.

There will undoubtedly be a considerable expansion in the raising of

reindeer m the future. It has been estimated that the littoral, from

Alwlavik for a thousand miles to the east, may be able to graze 250,000

head of cariboo This, of course, would add little to the human

occupancy of the district-

Lack of space prevents any discussion of the large islands known

as the Arctic Archipelago, which are included in the North-West

Territories Their small value under present-day circumstances can

be gathered from the following tableof their very meagre populations *I

WhiUs Zfiimfi

Baffin ItUnd. . 1,507

Ellesmere hUnd 2 S

liteWitle PentneuU 4

Sauihaenpton Iitand 7 tt3

Someraei Itland 24

Devon bland 3 8

Hudson Bay hl«« ]D 422

G. A Tentaltve Forecast of Future Canadian Settlement

From a consideration of the climatic controls and of the reasons

underlying the distribution of present-day population, it is possible

to make some estimate of settlement in the future

We can profitably compare the spread of settlement in the

Northern United States with that which has taken place across the

International Boundary. The latter, for a considerable distance, is a

mere astronomical line {i e , Latitude 49") Although the divide be-

tween the Missouri waters and those flowing north was one of the

factors m deciding the Boundary, this divide is very little in evidence

One eminent geographer confesses that he had to look at the names
over the Banks to know 1/ he was on the American or the Canadian
side of the Boundary!

The fnnge-Jike character of the Canadian population is well

brought out in Fig 128 OnlynearMoatrealand Toronto is thereany

'’Canada t Eaittrn Arctic {Ottawa, Department ol the Interior, 1035)
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dense population, i e ,
over 45 to the square mile. Contrast this with

the immense black area in the eastern American states The warmer

climate, heavier ram, better soils, and, above all, the great coal

supplies to the south, have led to this strikmg difference

Only about longitude 112® (running near Edmonton) does Canada

have the advantage Here is the strongest population "link” between

the west and east coasts of North America In the United States the

desert separates the two areas, and in Ncrihern Canada the tundra.

But the rich soils (of Alberta), which fringe the north edge of the

semi-desert and desert (for reasons explained on page 333), belong to

Canada and not to the United States

Ftcuae 123—ReUtioa of the population density in Canada to that in
the Uuted States Uniform rainfall and coal are the chief factors m the
Eastern United States The Shield and cold are adverse {actors m Canada
Isopleths somewhat simplified. (From J Goode )

The map also shows how definite is the population break along

the north shore of Lake Superior; though it is difficult to understand

nhy fffur lines of railway (through Cochrane, Oba, Woman River,

and Regent) are needed to carry the traffic across this empty piece

of the Shield’

From the discussion in Chapter xxii, it will have been gathered

that most of Canada has a satisfactory average annual rainfall. One
notable exception is found in Southern Alberta (Fig. 129). Here is a
small region which receives less than 11 inches of rain. It is clearly

a "Rain-Shadow” area in the lee of the Rocky Mountains, which
cause the descending west winds to become adiabatically heated and
dry. There are also sheltered dry valleys in British Columbia, but
there the presence of num^ous n%ers makes irrigation a simple
matter, as we have seen.

Turning now to temperature control and confining our attention
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to summer temperatures, uc have already noticed that the isotherms

do not run west cost as we should expect in the l^vel region of Central

and Eastern Canada The enormous tee cap oi Greenland, and the

cold Arctic currents flowing down each side of it, distort the summer

isotherms, much as if the Pole were in the centre of Greenland

Possibly if Greenland were to vanish, it would not help much ^or

FicusE I29-~An analysis of Canadiaa population present and po*

tential in terms o( Geographic ^ntrols Areas A to K already have over

two people per square mile Some of the larger metal mines are shown

though north-east Canada would thereby become much warmer in

summer, the sterile character of the Shield would prevent close settle

ment Luckily the best areas of deep soil (associated with younger

"mawtVss ) are fowtid far to the west where the Greenland control

is least effective

Long ago scientists such as Stupart and Unstead suggested the

temperature control which would be found to control the northern

extension of agriculture The bitter cold of the winter is not very

matenal, but it is found that the isotherm of 57® F for the months
of June. July, and August gives a fairly reliable criterion as to future
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practical crop lands (It is cunous how closely this isotherm follows

the edge of the sterile Shield, to which it has no obvious relation

)

There are not enough weather stations to plot it accurately north of

Athabasca, so that different authorities give slightly different positions

This 13 perhaps the most important (hne of equal distribution)

in the Canadian environment and it is indicated by the figure 57 along

the heavy line in Fig 129

We have now discussed two limits to settlement m Canada The

first IS the Prccambrian Shield and the second the 57° F summer

isotherm A third is the eastern edge of the huge mountain area

which was turned into a jumble of folded ridges dunng Tertiary times

This hne also is shown in Fig 129 as ‘ Edge of Folds ” There are of

course, many fertile valleys among these folds, but not areas of level

praine or level rocks, such as are characteristic of the Prairie Provinces

and Southern Ontario Excluding these less attractive areas, there are

left the Mantimes A, Southern Quebec B and C, Southern Ontario B,

and the areas labelled E, F, W, and 0 m Fig 129 All these are

capable of closer settlement while N and 0 have hardly been ex*

plotted at all at this date There are also many other areas which

have claims to our consideration, and these have been labelled in the

map and are classified in the table on page 364

The essential features of settlement are briefly analysed in the

same table When a Dominion has been undergoing settlement for

as long as 300 years, the present day population is the best clue to

future population In Fig 129 the boundary of important settlement

IS shown by the isopleth of two per square mile (labelled 2) In the

table all the regions with this density are given in Class I In the

second class (II) are regions still empty but with a fairly reasonable

summer They will certainly fill up next In Class III conditions

are not ^xry attractive, but important settlement will undoubtedly
be possible in restricted areas In Class IV, apart from Mining, there

13 little chance of settlement. However, the presence of water, power,
and lumber gi\es this empty area far greater possibilities than in the

huge empty }jnds m Austrshs, where there ts no nafer, and therefore

no water power, agnculture fuel, or lumber*

The wry great assets and possibilities of regions A,B,C, and D are
fairly w ell knowm The considerable density of G is rather surprising

since it is on the sterile Shield But small farms, water-power,
lumber, and pulp account for man> of the inhabitants, while the metal
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SETTLEMENT AREAS IN CANADA

Paltetoie

roeki Pratrtet Fold! Shield

Mam products

Farm*

Farms Coal Fruit Mines Metals Lumber

Class I

Over 2 per square
m le South of
57* F

A Maritimes

B Southern

Quebec
C Southern

Ottawa
D Southern

Ontario

£ Saskatche*

wan Dasin

F Mid Peace

River

II Okanagan
and

Kootenay

J Southern

Vancouver

G Sudbury

Saguenay

K Fort

William

Class II

Potential

settlement

South of £7* F

N Athabaso
Liard

L Upper
Fraser to

coast

21 Clay Celt

and vicinity

Class III

Transition

Class IV
No notable

settlement ex

cepc mines
likely

Northern

archipelago
S Lower

Mackenzie
V Yukon Q Northern

Quebec

R Patrioa

T KeewaUn

Th?s!s"SitLf towns
ted in the following table based on the 1935 populations

Sudbury
Tjramins (Porcupine Field)
Cobalt etc.

Kirkland Lake
Noranda

19 600

17 000

9 600

9900
4 000
3000

many small minpc, ,n »),

*” Arthur, etc
, together with

devXp “• “—f.revr.ir it'y, even though „ ,eems to be ectoally on the entical
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summer isotherm of 57° F This region is a good omen for extensions

to Athabasca Valley and even north to the Fort Nelson and Liard

Valleys (0) m the cooler west Of course, the variability of the

weather as regards rain and frost must considerably affect future

settlement But these cannot be discussed here, though they are

treated in an excellent fashion in Mackintosh’s Frame Settlement

The character of the climate changes so completely as we cross

the Rockies that controls of settlement in British Columbia are rather

different from those in the rest of Canada The climate is much
moister and less extreme, so that fruit and dames rather than gram

will be the mam agricultural resources However, the population will

undoubtedly spread northward considerably, but it will be long before

the population isopleth 2 passes north of the isotherm 57® F
ixt us look at the problem from a wider point of view Canada

seems to offer a good field to test the validity of the “Possibilism”

theories of certain geographers They believe that man is not con

trolled by his environment, but that he himself decides which of

possible methods of exploitation of Nature he shall pursue The
writer uses the term "We ocratic" to express this idea that man can

choose hts own path in life, and the term "Geocratic" to indicate the

philosophy of Humboldt and Ratzel (Control by Environment), to

which he himself adheres ** In a region of such immense resources as

the United States, it is easy to see how the ‘ We-ocratic” school of

geographers could arise But a student of hot, and Australia or of

cold, stenle Canada is likely to be a little more doubtful if man really

has much control over Nature He tends to belong to the "Geo
cratic ' school (see p 469)

The stage-diagram forming Fig 130 may help to explain how this

idea of "choice of possibilities" has ansen It is true that m Southern
Ontario we have seen man at first dependent chiefly on fur, then
on lumber, then on farming, hydro electric power, and mining But
all these m turn depend on Nature's bounty, and, given sufficient

knowledge, could be predicted as the inevitable development of an
expanding nation in the given environment

In the lowest stage m Fig 130 w-e see a generalized economic map
about 1750

,
showing that fish, lanns, and fur had expanded to the

"The teleological jchool of Ritter and othen may be termed the ' Theocrauc
group See the wnters recent paper Gei^phy the Correlative Saence (Canadt
an /ourisol of Eeonomta and PaUitcal Stunze

, 1935)
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limits approximately there shown “ Some sixty years later, by 1810,

farming had spread approximately to Detroit, while Mackeniic was

exploiting for furs the nvcr basin named after him By 1870 mining

was becoming of some importance, and gold (Av), silver (/Ig). and

iron (F«) mines were being exploited both near the St. Lawrence and

Ficdke 130—'A stage^iagram showing in & generalized fashion the
spread of economic zones from 1750 to 19W

on the Fraser River. Still more important, Selkirk had sixty years

earlier settled his isolated band of farmers on the silts of Lake Agassiz

m the heart of the continent About 1880 the modem migrations to

the wheat-fields of the Frames began In the last and uppermost
stage we see m a generalixed fashion the conditions today. The

"The dates given are from Maty Q lani^ Bconomc Uittory of Coivtda, op eti
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whole Dominion is being exploited not only for furs but for metal

mines the latter in part by air transport Agriculture has covered

most of the inland Prairies, and wiU extend north (and into the Clay

Belt) as indicated by the crosses Manufactures have spread along

the St Lawrence from Montreal to Ottawa and Windsor, in large part

owing to the bountiful water power

But while there have been these striking advances and changes

m the type of industry, man has not really been a free agent His

advance from fur hunting to wheat growing is only possible where

ram and sun and soil are sabsfactory All the fur country cannot be

utilized for wheat, even if man so wishes Using a foreign example,

we shall nc\er see hydro electnc power or coalfields leading to the

development of factories m that half of the southern continent known
as ' Empty Australia,’ however much man may wish to replace the

sparsest of pastoral occupation by better paying industries On the

other hand, it seems clear to the writer that in the future the immense
coal resources of Alberta must inevitably be utilized, as the more

accessible coalfields are used up elsewhere Man may very probably

some day ‘choose (as the ‘We ocratic ’ School would say) to give

up ranching m the drier parts of Alberta, and turn to manufacturing

based on the almost inexhaustible coal But he is none the less con

trolled b> his environment

When one tries to forecast the future population of the Dominion,

so many difficulties arise that it is obvious that no accurate answer is

possible There are folk who say that ten millions is the best figure,

since today we have some difficulty in supporting thousands of un
emplojed Others point out that the natural increase of the popu
lation about 130 000 per annum is not far removed from the number
of new positions which become available each year This group
usually advocates the cessation of all immigration But supporters

of such views cannot have studied much history or geography
Every young nation has passed through many periods of unem*

ployment and allied difficulties, yet in time its population has greatly

increased, and Canada w ill be no exception The geographer can at
least make some attempt to classify and grade the lands available for

the present and future populahons He realizes that pioneers need
more land for a living than do the fanners of older lands, but this

pioneer condition will not hold indefinitely For instance, in the
Prairies a farmer needs about 400 acres (Fig 121) If now we turn
to Silesia (in the south-east of Gennan>), where the environment is
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Bomewhat similar, wc find that farms run to about EO or 60 acres”

murh°sm
“
-m 6'™6fa. 'be farms aremuch smaller, pmssibly about onn-tcnth of this area. Cressey gives

the figure ol 0 43 acres per perscn in agricultural China” hLkwhen we make a forecast, »c must state what kind of a culture-

favhr" ri"!?
" ' “ I* P™"" “ Manitoba, or a

oJ eS o
as in Iowa, or a mere subsistence farm as in parts

ofcS'
“ ' “hsolute minimum for human existence as in much

imln' ‘f' “ >'^“6' Ca"”* I'rar Beet.

miiltn
'hows that the agncultuml lands occupied are about 163

cole of 1, ? "“'“a " 'a™'.
. “"d

course, of such high utility as the former class, there are said to be

s'mornt aho
“ ^ “PP'P^h'ation would tell us that we can

Tufm T'' 7a™ ' • “"“'her ten millions) with,

techm

“

“'““‘"e' as we may fairly do, that

far we are making no allowance for altered standards of living.

AREAS OF OCCUPIED AND POTENTIAL AGRICULTURAL LANDS
Artat tn th«u$aiij aetet

Pnnce Edward Island
Nova Scotia

New Brunswick
Quebec
Ontario

Manitoba

Saskatchewan
Alberta

British Columbia

Total (including N W T t

occuptrd

1.191

4.302

4.152

17.301

22,811

15.132

55 673

38.977

3,542

163119

SltU

cvotlabk

66

3,790

6,566

26,441

42995
17.248

24 400
48.473

lOOCl

198043

TeUilfer

optcullure

1,258

8092
10,718

43,745

65,837

32,380

80 074

87,450

22 603

Tclat

land

13,275

17,734

335,062

232,500

140 623

152,304

159232

229,939

361,162
I

2 218 747

phers are agreed^ that 'the'^nr,**'^

^blem in another way. Geogia-

wholly controlled bv cro™ .nuTfT’V'’'"*''’'
°I

Arr,c....r., R,s,„.„^,,,
..A
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writer has attempted to answer the following question How many

people can Canada support, ustttg the same standards as those of

Northern Europe, including the use of coal to the same extent^

Fioitke 131 —Regions of present and foture fairly close settlement la
Canada (as detenumed solely by climate aad crops) shown by the dotted
areas The huge area of Cretaceous coal is shown m black oelow, to the
same scale, are six European countries with their populations On millions)

POPULATIONS OF SOME EUROPEAN COUNTRIES

European couniry

1

Europeon

1

population Caitaduin parallel

South Norway 3 nullions
1

South British Columbia

Germany and Poland with 450 000
million tons of coal

92 millions Prairie Provinces with 46 000
million tons of coal

South Finland
'

3 millions
'

Clay Belt

Czechoslovakia, very rugged m ^

east 1

14 millions

1

Southern Ontario and Quebec

South Sweden 6 millions > Mantimes

Total Pofulatios 118 millions
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•>'= d/matES ol Northern
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Canada's Role in Ceo

oata hay etc c
*^**^03 with possibilities lor growing potatoes,
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' 'P™ 'P”! " Sibem. In the latter country the

future ooDulatior
'
^'h “*“'0 ‘•‘“c

some'fTappL;tires
',

T

millions IS an nnf.w, i
prcscnt population of eleven

2one"isonlvthirH u
** obvious that this northern "potato-

suuii'rdrx:irirr’r'‘r‘'"^^
can be grown throuchm.t A

* ' "’“P” '’’o* coot-crops

to the edge ol the ,u„dral.g'"87rAt^‘‘'^’r''^r
swallow all the profits in su^ LJ!' ^ Pc«»"t, costs ol transport

pioneer lands todav nm
but in Canada, as m all other

the gradual aptoarS’^^'”'”"'-,’"'* “
or on
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^“

0, ,“he'’,'‘f
geographical workers in

“Thia last section is based oa tlii> «Canadian Geography (Canadutn CearmtA'^ t
Fundamental Factors in



CHAPTER XXVI

THE ATTACK ON THE AUSTRALIAN ENVIRONMENT

A Coastal Exploration

Few chapters m the history of civilization show so clearly the effect

of environment on the white settler as does that dealing with the

three hundred years of Australian history The effect so far is main

ly economic, the racial change being barely perceptible However,

Hrdhcka's recent work* on the evolution of an "American type"

should be consulted It shows a slight but recognizable racial alter

ation through life in America We may divide Australian history

into two parts The first deals with the discovery and exploration

of the new continent This may be said to extend up to about 1865

The last sixty years have been a period of exploitation, and we are

now capable of assessing the resources of the continent, and can

realize where nature is helping settlement and where she is thwarting

It In all other continents racial struggles have greatly complicated

the issue, but in Australia there has never been an aboriginal problem

of any importance, and there have been no struggles with any
European power

It IS Australia's misfortune that, on the whole, her northern and
western lands are distinctly unattractive But it has often been

pointed out that this certainly tended to keep Australia isolated

from the civilized world until the British occupied it This is perhaps

a matter of congratulation only to the short sighted It would have
been better for the world to have had a large area of fertile lands

than to have half that area preserved for a white race, which has to
struggle for all time against the unfavourable environment of the
centre, north, and west Much may, however, be learnt from the
history of the struggle up to the present time We shall ha\e no
better key to future prosperity

Almost the least known portion of the Australian coastline is along
Cape York Peninsula in the vicinity of Cape Keerweer Apart from
one or two mission stations there is no settlement to this day, and the
charts still show by broken lines the nebulous state of our knowledge
Here, early in 1606, the first authentic survey of the coast was made

*Tke Old Amertcans (BiUtmon 1925)

371
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> >1.= i^k

eucalyptus-totemDS A?^*^ and scattered

They 1 ad m f-, ^
Dutch or any other nations to settle there

w,Merl;\“ t o' o"
g regons of which more anon (Fig 132)

tu^tf "ne ^ O'O” ""'or

ndieatesthe^fe of.r? P'0
D^rri (. = barren) Waad

this coast lor the prmt
'I' " shore trade winds which desiccate

greater part of the jear A little later m 1619

TOr eyes skinned ?l„“hmPelartS'p'’‘°"| ' '^“P

-rb^tcSTsri^r'fr™-
islands altosether th niy populated

“““
natives and of very 1 ttle use h cruel poor and brutal

sterile soil seem to be the chief H i

humidity and a
dunng the summer No serllfj? is heavy
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fatality he turned back at Nuyts Archipelago just as the fertile

south-east coasts were reached

In 1642 the first circumnavigalion ^as made by Tasman But

he only saw the south of Tasmania and thence passed east to New
Zealand Two years later he surveyed the north coast, thus seeing

nothing of the fertile south east and east coasts Dampier was equal-

ly unfortunate His two voyages of 1688 and 1699 added something

to the world s knowledge of the north west from Derby south to

North West Cape This is precisely where the and region touches

the coast The writer traversed this region by aeroplane in 1924

The great belts of floating desert sand, blown out to sea by the trade

wind, made a memorable sight

Cook, in 1770, was the first voyager to reach those portions of the

continent, which—like all eastern coasts near the tropics—are bene-

ficially affected by the constant trade winds or by the ram beanng

systema known as the eaat-coast cyclones H is noteworthy that hvs

was a truly scientific expedition, and England has here reaped a rich

reward from this but too rare example of her encouragement of

science For it was the autbontative reports of Banks and others

which contnbuted largely to the founding of the first settlement m
Australia Cook reached Cape Everard m Victoria m 1770 and
charted the whole east coast northward to Torres Straits The "First

Fleet" arrived at Botany Bay m 1788, and local exploring expeditions

led by Bass, Flinders, and others had filled m the gaps m the south

east by the end of 1801

We may pause here to see how present settlement is related to

the early discoveries of the coast of Australia It js interesting to

note that some sixty four of the eighty largest towns in Australia

(i e
, those with more than three thousand inhabitants) he in regions

whose coasts were discovered by the English Of all the littoral

explored by the Dutch, from Cape York round westward to the eastern

end of the Australian Bight, only the small region of the south west
comer (“Swanland") is suited to dose settlement by people of
European ongin

The exploitation of the contment itself depends very largely on
the structure, and this will now be discussed

B Control by Structure and Geology

The structure (or build) of Australia is relatively simple, and a
short study of the salient features wiU make the controls affecting
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settlement much easier to understand In Fig 133 is given a "mantle

map" in which the geological formations are shown laid one above

the other in their true relation, though the edges of the formations

(or "mantles' ) are necessarily exaggerated In the west appears

the great Australian Shield (I on the map), an area of very ancient

rock for the most part, which has resisted folding and was worn

dow'n nearly to sea level in Tertiary times In late Tertiary times

Fiouse 133 —A mantle map of Australia in which the geological

format ons are shown m appropriate position (by exaggerating the edges)
The mam features of geolo^ and topcigraphy ate combined in a gencraliied
fash on in this map (^Tom Ltmitt cj Za»4 StlUemenl 1937)

It was elevated tn masse to an average height of about 1,200 feet

It contains many valuable mineral deposits notably the West Aus
tralian goldfields but artesian water ts absent except m one or two

small basins on the margin A great deai tit tlwt Sb-iaW. baa been

covered (since the Tertiary) with sand dunes (9) but slightly wetter

conditions of late have enabled scattered vegetation to “fix” these

dunes They are useless even for sparse grazing, and obviously
prevent prospecting for minerals
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Throughout most of the geological recortl the SJ’teJd has resisted

the folding of the crust ^ hich has been «5o charactenstic of the margins

of the Pacific. But the eastern margin of Australia has been buckled

into ndge and hoUov. m se^'eral of the geological period® Ignoring

the older examples in Permian tunes—some 150 milhon >ears ago

—

«eas and lakes developed along a longitudinal holloir In these lakes

peat was deposited, to form coal under the pressure of later formations

These Permian areas are shown as 5 on the mantle-map

Somewhat later, in Jurassic and Cretaceous times a great elongated

basm (geosjTiclme) de\-eIoped just to the east of the Shield In this

basin were deposited porous sands, which were buned bj ^eiaral

thousand feet of impermeable claja, etc. The whole «enes is labelled

Ficche 133a.—^Minerals m Austnln. Metals are found m theW estem
Shield or m the old rocks of the Eastern Hishlacds. None is fousd in the
jtjunj baans (dotted) or fired dunes. Cool is shoira by blat^ ovaL.

6 m the map—and the porous sands m the low est la) ers contain the
largest artesum water ®uppl> m the world \ smaller ba®m (7) of
similar character de%-elop^ on the north of the Great \ustraUan
Bight Here also artesian water (but of poor qualitj) is obtainable
To the <outh of the mam artesian area is another broad ba«m coN'ered

mth allu%aal etc., h\ the largest •\iistralian n^-ers This is the
Tertiar) Ba®m (S), draired bj the Murraj and its tnbutanes, the
Darling, Ladilan, etc.

At the end of Tertiarj times probablj before the Pleistocene
(about one rmlUon \ears ago), the eastern margm of the continenc was
elevated m a broad earth fold This was parallel to and assoaated
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'* '/"““‘i New Zealand and the numerouslestMn islands of the south western Pacific This feature has beenconsidered m Chapter vi (Fij 23)

rec.on™arth.rb™f7'“
” ‘>«s™iii=s the feoeraphy of a

tte OM rLl
'>"''<‘i““ssion indicates lletal mines am found in

Coal mmi „
fnnmns the Flinders Range (2) m South Australu,

Pe™ ra /iT
" "''“"'“•OHS formations but ,n the^rmun (5) and later rocks, such as those labelled 7 m Victoria

^ds SndTo
”'"7 'ft™''™’ (6. 7. unit 8) Goodsods tend to accumulate ,n basins and similar low areas (such a- «

settlement m 'lie gradual
itiseussinE the factors which will
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determine the sites occupied by lutiire population The “First Fleet”

laden with convicts and their military guards was ordered to land at

Botany Bay, because of the attractive description furnished by

Captain Cook of that region It is a curious coincidence that the

original settlement should have been near what may ultimately be-

come the natural centre of the population of Australia I am tempted

to place this in the lower Hunter Valley (near Newcastle) where

valuable farm lands border on the richest coalfield m the Southern

Hemisphere Sydney itself is surrounded at a distance of 50 miles

FlcUKE 135 —Map showing: distribution of the chief types of pasture in
Australia (based in part cm McTaggarf) Classes 1 to 12 are numbered in
approKKoate order of value I, temperate grass-land with differentiation
of important areas of esotic grasses (closer ruling), 2 temperate forest
3 tropical Mitchell grass, 4 open tropicaUorest 5 saltbush 6 tropical
sandy grass land distinguishing as Go areas in which acacia is more abun
dant 7, ram forest 8 tnallee 9 and muiga 10 west sandy grass-land
11 poor open forest, 12 fixeddtmea 13 alpine (Courtesy of Ceorro/>JiKal
Rmcte, 1937 )

by a zone of deep gorges (carved in a sterile sandstone plateau) which
IS even today nearly uninhabited

The early attempts of the settlers to grow wheat m a land with a
rainfall of 50 inches and a hot, wet summer, or to develop a sheep
industry in the same somewhat unfavourable region, were naturally
not very successful Yet up to 1860 a considerable proportion of the
wheat m New South Wales and Victoria v. as grown m such unsuitable
wet coastal regions Now, hardly any wheat and few sheep are found
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by .h=1o™7M . r'“ •«

her* thrift
' ‘‘'f«“‘P'=bau" referred to above Flock, and

"T Pl'"'” »" ‘Ite west ofthe dividiphere about 80 miica from the Pacific (F.e 134)
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MILLIONS OF SHEEP
^ew South South nest

notes Victoria Queensland Auslraha Australia Total

1S90 56 13 18 7 3 98

1030 53 16 23 6 10 HI

The table shows very httle change m the total for Australia or in

the figures for the states (except in West Australia) m the last forty

years The same is true for cattle which numbered 10 millions in

1890 and 12 millions in 1930 *

We may conclude this section by a brief review of agricultural

development Of the 22 million acres under crop iti 1932 nearly 16

millions were demoted to wheat and 3 millions to hay Moreover, the

Figure 136 ^—Spread of the wheat belt in Western Australia from
XSSS to 192S The isohyets for 9 inches and 15 inches (May Octob^)
bound the actual H heat belt (After R P Roberts and £ C Clarke)

B—Fluciuatvoos in the wheat belt in ^uth Eastern Aus
tralia The dotted areas «ere wheat lands in 1860 but most of this coastal
land IS not now used for wheat The ruled area is the wheat belt in 1924.
(Partly after S H Roberts )

larger part of the latter acreage is for uheaten ha> Oats is the second
crop, but It has only about 2 million acres of crop Hence we can
confine our attention to wheat in this brief survey The essential

features m the spread of the wheat belt are charted in Fig 136 In
1860 the areas cropped were m general too wet for satisfactory wheat
farms and there has been a complete shift to the drier slopes further
inland The western edge of the wheat m 1881 is about the centre

*See the writers comparison of the semi-de'ert pastures of Australia and the
United States in Economic Geography Julj 1937
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of the wheat belt today The advance still further inland in 1893

and m 1910 is charted as well as the present edge of the wheat which

has not varied greatly since 1934 Indeed the fluctuations in the

western boundary back and forth from 1893 to 1924 show that it is

precarious to move into dner regions than the position reached in

1893 Hence it seems evident that the wheat belt in the south east

(where three quarters of the crop is grown) is now in a fairly stationary

position A further discussion of this margin of close settlement

appears later

D Character of the Australtan PopulattOH

Before proceeding to consider the controls governing present and

future settlement it will be well to discuss the character of the Aus

trahan population In several particulars this is rather unlike that

of most other recently settled areas In the first place the white folk

have been free from the difficulties resulting from a large aboriginal

population The pnmitive tnbes of Australia were so scattered so

few and so poorly endowed tn culture that they offered only a negli

gtble opposition to the early ranchers and settlers There have been

many examples of minor conflict between white and black but

nothing resembling a war or suggesting union of the aboriginal tnbes

against their displacers ever occurred Today there are about

60 000 full bloods and 20 000 half castes in Australia This is only a

negligible proportion compared with more than seven million

whites Moreover the aborigines are almost all to be found along

the relatively inaccessible northern coastlands where they come m
contact with only a few hundreds of whites

Australia is perhaps unduly self-congratulatory on the fact that

some 97 per cent of her white folk are of British ancestry This is

satisfactory m so far as it means that there is no language problem in

Australia such as vexes Canada or South Africa From the racial

point of view Australia differs from Canada or the United States

m that there are no immigrants from Central Europe Hence the

broad headed Alpine race » lacking though well represented m
America by thousands of Russians Poles Austrians Yugo-Slavs etc

The present writer is of the opinion that biologically a strain of Alpme
blood would strengthen the future Australian population The

British themselves are of mixed ancestry Those from the rugged
west of the British Isles are of Mediterranean race and are distinctly

different from the fairer Nordics deriving from the eastern lowlands
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There is some slight evidence that the darker Mediterraneans may
acclimatize more readily in Australia than the fairer type.

The first large group of non*Bntish to arrive n ere valuable German

settlers rvho took up land m the region north of Adelaide. They also

migrated to the Wimmera and other places near the Murray River,

and later many settled on the uplands west of Brisbane. Swedes and

Danes helped the dairy industrym Victoria and the sugar industry on

the north-east coast The French and Swiss are largely responsible

for the wine industry, especially in South Australia and Victoria. The
Italians have always been associated with sugar, and the first large

groups went to the Lismore district (south of Brisbane), but of late

years they ha\e become a dominant factor in the cane-fields of the

far north near Mounlj-an (lat. S). Here they w ork at cane cutting

under probably the hottest conditions of manual labour experienced

by European labour. The latest data (from the 1933 census) are

compared with those of 1921 (left), in the following table.

BIRTH-PLACES OF POPULATIONS
Australia . 4,581,000 5,726,566

Britain 676,000 710,458
New Zealand 38.000 45,963

China 13,800 8,579

Italy 4,003 26.756
Germany 3,555 16.812

United States 3.257 6,066
Greece 2,817 8,837
Japan 2,639 ca. 2,000

Russia 2,317 ca. 2,000
France 2,OSS 7

E. Zones of SeUlemenP

The chief aim of these chapters is to focus attention on those

portions of Australia which will best repay exploitation, and inci-

dentally to amve at definite conclusions as to the relative merits of

\’arious regions in the continent. To this end I have summarized the
\'anous economic charactenstics in a map. This represents conditions

as they are now, 145 jears since the first settlement. It represents
the best guide to future developments (Fig. 137).

'Many of the data in the Austialian chapters are based on a portion of my
Presidential Address to the Geography Section of the Australasian Association for
the Adv-aacement of Saence, IVelhogtCHi, 1923 A bibIiograph> of this part appears
at the end of Chapter xxts.
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We see on the east a belt of land receiving' 30 inches of rainfall

which IS the zone of vitenmefarming Here are most of the orchards

dairies, cattle and in the north, maize and sugar But the close

farming does not extend west of Cooktown, for the so-called utl bell

of the north lacks ram for six months or more, and so far this moiety

has not been tackled by the farmer

The dotted zone is the tnttnst skeeft hell of the south east Cattle

and dairies occur here also but in much fewer numbers This belt is

not noticeable m the south west, but will no doubt develop there

later on

The next belt is the great wheat Ml of the south which extends

from Geraldton (W A ) to Roma (Q ) It is important to note that

the wheat belt lies in drier country than either the chief cattle or

chief sheep country, though this fact is not generally realized*

The less important sheep Ml which is fairly broad, extends from

Pilbarra (W A ) round the south and up to Camooweal (Q ) and is

interspersed with cattle country, especially on the dner and hotter

margins More or less continuous with it on the north is the less

important cattle belt of Australia
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There is noiv left that great central oblong of desert and semi

desert country whose successful occupation constitutes the great

geographical problem of Australia Its limits extend from Broome

to Kalgoorlie and thence to Broken Hill, to Camooweal, and so back

to Broome The area contains practically 1,000,000 square miles

Until quite lately many people imagined that this central region

constituted a great pastoral country As near as I can ascertain, this

huge area supports just over approximately 1 per cent of the sheep

and just about 2 per cent of the cattle of Australia I stress this

because of its beanng on the problem of opening up the interior We
may subdivide this oblong block into the western useless sand ndge

region, and an eastern portion with win^ surrounding the former

Noting non the distribution of cattle, the immense importance of

the dairying industry can hardly be exaggerated Taking New South

Wales as fairly typical of the cattle states we find that practically half

of the total cattle for the state are grazed m the small area of the

northern nvers extending from the Tweed to the Hunter This is

the region of heaviest rainfall

There is a belt of very much less importance on the table lands

and only a small proportion m the western plains Hence even in

the great cattle industry, it is the farmer in the close settlement

regions and not the cattle baron of the and intenor, who is contnbut*
ing by far the greater wealth of the Commonwealth In Queensland
the same thing is true The great preponderance of cattle is found
on the farms of the well watered coast The adjoining downs are

less important, while the cattle m the lands too dry for agriculture

are of >ery much less importance
The control by climate is not so obvious in the case of manu

factures, and is often quite unimportant in regard to mining For very
many years to come manufactunngm Austraha will depend essentially

on the presence of coal or of hydro electric power The great coal

deposits all he almost entirely along the coast, from Fingal in Tasmania
through Morwell in Victoria, the Sydney Neivcastle region in New
South \VaIes> and tbxo'igh. Ipswvdh, avd CIicto/ota

Queensland Without exception these districts would ultimately be
closely settled if not a ton of coal were to be obtained, for they he in

the agricultural regions v.ith a good ramfall (Fig 140)
H>dro-electnc power is also dependent on a fairly heavy and

regular rainfall, so that the chief centres must almost without excep
tion grow up m this same region of the well watered east of the
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Indeed, around the Pacific there seem to be no accessible fields

comparable with those of Newcastle for amount and quality though

of course, inland in Shansi (North China) and m Western Canada

there are very much larger coalfields I need not point out how im

portant is this asset of seaboard coalfields in connexion with the

question of return tonnage in ocean trade (Fig 150)

The reader is referred to the author s recent advanced text book

on Australia* for a more complete study of the problems discussed

m Chapters xxvi xxix

F Recent Advances

During 1948 the author made four traverses of Australia with a
view to estimating the chief changes in settlement since 1928 In

Tasmania three new hydro electric districts have been developed to

the south west of Great Lake near Tarraleah In Victoria a new and
immense open cut is beingmade in the coal deposits near Monvell The
steel works at Newcastle (N S W ) are producing steel as cheaply as

anywhere m the world In South Australia irrigation is spreading to the

south of Renmark and there are five barrages across the mouth of the

Murray barring the entry of the sea Into Lake Alexandrma Water is

being piped from the Murray to the iron district near Wh>alla and
Iron Knob Blast furnaces and shipbuilding are developed at Why
alia The coal at Leigh s Creek in the far north of South Australia

13 much more abundant than was at first realized and is being de
veloped In Northern Temtory a tarred road connects Alice Springs
V. ith Darwin and another good road links Camooweal (Q ) to Newcastle
Waters Some promising gold mines are being opened at Tennants
Creek and the mica to the east of Alice Springs is finding a good
market

*London Methuen ed 5 1&49
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AUSTRALIAN HOMOCLIMES

In these two tables compare A with A B with B etc

/lusirahan

locality

Averts^

Urn

perature

Hottest

month

Coldest

month

Total

ratnfall

Ratn

Wefieit

month

Ratn

Driest

month

*F •F «F in in in

A Broome 78 9 859 703 23 0

B Nullagine 798 859 70 3 23 3 0

C Carnarvon 710 800 600 9 3 0

D Wiluna 70 0 850 520 10 2

R Darwin 830 84 0 770 62 15 1

F Daly Waters 80 0 870 690 27 6

(j Alice Springs 70 0 840 530 11 2 0
H Townsville 78 0 82 0 66 0 49 11 0

J Wyndham 84 5 883 76 2 27 8 0

A Brisbane 688 580 47 7 2

Fortiin

locality

Average

tern

perature

Hottest

month

Coldest

month

Total

rainfall

Fain

Wettest

month

Ratn

Driest

month

A fianaoa

'F *F •F in in in

(R Congo) 779 81 5 725 29 6 0
B Colima (Mexico)
C Olukonda (South

761 800 69 6 34 7 0

\\est Afr ca)

D Windhoek (South

72 0 770 51 D 19 5 0

West Africa)

E Cuttack (East of

67 0 74 0 56 0 15 4 0

India)

F Quixeramobim
SOO 870 70 0 55 12 0

(Braz 1) 810 830 790 27 6 0
C Biskra (Alger a) 69 0 890 510 10 1 0
H Calcutta 78 0 820 650 60 12 0
/ Tinneielh 843 895 78 5 28 9
K Durban 70 7 770 642 42 6 1

Basin They tell us nothing as to the development of the tt\o thirds
of Australia’s empty spaces—e g , the regions north of 30“ S latitude

The most salient feature is the remarkable relation between the
population and the rainfall In the days of the great development of
the United States (i e , to 1900} the 20 inch ram line very closely
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There is the closest similarity m the width and position of the

steppe lands on each side of the most and region m both continents

The north south extent of the desert of Sahara and of the Australian

desert agree Of course, the great east west width of the Sahara is

due to the presence of the huge land mass of South Asia which lies to

the east of Afnca If Australia were as wide along the tropic, her

desert might equal the Sahara in area and aridity (see also p 38)

On the equatorial side we find that the savannas of Nigeria are

homocUmes of those in Northern Temtory Here also rainfall and

elevation are remarkably alike, but the inland African region is

slightly hotter On the other hand it is watered by larger rivers

than is Northern Temtory
It is important to note that some cotton growing is earned on m

Nigena, and we may yet see cotton fields in the Territory Sorghum

(and other millets) and tapioca (manioc) and groundnuts are largely

grown also While Darwin is not a particularly unhealthy place, it

IS significant that its homoclime is the Bight of Benin, “where few

come out, though many go in
’’ But no doubt the absence of natives

and the rarity of tropical diseases, combined with the open coastline

of Darwin, make Benin a less close homoclime than the following

table would indicate

mm im
CootestB

•F 1 •F 1 •F 1 in ' in in

Darwin (NT) 82 7 St 77 62 15 1

Lagos (Benin) 79 82 75 5 72 18 1

B A General Discussion of Chmaitc Control in Australia

There can be no better guide to the future settlement of Australia

than the present distribution of population It is necessary to realize

that there is no unexplored temtory m Australia With such vast
areas of uninhabited country, it is obvious that detailed maps are
not available, but no good pastoral country was missed by the later

explorers, for they were almost invariably on the look out for new
pastoral areas By 1890 Australia ceased to be a pioneer country in
the sense that good land au’aited the discoverer In the last half
century the process of “filling in,” and improving holdings already
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leased or purchased, has replaced the pioneer’s practice of "taking up”

new country found by his own efforts

The map shown in Fig 139 gives a good idea of the division of

Austraha into two TCgions, to •wVnch i have usnahy referred

"Economic Australia" and "Empty Australia " The latter (included

in the area ABCD) is unfortunately the larger of the two divisions

It IS amusing to realize that the writer was publicly censured in the

Commonwealth Parliament as late as July, 1924, for drawing attention

to these grave disabilities Today they are accepted without question

Figure 130—Map of Australia showing distribution of population
Vrban population is given in thousands tnaderaU « stvii.r fr.ur nsrsons to



Ficlre 140 —Future scttlemeat of Australia showing approximate
lines of equal populat on (to the square imle) Small mops A annual
rainfall li seasonal rams (the line AB separates summer from winter
rams) C temperature (the suggested railway routes are ind cated from
Al ce Springs [A! or Bourke (Bj to Newcastle Waters {N) Marrec {Afl)
D ram rel ability B evaporatson and discomfort F regions experiencing
long periods ol heat (days oser DO* F )
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in the circular of the conscrvatire Bank of New South Wales entitled

Australia s Vast Empty Spaces *

Let us now examine with some care the climatic and other controls

which have led to this very definite concentration of population in the

east and south of Australia If we consider first the position of

Australia as regards Latitude it is so situated that the Tropic of

Capricorn runs almost across its widest extent Two important

results follow first that 40 per cent lies within the tropics—though

luckily in the healthier because more and part of the tropical belt

secondly that it lies in the domain where the trade winds (blowing

from the east) are dominant

The best test of the effect of temperature is shown in Fig 140 at E
Here the broken lines chart the wwinier of monlht with a muggy

climate i e each with an average wet bulb figure over 70* F Thus

Sydney has no such muggy month Brisbane has three such months

Darwin nine and Thursday Island twelve In the wnters opinion

this IS the major climatic disability along the tropical coasts and

especially affects the white women who are the most important indt

viduals in any scheme of permanent tropical settlement Another

function of temperature —lengthy periods with the dry bulb exceed

ing 90* —18 charted in Fig 140 at F These are called heat spells

m Australia They are most acute in the and intenor where 150

such days have been recorded But m the writer a opinion the dry

bulb readings are not so important as the wet bulb in discussions of

settlement of trop cal Australia since the discomfort due to a hot

moitt climate is the more likely effect in lands where tropical agn
culture may flourish

The rainfall regime ts however the main control as is indicated

in the introductory paragraphs Since Australia so badly needs

water it is rather surprising to find that the widest coastlands with

a reasonably good rainfall (over 30 inches) are practically uninhabited

These districts are found along the north coast and are charted m
Fig 140 at j4 a reference to the second map (Fig 140 at B) shows

us that down the east coast the ram is uniform as well as moderately
abundant whereas along the norA coast the ram falls almost wholly
in the summer and there is little or no ram for nine months in the

year No agriculture has so far been found to pay under these con
ditiong in Australia—though as we shall see this type of rain is

'Aue is3e
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found in Nigeria and allied areas with a considerable primitive popu

lation

Two other aspects of climatic control merit brief attention There

are many ways of evaluating the reliability of rainfall The simplest

IS to find the average value of the dtparlurts SroYri ths mean for a long

period of years Referring to Fig 140 at 2) we find that the southern

regions of winter ram vary least from the average, i e , are most

reliable The thunderstorm rains of the centre are not only very

small but very variable The summer rains of the north are to be

placed between the other two types in this respect We have no

detailed information regarding evaporation Obviously it depends

on the temperature and on the dryness of the air Hence the lines of

equal evaporation (Fig 140 at £) are more or less parallel to the sea

coast but the greatest evaporation is found toward the hottest region

m the northwest In the centre of Australia the rainfall is about

10 inches a year, but the evaporation is 100 inches a year Only along

the east and south coasts are there small areas where the rainfall is

greater than the evaporation These are shown as black patches in

Fig 140 at £ Here accordingly (in a relatively humid atmosphere)

vegetation flourishes with tropical abundance

We have now briefly considered the most important of the climatic

controls and Australia is so flat that tt is on the whole devoid of

topographic difficulties However, there are unfortunately some
rugged regions where close settlement has not taken place in spite of

an excellent climate These are found on the seaward slopes of the
highland region already charted in Fig 133 In earlier publications

I have tabulated such areas in eastern New South Wales Their
total area is about 23 000 square miles—nearly 30 per cent of the
well watered littoral In Victoria, an approximate figure for the
rugged highlands (with a wet but rather bleak climate) would be
U OOQ square miles, or one-eighth of the whole state In Tasmania,
about the same amount, some 11 000 square miles, is almost un
inhabited (m spite of a heavy rainfall) owing to its rugged, bleak
character This is nearly half of the ^and state In. the other pacts
of Australia topography is not a controlling factor

Artesian water is present in many parts of Australia Indeed, in

the north-east we find an artesian basin occupying over 600000
square miles, which is the largest in the world In general, all this
water supplj occurs in semi and r^tons, where it is used for watering
stock It has perhaps doubled the grazing capacity of these areas
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It IS perhaps as well to commence onr discussion of and lands by

agreeing upon a definition of the word “desert,” that term which ^s

anathema to many Australian patriots We may consider various

opinions on the question In a voluminous work entitled Australia

Unlimited,^ the writer (E J Brady) scorns the term as applied to

Australia He justifies his attitude by a lengthy disquisition on the

merits of the so called “Nmety-mile Desert ' near the Murray mouth

This region has an average and reliable rainfall of some 16 inches, and

should not be classed with the great trade wind or ram shadow deserts

His remarks on this region, however, have no bearing on the true

deserts of Australia, though he implies that the latter (in Australia)

have been, wrongly named iti the same fashion

Of more serious discussions we have two classes those of the

botanist and those of the geographer The former presumably often

means bj “desert” a region where there is practically no plant life

The latter, I believe, usually means a region where the plant life is too

sparse to be of any important economic value Cannon has recently

studied the and country of South Australia, and has adopted an

“arbitrary classification" having 5 inches of rainfall as the criterion

This definition has no relation to Australian economic conditions,

and IS based on a much lower figure than m most definitions DieU
a German botanist, has adopted 8H inches, Schimper uses 10 inches

Milham, the distinguished American meteorologist, states that m the

considerably cooler lands of the United States "beloiv 12 inches is a
desert ” He agrees with W M Davis m this respect

Various well known geographers who view Australia with a
knowledge of other and lands, wite as follows Professor H E
Gregory, who has travelled throughout Australia says that she has
“one of the most extensive deserts in the world “ Colonel Lyons
(the Egyptian authority) writes “Inland Australia has desert con
ditions as strongly marked as any in the world ” Professor Ward, the
American climatologist, uses 20 inches as the major climatic boundary
m the United States Sanders, m a recent discussion of Mexican
climates, defines below 20 inches as “and" and from 20 inches to 50
inches as “semi and " This gives little hope of much of Australia*

I ha\e left until the end the most useful definitions Professor

J W Gregory wTites “The interior of South Australia is mostly a
desert, using that term in its generally accepted modem meaning of a
country with such an and climate and such a scanty water-supply

‘Melbourne 1918
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de^'elop It I ha\e for jcars pointed out that Central Australia is

exactly akm to the Sahara in its geographic location We knoxe that

ea*en the Sahara contains *‘no very long stretches without herbage

here or there
’ *

Since, howeacr, the aridity of a desert anries with the distance

from ram forming oceans the smaller Australian desert is mucli less

inhospitable than the Sahara Desert It has no district wath a rainfall

lower than 4 inches a 3 ear, while a large part of the Sahara appears

to haae IcK (Fig 141)

There, howei’er, appeared m 1922, a discussion of the world's

deserts by the eminent geographer and botanist Koeppen * Here he
discusses the controls gQt*crnmg deserts, and he has produced a world-

map where one may see at a glance the rclatit'e extent of the great

deserts of the world Koeppen realwes that caaiporation is a great

factor in the problem, so that 10 indies falling in tlic wanter is worth

much more than 10 inches falling m the summer His conclusions for

desert country as they apply to Australia are as follows

We see then, that Koeppen uses an aa^erage limit of about 12
inches but m hotter parts he indudes 17 indies as desert, and in

cooler parts nothing aboi'e 8 inches With tlie exception perhaps of
the Murchison region of West Australia tliese limits agree a^ery aa-ell

nith the definition of J W Gregory
Howea'cr, the chief interest in Koeppen’s work lies not so much

in what he calls the Australian desert region, but in how it compares
tilth regions heafrd in exactly the somefashion in the rest of the world
I haa-e measured the areas giaxn by Koeppen (see Fig 141) m an
approximate fashion They are as follows

*S« the »-nter s «un-ey la Ccognphteal Kenev, April 1930
Clatsificalion of Climates (AfoRlUy Washington)
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1 Sahara
2 Australia

3 Turkestan
i Arabia

5 Argentina

AREAS OF DESERTS OF THE WORLD
(After Keeppen)

Square mtlet

2 GOO 000 6 Colorado
noOOOO 7 Gobi
000000 8 Kalahari
480000 fl Thar (India)
400000 10 Chill
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From the foregoing account it mil be seen that there is a great

variety of opinion as to what constitutes the "Desert”® in Australia.

In Fig. 142, I show the divisions of and Australia which I have been

using for some years. Before conridering the exact limit of the desert,

we may profitably discuss the following table, which gives the resources

and population about 1924 in the various and and west tropical

divisions They have not altered materially in the last dozen years

Thus the "Central Belt,” with 40 per cent of the area of the

Commonwealth, contains only about one-sixth of 1 per cent of the

population; 9 per cent of the cattle (less than one head per square

mile), and 1 per cent of the sheep (less than one sheep per square mile).

SPARSELY INHABITED REGIONS OF WEST AUSTRALIA, SOUTH
AUSTRALIA, AND NORTHERN TERRITORY

Average ; Approx
Region Area Average evapora 1>oPula' Cattle Sheep

ram Iton tton

R Western Desert 468,OW 8 110 none ' none
R Arunta Desert 59,000 7 no •< ’

C And Highlands
Total, Arid
Centre

153,000 9 100 600 130,000 6,000

;

680,000 600 130,000 6,000

D L Eyre Lowland 190.000 6 80 3,750 56,000 1,000,000ENT Coastlands 270,000 30 90 2,300 450,000 none
F Kimberley, W. A
Total, Central

Belt. .

124,000 25 90 2,200 536,000 170,000

1,264.000 9,450 1,172,000 ' 1,176,000

Percentage. Australia 40% t of 1% 9% 13%
0 Far Western.. , 365,000 8 80 11,000 150,000 2,740,000

Grand Total. .

.

1,629,000 20,450 1,322 000 3.916,000
Percentage, Australia 55% iofl% 11% 4 5%

When we realize that almost all this region had been adequately
explored by 1879, and that within a year or two the borders had been

by pastoralists, it seems obvious that it is not ignorance

"f
empty. Railways long ago in 1891 led to the heart

Q W
*’®sion at Oodnadatta, they cross its southern margin at

—g, they almost reach the sand-ridge region at Laverton and at

‘•B
Atlas of Natural Vegflahon tn t/te Untied States, 1924, states:

Mt*
® Rocky Mountains on theeast and the Cascade-Sierra on the west and

en mg from the Canadian to the Mexican boundary lies the great inland desert.”
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Marble Bar Sparse settlement has long taken place through Central

Australia in the belt of better country between the two sand ridge

regions, for the overland telegraph was built through here m 1872

Viewing all these facts, it seems to me that there is only one expla

nation Nature has been very niggardly in her gifts in the Australian

hinterland While it is impossible to say exactly where the limits of

the desert ' shall be drawn, we must surely include the regions of

sand ridges, which have repelled all settlement (or nearly half a

century, i e ,
since the borders were occupied

The layman’s idea of a desert la usually erroneous, and is based

on the extreme type seen near Cairo or the Red Sea These moving

dunes without vegetation are by no means characteristic even of the

Sahara Probably two-thirds of the African desert consists of fixti

dunes like the Australian sand ndge country, or of Areg ( ’gibber”

country) like that at Oodnadatta, or of Ilamada like the rocky areas

of West Australia Hence it is a matter of definition as to how much

ih excess of the two regions labelled “Desert" m Fig J42 would be

given that name by foreign authorities on the desert environment

Some like Koeppen would certainly include the far western area of

350 000 square miles as well as the 170000 of the lowlands around

Lake Eyre

To the writer it is on the reasons for the sparseness of the population

(which is an unwelcome and unescapable fact), rather than on the

name we give the country, that the attention of Australians should

be concentrated

Let us now consider in more detail the pastoral problem m relation

to and Australia If we refer to the stock maps (which were first

drafted by the writer in 1915), we find that cattle and sheep do well in

certain regions of West Australia with only 8 inches of rainfall, while

there is none in much wetter regions in Northern Territory The

explanation of this anomaly lies in the geology of the regions A large

portion of Central Australia is covered with sand ndges, where very

little permanent fodder grows though even here it is possible to travel

stock in suitable seasons Let us therefore, plot these sand ndges,

and we find that they cover a large part of and Australia and, indeed,

agree fairly closely with the areas which are practically irreclaimable

The sand ndges extend Irom the south-east at Ooldea, on the

Trans-Australian Railway, for a thousand miles to the north west at

the Indian Ocean at Wollal, near Broome * In the south west they

•An excellent ec entiflc account ol Uita north west coro« o( the desert is given

by F G Clapp m the CeozraphK RePteu New Yort April 1926
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begm near Wiluna, and extend almost to Tennant’s Creek, on the

o\*erbnd telegraph Ime Tliej cover about half a million square

miles A second area lies between Lake E>Te and the Barkly Table

land (NT) and consists of about 70 000 square miles The Arunta

tnbe dnell on the margms of this area It ma> ,
therefore, be referred

to as the Arunta De*ert This kind of country covers one-fifth of

Australia, and merits a bnef description (Fig 142)

The «and ndges somewhat re^mble those ‘seen from the nilway at

Ooldea {S_A ), v, here some fifty miles of them are traversed But here

the rainfall is fair and the e\'apontion low , so that the region is much
more promising than that to the north The ndges are about 50 feet

high, and tend to run parallel to the dominant wnnds In the centre

they are controlled by the south-east trade winds It eeems possible

that these dunes consist of the finer matenal of the extensi\'e desert

•sandstone formation of Eastern Australia, which has been blowai to

the west by the trade winds and piled up into ndges, of which four

or five occur m each mile WTiiIe the w estem country wall support

trav'elluig stock m favourable ^ea’^ns, Talbot conaders that it is

net'er hkely to be permanently occupied by pastorahsts Howew,
the rainfall is sufficient to supply natiN-e wells and shallow soakage
wells m most seasons Thus <^nmg has opened up the stock route

from Hall’s Creek (lumberley) to Wiluna (\Vj\ ) by a «enes of wells,

some of which give a supply of 1,000 gallons an hour Very httle, if

any
, u«e of it has been made m the last tw enty > ears

In much the same way as we may ure the inner (and) border of the
wheat belt to determine the boundary of agnculture, *50 we may u«e
the inner border of the sheep (SS) xuid cattle (CC) belts to determme
the limits of settlement in the and regions These are ‘^hown very
roughly in the map (Fig 137) In the north and west cattle encroach
closest on the desert , in the south sheep are the most important stock,
although here also cattle occupy the loughest regions

It must be clearly understood that this country of sparse pastoral
occupation wall neier support much human occupation The laigest
Station's compnsing thousands of «!guare miles, rarely contain more
than a score of white settlers, and of late years I believe the tendency
IS to work them wath ei-en fewer stock men than before

Thus we may rule out all the region on Fig 137 marked “No
settlement ’ or “Sparse stock ’ from the point of vaew of notew orthy
human settlement It must be dearly understood that 1 beliei’e that
sheep and cattle wall be much more den«ely distnbuted m the future
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w rowrt o{ cattle aad sheep coucitcy It w largely a matter of

adequate wells and bores But this by no means implies a dense

population of human beings Mining towns may, of course, spring up

for a decade or two but they do not materially affect the question

The prosperity ol the pastoralist depends very largely on the

absence of drought years This ts quite distinct, of course from the

reliability of the ram, r\hich has been discussed on page 3D3 In Fig

142A the seasons at Bourkc, a sheep district in central New South

yjoiaw —Map itVostratuDS the j>c«s»iV>Vity oi tweeastnaj
rainfall in Australia The graph (below) shows that rainfall at Bourke
(B in map) vanes ^irrcU^ with maxiioa of solar energy (i e pos tive

relation) In and Australia however >-ears of minimurn aolar energy
have rather better rainfall (Partly (rora Kidson )

Wales have been graphed '' The wnter in 1922 noted that the

drought years occur here dunng years with low solar activity (i e , few

sun spots) Later Kidson showed that this positive relation (i e ,
low

rainfall low solar energy) characterized much of the north and south

of Australia while a negatt\e relation marked the and west We
have already noticed a similar variation for North America in Fig 88

Here is an indication as to how the sun spot cycle (recurring each

eleven years) may help us in seasonal forecasting *

^'ProbUtnt ef PfiUir Reiearch (New Yoik Amencan Geographical Society 1928)

The subject is discussed at gieatw length in the wi,ter a book Eurtrefiment
and Notion op cil p 82



CHAPTER XXVIII

FACTORS IN TROPICAL SETTLEMENT*

A Populalion and Health tn North AustraJuP

It must be admitted by all students of the tropical regions of

Australia that we must be cautious in drawing conclusions based

entirely upon the number and condition of present settlers. There are

approximately only 180,000 people north of the Tropic of Capricorn.

These figures should be considered in four groups, distributed some-

what as follows*

A. Rich east coastlands o( Queensland 100,000

B Inland Queensland (cbicfty m east) 70,000

C. Northern Temtory 4,000

D Tropical West Australia 5,000

We note first that this total is a very small one, about 3 per cent

of the total population inhabiting nearly 40 per cent of the total area.

Furthermore, nearly all the tropical population has clustered along the

east coast. \Vhy is this’ Not because of better steamer and railway

transport, as some w ould maintain, but because the climatic conditions

change entirely to the west of Cooktown. And this is very important,

for it indicates quite clearly that the lands fall off In attraction as we
leave the tmiform rain region of the east and enter the vnnlvr-drought

region of the north and north-west (see Fig. 140 at B).

For many years Australians have been inundated with literature

pointing out the many ad\*antages of tropical Australia We have
been told that it is a region of luxuriant forests, of fertile soils, of

fiownng rixers, and abundant minerals. It has often been stated that
Australia has no coloured problem, and that tropical diseases are

negligible. It is asserted that the elevation of much of the Territory
(and I deal in this chapter more particularly with the Temtory and
Wtetem Queensland) is so great that the temperature is lowered to
quite comfortable conditions We learn that the health statistics

show clearly that this region is at least as healthy as the rest of

•For references m this chapter see Bibliography on p 421
*A detailed description of the various districts in and or tropical Australia, and

the factors controlling settlement mil be found in the Vinter’s book AustraJui
(Chicago. 1931)

403
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Australia, vihile the birth* and dei^ rates are quite satisfactory

Finall>, some writers boMIy state that Australia has no *‘tropics”

—

that if the Tropic of Capricorn uere reasonable }t would mov’e north

and take up a position beyond Thursday Island!

It has been my special concern for over a dozen years to study this

question, and my research may be described as one Jong penod of

disillusionment First, one found that there were no luxuriant forests

—there neier are nhere a period of six months’ absolute drought

occurs Next, one found that the soils m the coastlands, where alone

the rainfall is abundant, are, as a whole, unusually poor Many of

the rivers in their lower reaches are occupied by the sea in their dry

season, though beav> floods sweep down in the summer. The Tropic

of Capricorn is, unfortunately, a rational climatic boundary, for the

tropical coastlands are as hot as any tropics m the same latitude,

except perhaps the Sahara There is no region in the same latitudes

with such a paucity of elevated land, even the Sahara having wide

plateaux, whereas Australia has only the small Atherton Tableland

The Macdonnells and other regions oier 2,000 feet are right on the

boundary of the tropics

It IS, therefore, evident that there are many geographical factors

to be considered in this problem,which ba%e inevitably affected settlers

in the Australian tropics, though perhaps they did not realize it

Health, communications, and soil fertility appeal to everyone, but

climate comfort, labour supply, and markets are not considered as

exhaustuely as the> should be Let us study each of these potent

factors in turn

Health It is gratifying that the vital statistics of tropica! Aus-

tralia show It to rank very fai-ourably among such regions As I have

pointed out however, the data are few m number, and as regards

the a^tcultural regions of the tropics the population considered is

only about 100 000 Personally, I fear the value of these figures

depends entirety on the character of this small percentage of people

Are they typical of Australia, or do they contain larger numbers of

men m the prune of life and fewer invalids, old folk, women, and
children than usual? Ellsworth Huntington and Wynne Williams,

whom I shall quote later, definitely state that in tropical Queensland
the population is a “picked” one

Doctors Breinl and Young, formerly of the Tropical Institute of

Townsville, have published several papers of great value on tropical

Australian settlement They describe, first of all, results in other
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parts of the world bearing on the problem It has been shown that

sunstroke is entirely due to heat combined with moisture The
mechanism in the human body, which so wonderfully keeps our

temperatures almost constant, fails after prolonged exposure to such

conditions The great importance of the cooling due to perspiration

IS stressed throughout their articles

We have here, I think, evidence in favour of the xoti bulb thermome

ter as the best available test of comfort on the tropical coastlands of

Australia It imitates the human body in that it registers the tern

pcrature of the mercury as affected by the cooling of a w et linen jacket

Leonard HvU has improved on the ordinary wet bulb thermometer by
greatly enlarging the bulb, and by measuring the rate at which the

thermometer cools (under the local condiuons) from 110“ down to

90* This closely approximates the cooling of the human body in the

tropics owing to perspiration, etc. Breinl gives many readings, using

Hill s katathermometer and one would like to see this instrument

much more widely employed I point out m the next section that

Darwin has nine months of high wet bulb, Rockhampton six months
Bnsbane two, and Sydney none (not even in February)

It 19 extremely difficult to detect any marked physical change as

a result of living in the tropics Much of the so-called * tropical

ansmia ' is no doubt due to hookworm and similar diseases One
must admit these, hou ever, to be equally unpleasant, though probably
they are tropical disabilities which saence will render less dangerous
m the future

The chief definite disability resulting from tropical life is found to

be Iroptcal nturaslhenta, which we learn is associated with depression,

imtability, loss of mental activity, and power of concentration As
regards the actual health conditions. Dr Breinl gives figures showing
that seven per thousand of the folks on the North Queensland coast
have been treated in the hospitals three per thousand on the central
coast, and two and a half per thousand in the Bnsbane region This
would seem to argue against the tropics, especially as the hot inland
distncts show somewhat similar high figures Dr Breml is satisfied,

howcTCr, that this is due to the northerners having a sort of hospital
habit,” and not to their being more unhealthj I am not convinced

on this point One would expect that the sparser settlement of the
north would be much less able to use hospitals than in the relatii’ely
closely settled south There is no doubt whatever as to the greater
number of admissions from typhoid, dengue, alcoholism, and 'damage
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by violence in the north coast regions as compared ^vUh these in

the south

In discussing conditions m tropical Australia, the eminent geogra

pher, Ellsworth Huntington * makes some pertinent remarks He

points out that the proportion of men to women is disproportionately

large m much of the tropics (145 to 100) Furthermore, the per

centage of men in the prime of life (20 to 40) is 17 higher in Queens

land than in England and Wales As regards women there is a larger

percentage of young mol}ters and fewer old women in tropical Australia

than in the temperate south Naturally the birth rate of the north

IS benefited Such figures mean wc are dealing w-ith a picked popu

Ficuse 143 —^Mortal ty and climate in the United States based on
three worn nent insurance compan es Florida has the worst death rate
and Nebraska Iowa the best (After Kuntington )

lation and that much better than average death rates should be

expected in consequence

The matter was debated at the notable Medical Congress in 1920

and those qualified to give an opinion were, I understand by no
means so unanimously in favour of tropical settlement as some reports

would lead us to believe * The best verdict to come to as regards

the effect, whether good or evil of the tropics on the health of Aus
tralians is the Scottish verdict of Not proven

Yet, if we get no definite guidance here there are other ways of

(New York 10*5)
‘See the report of the Congress m the Utdical Journal ef Australia Sydney

Sept 18 1920 where a number of the grave d iBculties are d semsed
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studying the effects of the tropics, which speak with no uncertain

\oice Thus we may see what the mortality tables show us for the

United States of America I have stated that there is no tropical

region in the United States, but the accompanying map given by
Huntington shows quite clearly the increase m the mortality in those

states which most nearly resemble the Australian tropics The hot,

wet coasts of the Gulf of Mexico are very much less healthy than the

cooler states of the north (Fig t43) This map is based on the returns

of three of the largest companies It mcludes individuals who are

chosen from the better classes of the community, so that Negroes and
“poor whites” are largely excluded

Ficure 144 —The temperature control of mental and physical energj
(Based on Huntington ) Note the poor position oC tropical places in
Australia

Another suggestive graph by the same distinguished geographer
shows that the best mental and physical work is done at temperatures
between 30® and 70® F, and that there is a startling deterioration
in all work done as the temperature rises above 70® F The average
temperature along the Tropic of Capncorn in Australia is 72® F , so
that here we ha\e the clearest evidence of a fundamental disability
due to Imng in the tropics (Fjg 144)

The Australian tropics are remarkably free from the worst tropical
diseases Only malaria and hookworm are important, and we may
anticipate their eradication by medical science Some of mj readers
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will have in mind the history of the Panama Canal They will know

that malaria and yellow fever no longer have the mastery of that

tropical region But it is not generally known how arduous is the

stru^le to maintain healthy conditions nor has Panama much hope

to give us as to close tropical ecttlemenl by true white sclUtTs I quote

here from the account by J B Bishop of the climatic and labour

difhculties which seem to me to be akm to those which Australia must

be prepared to meet in her empty tropica! lands Mr Bishop who

was Secretary of the Isthmian Canal Commission writes in his book

Tht Panama Gateway *

Has this expenditure [of some two inillion dollars] made the isthmus a

health lesoTt? In thefullsense of thewordithasnot It has made it a reason

ably healthful place of abode and work only so long as stringent methods

of health protection are enforced Health statistics of the Canal Zone are

misleading when used in companson with like data of communities in the

Temperate Zone In the first place the American colony is a selected

white community there are no aged and infirni persons to swell the sick and

death rates. In the second place the health of the American colony » cared

for as that of no other community on earth has ever been The visitor

does not see those who have been obliged to return to the United States because

they could not withstand the climate and there have been a great many of these

Mr Bishop states that the death roll among employees from all

diseases during the eight years of American occupancy to 1912 was

6 141 including 284 Americans Forty time American women and

eighty seven American children died also This is a much higher

figure than most folk realize and the mortality during the earlier

French regime which struggled along without any modem knowledge

of the diseases which they were combating was only three times as

much as far as I can leam There were seven thousand cases in the

American hospitals (out of forty thousand employees) during the

year 1911 12 and BishopaddsthatevcrycIerkinhisolHcehadsuffered
from malaria though all of them occupied screened quarters

B The Pwomfort Factor

We may now pass on to discuss the next factor that of comfort

Personally I believe that an adult male employed in outdoor work
can live as healthily m the Australian tropics as anywhere else I do

thtetk ihse this can ire gajrf of tie women ana' cftiicfren wAa anr
even more important in the closer settlement problem But it i«

•London 1913
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difficult to get convinang data, as I have stated before When we

come to the somewhat different but vital question of comSori there is

no room for ailment It seems to me that this factor counts for

more than health in this discussion Admitting for the sake of

argument that the northern lands are as healthy as the southern, it

still seems clear to me that few settlers will endure the uncomfortable

conditions of the tropics os long as there ts room for them tn the sottlk

There is only one exception to this rule, and that is where the tropics

offer much more profitable economic fields than are open in the

south Let us bnefly investigate these two factors, comfort and spectal

economic atlrachons

NUMBER OF MONTHS OF DISCOMFORT

(Based on Average Monthly Wet bulb Data)

A

VtTyeomfortciU

tUmale

Us* toss'

B

Sometimes

uneomforlahle

(SS* to 6s* W3 )

C

Often

uneomfoTlaile

(6s* tors' 'tv B)

D
Almost

continuously

uncomfortable

iorer 7S* WIS

)

Wellington (N Z

)

8 Wellington (N Z ) 4 Batavia 10 Batavia 2
Coolgardie 7 Coolgartie S
Hobart* 6 Hobart 3 Thursday Thursday

6 &
Meltiourae 6 Melbourne 6 6 6
San hrancisco 6

1
San Francisco 6 Madras 6 6

Alice Spnngs 5 Alice Springs 6 Alice Spnngs 1

Sj dney 7
1

12

5
London* 5
Cairo 4 Cairo
hew York* 4
Brubane 3 Bnsbane 4 Bnsbane 5

Calcutta 3 Calcutta 3 Calcutta 6— T'jnrsTavA'rt: •J 'SuwnsWAe b'iTownsviTie

ha\-^naf
number of * uncomtortable months (e g ,

Batavia)

uncomf
* larger number of unpleasant daj-s per month than those with few

««rfortab emonlh,(a, Al.cS,n.„)

for comfw*^
months in winter which are slightl> below the optimum
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In my publication on the use of Climographs* I have discussed

fully the best way of clearly showing the discomfort of the tropics, so

that I will here only insert the preceding table, which shows the length

of the muggy, uncomfortable periods m some of the chief northern

localities Most folk dislike the hot, humid climate of Sydney in

February This is measured by the wet bulb average of 65° F So

that an average wet bulb of 70° F is very much worse than anything

experienced m Sydney Notice the good average position of New
York in the warmer months

This question of the grades of discomfort is still under investi

gallon, but while better tests than wet bulb temperature will no

doubt be devised yet 1 doubt if the relative positions of the places in

the lists will be altered to any notable degree

We are told that the discomfort factor is to be overcome by

suitable housing, by electric fans, by air^ronditioning, and so on

All these amenities are available to make life not unpleasant for the

important official and his family Thus one eminent authority has

recently cited his healthy child, bom in the Territory, as proof of the

suitability of the country for infants This particular case is no more

convincing than if Peary were to advocate close settlement of Northern

Greenland because his equally healthy daughter was bom there No,

It IS the environment of the Icbcurer's family which counts I can

see no hope of his wife receiving all the accessories (including do-

mestic help) which are so necessary for the well being of the average

mother under such conditions Thus A Despeissis writes of the

Kimberley region in northern West Australia in an official publication

It IS unpleasant to record that a long sojourn m Kimberley tells

on the womenfolk and their health often becomes severely af

fected ’ All honour to the poor pioneer mothers who have brought

up families successfully m the tropics They are heroines but I

fear that the average immigrant of southern Australia of today shows

little inclination, and indeed cannot be expected, to follow closely

in their footsteps

C Houses and Crops

With regard to the steps taken by the residents to meet these

conditions of heat and discomfort, it is distressing to find the general

•' Control of Settlement by Humdity and Temperature (Weather Bureau
Melbourne Bulletin U 1016)

’A Despeissis The Nor West and Traptcal Aorth (Perth 1921)
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apathy This has been ascribed partl> to a sort of fatalism, and partly

to the migratory nature of much of the settlement The houses of the

poorer folk, in the interior are generally built entirely of corrugated

iron At times there is no ceiling at all There is no attempt to

modify the building in accord \i.ith latitude Indeed, in many cases

the houses ivould not be tolerated even m cooler regions The white

ant has druen them to build on piles, which is one good deed to

Its credit, for this permits free circulation of air beneath the house,

but the obvious plan of permitting a similar circulation of air above
the ceiling and below the iron roof was newr employed in any perma-

nent house I saw Yet the Government shacks for the “navvy”
along the line make this obvious provision to obviate the presence of

heated, stagnant air over the whole house Thatch is used at one
or two stations, but pxsl (mud), used so largely m tropic America,
IS said to be too expensive for small houses An iron roof is, of course,

almost essential for water supply
I would refer my readers who wish to gam a vivid picture of what

the life of the poor woman in the north of Queensland means to a lucid

paper read by Mr Wynne Williams before the Country Congress m
Brisbane • Rlr Williams was the Land Commissioner at Cloncurry in

North West Queensland, and is carrying out valuable research in the
living conditions in the interior He has lived for twenty three years
in North Australia, and is one of our few writers who does not shun
discussion of tropical disabilities WTiile he believes that w ith satis-

factory housing (which is not found at present) the health of the
i^omen and children will not suffer, he writes “The hot weather
commenced last year in September, and did not abate till the beginning
of May We have numbers of women whose Iii’es have been confined
day after day within these naked, scorching walls of iron for a period
of eight months without respite I consider that the effect of these
conditions upon the race can be as easily imagined as described

”

Further on, touching upon another vital problem, he writes “Try
and imagine a woman bed ndden m the summer months on the
^estern side of a galvanized iron maternity home, when in my own
home (which is one of the best constructed houses m Cloncurry)

consider the rooms on the western side of the building unfit for
occupation during the summer mondis “ As a commentary on his
statement we may consider the summer climate m latitude 21® S m—estem Australia At Marble Bar in the summer of 1921-2 on an

•Seeflr«ia«eAfai/ Sept 3 1922
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average the thermometer rose to 110* every day for three and a hall

months The louest maximum was 103*

D Economics

It 13 the economic factor which is still perhaps the roost indefinite

as regards the tropics Sugar and many other tropical crops pay well

along the east coast White cane-cutters make good money in the

sugar regions as far north as Caims They are the advance guard of

the Anglo-Saxon race m heavy agricultural labour in the tropics In

the cooler, dry months the same men are engaged m meat works and

in various trades connected with the cattle industry I do not propose

to dwell on settlement here save to point out that it holds out no

great encouragement for settling the rest of the tropic coasts, where

farming is a much more hazardous business, as we move westward

(owing to the change from a umfonn to a seasonal and variable type

rainfall) The sole notable crop in the Northern Territory, in

spite of thousands of pounds spent in experiments, is peanuts The

harvests for the three years 1931, 1932, and 1933 were 410 tons, 175

tons, and 200 tons respectively Only 30 tons were harvestedm 1940

The geographer would point out that the millions of tropical Asia

are largely settled on great syncimes or deltas filled with nver silts

(as m India and China), or on volcanic debris (as in Java) None of

these occurs in the Territory, as far as I know, for the country is

essentially a wom-down peneplain of erosion with widespread surface

deposits of sterile laterite, quartzite, and travertine Dr Jensen, one

of the foremost soil experts m Australia speaks m no uncertain voice

of the poverty of the soil in the following words

Coastal soils Fertile soils exist only in small alluviated pockets and m
small coastal raised beach areas The former are subject to foods and the

latter of very small extent HiH country A few patches have a better soil

(brown loam) suited for tobacco The pockets of good alluvial soil are

subject to heavy flooding in the wet season Inland country The soils inland

are for the most part rich in plant food but naturally (owing to leaching) the

richnessof the soil vanes inverselyas the raiufall But neither would there Jhere]

be suffioent water for extensive imgation nor would it be a feasible proposition

since the soil would very soon be rendered too alkaline to produce anything '

This seems to me to rule out the Northern Territory as a region

of important settlement **

•The {Northern Terrtlory (Brisbane Royal Geographical Society 1017)
‘*The author s personal observations on lus journeys throughout Australia will

befound inhisbook Axrlrolto (Cbcago Rand McNally 1931)



CHAPTER XXIX

FUTURE SETTLEMENT IN AUSTRALIA*

A. The Industrial Probabilities

It is not impossible to grade the lands of Australia so as to see

which are the most likely to have much larger populations—and which

have little hope of ever supporting a notable population. Such an

attempt is illustrated in the lai^e central map in Fig 140 It sums
up the deductions derived from the data in earlier chapters of this

book. These "zones of settlement" may be classihed as Industrial,

Agricultural (temperate and tropical), Dense Pastoral (sheep and
dairy) and Sparse Pastoral (sheep and beef cattle), and finally Desert

areas. It is much more difficult to give absolute figures for the future

populations in these zones.

The industrial possibilities depend almost entirely on coal. Only
in Tasmania is there a hydro-electric plant of note. The total energy

produced by this type of power is only about one per cent of that

generated from coal, and though much more is available* it is quite

negligible in view of the large coal resources of Australia. These are

found mainly in three areas, which are all in the well-watered eastern

region (see Fig. 140, centre).

Coal Resources of AustraJsa

Newcastle—BuHi region

Morwell Brown Coal (Vic )

Ipswich, etc (Queensland)

53,000

Mtlhtms of Tons

14,000

37 000

2,000

The immense amount of coal in South East Australia is the largest
in the Southern Hemisphere

We may surely forecast a great development of manufactures,
basied this cheap pcfft er in ^le basan which surrounds and undeiiies
Sydney. The Monvell brown coal is now used to produce power
which is carried to Melbourne and other centres of industry, but it is

*This chapter is condensed front an article contributed by the witer to a book
iimili of Land Settlement (Report to the Tenth International Studies Conference,
Pans. 1937)

‘See Dresdner Baok, Econemte Resources, 1227.

413
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not of outstanding quality like that of Newcastle Since the chief

coalfields of Europe and the Eastern United States have led to

population densities exceeding 100 per square mile, we may perhaps

indicate three such future centres in eastern Australia at Newcastle

Morwell and Ipswich

B Tht Future Crop Lands Wheal

The agricultural lands of Australia are fairly clearly defined in

the previous discussion All along the coast in the rather restricted

plains and valleys are prosperous dairy regions Maize and fruits

flourish in the north oats and various temperate fruits in the south

We have however as noted to subtract large areas of rugged

country—totalling 45 000 square milesm the three south east states—

from this region In the map (Fig HO) the Alpine region, which is

covered with snow for part of the >ear, is indicated, but ru^ed

country extends to north and south of this area

On the western slopes of the highlands in the temperate (southern)

portion IS the great wheat belt * It is also the great sheep belt.

The south eastern wheat belt contains C5 per cent of the crop

landf of the continent (Fig ISO) In addition to wheat, only a small

amount of alfalfa and oats is produced The physical structure of

the wheat belt has been referred to earlier in this article It forms

part of the great geosynchne in which deposition has been going

on throughout later geological epochs In late Tertiary times and

conditions led to the development of widespread dunes in the Mallee

region—especially south of the middle Murray Riv'er In recent

millennia the rains have on the whole been better, so that the dunes

have been vegetated and rrver alluvium has spread widely over the

erstwhile and areas It is in this setting that the wheat farms

have developed

There are marked edaphic features in this region which are to some
extent independent of rainfall conditions Thus the and edge of the

wheat belt lies along the Murray River from Morgan east to its

3unction with the Muirumbidgee RiVer near Balranald (Fig 145)

Rain isopleths now run to the north east, but the wheat belt makes a
sharp turn to the south-east near Finlay and thence goes to the north

at HiUston This marked bend is due to the unsuitable soils of the

*The valuable paper by John Andrews (see tnbi ography at end of chapter) has
been used in the follow ng section
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"Old Man Plain.” To the west the Mallee type of soil, and to the

south the Riverina type, are suitable for wheat.

The boundary of the “safe zone for wheat” is the boundary of

the savana-woodland and red-brown soil region, while no successful

farming has been carried on in the region of acacia-shrub and shrub-

steppe. In South Australia this line has long been reached In the

east it is still on the arid side of the wheat belt. The 7 5*inch isopleth

lies on this boundary and is thus a very important climatic and
economic criterion. In the belt between the 7.5- and 10-inch isopleths,

wheat can be grown successfully in “good years”—but even here there

are so many “bad years” that the economic position is doubtful

Figure USA —-Edaphic control in the roam wheat belt of Australia
The present inner (and) edge of the wheat belt is shown by the dotted line

B ^-Subdivisions of the wheat belt The broken lines show
the rainfall in Inches during the cool months (April October) Most wheat
®f IS grown in region 4, region 3 is unreliable, region 5 too wet.
(Both maps are based on John Andrews )

Andrews divides this characteristic wheat area into four regions
according to their possibilities of settlement (Fig 145, at B). Region 1

includes the north-west around the Darling River where the rainfall

13 low (below 7.5 inches in the growing season) and erratic The arid
period is well above eight months in the year. Wheat has never been
tried on these grey desert soils. Region 18 (around Wentworth) is

Mallee country aldn to that in Victoria, and it was boomed in the
Million Farmers Scheme” of 1921 which the writer strongly opposed.
The rainfall is low and variable, and there are few railways within 100
miles of Wentworth. It is clearly a very doubtful marginal area.
Region S includes most of the region where future considerable increase
in wheat w ill take place The reliability of rain is fair and it is served
y several railways. The Roto area in the north has so far been

for stock, but it is said that there are 850,000 acres there-
^ outs where wheat may be grown. On the Lachlan River, a large
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dam has been built near Wyangala and it is probable this will

materially improve conditions near Roto and Hillston Near Roto

a farm of as much as 600 acres is needed, so that a farmer may

have 350 acres used in a rotation scheme of fallow wheat oats pasture,

with 200 acres m addition for horse paddocks, etc

Region 145, at js the mam wheat belt of today It has

reliable winter rams, for the most part between 10 and 20 inches in

the winter months Present policy is to concentrate on this area,

and open no new farms in the debatable areas 2 and 3 By the use

of superphosphate, and by increasing water supplies in dams, etc

,

for sheep, the better-class farmers are prospering in much of this

region The Wakool area is being supplied with wafer (for sheep)

from the huge Hume Dam on the Murray near Albury

Repon 5 (Fig 145, at B) This area receives 20 inches of ram

during the growing penod It is rather nigged, and wheat is in

places giving way to other crops and industnes

In the south of Europe such wheat country has more than 25 folk

per square mile 1 have labelled it ’*18” in my tentative map In

the smaller tropical area to the north, cotton and "Indian" types of

wheat can be grown inland from Rockhampton, while sugar and

tropical fruits (bananas, pines, etc ) will no doubt spread along the

coast, in addition to the successful dairies (Fig 13D, wheat map)

The isolated wheat region of Western Australia is charted in Fig

136 at >4, taken from a map by R P Roberts in ClarkeV discussion

of the water supply in this region The gradual spread of the wheat

over the Shield, until the belt is nearly 200 miles wide, occurred

between 1888 and 1928 It is remarkable that successful wheat can

be grown in the shallow soils resulting from the decay of the ancient

rocks of the Shield

C PossthhUes of Tropical Agrtculiure

There are, of course, two fairly important tropical crops m Aus

traha Sugar (Fig 139, inset) to the extent of half a million tons

was produced in 1033 A newer crop is cotton, which has developed

since 1921, when 2000 acres were picked In 1924 this had risen to

50,000 acres It has not increased much since that year The centre

of production is right on the tropic near Rockhampton (Fig 139,

inset) Both crops are only maintained by the help of heavy "pro-

‘E C CUrke WaUr Supply rf Wetlent Auitralia (Perth 1936)
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tection ” There is no doubt that cotton could be grown far more

widely m the Queensland littoral if the demand arose The blacU

soils m this region (see Fig 140, at C) are practically unused

We owe to Wynne Williams a timely discussion of possibilities of

the Australian tropics He has been in a position to examine them
closely both in Northern Territory and m Queensland where he has

held official positions connected with pioneer settlement for a quarter

of a century He has discussed at some length most of the coastal

regions (traversed on a journey northward from Brisbane) in the

Australian Economic Record for June, 1935

Just south of the tropic is the Government Project at Theodore on
the Dawson River (Fig 139) Here the total rainfall is 28 inches

—

and water from the Dawson was provided for about nine irrigations

per year In 1927 settlers were invited to make their homes in "this

valley of content” 264 farms were occupied, but m 1935 there were
only 124 settlers living there, many of them in a state of poverty and
discontent It cost $42,000 to place each settler’ The failure was
partly due to the sub tropical rains flooding the irrigated areas

Even south of Rockhampton the pasture m summer becomes so
dry that dairy cattle cannot be properly grazed From Rockhampton
to Townsville, a distance of 400 miles, there are only two agricultural

areas of consequence where irrigation is not necessary One is at
Mackay where sugar and dairies occupy a rich district about 40 miles

Wide The other is at Proserpine, where there is another unirrigated
sugar district There are also two other agricultural districts mainly
based on irrigation at Bowen and Ayr In both cases water from
shallow gravels is obtained by pumps, and is used for the growth of
cane At Townsville—though it has 16 000 inhabitants—there is no
important agriculture, for poor soils and a marked dry season prevent
Its development (Fig 139)

About 50 miles north of Townsville begins the largest area of true
tropical forest m Australia It is a narrow fringe extending for 240
miles along the coast to Cooktown Here is the sole tropical table
land (Atherton Plateau) of any si^ihcance m Australia Below
Ae seaward scarp are the ndiest sugar plantations at Mounlyan,
Cairns, and Innisfall On the plateau (2,000 feet high) were thick
Orests which have now in large part been cleared Mareeba is the
chief towm on the plateau, and is in the vicinity of many tm mines

k
25 miles from the sea, yet already the rainfall

as dropped to inches in the three months of dry season Ac
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cord ng to Williams all attempts to produce profitable crops /ailed

until tobacco was started, and the success of this is not yet assured

In the remaining portion of the tropics Williams corroborates the

findings of the writer in 1918 that conditions are so much less favour

able than on the East Queensland coast that it is foolish to attempt

to settle farmers therein

As regards the drier hinterland of Queensland the present writer

IS a little more optimistic than Mr Williams Considerable areas

(with similar dry seasons) are able to support a noteworthy population

at a relatively low scale of living in India and South East China As
shown m Fig 140 at C it contains the best black soils in Australia

It will doubtless need much experimentation before the best crops to

use are discovered I believe honever that the future will see agn

culture spreading through the belt labelled Fair Agriculture m the

map (Fig 140) Its future population is tentatively placed at from 6

to 18 per square mile Since at present the population in this belt is

only about 2 per square mile there is room lor many more settlers in

this area In the south west comer of the continent (Swanland) this

region of the future development of the wheat belt is also labelled

6tol8 Here the population today IS almost negligible fordifHculties

of soil water supply and poison plants still remain to be surmounted

There is a sharp transition at the 6 isopleth from crop^Iands to

the purely pastoral country of today In the United States (in

cooler lands) this isopleth agrees with the 20 inch ram line so that the

Australian forecast represents a greater saturation than m the United

States I feel sure that in the hotter areas millets of the Nigerian or

Sudan type can be grown but there are no reliable data on this point

In homoclines m North Africa the population vanes from 2 to 25 per

square mile and the same is true of the region in the hinterland of

Rio de Janeiro with a somewhat similar environment

D The Matn Pastoral Belt

Most of Australia is a purely pastoral country and here as in other

arid countries the cattle and sheep need large areas per head for

grazing purposes Moreover water supplies are limited in the lengthy
dry season which characterizes att the purely pastoral country

*5^6 Aieep popifiation in 'Queen^nd has not increased more than
10 per cent beyond the 1891 figure in spite of nearly 45 years of

closer settlement improvement in watenng facilities and the building
of railways to facilitate transfers of stock in drought years Thus it
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IS estimated that in Queensland, owing to drought from 1926 to 1932,

there was a loss of 11,564,000 sheep

The expenence at Mutooroo (a large sheep station in South

Australia about 200 miles north-east of Adelaide) shows what can be

done by enterprise and brains (Fig 139) In this area the rainfall is

only 7 inches a year It is fairly reliable and falls mainly in winter

The vegetation is largely salt bush {Atnplex) which sheep eat greedily

There are no nvers or artesian supplies and an expenditure of

$500 000 was necessary to provide artificial water holes ("dams”) and

supply-drams This vast sum enables the owner to carry 33 sheep to

the square mile Thus each sheep under such conditions needs 20

acres for its sustenance Obviously this sort of expansion is beyond

the powers of the ordinary settler, and will not do much to increase

the population of Australia In the north of West Australia are some

of the largest ranches in the world Thus Ord River Station formerly

covered 4,400 square miles, and grazed 80,000 cattle Yet this huge

territory was managed by a white population of only 40 people with

the help of about 70 aborigines

In Australia cattle are found in the hotter, rougher lands, while

sheep are in the cooler regions where water is more abundant (Fig

139, insets) Cattle can graze 10 miles from water, whereas sheep

need a w ell or waterhole within 5 miles This factor has much m
fiuenced the character of the settlement m many parts of the pastoral

area The writer has recently discussed the different controls in the

United States and Australia m hts paper on Amencan and Australian

deserts (see Bibliography) Sheep and wool have paid well in most
recent >ears, beef cattle have been for the most part a losing propo
sition ever since 1910

The beef industry in the tropics labours under considerable cli

matic difficulties Very soon after the end of the w et season the grasses

dry off, and their nutritive value decreases rapidly By the end of

the dry season stock are generally in poor condition, tick fever

weakens them still further and the mortality is high, especially if the
start of the wet season is late Under these circumstances cattle

take a long time to mature and this factor alone will prevent the far

north of Australia from developing into a second Argentine in pro
ducing cattle for the chilled beef trade *

Hence there has been a shift from cattle to oheep where water
can be obtained and where the country is not too rough, hot, or sub

Bank of New South t\a!« C rciilar, 1938
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ject to pests like dingoes (wild dogs) Wynne Williams gives a

valuable discussion of these problems m his paper on the Darkly

Tableland on the borders of Queensland and Northern Territory

(Fig 140) Here is a strip of country about 500 miles long and lOQ

wide receiving from 15 to 20inchesof ram where Mitchell grass growls

abundantly On the coastal side the rainfall is heavier but the grasses

are coarse and not nutritious On the southern side the desert begins

where the rainfall is less than 15 inches There is little permanent

water—but about 130 bores have been put down to a depth of 200

feet Each of these costs several thousand dollars to equip—and each

bore waters about 3 000 cattle Williams is of the opinion that it is

possible to change over from cattle to sheep in most of this area If

this were done he thinks that 4 acres would support 1 sheep as

suimng an adequate water supply were obtained (by bores to the

ground water) He forecasts that three million sheep will be grazed

on the tableland if his suggestions—involving large initial outlay of

course—are followed

Much of the region labelled sparse stock in the main map in

Fig 140 may in the far distant future be developed in the same way
os Mutooroo—but this cannot greatly increase the population, and u
only possible for settlers commanding large sums of money When
we turn to the last areas those labelled Useless m the map the

writer is convinced that we have nothing to hope from them
In the present chapter the writer is concerned primarily with the

expansion of the present population by natural mcrease or by immi
gration It is unnecessary to state that Australia has had her un
employment problems like all other young countries Hence the

influx of immigrants in the future ts likely to be a slower process than

when large areas of iirst-eSass country were available The cost of

settling a farmer—as desenbed in this chapter—must be borne m
mind Regarding settlement by peoples of lower standards of living

one can only state that there is nothing m the Australian climate to

deter any Asiatic or Central European populations It is largely a

matter of methods of work The Chinese works a farm of 4 acres

the European one of 40 acres the Frame farmer of Canada needs

400 acres These aspects would seem to concern the sociologist and
economist rather than the geograplier

The forecast made by the writer over twenty years ago is now
generally accepted by Australians It was to the effect that the future
millions of Australia are going to find their dwelling places and occu
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pations in the lands already known by 1865 The Empty Lands

of Australia are a burden to the Commonwealth rather than an asset

and their vast potentialities exist only m the minds of the ignorant

booster Yet the six millions of Australia possess in the south and

east of Australia one of the best areas in the world for white settlement

In this quarter of the continent the writer expects that some twenty

millions will dwell when Australia is developed to the same extent as

the United States If we adopt the lower standards of Central Europe

and elsewhere and assume that the coal is adequately used for manu
factures then there seems no good reason why this figure should not

be doubled or trebled Whatever the final population the relative

densities will be arranged somewhat as in Fig 140

The author visited Australia in 1948 at the invitation of the

Commonwealth education authorities and found that problems of

settlement were being treated m a very different spirit from that of

thirty years ago Australia has reached scientific maturity Govern

ment publications now chart a laige part of central and west

Australia as desert The wild schemes based on Bradfield s project

for watering the interior from the few small nvers near Townsville

are being subjected to strict official criticism Best of all the author

ities at Canberra are sending out six parties of scientists—including

a number of geographers—to typical areas in each of the empty
regions of the continent After many months in the field the reports

of these parties will serve to give a much more complete picture of

the possibilities than has hitherto been poss ble The author will al

ways remember with pleasure meeting many of these scientists at a
conference m Canberra They were good enough to record that my
early work on sim lar lines served as a foundation for their inves

tigatioas and that later research had corroborated my findings
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PART IV

THE FUTURE

THE CONTROL OF THE POTENTIAL WHITE SETTLEMENT

OF THE WORLD BY ENVIRONMENT



Part IV o£ thw book follow* closely my paper pubtcslied iti tlie Ceoirafhual JUviw,

July, 1923, eaticled ' Future White &ttleaient " The conclustou, aa ahovn in

Ft; 195, are «a Uke those teeeatly f(iveam PeUer’e map (on p 340 in Lmtlt ef lA*i

SeltUmtnt 1937) that [ (eel it unnecessary to change the section greatly However,

(urther data have been added regarding Siberia and East Africa N 6 The term

White” refers to (oik of £ur«pean culture It ts not a racial distinction



CHAPTER XXX

THE PROBLEM STATED, AND METHODS
OF RESEARCH

A Introductton

The story of the evolubon of our own race, and of its wanderings

over the face of the globe, and of the paramount control exercised by

environment, is truly interesting But it is even more interesting

and, if one can do it with any accuracy, even more important, to

forecast the future migrations and history of “white” settlement

While the following chapters do not pretend to give an accurate

forecast, it is hoped that they will indicate the physical controls

which must play a very large part in future white settlement In so

far as we plan with due regai^ to these controls, we shall be faang

the future in a saentific spirit, and such an attitude must make for

the good of the nation concerned

It IS usual to be met at the outset of any such attempt with two

criticisms First, that this problem as to the future is too difficult

owing to the complexity of the factors, and second, that there is

little need for anxiety for the morrow , for science will always be able

to cope readily with any problem of food supply The first argument

19 merely a challenge to the enthusiastic student, who does not expect

complete success but only desires to help human progress in some small

degree The second argument assumes that because saence has done
M onders m the last century, similar wonders can be done indefinitely

I know of no wnter who expresses the very special environment

which controls the food supply of the world today so sanely as E M
East of Harvard I quote extensively from a notable artide of his,

entitled “Population in Relation to Agnculture

The world is not as big as it used to be It has shrunk tremendously in the
past few years It is difficult to reabre the change that has taken place in our
outlook on many economic problems due to this globe-girdbng with easy means
for commeraal transactions and for personal migrations Squatters have
already camped on the choice spots of the earth’s surface and those who come
after will haA'e to take the by ways and hedges and the stony ground

The human race has had a history of at least 10 OOO y ears since it developed
enough mentality to leave WTitten records yet in all this time the natural
increase was so slow that in the year of our Lord 1800 there were only some

*Se« his chapter in Evgtntcs sn Koce and Stale (BaUimore 1923)
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850 million people Since that time in a hundred years the population has

douiltd [In 1924 It was stated to be 1 841 millions J

The world has had a continuous natural increase annually lor the past

century o( about 0 7 per cent and the increase at present is greater than at

any ume in the past My ow'n estimate o/ this current annual increase is 15

million In 1800 not a single country had reached a point where the population

was pressing heavily upon subsistence in present day terms Today the

story IS different China is full to overflowing India and Japan have passed

the saturation point according to Western standards of living The Australians

living on the nm of a barren desert bowl are increasing at the rate of about

18 per thousand a rate which their agricultural possibilities cannot stand for

long Our own United States have reached the point where there are diminishing

returns in crop production

A careful study of available statistics shows Uiat it takes about 2 5 acres to

support each individual It is therefore necessary to cultivate some 87 million

acres more land each year than was e\er so treated before Take out the

mountains deserts the undramaWe swamps in short, the areas not available

for agriculture and there is left 13 000 million acres (out of 33 OOO million acres

of tand) Of this potential world (arm some 5 ODD million acres are now being

cared for by the hand of man The total available of 13 000 million acres

will support a little over 5 000 mill on people (This is less than three times the

present populauon of the world

)

Dr East next considers the optimism of certain agriculturalists

who pin their faith to soentihc researdi He wnies

Useful variation in the domesuc plants and animals is very rare The real

point of attack is through hybriduat on yet even here it is doubtful whether a

betterment greater than from 10 to 20 per cent can ever occur The true

increase in production by more efhoeni methods of farming may be as

high as 50 per cent But itisoffsetand masked by the bringing into cultivation

of poorer new lands. I cannot see in this prospect anything but temporary
expediency In any ptrmaHtnt sytUm oj aptcuUure the soil and the chmaU are
the true arbiters of prodtutton

In the United States Dr East considers that three quarters of a
billion acres must forever be withheld from agriculture There is left

300 million acres (roughly equal to 35 per cent of the present farm
lands) which may in the future be incorporated with the farms The
same state of affairs is more or less present all over the world for the
first time in history We are uaag nearly all nature s resources to
feed the present population Thus Dr East agrees with other econo
mists that the food problem will be very difficult in the near future

Dr Baker is somewhat more optimistic * and sums up the problem
as regards the whole world in the following important table We see

‘O E Baker in Geosraphtc Retuw 1923



B. General Method Used in the Present Research

With the passing o! many purely artificial military and political

boundaries, we may look with more certainty to a time when the

unrestrained economic resources of a region shall be the controlling

factors in determining its prosperity and the density of its population.

Ever since 190^ the writer has been engaged in economic phyao-

graphjc research in regard to the continent where such problems are

presented in their amplest form. Australians are free from the race

problem, while the climatic controls are relati\ely simple and are not
confused by great topographic \-anatton. At the same time, a large

range of chmates from the hottest tropica! in the north-w est to the cool

temperate of T^mania is invoUed in such physiographic research.

In papers listed on page 421, 1 have determined* for Australia the
temperature (and humidity) controls governing white settlement, and
the temperature and rainfall controls which determine the economic
limits of the main industries. In 1918, I published a map showing
how' the future settlement of tropical Australia might reasonably be
expected to be distributed.*

•"Control o( Settlement by Humidity and Temperature" (Weather Bureau,
Melbourne. Bulletin 14, 1916).

•SfWlemmt cf TropiMl AustraJia (Bnebane, Ro)^! Geographical Society, 1916).
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The present discussion is an attempt to carry out a similar investi-

gation for the ViOrld as a whole I have confined my study to the

so-called "white race ' (i e , the settler of European descent), because

data as to its climatic controls are available This ts not the case so

far as I am aware with regard to the Asiatic or Negro peoples It is

unnecessary to add that the Asiatic peoples will continue to spread

beyond Asia but this aspect is not discussed

It 13 obvious that the European peoples have no opportunity or

wish to supplant the >ellow or black folk in the regions of the Old

World extending from Liberia to Japan This limitation is, I trust,

suffiaently indicated by the boundaries m the resulting map of future

populations (Fig 1S5) I have, however, thought it of interest to

carry my investigation into these debarred regions—though here the

results are outside the realm of pracPcal geography

The problem falls into three divisions First, it is necessary to

decide on the major controls which determine white settlement

Secondly, ive must assign relative values to these several controls

Thirdly, we must classify the many diverse regions of the world, so

that each unit shall be capable of quantitative consideration in terms

of the controls determined upon

My method has, therefore, been as follows I have subdivided the

continents into seventy four economic regions These are shown ap
proximately on Fig 164 They are much the same as Herbertson's

"natural regions" m the temperate zones—but my studies of tropical

Australia have led me to distinguish other types m the tornd zone

The units are therefore much more numerous than m Herbertsons
map ‘ Each of these regions is tabulated m terms of what seem in the

wnter’s opinion to be the fourdominant controls (temperature, rainfall,

location and coal reserves) A quadrangular graph—the eeonograph—
is constructed for each region The area of this graph is found to

represent approximately the habitability of the region concerned

Lines of equal habitability (*# fitkelej) are drawn on a map of the

world Using the present European populations as a entenon, it is

shown that these tsotkelej may be translated into isopleths of future

population

The map indicates that white settlements will tend to congregate

around five world centres or clusters ofettus of a type which Geddes
has named Conurbaltons These are near London, Chicago, Sydney,

‘SfBtor Ctottaphy (Oxford 1908) fig 1
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Durban, and Buenos Ayres Of these the United States’ centre will

probably be tlie lai^est

C Economic Regions

In an im estigation w hich contains so many \'anable factors, the

* personal equation” of the writer is bound to enter to some extent

The only way to counteract this is to classify the regions involved

carefully, and tlien to allot their economic values according to a

fixed scale

The economic areas which I ha\e used are shown in Fig 154 and

the areas in square miles are giwn in the table on page 452 I have

inserted the boundary between Europe and Asia in Herbertson’s map
The European plain vanes so greatly in its economic resources that

1 have divided it into three units approximately depending on the

temperature In Asia the Stbenan belt is also separated into a western

lowland and an eastern highland portion The north and south

halves of China differ greatly m resources and are subdivided

It IS m the monsoon lands that I have modified Herbertson’s

regions most laigeb, both in Asia, Afnca, and Australia Diverse

topographies and differences m the rainfall types determined the sub

divisions The Sahara and Australian And Regions are divided m
accord with the line separating the summer from the winter rain

regions This is, however, not of great economic importance In

America the alterations are not marked I have extended the tundra

region to the south, and separated the Utah region from Alberta

The areas of these regions are given in the first column of the large

table which appears on page 452 They were determined by plani

meter and are approximate only I have named the region in accord

with the chief country or province included, but the enonomic and
political boundaries rarely agree

D Tempexatwt Control

A glance at an ethnographic map of the world will show that

temperature is the pnmary control in determining the distnbubon of

the white settler but the optimum temperature and the upper and
lower limits require considerable investigation In a former paper*
I give reasons why 50° wet bulb and 75 per cent relative humidity
are near the optimum for white folk Unfortunately few countnes

• Control of Settlement bj Hum d ty and Temperature op ctl
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publish wet bulb data but the usual dry bulb reading under these

conditwns is close to 53“ F
Huntington’ by an entirely different method amved at 60“ F as

the best temperature lor strenuous physical work and 40“ as the best

for mental work In a private letter he writes that this means 40“

outside temperature Brain workers then receive the maximum stimu

lus from the differences between indoors and outdoors

As regards the upper limit of temperature suited for fairly close

white settlement the chief regions where such conditions obtain are

in Brazil and m North Queensland An average annual temperature

of a little over 70“ F seems to characterize the outer fringe of fairly

close white settlement But even an average temperature of 68“

involves several trying months for settlers in Australia of mid

European race

With regard to the lower limit, the chief control is economic

rather than hygienic The Polar boundary of agriculture « not far

from the annual isotherm of 30“ F We may, therefore adopt these

temperatures (30“ 53“ and 70“) as critical values in our investigation

Any world wide study of temperature is greatly handicapped by
the fact that all published maps (so far as I am aware) show isothenns

reduced to sea-level * This may be essential for forecasting but it

makes the map almost useless for the economic geographer Obvious
ly It IS not much use to know that Tibet would have a temperature

of 70“ if It were at sea level when actually the thermometer is usually

below freezing'

In Fig 146 I give one of the first approximations to the actual

average annual temperature chart of the world It is based on
Buchan s map of Bartholomew s MeUarologvcal Atlas * but is modified

m accord with data in Hann a Kltmatologte *• and elsewhere The
factor of 10“ F decrease with each 3 000 feet elevation has been used
in calculating the temperatures Little alteration is necessary in

Europe and Australia but Africa and especially Asia show striking

convolutions in the isotherms

The visual maps tend to give a wrong impression of inland Asia

*Ia Cttthsalioft and ClmaU op ftt

tVh le th s was (rue in 1922 it a pleasant to record that many atlases now
pubi sh actual sotherms rather than the sotberms a country would have li it were

cut down to sea lerelf

•London 1899

'Stuttgart 1897
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M e see that \-ast areas are too cold tohaw any wlue as areas of close

settlement On the other hand there is a corresponding impro'e-

ment in Afnca espeaally in the Rhodesian region where a cool loop

runs north nearly to the Equator The same feature is shown in

the west of South America

An interesting feature is the course of the thermal Equator It

runs through M jTidham in W est Australia, for this is one of the four

hottest regions in the world and is far hotter than an> thing to the

north or south of it.
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4 Africa . . 830,000 square miles -

5 South America 810,000
" '

6 Australia 280,000
" ”

7 Antarctica

The dominant position taken by Asia in Fig 146 and in the above

order is to some extent paralleled in Huntington’s world-map of

"Human Energy on the Basis of Climate ’’** But however energetic a

race'may be, it has not mudi chance in the struggle for existence if

natural resources are wanting. When agricultural and mineral re-

sources are also considered, tt is seen (see Fig 155) that the greater

part of Asia has a poor future

Now thatwe have obtained a fairly accurate idea of the distribution

of the temperature belts, it is necessary to estimate their effect on the

density of white settlement. This can only be obtained empirically

from data relating to the sole region where European settlement is

fairly dense, i e., in Europe itself.

The densest populations in Europe are distributed along the coal-

belt from Swansea to Silesia Here temperature is obviously not the

main factor. Another obvious control (tending to prevent settlement)

is elevation—though here temperature is concerned as well as absence

of good soils and difficulty of communications. Hence, we shall find

that the temperature effect is least complicated by other factors in

the lowland regions where no coal ts present.

In Fig. 147, 1 have charted the temperatures and densities of almost

all the plains in Europe, from the south of Sweden and Central Russia

(with an average temperature of 42’’ F.) to Andalusia and Algeria

(which is also settled by European peoples) with a temperature of

63“ F. These seventeen regions with one notable exception (Western
France) he fairly close to a cuspate curve. It is to be noted that the

rainfall (from 20 to 30 inches) is much the same in all these localities,

except in Ireland and Portugal.

There are, of course, considerable differences in some of the minor
controls. For instance, the scale of living—the fadlities for com-
munication—and the annual range of temperature are variable as
well as the temperature itself. This, of course, complicates the
problem. No doubt the high portion of Italy is partly due to her
low scale of living, while the low position of Western France is perhaps
partly due to her poor soil and relative lack of harbours But, all

''DwlribaJjon e/ CtrtlMation (New Haven, 1915).
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things considered, I believe a large enough number of examples has

been investigated to establish the general truth of the following

conclusions

The curves in Fig 147 support the view that a temperature of

53* F 19 near the optimum for dose European settlement, while 45®

and 62® are nearly on a level as are 40® and 68*

This graph—with some slight modification due to the distribution

of settlement in Australia—Is the basis of the temperature scale

(Fig 153) which I use in later portions of this paper

On the North Amencan coast a similar optimum occurs though
here the density of population is naturally different The Amencan
graph is shown at the base of Fig 147, and has much the same limits

and optimum In this region the rainfall factor is nearly constant
from north to south

The average annual temperature is a fair entenon, except in the

case of the interior of Asia and of North Amenca Here the mean
monthly range durmg the year exceeds SO® (see Fig 146), and the
summer growing season is much, more favourable than the annual
average would indicate The summer is eijual to that of many
coontnes with an annual temperature 5® higher I have, therefore,

taken this into consideration as is noted later

Other direct controls of settlement—depending on pastoral and
agricultural pursuits—may also be graphed in terms of temperature
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I have found the data given in Finch and Baker’s Geography oj the

World’s AgTKulture^^ of great assistance m drawing up the graphs

given in Fig 147

The temperature controls for the mam European and United

States food crops are somewhat as follows

Barley grows in regions with an average annual temperature as

low as 30° F Oats, wheat (m Canada), and potatoes are also possible

in such countnes if they have a relatively hot (continental) summer

The optima for barley and Canadian wheat are near 40°, for oats

and potatoes near 45°, for United States maize near 49°, and for

European wheat 51°

These crops have little relative importance in regions above 60°,

except the Indian wheats It is worth noting that Central Queens

land, East Brazil, Yucatan, and Rhodesia are all regions where the

climate would seem to be suitable for this winter wheat crop

It IS obvious that the temperature belt from 35° to 60° is that most

favourable to gram crops, proceeding from barley through Canadian

wheat and oats to maize and European wheat However, the closest

white agncultural settlement does not occur m these open praine

lands, but in the mixed farming country, where the optimum tern

perature is distinctly higher

The lower limit for stock is also about 30° F
, where sheep occur

Cattle are not much in evidence below 35°, while pigs and goats begin

about 40° The optima are somewhat as follows (according to Finch

and Baker’s charts) pigs at 45°, cattle about 50°, goats at 56°, and
sheep at 65° The cattle (excluding dairy cattle) range importantly

through the tropics, but the other stock are not of much importance
above 70° F

E Rainfall Control

If temperature is the most important control rainfall vs easily the
next most important, and if one were ignoring the race aspect, it

would nse to the chief place among the physical controls of settlement

The lower limit of important settlement can be placed about 16 or
20 inches of rainfall per annum In certain favoured regions, where
the rainy season is very reliable and where the rain falls just at the
nght time, it is possible to grow wheat successfully with a rainfall as
low as 11 or 12 inches This is the case in a narrow strip of country
in West Australia, in South Australia, and m the Mallee of Victoria

••Washington 1917
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As regards the optimum rainfall for European settlement there is not

much to choose anywhere from 40 to 50 inches The lower rainfall is

adequate in cooler regions th^ higher is not too much m regions where

the evaporation is wr) rapid unless it ts somewhat concentrated in

the summer months when the wet bulb readings are too high for

comfort (as in Brisbane)

In the section on Australia (p 371) the great importance of the
fegMfor recurrenct of nunfall has been stressed AU over the world
gram is grown to a considerable extent preasely in the regions w-here

the rainfall is rather unreliable Thus in Australia the \’ariability is

about 25 per cent where much wheat is grown In Canada and the
United States the Dust Bowl regiotis seeni to be more favourable
in this respect with variablities around 20 per cent (Fig 148)
Among temperate lands the tegums near Lakes Eri'^ and Ontario are
among the most favoured In general anditi and x-anabiUty agree
as Biel s map clearlj demonstrates**

In South Eastern Australia near latitude 31“ S there is a v'ery
uniform decrease in rainfall from 50 inches at the coast to 8 inches
near Broken Hill Dairy Cattle are densest on the coast with the

'•E Biel Geac' Jahresberuhl (y eaia 1929)
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maximum rainfall, while cattle are unimportant in the region below

12 inches Sheep are a maximum about 32 inches but range from

42 inches downwards Wheat is grown between 12 and 28 inches

With a maximum at 22 inches (The data for North American sheep

and for spnng and winter wheat are also indicated in the ongmal

paper on Future White Settlement )“

It IS important to note that the great cattle and sheep regions are

not those semi and distncts usually so designated in Amenca and

Australia but that by far the greater number are reared m the wetter

regions where their importance is apt to be lost sight of among the

many other occupations of the settlers As regards the vast and

expanses of Australia with a rainfall below 10 inches only a very small

percentage (i e about 2 or 3 per cent) is grazed there and it will

never bulk importantly among the pastoral regions of the world

Similar conditions obtain m the other and regions of the world

Few countries receive more than 60 inches of ram In Australia

this heavy preapitation is of little advantage either m Queensland

or m Tasmania In most countries it is a disadvantage and so 1

have classed it in the scale shown in Fig 153 as less valuable than a

rainfall of 50 inches

•‘See note on p 424



CHAPTER XXXl

FUTURE SETTLEMENT AS CONTROLLED BY
AGRICULTURE AND COAL SUPPLY

/i World Agruullure

From the point of view of white settlement, there arc four types

of land surface which ate quite unsuitable These are tht tundras

of the Polar regions which are too cold for abundant animal life, and

also usually too dry ‘ Secondly, and most important, there are the

desert regions of the world, which are too dry for agriculture, though

a certain amount of stock can hve therein Thirdly, there are the

rugged mountainous regions and cold plateaux (In tropical regions

the plateaux are much more favourable for settlement, but unfortU'

nateiy they are not very extensive Huntington, bowettr, points

out* that these tropical plateaux suffer from the excessive monotony

of their climate The healthy tanety of temperate regions is absent

)

Fourthly, there are the hot, uet regions of the tropics whose natural

resources are abundant, but whose dimate is quite unsuhed for close

white settlement or indeed for any white settlement requinng con-

stant manual labour until “central cooling” is cheap and uniTCCsaU

In Fig 149 these four types are given in a generalized form Here

the regions left blank are those suited for European settlement of

some sort Almost the whole of Europe and North Amenca is avail-

able, and about half of Asa and Australia, and relatively small

proportions of Africa and South Amenca It is the purpose of the later

sections to give a quantitative estimate of the value of these regions

In the moderately watered tropical regions, a considerable popu-

lation of pastoral whites will probably develop In my opinion, there

IS no prospect of a large agnciiltural settlement there In temperate

regions I have inserted the optima, le , the soues where the most

important crops thrive In the Northern Hemisphere the optima,

hke the chief mountain ranges run for the most part from east to west

They are, however, broken by the and and mountainous regions

’Sparse pastoral occupation tiaaed upm reindeer is possible as Stefansson has

pmnted out m several recent booVs (see p 360)

'In Cmlisotim oni ClimoU op nt

43S
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In the Southern Hemisphere the trend lines of the continents nin

north and south The crop belts more or Jess agree n ith this direction

In no case does the crop region extend to the desert areas, but a belt

of stock country always occupies the marches of the desert

The optimum of the wheat crop is near the optimum of white

settlement in northern lands In southern lands the present wheat

optimum (m easily tilled prairies) is on the and side of the optimum

of white settlement

Isoplelhs for rye, wheat, maize, cotton, tea, and sugar, and Indian

wheat are inserted in Fig 149, in a somewhat generalized fashion

They are in part derived from Finch and Baker’s fine senes of maps *

B Coat Control

Coal has been described as the “mother of industry ” There is

no doubt that the great industrial settlements will remain where

power 18 cheap for many generations Hydro-elcctric power—the
blantht houilU of the French—is not likely to be a senoua rival of

coal except for certain epeciahzed industries, for very many years

In 1911 the Geological Congress at Ottawa arranged for a survey

of the world s reserves of coal 1 have used the ensuing invaluable

volumes very freely m this section of the paper In Fig 150 a con

densed statement of the results u charted

The most stnking feature of the map is the way in which all the

major coal reserves are clustered in the Northern Hemisphere, north

of latitude 34® A teleologist would be inclined to believe that Provi

dence had arranged the worlds coal supplies with an eye to the

dominance of the white setUer' Probably this coinadence indicates

that the climates during past ages have, on the whole, not varied

very largely,^ and that the coal forming vegetations grew under warm
temperate conditions Possibly our present world temperatures are

rather lower than usual—for wre are living in the later stages of the

Pleistocene Ice Age
The total coal reserve, so far as is known at present, is approxi

mately 7,000 X 10’ tons

01 this colossal amount over 90 per cent occurs in the seven
countries given on the next page This table is based on hgures given

*Ceatraphy of lie World t AtrtcuUure ap at
‘loadenuUy this apparent pennaaence of rfiraatic regions u in reposition to

VtegeOM a theory of drifting continents
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by the Dresdner Bank, 1927, where the tons of lignite are listed as

converted into (fewer) tons of bituminous coal

tons

United States 2 73o X 10»

Siberia 1 572 X 10’

China OOo X 10*

Germany 240 X 10’

United Kingdom 189 X 10»

Canada 150 X 10»

Australia 148 X 10»

6 029 X 10’

The more one studies the resources of the w orld the more astound

mg IS the position of the United States It excels in temperature, in

rainfall, in coal—so that the centre of the world’s industry and of the

Figuke —Estimated coal reserws of the world (m thousand
tniUion tons) showing about 50 per cent in North America, about 33 perm Asia ^d 12 per cent in Europe Siberian figures are doubtful

f.,. li ^
Dresdner Bank 1927 ) Chief petroleum fields m 1936 shown

“
1 < A

Dpen tnangles are less important oilfields producing
Irom 14 to 100 million barrels m 1936 Canada s toul is 150 units
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white population will inevitably move aCToss the Atlantic from Europe

to North Amenca

In the Fortnightly Revttw of February, 1918, "Politicus” discusses

the effect of the coal factor somewhat as follows

Coal production and the birth rate are closely related, for only

where there is cheap power can the densest civilized populations obtain

remunerative wages m the many factones dependent on the coal

Hence the so called "decay of the French nation" is almost entirely

due to her poverty in coal and iron, which largely depended on German
aggression in 1871 Almost all the growth of German population has

occurred m the coal and iron towns, whose expansion has only been

exceeded by the western towns of the United States On the other

hand, the German rural population was less in 1010 than m 1871

Similar results are to be expected m the other coal regions of the

world, which makes the following table of vital interest in the question

under discussion In this table, I have discussed separately the several

well-defined coalfields which occur in some of the countries listed

It may be objected that we have no accurate knowledge of the

geological formations through large areas of the world This is no

doubt true of much of the tropical forest country m Brazil and Afnca,

but here, as we have seen, white settlement is not likely to take place

owing to climatic disabilities

I have not thought it necessary to consider other mineral deposits

m this world wide survey Iron ore is generally earned to the coal

fields Gold and other deposits do not lead to settlement to the same
extent that coal does In Australia it has been estimated that only

about 120 000 people dwell m goldfields which are remote from agri-

cultural distorts

It IS true that the gold discoveries of 1851 led to a large influx

of immigrants, as has often been pointed out But very few of these
immigrants ultimately engaged in gold mining they turned to farm-
mg, etc In other words the gold merely accelerated a settlement
which would inevitably have occurred without this attraction, though
at a much later date

C Trogress tn Siberia

In Siberia however, the energy of the Socialist regime has led to
a vast increase m geological research As a result, the coalfields of
the Soviet Union rank second only to those of the United States, as
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RESERVES ON THE CHIEF COALFIELDS OF THE WORLD
{Based on the Reports oj the Geologtcat Congress of tgii except Stherta)

Locality

Tons

X 10*
I

Ktnd of coal

iUmted States

Northern Plains

[Canada Albertat

United States

Rockies

[China Shansi

[United States

Eastern

[United States

Central

iTungus N Sbena*
[Kuznetzk S Siberia*

Petchora N Russia*

Oermaa)' Westphalia

South west Poland
China Yunnan etc

England (total)

New South Wales?
Bureya E Siberia

Canada Bntish
Columbia

[Canada Saskatche
wan

Transvaal

Russia Donetz
India Raniganj

Wales

Bohemia
Victoria Morwell
Colombia
India Hyderabad
Scotland

United States Texas
Indo-China

Germany Saar
Belgium

France

I 175 000

1000000

,1000000

714 340

500 000

500 000

500 000

400000
260000
212 000
166000
140000

125 000

115 000

110 OOO

70 000

67 400
56 200

65 000

53 000

40 000

40 000

30 000

27 000
23 000

22 000

21000
20 000

16 000

11000
11000

[Largely lignite

Lignite or soft coal

UBitucninous

[(Anthracite

lAnthracite

iAnthracite

Anthracite

[Bituminous

Bituminous

[Anthracite and bitu

minous

Bituminous

Bituminous

Chiefly bituminous

Lignite largely

Ch efly bituminous

Chiefly anthraote

Bituminous

Bituminous aathraate[

Bituminous anthracite]

,Brown coal

jBitum nous

|Bituminous

jBituminous

iLignite

[Bituininous

[chiefly bituminous

•Siberian data from Handbook of Sonet Union 1936
{Much reduced in later estimates (p 413)

Remarks

Black Hills and Cot

orado are bituminous

Bituminous in centre

anthracite along west

In Montana
In Utah etc

Possibly best m world

Chiefly Pennsylvania

Ohio W Virginia

Chiefly Illinois and

Missouri

Also Hunan and Szecb

wan
Carboniferous

Permo-Carboniferous

Crow 3 Nest

Cretaceous etc

Pilsen and Prague

Tertiary
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the list on page 441 shows This has altered the wnter's \-iews on

the future population of Siberia considerably.

The coalfields are shown on Fig 150, while the agricultural possi*

bihties are charted on Fig 151 Of particular interest to Canadians

are their expenments in reclaiming the peaty soils of the colder areas,

which are much like the Canadian muiteg By the use of phosphates

from Ivola Peninsula, and by the drainage of the Icnier ]e\-els, large

areas ofw hatwere forrncrly waste-lands already been made arable

Fieuu 151 —Population repons of Russia. I, areas cot suited to

apiculture (tundra and desert). 2, areas with rural os'er population, 3,

tuUy occupied areas mth no eacess of population, 4, relatively densely
populated areas with possibilities for additional settlement, 5, ‘panely
populated areas, C, part oi Ibe tai^a belt unsuited to agriculture 7,

southern border of the taiga belt suited to agnculture (From Isaiah Bow
man, Tkt Ptanref frieje, Amencan Geographtcal Society, New York.)

The nchest section is the Chernozem (Black soil) which co\*ers

about 400,000 square miles This belt extends south of a line drawn
from Moscow to Omsk (Fig 151), and is about 200 miles wide Hence
most of the regions labelled 2 and 5 (together with the intervening

stnp) in Fig 151 are Chernozem *

There are vast possibihties of industna! development in Siberia

In the w est the iron from Magmtogorsk in the Urals is being smelted
with. tift. cnak of. Kiunntsik-, VfWft. wuJea. ta 'ha. Qa h/t
River below Lake Baikal, they are developing what may be the
cheapest hydro-electnc power in tiie world On the Burej’a River

‘This section is based on the valuable account by Bruce Hopper in limtlr «/
Land SeUUmtni (Report to the Tenth luteniational Studies Conference, Pans 1937)
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m the Amur Basin ^•ast bodies of coal and iron are close together, ‘^o

that an important industrial region is certain to de^•elop here

The birth rate of the Russians is ^•erj high, «o that the population

IS expected to double it*=elf in the next fort> j'ears The forecast of

340 milhons of So\aet citizens b> 1975 is quite likelj to be realized *

Accordmg to O'Sinskj , ^ix million Russians entered Siberia beta een

1800 and 1915 of Y.hom 1 312 000 iNere exiles There are o\er 20

millions non MtlUons of the ciUzens of the future can be ‘settled in

the belts numbered 5 and 7 in the map (Fig 151) Indeed onefeature

of the last fen \-ears has been the rapid gron th of a number of tornis

in W est Siberia, as the follomng table shores (See al«o p 171

)

GROWTH OF SIBERIAN TOWNS XEAR TOMSK.

jprd 2033

Novry-slbusk 12a 3S2 310000

Kermovo 21,500 121000

Prokopiei-sk toooo 121000

Stalinsk 3000 220000

D Location Factor

^\e hat's considered the three major factors determmmg close

European settlement Of the remaining, «oil and commumcations are

perhaps the chief Both of the<e depend largelj on the elet-ation

—

for almost all the largest areas of good «=oil and of easj commurucation
(le, the Chernozem of Russia, the Ganges and Chinese regions)

are plains belon 2,000 feet elet-abon It wall be u'^eful to consider

the chief elet'ated regions mth a connderable population

In Europe the largest areas of heat"! population occurm the Rhme
and Po Vallej-s below COO feet, and along the slopes of the Bohemian
Highlands, etc., at about 1,500 feet Onlj in Spam and Bulgaria are

there manj inhabitants abor-e 3,000 feet
In Asia the regions of cl<y=e «ettlem«it in India are below 1 500

feet and m China below 3 000 feet In Mj'^sore, Western Persia,

\ unnan, and Southern Tibet there are ele\*ated regions wath moder
ate settlements

In Amenca the chief populabon is below 1,500 feet, but Mexico,
Colorado, and the Andean Plateaux offer notable examples of high
lei-el populations Speaking generallj, elei'ation is a dimdi-antage
for It alw'aj's imphes heai'^ transport difficulties. Tropical plateaux
are an improi'ement on tropical lowlands for white «etders masmuch

*Thc enormous casualties of the present war wdl loevitablj retard the growth
of the ^viet poputabCiQ
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as they come nearer to the optimum temperature, but this is ex-

pressed by the temperature scale in our estimate of the value ol the

region under consideration Good soils, generally due to extensive

deposits ol river silt, are, as stated previously, generally found in the

lowlands We can therefore, use a localum scale ranging upwards

from an optimum at sta level, and trust to the temperature control to

express the healthier conditions of tropical plateaux

E Htghlands itt Africa

In the original edition of this book (1927) ,
little attention was given

to the prospects of future white settlement in Afnca except in the

south Indeed, apart from South Africa and Ethiopia, they are not

likely to bulk large m the white populations of the future In Algeria

there are about 800,000 French and Italian settlers It is stated that

500 000 may find room m the newly paafied lands of Morocco ^

In Fig 152 the highland areas, which have an average temperature

below 72” F tn Ike holiest month, are left blank Ethiopia is seen to

offer the lai^st area suitable for white settlement withm the tropics

The similanty of the region to Mexico is striking Cotton, coffee,

maize, and bananas can be grown at lower levels, while wheat, barley,

and oats will thrive in the higher districts Here snow lies on the

grounds for months at a time

Passarge has stated that the volcanic soils, abundance ol water,

and healthful climate may support a population of as much as 30

million white farmers * This seems to the writer entirely too opti-

mistic a view

We may use Ethiopia to test the forecasting methods The area

of highlands is of the order of 180000 square miles Assuming that

half of this can be used for farm land, a very big assumption, and
assuming further that an average farm would be 64 acres (rather

small compared with the 400 acres in. pioneer Canada), we find that
there might be room for about 900 000 farms To reach Passarge's

figure of 30 millions, we have to assume that each fann supports 32
people This leaves little room for the unfortunate Ethiopians

If we use the econograph method, then the index of habitability

would be about 200, for such a region as Ethiopia This is about
equal to 50 per square mile (see p 459) Using the area quoted above,
we find that the possible population comes out about 9 millions
To the wnter this seems a much more likely figure This estimate is

’J H m LtmtU ejLand SeOUment
*CeogTaphte Renew New York Jan 1936 p 153
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based on a European standard of living Many more could live there

on a bare subsistence standard But since there are twelve million

Ethiopians already, there does not appear to be room for many million

Europeans whatever way we make our estimate

The tsetse fly, which conveys diseases that kill man and his do

mestic animals, is a terrible enemy throughout all Equatonal Afnca,

except in the higher parts of Kenya and Tanganyika The two

main areas of tsetse are enclosed in the broken lines in Fig 152

Figure 1S2—Potent at areas of wh te settlement m tropical Afnca
Coo! tenons (below 72* (or the average of the hottest month) are left

blank Broken I nes enclose the two tsetse-fiy regions Lakes are black

Kenya has about 16 000 white settlers in the "European High
lands ’ and there are about 7,000 in Tanganyika to the south An
gola has 40 000 Europeans partly engaged in grazing and m growing
maize and sisal Here also the tsetse is a menace to stock Thus
Alnca's Highlands do not seem hkely to add much to white population
in the near future

F Secondary Controlling Factors

It will be found that almost all the factors influencing human
settlement are based on the four now considered Health is controlled

'J H Wetlngton op at
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primanly by temperature and humidity, of which the latter is closely

related to rainfall Agncitlture is concerned with rainfall and tem-

perature A nch soil IS not vital, for in the Australian Mallee and

other regions of an extremely sandy nature an addition of super-

phosphate gives a payable wheat yield In the future, artificial

manures will be of increasing importance, but the natural controls of

temperature and rainfall can never be altered

Irrigated ngtons are perforce not properly represented m this

scheme Except for Egypt and Mesopotamia, they are.not likely

to build up vast populations m desert ojuntnes In Australia, for

instance the irrigated lands form only one part m ten thousand of

those which require more rainfall, and this small proportion will

never be sufficiently increased to be of much importance

The Pastoral tnduslrus are determined almost wholly by rainfall

and not by temperature, for some vaneties or other of cattle, sheep,

or allied animals range throughout the continents excluding only the

permanent ice caps and the dense tropical forests Industrial settle

meni, the great feature of modem life, is dependent essentially on

temperature and coal We have noted that there are no coalfields or

hydroelectric sites in and regions

It IS impossible to discuss every factor Fisheries are ignored, and

they lead to some fairly important populations Oil supply is a vital

factor, and it produces about 17 per «nt of the world’s power, coal

giving 74 per cent and waterfalls 0 per cent (Fig 150) But so much
of it (70 per cent) comes from the United States and Baku, that it is

not likely to lead to many new industrial regions

CHIEF OILFIELDS 1936

ProdutltoH tn barreh

United Suites
1

Rest o/ n arid

Texas 424 Baku U5SR 150
Cal fomia 214

1

Venerueb 14S
Oklahoma 201 Rumania 62
Lou siana 80 Iran (Persia) 57
New Mexico 26 Borneo 51
Pennsylvania 17 Mexco 40
Wyoming 14 Irak (Mesopotamia) 28
Michigan 11 Grozny USSR 23

Colombia 17

The psychical factor, for instance the influence of religion and of
education in determining roan s environments and status is obviously
an aspect which does not lend itself to quantitative representation



CHAPTER XXXII

FUTURE WHITE SETTLEMENT DEDUCED GRAPHICALLY
BY THE "ECONOGRAPH” METHOD

The most difficult feature in this research was to compare the

values of the four major factors with regard to each other. What is

the order of importance as a control of European settlement among
the factors, temperature, rainfall, coal, and location? I was only able

to arrive at what seems a fairly satisfactory conclusion by a method

of trial and error.

I have shown that temperature is the most important factor No
matter what the variations in rainfall or location, there are no im-

portant “white” regions with annual temperatures below 3f>* or above
70*. After trying the effect of giving the samt "weights” to temper-

ature and rainfall, and then a ratio of 3 to 2, I found that 2 to 1

gave results as concordant as could be expected; i e., the resultant

economic graphs for certain fully developed regions agreed fairly

with their respective populations. Hence I was led finally to giving

temperature double the value of rainfall as a determining factor.

Location, on the other hand, was of much less importance. As
long as the regions were on the average below 1,600 feet or so, this

factor was not vital. Above that elevation a handicap was intro-

duced. I assigned to the location scale onC'haU the importance of

rainfall, and one-quarter the value of temperature (Fig 153).

With regard to coal, it was only possible to see how this factor

influenced the population of a country by comparing it with an
adjoining country not blessed with this asset.

DENSITY OF POPULATIONS

Counity rtth »« coal
1

Small or no coal supply Ratio

Bohemia 315 Hungary 160 1 9
Germany 324

1

1

France 191
1

17
Poland . 193 West Russia* 94 20
Bntaia . 460 1I Ireland 140

1
32

•Four adjacent provinces equal in area to Poland.

The above comparisons are by no means exhaustive, and some
striking exceptions (such as Italy) can be found; but they serve to

449
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show that, under prestnt conditions in Europe, the presence of coal

and the resulting industries have about doubled the population in

the countries so favoured.

Since the density of population depends directly on the variables

temperature and rainfall, the theory of variation tells us that we may

use the product temperature X ratnfaU to represent the density. This

can be expressed as an area—and this area (the triangle A B 0 in

Fig 153) forma the basis of the empirical graph, which I use to com*

pare the seventy-four regions of the world.

Figure 153—The Ideal Econograph (le, maximum area of 1,000
units) If the regiaa has a temperature of 55* and 60 inches of ram. with
two million tons of coal per aouare mile, and a location at teaJevel, then
ABCD IS Its econograph Without coal it Joses the axis “OD” (fi-e-,
Norway) A high plateau regwn loses the axis “OC". A dry region is
narrow (e g ,

tundra)

The econograph is a rectangular figure formed on four axes which
represent, respectively, the average annual temperature, the average
annual rainfall, the average elevation, and the (estimated) total coal
reserve of the region.

Usually the econograph b a triangle, but if there be important
coa! reserves it becomes a quadrilateral shaped more or less like a
kite, as in the graph in Fig 153.
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The ideal region would have an econograph like tliat shown in

Fig 153 The temperature would be 65® F ,
the rainfall 60 inches,

the region would be at sea level and the coal supply 200 X 10* tons

per square mile It will be seen that the temperature and rainfall

give the tnangle ^4 S 0 (in Fig 153), while the presence of a coal

supply as large as the figures just quoted doubles this, by adding the

tnangle A 0 D The location effect is shown by the small area below

the line B D It is not of much importance save that, if a region be

mountainous, this area almost disappears

In the scale used, the area of the ideal econograph occupied exact-
ly 1,000 units All the seventy four regions were below this ideal,

though Bntam and North Cbma each totalled 770 units As Fig 163
shows, the econographs for Norway and tundra were 60 units and 27
units respecbvely It is my purpose to show that the area of the
econograph represents the habitalnlity of the region as closely as one
can expect to assess it m the present state of our knowledge

In the lengthy table on pages 452, 453 I have recorded the economic
factors The first column gi\es the area of the region The columns
A, B, C, and D are plotted to form the econograph according to the
scales on the ideal graph (Fig 153)
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ECONOMIC FACTORS OF THE REGIONS

(tee fig IS4}

Arta

square

X 100

iterate

annual

TA
tatnfaU

'rncket)

Aeerage

eleva

S
Total

coal

[tons

X 10')

Coal per

rj mile

X ICH)

Area oj

econo

graph

Burope A B C D
DriCish Isle« 120 60 40 COO 100 160 770

Franco Pfussia 422 60 30 600 2S0 60 620

Poland (vith south

weatRusaa etc) 400 60 28 600 166 60 665

Central Russia 1 200 45* 20 COO 55 4 245

Mediterranean 64S 60 20 1 500 210

Northern Russ a 4S1 38 15 000 65

Norway 125 28 38 3000 60

Tundra 600 fi 600 12

Atia H
Northern China 3C0 30 1500 714 200 770

Japan aoo 66 40 2000 484

Southern China 5$8 68 65 2 000 140 24 288

Mediterranean 158 60 18 3000 180

Siam 750 75 60 1000 20 3 136

Manchuria 040 30* 20 1500 120

Weitem Sberia 768 35* 15 600 700 110 200
Ceylon 25 80 30 1 500 78
Deccan 688m 20 1 200 72
Persia 1000 mm 10 3000 66

Eastern S beria 740 30* 12 2000 400 63 100
East Ind es 800 80 80 2000 43
Aral 1 100 60* 6 COO 40
Altai 820 30* IS 4 500 35
Tibet 2100 30* 12 12000 SO
Tundra 3 220 20* 10 600 27
Arabia 1372 75 10 1 500 20
Tarim 750 65* 6 3000 20
Thar 263 80 5 600 13
Nortliem India 870 75 40 1000 76 0 140

Australasia

Victoria 172 65 30 1 000 30 675
Eastern coast 08 65 40 2 000 115 110 574
New Zealand 101 60 SO 2000 430
Taatnania 2« 50 40 1200 400
SwanUnd 172 60 20 1 000 225
Queensland 282 73 25 1000 143
l^chlan 245 65 IS 600
Northern coast 67S 80 25 800
Southern and 835 65 7 1200
New Guinea 343 77 100 2000
Northern and 685 75 0 1000 16
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ECONOMIC FACTORS OF THE REGIONS (conlinued)

Regton

(see Fig IS4)

Area

(square

miles

X10>)

Average

annual

temp

CF) i

Annual

rainfall

(inches)

Average

eleva

Iton

Total

coal

(tons

X 10*)

Coal pet

sq mill

(Ions

X 10‘)

r Area of

econo~

graph

Africa

Natal

Transvaal

Cape

Ethiopian Plateau
I

Rhodesm

Madagascar !

Algena
I

Congo
1

Uganda 1

Sudan

Kalahan

Northern Sahara v

Southern Sahara
Norlh America

North Eastern States
Inland plains

Alberta

Uuh
South Eastern States
Eastern Canada
Oregon

Southern Rockies
Bntish Columbia
Central America
Uest Indies

Southern California

Tundra

South America
Uruguay

Southern Chile

Western Argenuna
Central Chile

Andean Plateau

Colombia

Central Braril

Eastern Brazil

Amazons
Northern Chile
Patagonia

140

2G4

128

180

;

1,250

227

390

1,587

770

2.0S0

500
1

2,4C0

1,338

747

592

C30

250

480

900

240

510

345

592

100

444

1,910

750

131

525

78

525

945

1 820

323

1,969

210

78

A
60
62

59
72
72
72
68

78
75

79
63

68
78

60

60
40*

45
65
40*

55
65
38
70
78
63
15*

65

45
60

55

63

78
78
75
80
60

45

B
30
20

20
30
40
40
20

70

30

35

8
1

5

35

20

15

10

40
27
25
12

40

60
50

10

12

35
70
20

IS

IS

40

70

25

SO
3
10

c
3,000

3 000

1,500

5 000

3.000

1,500

2.000

1,000

3000
1.500

3000
1,000

1,000

1,000

2 300

2.500

5000
1,000

1,000

3.000

5.000

2 500

3 000

1.000

2,000

1,000

1,000

3 000

800

3.000

8 000

1000
1 000

1.000

500

5000
1 200

56

1,000

1,175

150

500

21

500

70

27

D

21

185

200

25

200

4

100

20

3

300

273

225

200

ISO

136

125

76

68

65

48

16

10

755

675

420

345

326

315

315

300

2S6

165

120

72

15

315

272

210

184

112

95

91

78

65

60

••p
empwrate region with hot (continental) summer 5’ F added on econo-
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We may profitably study how the shape of the econograph vanes,

and the meaning of these vanations (see Fig 154) A symmetncal

graph (hke that of Bntain) indicates that a region is well equipped for

agnoiltural or industrial occupations If only the left side is present,

It is chiefly an agricultural or pastoral region (eg
,
Central Russia)

In a few cases the right side predominates (as in Utah) which means

that the coal reserves are likely to be of greater value than the agri-

cultural resources \\ here the lower tnangle (below the honzontal

axis) IS large, the region possesses extensive lowlands, and is likely to

have large areas suited for intense cultivation (e g ,
Southern Russia)

Where it is small, the country is elevated and usually not well suited

for agriculture (e g , Norway, Fig 163)

Somewhat similar indications are given by the length of the

diagonals (or axes) (see Fig 154) If the upper axis is long, then the

region will have a comfortable dtnutle (e g , Britain or Southern Cali

forma), and if it is short the converse is the case (e g ,
Norway or

most tropical regions) A short axis to the left is unfavourable for

white farming but is often suitable for a pattoral occupation A wet
mountainous region, where hydrthdectrtc energy is usually plentiful,

18 shown by a short lower axis combined with a long axis to the left

(e g , Norway) The deiert regions have a charactenstic elongated

shape ranging from the moderately and type, such as Southern Cali

forma to the almost entirely useless types of the tundra or the Thar
(F^ 153) Owing to the recent discovenes of coal the Siberian

econog^phs should be about twice as large as those shown on Fig 164



CHAPTER XXXIII

POTENTIAL REGIONS OF WHITE SETTLEMENT

A World Isotkeles

It \\ ill be admitted, I trust, that the areas of these econographs

—

all drawn according to the same scale, and embodying the variations

m the major factors determining settlement—express approximately

REGIONS OF POTENTIAL CLOSE WHITE SETTLEMENT

Qass Group

Units of

habitability

1,000

Region as defined

in Fig 154 Present settlement

I a 1 770 Bntatrt Closely settled

a 2 620 Frunco-Pnissia
h 1 770 North China Not available forwbites

c 1 756 North*«ast of United Sutes Moderately settled

e 2 675 Inland plains

11 a 3 565 Poland, Austria etc Closely settled

d 1 675 Victoria (Australia) Moderately settled

d 2 565 East coast
** ” ”

III b 2 484 Japan Not available for whites

d 3 430 New Zealand (and

Tasmania)

Sparsely settled

c 3 420 Alberta
..

IV e 1 315 Uruguay, etc Moderate settlement

J 1 300 Natal
(not wholly available)

c 4 345 Utah, etc (USA) Dry—sparsely settled

c 5 326 South-east states of U SA Moderately settled

c 6 315 bast tJanada Sparsely settled

c 7 315 Oregon
300 South Rockies Dry—sparsely settled

V c 9 286 Bntish Columbia Sparsely settled

b 3 28S South China . Not available for whites
€ 2 250 South Chill Sparse
a 4 245 Russia (central) Fairly close settlement

225 bwanland (Australia) Sparsely settled

/ 2 213 Transvaal
210 West Argentina

a 5 210 Mediterranean Closely settled

455
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the habitability of the region charted If now we plot the numbers

expressing these areas on a map of the world (as in Fig 155), we can

draw hnes through the same numbers and form a sort of contour map

To such a hne I gave (in 1917) the name ir otkele, from the Greek

word otkelos, habitable

In the preceding table the group letters refer to the six future

world-centres Thus a is London, b is Shanghai, c is Chicago, d is

Sydney, e is Buenos Ayres, / is Durban A seventh may develop in

Siberia near Kuznetsk Calcutta, like Shanghai, is not a rantre of

future white settlement

Fig 155 drawn m this fashion, presents many points of interest

There are two first-class centres of (white) habitability, i e ,
o and c,

one of the second class (d), and two of the fourth class (« and f)

These are shown in the preceding table

The first eight regions m the above table are all endow ed w ith a

plentiful coal supply In the third class come two regions, Japan and

New Zealand, with poor coal supplies but excellent climatic controls

The enormous coal supply of Alberta is balanced by its long w inter,

so that it appears rather low down amid the most attractive regions.

REGIONS OF POTENTIAL MODERATE UHITE SETTLEMENT

Class Units of

kabilabihty

Region as defined tn

Fig 154
Remarks

VI Sparsely settled

200 Largely occupied

Sparsely settled

180 Anatolia (Asia) Largely occupied

168 Middle Chile

16o Central Amenca
143 Central Queensland Sparsely settled

140 North India Not available

136 Siam
136 Aladagascar

120 Algena Largely occupied

120 West Indies

120 Not available

119 Lachlan Darling Basin (Aus

)

Sparsely settled

112 Largely occupied

100 EastSbena Sparsely settled

In this class Rhodesia, Central Queensland, \\ est Sibena, and the

Darling Basin offer large areas for settlement, which may be used as

ranches or (in places) for farming
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The remaining regions of the world comprise the tundras, deserts,

and hot, wet countries w here even moderate white settlement is unlike-

ly. A considerable development of the pastoral industry with sparse

white settlement is, of course, probable in the more favourable areas

B Europe as a Crtlerton

The only large region where white settlement has taken place for

centuries is, of course, the continent of Europe From all the Euro-

FiGime 156 —The actual populatton densitv of Europe compared with
the theoretical isoiketes (tines of * habitability ), deduced from the
econographs

pean countries emigration is removing the surplus populations, and
though we cannot describe the continent as "saturated," it is the

only one which approaches that condition

In Fig 158 the present distribution o! population is given It is

based on Bartholomew's map in his most useful Adianced Allas We
see at once that there is a strong resemblance between the tsotkeles
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and the population lines Thus both the population lines and isoiketes

centre about London They both form concentric loops about an
axis reaching from London to West Siberia The 100 isoikete agrees

quite closely with the 10 population line, if the latter be inserted

between the 2 and 26 lines In the same w ay, the 200 isoiUete agrees

fairly with the 50 population line, if it be inserted The 500 isoikete

IS near the 150 population line, and the COO isoikete is not far from the

200 (except m Gahaa)
Plotting on a graph the European density of population and its

corresponding isoikete, n e can interpolate for the regions of moderate
habitability, which do not occur m Europe We thus amve at the

following table

approximate density values for econograph areas

Ecmoirapk area

600 umts
500

400 •

300

200

100 •

Popuhittm density

per square mtle

200

150

125

dO

50

10

Using these factors, we can amve at a probable answer to the
question How will the white population* of the world be distributed
when the empty continents are occupied to the extent that Europe
IS at present?

C Dislrtbulton of Future Populatton

Using the ratios indicated in Fig 154, we may hazard an estimate
of the populabons which will cluster around the five world centres of
tte Central Umted States, London, Sydney, Buenos Ayres, and
urban When the surroundmg regions shall have reached the con-

dibon of Western Europe (with a density exceeding 100 per square
uule) we may expect populations of the follownng order

discu^*
ftxpanaoa of the Asiatic peoples is be>‘ond the scope of th s
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POTENTIAL POPULATIONS

C»l,. Etgnm os ts

Ttl IS4

!

!

ittutre miles

1

1

Estimated

1

deiwly per
\

\

Square mile
\

Total

population

Millions

I Nerth North-eastern states 670 X 10*
\

400 270

Amencs Inland plains 592 i 200
1

118

Alberta 630
1

40
1

20

Utah 250 100 1 25

South-eastern states 486 100 48

1

Eastern Canada* 320 100 1 32

Oregon 246 100
1

24

1

Adjoining regions — below )00 30

1

610

ir Weitem
1

Bntam 120 X 10* 500 60

Europe ' Franc^Pnissia 422 300 126

1

Poland «(c 400
1

200
1

80

Adjoining rtgioas - belt's* IW 120

1

386

III A^entma Uruguay etc 750 X 10' 100 75

etc Adjoining regions —
1

below 100 «

1 1

115

IV South Natal 140 X 10« 100 14

Africa Rhodesia I 250 X 10>
1

(40) 50

Adjoioing legions — below lOQ I8t

1

82

V South East Victoria 172 X 10*
1

180 2S

Australia Eastern 97 X 10* '

180 18

Adjoining r^H>ns
1

below 100 15

1 62

•Omitting much of the Shield I® = foreign

In the above list I have omitted those regions which are classed as

tundra, deserts, etc , in this paper Europe comes out about its

present population which indicates that the standards are as near as

we can expect An unexpected feature is the high value of Rhodesia
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and Angola The temperature, though high, is much supenor to that of

most other countries of the same latitude, owing to its high elevation

The rainfall is almost wholly a summer one, which is a disadvantage

(A somewhat analogous region is to be found in the Atherton Table

land (2 000 feet) m Queensland, where settlement is going ahead

rapidly ) “It is owing to the elevation of this great upland that the

white man can live and work m comfort in Rhodesia, and that his

wife and children may flourish by his side conditions such as are

rarely possible in other regions which come under our survey in these

pages ’
* (See, however, p 438)

If the estimates in the above table be accepted, the future white

population of European ancestry (using the present saturation lexel of

Europe as a criterion)* will be distributed somewhat as follows

FUTURE WHITE SETTLEMENT AND ITS POLITICAL CONTROL

Brtltth

I North American region

Millions

100

Millions

500

Millions

1 10

Millions

610
62 per cent of total

11 European region 60 — 440 600
29 per cent of total

111 Argentine region — _ 115 116
8 5 per cent of total

IV Siberian region 100 100
V South Afncan region 76 — 6 82

6 per cent of total
VI Australian region 62 — _ 62

4 5 per cent of total

Total 298 500 671 1,469
Percentage 20 Zi 46 100

D Eslimales of Future Total World population

Students of world population should read the papers by Warren
D Smith and A B Wolfe, which summanze recent work on this

|C R Enock, The Trofncs (London, 1915)
rte wnter w gratified when he finds bis tentative forecasts quoted But usual

y IS qualifyiQg condition is omitted in such quotations' For example in thew eresung pamphlet The Growth of Australtan Population by F W Eggleston andV Packer (Melbourne, 1937)
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problem as w ell as the boolcs also listed tn the footnote * Two years

after the writer's paper appeared, the famous German geographer,

A Penck attempted to find the total future world population He
made use of Koepjwn’s major dimatic regions, which divide the v, orld

into eleven sections To the water this seems far too few, considering

the great vanation in environment and, as will have been perceived,

the latter used 74 natural regions for his estimate

In a recent paper Carr Saunders places the present world popu

lation at about 2 024 millions and Penck's estimate gives us a possible

figure for the future of 7,670 millions In Warren Smith's discussion

of Penck, he prefers a figure of 5 668 millions

PENCK S ESTIMATE OF FlfTURE POPULATION

cuts CrUerteK

1

Denttty
^ PopuJatton

1

tn mtihoni

Trop eal Ram Forest Java 500 2 800

Tropical Savana Madras 22S 1413
DeHrts Sahara 0 25 18

Steppes Don (USSR) 12 108

Mo It Temperate wet winter
|
China 250 930

dry winter Bengal 228 1243
Dry Temperate 1 California 250 225

Cool Temperate wet winter North Easts bena I 76 200

dry winter

Tundra
Ice cap

Canada 1 40 T35

neglipble

Total 7 670

Some of Pencks average figures for the density seem excessively

high to the water For instance, 49 for lands like Canada, for which

4 per square mite would seem high enough It is quite certain that

the forests of the tropics are not as fertile as Java, hence the figure of

2 800 millions seems quite illusory However, this forecast, like that

‘Warren D Smith WorM PopnlaUon {Stirnlific Monthly Jan 1935) A B
Wolfe ' The Population Problem nnoe the War [Ameruon Journal of PoUtual
Peonomy vdo XXXVI VII 1928^9) tV S Thompson Pafuls/iort ProiUmt (Nettr

York 1935) E M East ifanhtnd at tte ^ossroads (New York 1923) A M
Carr-Saunders The Populalien Problem (Oxford 1022} A Penck Haupt problem
derAnthropo-geoeraph e ^Zt^^sanftferGeopolth^ 1925)
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of the water's, is a pioneer study, and their chief value is in obtaining

relative values (rather than absolute figures) for the populations of

the regions considered

E Conurbations

Assuming that an adequate food supply is forthcoming, we may
bnefly consider how these vast populations will settle in the six areas

specified in the table on page 461

Professor Geddes in his Cthes tn Evolution^ has pointed out that in

the British industrial regions the cities at present merge into great

“disorderly conglomerations ” He looks for^vard to a time when
orderly design shall control the growth of these clusters of cities or

“conurbations " In England, for instance, there are already two
great clusters, “Greater London” and what he terms “Lancaston ”

The latter, extending from Liverpool to Leeds, is already 100 miles

wide He points out that five other conurbations are arising These

are the Scottish centre (Glasgow Edinburgh), the Newcastle centre,

the Sheffield centre, the Birmingham centre, and the South Wales
centre

Lille and Essen are two continental examples which m the far

future may unite via Antiverp and Li4ge Chicago m the United

States, with its satellites Gary and Hammond, is a forecast of the

intense settlement which will arise m the eastern states Even in

Australia the rise of such towns as Cessnock (4 000) within the last

few years points to a conurbation around Newcastle This may unite

with Sydney and spread down the coast to the great Bulk coalfield

F Food Supply

Where is the food coming from to feed these industrial centres?

Most people know of the huge granaries of Russia, the United States,

India, etc , but fail to realize that already their huge populations per-

mit of practically no export Canada, Argentina, and Australia are
exporting considerable percentages at present, but how long can this

It has been estimated that before the war the United Kingdom and
Belgium produced only 53 per cent and 57 per cent of their respective
food requirements To a less degree Germany and even France were
dependent on outside sources The closely settled regions of the

'London 1915
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CHIEF WHEAT EXPORTING COUNTRIES AVERAGE PRODUCTION
AND EXPORT 19U3*. 1823 AND 1833

(7m mhHim* oJ iusMs)

iliUtons oJ

PspuisIlMI
ProSuchon E.M,

m ^9 J923 }Q34 IffSZ rpaj ms

Russ a 133? 156t 162 727 330 797 128 none 74

United States 91 loe 124 705 785 860 116 208 21

Canada 9 9 10 239 474 408 111 358 170

Argentina 7 9 12 1S6 247 241 101 193 140

India 247? 300 350 370 — 340 60 38 —
Rumania 7 17f 18 88 101 77 54 7 —
Australia 4 6 7 89 125 J37 52 80 60

*C B Roorbach Tlie World a Food Supply (Annals ef Ameruan Acaitmy

ej Poluictl ani Sottal S<%en<* Philadelphia vol LXXIV 1917, pp 1 33) See

alsoj Runell Smith The World a Foed Rejeurtej (Nev York 1919)

tWith Poland and th« Uicraine tlncludms (ormer Hungiaiian Unde

East—'India, China, and Japan—are also greatly concerned with

these problems

Professor Russell Smith makes the following remarks which are

well worth repeating

Belgium has passed the point where ehe can under present standards feed

her people but she has passed into the stage of buying raw niaterial and Belling

manufactures and importing food with the proceeds This nation has become
like a aty in its economic life

Japan until the recent sudden shift to commerce supported itself almost
entirely by agriculture with an average area of 2 6 acres per farm family

They have entered on the ultimate stage of agriculture namely the garden
stage of hand labour and the non flesh diet*

C Tht B%rtk Rale

From these brief quotations it will be seen that many of the closely

settled regions of the world, e g , Western Europe, India China, and
Japan, are already anxious as to future food supplies This la a vital

problem and is of more immediate interest than most people realize

Let us consider the North Amencan regiod of settlement with its

potential 600 millions The population of the United States has been
doubling itself approximately each thirty years during the last cen

•WerW t Food foseartM (New York 1919) p 333
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tury It was 25 millions m 1850, about 50 millions in 1880, and nearly

100 millions in 1910 If this rate of increase continues it will have

grown to the 500 millions mentioned in the table on page 461 in less

than 70 years’ (See Fig 157 )

The world as a whole according to Knibbs has doubled its popu
lation durmg the last ninety >ears If the rate for North America
drops to this figure, then it will take about 270 years to reach 700
mtihons

If we consider the time which it will take the Australian population
of 5 millions to grow to 62 millions (see table on p 461), we find that
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it amounts to 100 years on the more rapid rate (which obtains at

present), and to 320 years on the slower rate These are much the

same periods as deduced for the United States

The Australian Commonwealth Statistician (G H Knibbs) con

eluded his voluminous report on the 2911 census with the followm^

very pertinent remarks (p 455)

The earth s population may be taken as 1 500 millions and its land

area (excluding Polar regions) at 3J000 million acres If we could raise 22 8

bushels of food corn per acre per annum the total yield would only be 752 400

rnvlUou bushels The food consumpt on (per person) per annum is abouteqmva
lent to 5 7 bushels—nhich on the above computation would feed 132 000

m II on people

At the rate of increase of populai on of 0 01 per annum (somewhat less

than the rate (or all countries which have accurate statistics) it would require

only 450 years to exhaust the food tequirtmenta mentioned The funda

mental element in Malthus contention is thus seen to be completely established

In. Fig 157 various curves have been added to the original figure

(of 1927) These ace shown tn broken lines One of the most inter

estuig IS the famous fcgtsftc curve of Raymond Pearl ^ He studied

the rate of growth of Droscf’ktla (a tmy fruit fiy) and found their

rate of increase under certain conditions of food supply and crowding

Their growth-curve much resembled parts of human population

curves Pearl therefore suggested that the population of the United

States would increase from 120 millions to 197 millions by about the

year 1970 and that thereafter it would remain stationary

This final population of 197 millions seems much too low in the

writer s opinion The unparalleled coal supplies of the United States

will probably pay for food as long as any part of the world remains

unsaturated

Assuming that the world s population continues to double itself

every 90 years then it would reach Penck s 7 670 millions about the

year 2120 as the curve on Fig 157 suggests This is less than two

centuries The last broken curve shows the remarkable growth of

the Soviet population which as many authorities agree may reach

over 300 millions by 1975

H Future Policy

Ihaveshown with some probability Ihope the distribution o! the

white peoples during the next two centuries We may expect possibly

'Biohty of Death (Ph Isdctph a 1923)
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200 millions more gradually to occupy North America, 100 millions

in South America, and about the samem Siberia, and over 30 millions

in South East Australia and also in South Africa This is on the

assumption that the “saturation” of Europe is approached

I have not attempted to discuss the future of the Indian and

coloured races m my 1922 paper Already they amount to over 1,000

millions, so that one can hardly realize their increase in numbers in

two centunes For with the spread of sanitation, law, and order, the

birth rate throughout Africa and Asia is not likely to diminish If

ive care to adopt Pencks figure of 7,670 millions, ue may assume
(from my own estimate) that 1,469 of these are to be white settlers

This suggests that the 6 201 will be non European, i e ,
that the

‘ coloured folk will increase to six times their present numbers
A general decline t« the btrlh rate is, of course, the answer to the

statistical argument which I have quoted It is difficult to imagine a

crop (at present unknown) more valuable than wheat and covenog
every acre of land surface as Knibbs rather fancifully suggests

The general trend of this chapter seems to foreshadow a vast world
struggle between higher civilizations with a low birth rate and lower

avilizations with a high birth rate This would seem to be inevitable

within the next two centuries if the white nations are to maintain
their dommant position The victory is to the thrifty and sober in

any prolonged economic struggle

This IS not the place to discuss the White Australian policy

Indeed few can object to it during the early and somewhat experi

mental stages of the Commonwealth But Australia should beware
of the effects o! the abseAce of keen competition which such a policy
may invoh’e in the future To quote an extreme case, this isolation

to some extent accounts for the backward state of the Australian
abonginal

It IS worth while drawing attention to Professor Gulick’s suggestion
as to foreign immigration • He would admit foreigners, whether
Europeans or Mongolians up to a iiimd proporbon (say 5 per cent)
of those of that race already living in the country Thus there are
about 33 000 Germans in Australia he would admit 1,650 per annum
There are 21 000 Chinese he would admit 1,050 a year There are
3 474 Japanese he would admit 173 All foreign races would be
treated alike, there would be no slur on any nation, and since the

•S L Gulck The AmefKan Japanese Probltm Yori> 1914)
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natural increase of population has been about 100 000 a ’year Aus

traha Tirould not be svamped b> aliens

Finally from the point of view of national preserN-ation it would

seem vital that the entenfe between Amenca and Bntain should be

strengthened in ei*ery way poss ble May we not hope that as the

allied wctory of 1918 obliterated most of the troubles resulting from

the Great Schism of 1776 so the end of the Second Great War will

see the Bntish Empire the United States the USSR and China

cooperating to maintain world peace



CHAPTER XXXIV

DEDUCTIONS AND SUGGESTIONS

A The Study of Environmental Control

In concluding this study of Environment, Race, and Migration a

few general remarks on these topics will not be out of place

The writer has had the interesting expenence dunng the last few

years m Canada of investigating the fundamental geographic features

of a second great section of the British Empire For twenty years he

earned out similar investigations in Australia A comparison of the

two studies, which deal with very different environments, has but

confirmed the conclusion reached in Australia, that Man’s material

progress is predominantly the product of his environment Exagger-

ating somewhat, he feels that Man’s part m the programme of a

country's matenal evolution is not unlike that of a traffic policeman
He can accelerate, slow, or halt the traffic, but he does not alter

Its direction This “Stop and Go Determinism’’ has no supporters

among the historians, and not many even among geographers But
it expresses something of the conclusions that the wnter has arrived

at from a lengthier study of difficult environments than has fallen to

the lot of most geographers

Something of this deterministic point of view is illustrated on
page 365 in connexion with the gradual exploitation of Canada
The writer rather rebels against the trend seen among many geogra
phers to exaggerate Man's control of his environment This tendency
IS emphasized among those who are strong adherents of Vidal de la

Blache s “Possibilism" concept of Geography
Some years ago the author wrote a skit dealing with Egypt and

the times of Tutankhamun In the first scene Pharaoh’s optimistic

Counsellors are advising him that the golden sands in the south of his

empire have many possible resources, among which man may choose
those which will yield bounteously to human energy In the last

scene, when his tomb is opened after three thousand years of progress
he eagerly looks to the south to see what has happened The sands
are just as golden and just as empty’

A plea may be made for a more extensive study of Environmental
Control in general education H G Wells puts it clearly “The end

469
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and aim of all education is to teach of the beginnings of life upon

this lonely little planet and how these beginnings have unfolded to

show how man has arisen through the long ages from amidst the

beasts and the nature of the struggle God wages through him ‘ in

effect to make folk realize that evolution is still progressing, and that

they themsehes are hvtngjaclors in the process

FiausE 158 —A dnsram lUustratuig the content* of Geostaphy It

eorrelatea the apec 5ed branches of the four Environmental Science* «ith

the four Human Sc ence* S nee the d a^ram i* primarily for student* m
Korth Amer ca th s region » placed m the eenlrt of the diagram (From
Geography the Corretative Science in Canadian of Economics

and Pohltcal Setetue tiov 1935)

Three subiects seem to be vital in the scheme of education outlined

above First Biology which deals with the evolution of man as an

animal secondl} HtJfory which deals largely with the growth of

his ideals and institutions and thirdly Geography which deals with

his present often varying environment This to my mind is the

ultimate reason why GeograjAy can be claimed as one of the three

fundamentals of modern education

'Tie Nese JlfachiavtUi (London 1911)
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I look around the field of science and I see that almost all the most

remarkable progress is being made on the borders of a well established

subject We sh’all do well to remember Isaiah Bowman’s remark
* We live by advancing and changing and discovering, not by defining

and hedging about ”* What are the borders of Geography?
In Fig 158 I have modified an earlier diagram to suit geographical

conditions in Canada Here eight of the mam divisions in the geo

graphical field are included m the large circle, while outside this circle

are eight other major disciplines with which these divisions are closely

allied The diagram suggests that Geography in a sense hnks the

four “environmental sciences’* of Geology, Physics, Astronomy, and
Botany with the four “human sciences” of History, Economics,
Sociology, and Anthropology

Surely few subjects can be more likely to advance a knowledge of

culture,” leading to a broad sympathy with the concerns and ideals

of other individuals and peoples, than such a study as here outlined

Many of our older educationalists still believe that culture can be best

attained by classical studies, which in the writer’s opinion still bulk
much too large in a general education The modernist believes that
these cultural ideals will rather be promoted by the study of the
human environments of today than by the study of the dead languages
of twenty centuries ago

B The Nordic Fetish

It is interesting and rather amusing to look back on race theories
of the last thirty years In the earliest decade the Italian, Sergi, had
many supporters for his theory that Mediterranean man coming from
North Africa was the leading type in Europe, and was the direct

ancestor of the Nordics of North West Europe In the next decade
books by Stoddard, Madison Grant, and others glorified the Nordic
at the expense of all other racial types If there is any superiority
among the three dominant European types, the writer believes that
the neglected Alpines are later types than either of the other two

—

and in a biological sense slightly higher, i e ,
better fitted to survive

than the Nordic or Mediterranean For instance, m Europe the
Alpine race has a much higher fertility rate than the Nordic, so that
the latter stocks are rapidly dying out *

*See his valuable educational study Geography Relation to the Social Sciences
(NewYork 1934)

•See Fig 145 m the wnter s companion volume Environment and Nation op
fit for a chart ind eating the passing of the Nordics
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Let us bnefly consider the Nordic Question If sociologists pro-

pose to contrast the Nordic with the Alpine and Mediterranean

peoples as is usual in certain American publications they must not

confuse nation with race In France the three racial stocks are

perhaps nearly equally divided and in every country in Western

Europe they are rather mixed In the British Isles the people are

possibly more largely Mediterranean than Nordic

Lothrop Stoddard in his interesting book The Rnoll ogatnsl

Civtltzahon* gives a table (p 66) in support of the alleged mental

supremacy of the Nordics

Out of every lOO in the Supenor Intelligence groups from

Europe there are said to be

England 197 Ireland 41
Scotland 130 Turkey 34
Holland 107 Austria 34
Canada 105 Russ a 27
Certnany 83 Greece 21
Denmark 54 Italy OS
Sweden 48 Belfvoin 08
Norway 41 Poland 05

I would point out that it cannot be racial factors which place

England and Holland so high while the closely allied nations of

Norway and Belgium are so low in mental capacity Moreover the

almost pure Nordic nations of Denmark Sweden and Nomay make
a very poor showing m this list 1 have great respect for the Binet

type of test but I doubt the ethnological conclusions which Stoddard

bases upon the table

C The Status of Alf^nes and Mongoltans

It may very pertinently be asked If the Alpine Mongolian peoples

are even slightly higher ethnic types than the Nordic or Mediter
ranean stocks why have they not come to the front like the British

(and Americans) and other West Europeans? One could reply that

there are important Alptne strains in the West Europeans which may
have largely accounted for their achievements But I think another
line of argument based on geographical controls is more to the point

Present material prosperity and the resulting supremacy depend
to a large extent on ta o factors (o) Command of the sea (6) Control
of easily worked coal depos ts We have seen that racial evolution

«NewYork 1922
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probably depended chiefly on greatly varying climatic stimuli These

^ere most pronounced in the inland regions of the Old World When

command of the sea became of importance, the outer rather primitive

peoples had reached the seaboard, while the Alpine folk to a large

extent were still inlanders For instance, some of the later Alpine

immigrants into Europe, the Slavs have only become a maritime

people in one comer, i e ,
Dalmatia, in the Adriatic (Fig 65)

As regards industrial supremacy, this is a growth of little over a

century It is largely founded on the coalfields of North West and

Central Europe, and of the Eastern United States No one can

doubt that China and Japan in another century will duplicate the

material prosperity of the European or American manufacturers

One can only hope that they will manage to distribute the resulting

wealth in a better fashion The medieval nations of independent

craftsmen had a happier environment than the congested, factory-

ridden community of today But it seems unlikely that China will

show us the way to employ the valuable economic methods of

mechanical production without also developing the slums (and

millionaires) of our industrialism

There are, of course, many other factors which account for the

lagging behind of China and the Central Asiatic nations The “ultra

classical
'

character of the education in China, where the people were

taught to look backward instead of forward, has no doubt greatly

retarded their progress The fact that the environment of the remain

der of “Alpine” Asia has so deteriorated in recent times is a sufficient

reason for the slow cultural advance of the Central Asiatic peoples

D Ractal Miscegenation

As regards racial mixture, no one desires more than the writer to

see the young white nations free from those troubles which in the past

have arisen when two races of very different cultures have tried to

amalgamate But we should not assume that conditions may not be

happier in the future Anyone who has seen how the educated

Chinese have command of much of the East Indies, must grant that

they are at least our equals m culture and commercial sagacity

There are, no doubt, many people who are willing to concede that

the Mongolian and certain of the other non European peoples are

ethnically mentally, and industrially our equals but they believe

It best for the white nations to keep them at a distance Their race
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prejudice is based on two genuine fears which relate to intermamage

and wage cutting 1 feel sure that the time has come to view both

these aspects more dispassionately than hitherto

Most educated folL in Australia (where the writer gained most of

his experience) are acquainted with Anglo-Mongohan marriages which

have been quite successful at any rate where the family hws in

Australia It is admitted that an Anglo-Saxon wife would have more

than the usual trials of the pioneer and foreigner if she were to dwell

in the Celestial Kingdom wibcre indeed the status of women is deplor

ably low But my point is that an Asiatic home is not inentably the

result of a mixed marriage The Australian women married to lower

class Chinese in Australia who have come under my notice are as

happy as their neighbours Indeed m my opinion many Chinese

husbands are unusually hind to their wives while Dr Harvey Sutton

Chief Medical Officer to the Education Department of New South

Wales informs me that their half Chinese children are healthier and

better cared for than the white children m the same environment

w-ith similar white mothers

This very difficult problem should never be approached by people

who cannot see any difference between the poorly educated Negroes

of the United States of America who are only a few generations re

moved from the barbarous cannibals of Dahomey and the cultured

Mongolian or Indian of at least our own ethnic status There is

absolutely nothing m common in the two cases Critics forget that

in South America the experiment has been working for 200 years In

Chile as Lord Bryce has pointed out * the Mestizo (half Spanish

half Amerind) is at least as good a citizen as the Argentine peasant

of practically pure Spanish descent Here the rather primitive blood

of the Spanish (a marginal Mediterranean type) is mingled with a

higher stock (akm to the later Polynesian) to which many of the

Amerinds belong We should remember that the above Mestizo

IS very similar in raaal origin to the British Chinese half castes

mentioned above

E Cultural Difficulties Soon Oiercame

However there is another line of thought developing from this

type of investigation which should be of interest to many readers of

this book To the author it seems one of the most helpful concepts
in the whole field of international research If it can be shown—and

*S<^ulk America (Ne^York 1913)
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I believe my book goes a long way to prove this—that all the pro

gressive nations of the world are essentially built up of the three

stocks "Alpine, Nordic, and Mediterranean,” then much of the evil

structure based on "race prejudice” falls to the ground In my
opinion “race prejudice" is but another term for ethnological igno

ranee Such prejudice is based on very real differences of culture—
but in the majority of cases the biological differences are negligible

and certainly do not constitute racial differences For instance, the

racial difference between some of the broad headed "Yamato” of

Japan and the broad headed Englishman of Kent (who are both

essentially Alpine) is negligible compared with the biological gap
which separates both from the little dark man of Devon or the primi

ti\-e folk of Central Wales
This IS a very encouraging idea, for cultural differences of habit,

education, and religion can be entirely changed in a generation where
as a real ractal barrier is much more difficult to overcome Thus the

world must wait a long while for the Negro problem (based on a real

raaal difference) to be solved But racial differences exactly like

those separating Europeans, Japanese, Chinese, Indians, and Amerinds
have all been smoothed aw’ay in Europe itself, where (in the writer’s

opinion) their component stocks came in contact with each other long
ago in Neolithic times

No one is competent to discuss miscegenation who has not studied
the evidence from Hawaii Here the developing Chinese Havmiian
hybnd is under investigation * At Kawa: ahao Seminary children
of the following mixed ancestry are working together, hybrids of

Hawaiian with all kinds of European, Fihpino, Japanese, Indian,

Chinese, Negro, and Mexican stocks One girl s ancestry is Hawaiian*
Chinese-German Norwegian Irish Where there is no social dis

ability due to such mixing, it is not easy to prove any biological

disadvantages

However, the economic argument is the crux of the whole prob
lem We fear the invasion by hordes of lower paid, more industrious
Asiatics It is natural to prefer to k^p our own country entirely to

ourselves, just as the Chinese deaded in the eighteenth century
But shall we not suffer greatly from it m the future? A small influx
of Chinese (say, on Gulick's plan)’ would greatly stimulate tropical

settlement in Australia and elsewhere Domestic labour and agri

‘Eugenics in Race and SUste (Baltunore, 1923)
'^rnertean Japanese Problem {Hew Yor)c 1914) p 2S4, cf p 334
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culture would benefit at once There are many ways ol ensuring

that these immtgrants shall never rival the natural native born m
crease A healthy competition would be developed which in similar

cases has resulted in the benefit both of native and immigrant One

may instance the Huguenot migrations Chinese carpenters and

gardeners have not ousted white labour but I imagine they must

certainly have shown the European that he must do thorough work

if he IS to hold his own in the industrial world of the future

But more important perhaps than all this we should show Japan

and China that we recognize their undoubted claim to racial equality

In the future when China is one of the Great Powers we shall reap

the benefit of a far seeing policy of the kind indicated bnefly above

The writer has closely studied this race problem for many years

The whole trend of racial history in the past points to an amalga

mation of peoples in the next few centuries on a scale never before ac

coraplished 1 can see nothing which is likely to prevent the ultimate

mingling of the European and Chinese types to produce a dominant

race somewhat resembling the Slavs and VVestern Asiatics around the

Caspian Sea where indeed the same mixture has probably occurred

through the ages

It IS surely wisest to look ahead and study possibilities No folly

can be greater than stifling saentific discussion of such problems

As regards the Negro peoples theirs is a very different and very

difficult problem The rather poor achievements of the Negro race

m world history are probably due to their non stimulatmg environ

ment To this also is due their small advance from a primitive stage

of raaal evolution Racial muture with Negroes (of the average

type) hardly seems likely to produce a biological improvement But
we should suspend final judgment until they have had equal oppor
tunities with the other races for several generations *

Yet here again the past shows 1 think what will happen An
ever mcreas ng proportion of half castea will arise These while

inferior to the white races are more capable of holding their own than
the Negro and the latter will ultimately disappear The half caste

m time will then merge in the remainder of the world s population

Such is to a considerable extent what is happening with the Australi

an abongines as the following table indicates for the State of New
South Wales (see Fig 37)

•See J W Gregory Mmote Cater (Londoa 1925) for a syrnpathet c revww
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Fall bloods Half castes

1882 6.540 2,379

1892 .... 4,458 3,015

1902 2,880 3,948

1912 . 1,917 5,117

1921 1,281 6,270

1933 . 599 3
,
116*

•In supervised camps, about four thousand are not supervised.

It is a very important fact, and one which is not realized by the

public, that the birth-rate of the Negro in the United States is rapidly

falling off. In the north in 1920 the proportion of Negro children to

women was only 63 per cent of the similar proportion for white folks.

Even in the south in 1920 it was 5 per cent less than the proportion

•for white folk. W. F. Willcox* states that “whereas the Negroes were

one-fifth of the community at the first census, by the end of this

century they are likely to be not more than one-twentieth."

Finally, as regards racial exclusion, it seems to the writer that this

is the chief world-problem of today. Apart from the Negroes, he can

tee no reason for saying that one race, in any important aspect, is

better than another. Chinese, Japanese, British, Indian, "Nordic,"

"Alpine," and "Mediterranean" have allmadegood in suitable environ-

ments. Hence he would say that eugenics rather than nationality is

the best criterion for those responsible for racial exclusion. As regards

the future, it seems clear that environment will be the most potent

factor in moulding every race and nation.

The aftermath of the Great War has been a poisonous growth of

Nationalism and High Tariffs all over the world. Yet it is difficult

to see what can take the place of re-armament in face of the aggressive

tactics of the militaristic nations. But such measures do little to

remove the evils menacing the world. Britain and the other democratic

nations must strive to increase international goodwill by promoting

better economic relations wdth all other countries This means

Mcrifices in trade and in territory. Goodwill among nations, as among
individuals, is best proved by giving up material advantages. What
these should be is to be decided by the statesman and economist

rather than by the geographer.
The ideal towards which the most enlightened statesmen are

working is surely a World at Peace. The chief obstacles in the way
are race-prejudice and national jealousy. The former will soon de-

*Eugemcs in Race and Slate, op eit

,

p. 174
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crease when leaders of the public learn some ethnology The latter

will tend to diminish as each nation realizes the place in the world s

order of precedence for which its racial intellectual and economic

status equips it

The foregoing study la an attempt to investigate some of these

ethnological and economic problems If it helps in however small a

degree to promote the brotherhood of man the writer s main object

will have been accomplished
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Asbestos, 309
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Klaatsch, ated, 57

Kiubbs, G a
oted, 465

Koeppe, climate, 297

Koeppen, formulae, 291, on deserts, 396

Kong Mountains, 110

Kootenay, crops, 354, Lake, 351

Kosousko, Ice Age, 83

Kroeber, oted, 206

Kublai Khan, 223

Kumaso tnbes, 221

Kurds, 214

Kurgan, folk, 164 5, mounds, 268

Kurumba tnbes, 214 15

Kuznetsk coal, 444

Lachike Rapids, 308

Lac ia Biche, 336

Lacoupene, cited, 226

Ladin folk, 181 2
Lagoa Santo skulls, 256

Lagos, climate, 389

Lake George, 76

Lake Louise, site, 356

La Loche Portage, 339

Lancaston, 463

Land valve, 205

Language, and race, 48, 49, 50, diagram,

190, zones, 188

Lapp, folk, 181, 182, migration, 191

Lapse rale, 234

Laramide Revolution, 291

Latente, and rain, 85, soil, 333

Latin and Gaelic, 169

Laurenuan Shield, 21, 28, 29, 231, 306,

320 7
Lavas in B C

,
347

Leakey. L S B
,
ated, 119

Leif, voyage, 30

Lemur evolution, 281
Leopard wood, 80
Lepontine fold, 148

Lethbndge, coal, 329, site, 345

L4vis forest, 309
Liberia, 128, map, 3
Lithuanian speedi, 187, 189

Leitanna Sea, 155, 159
Llano plains, 248

Lofoten Isles, 149, 293

Lean's Line, 307

Logtrttc cures, 465 6
Lolo, map, 215, tnbes, 225

Long, Barron'S, 177, Island, 302

l/MKus. F B,uted,327
Lop Nor Lake, 202

Lorraine iron, 193

Lower,ARM, ated, 322, 341

Loyalist settlements, 319

Lugard, Lady, ated, 135

Lunenburg, 301

I

Macalistcr, a , ated, 59

I

Klackay, sugar, 417
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airwa>«, 337 3, Batsn, 2S9,

explorer, 353, River, 16, eteaniert, 337

Mackintosh, W A . cited, 332, S35

McMurray, site, 337 8
Madagascar, 103

Madigan C T
,
ated, 78

Madrid, climate, 202

Magdalcnian Age, 163

Maglemose culture, 166

Magnitogorsk 444

Magyar, folk, 181 182, migration, 191,

outlier,

Maize culture, 261

Makalian Age, 119

Malay tribes, 220

Mandan tribe, 256

Mandingo Negroes 127

Mmupc exiltuie, 261

Manitoba, build, 329 forest, 331

Hatult Mop, defined, 20

Maori, cultures, 106, types KH
2foro( monuments 103,104

Marble Gar climate, 411

Marco Polo 224

Marine climate, 292

Maritimes geology, 303, structure, 300 3
Masstm 87, culture, 106 tribes, 100
Maubele, 130

Mati tree, 249

Matsumum cited, 222
Matthew, \V D , ated, 6. 279, 281 283
Afaliire, topography, 26, valley, 26
Mawsou, D , cited, 76

Maya culture, 240, 259

Meander, map, 313

Meat works fin Aus ), 3S5
Mechanism of migrations 272
Medicine Kat, 835, gas, 345
Mediterranean, climate, 285, flora, 151,

map, 269, race 164

Mediterraneans colour 53 defined 62
in Amenca, 258, in Europe, ISO

Megalith builders 267

Melanesian, folk, 6 Negritoes 90 races,

66 cegusa.lQQ, speech, 217

Melle Kingdom, 136

Menapii tribe 175

Mennonites, 341 3

Mentawci Isles, 105

J-Utv. Pass, 199, rums, 203

Meseta Plateau, 148

Mesopotamia donnfold, 200

Mestizo, 263, 474

Meuls, m Australia, 384, origin, 23

Mexico metals, 242

Migrations, Africa, 45 , causes, 40, 41 , from

Asia, maps, 277, primitive, 5

Migration>zones, Africa, 44, theory, 264

283

Milligan, ntcd.DO

Milton ‘'cut-off," 314

Mmcopi. map, 88, Negrito, 87. tribe, 213

Mindel Ice Age, 158

Mineral maps, Africa, 143; Asia, 229,

Australia, 375. Europe,104,N America,

24\.S America, 260
Mining population, Canada, 364
Miiuan culture, 1$7
Miocene Age, 145

Miramichi Valley, 394 5
Misttgenation, 473-4

Jlfujlt valleys. 314
Mississippi, build. 16

Missouri Coteau, 328
Mitchell s Lme, 377
Mitra, cited, 134, 213
Moens Lake, 138
Mohawk, Gate, 31Q, sites, 319
hlohenjo-daro, 213-14

Molengraaf, Cited, 72
Mongol empires, 223
"Mongolian" race, 200
Mongoloid race, 184 5
Monkeys, origin, 34, zones 281
Monsoon climate, 295, rams, 201

Montana, forest, 247, rock 329
Monteregian Hills, 307
Montreal, founded, 306
Morabite tnbe, 136
Moratnet, map, 313
Moiant and ^mson, cited, 59
Mormon cult, 343-4

440
Morwell. coal 414, map, 391

Alosso, A ,
cited, 166

Mountain, budding, 15 16 folding, 25
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Mount Field Plateau, S2
j

Mount Pleasant, 310

^toustenan culture, 161
i

Mudultbone, 97

Mug^gy climates, 392

Munda,2U I

Munro, ated, 221

Murraj
,
mouth, 77, Rl^•er, 414

ATiuieg, defined, 325

Muskoka, Lake, 290

Mutooroo sheep, 419

Nairobi archaeology, 119

Nakuran Age, 119

Nardoo food, 93
Nationalism, 477

Neanderthal, allies, 131-4, cradle, 276.

man, 43, 161, stratum, 265

Negnto, and Alpine, 271 , and Negroes, 62,

comdors, 8S, m Asia, 210, m Europe,

162, map, 269, ongms, 282, position. 65,

atntum, 265

Negro, mixture, 474, 476, Sua, 216

Negroid stratum, 266

Neo-Amerind, 252

Neolithic culture, 160, in England. 152
Nepean Riiar, 76

Nestots, Caspian, 106

Neurasthenia, 405

Nenark, site, 318

New Caledonia, 75. tnbe, 133

NencasUe coal (Alls ), 413
New York, entrepfit, 311
Niagara, cuesta, 310, Falls, 21

Nickel deposits, 240, 333
Niger Ri«r, 110, 112

Nile Basin, deposits, 137, diagram. Ill,

Ri^er, no
Aifotic Negroes, 126, 128

Nitrate site, 231, 251

Niioiion, 2S
Non European, Bloc, 3, culture, 3
Nordic, colour, 53, ethnograph, 67.Fcbsh,

471, in Europe, ISO. ongms, 165. stra-

tum, 267
Norsemen, Minnesota, 256
Nose index, 55

Nummulites, 197

Ofket skull, 164, 165

CHI, dome, 24, fields o! world, 242, 448

Ojibn-ay, l.ake, 290, 324

Okanagan, farms, 355 , Valley, 349

Old Man Plain, 415

Ontario, build, 20, crops, 320-1; Pland,

313, mantle-map, 310

Oodnadatta railn-ay, 39S
Orange River, 110

Orangeville, 314

Orbtlal index, 55

Ordoviaan, 18

Ore deposits, 350

Orroroo uplift, 76

Osborn, H F . cited, 157, 160
Ossetes, 218

Ottawa River, 306

Ouilter, defined, 48

On-ens Lake, 237

Oxus River, 198, 203

Pacific, margins, 36. Shield, 14, 24, 31,

292, south «-est, 74

PaUeo-, Alpine race, 184, 185, Amennd,
252, geography of U S A , 17

Pamir laot, 199

Pampa, grass-land, 248
Panama diseases, 403

Paper pulp, map, 321-2

Papuan, race. 86, tribes. 93. 100
Paraeo-ean, map, 220, race, 86, 210
Paramo grass, 246

Parentage o{ immigrants, 340
Pans Basin, 147

Park, lands and man. 29
Pascoe, Qted, 197

Passarge, Dted, 446
Pasture in Australia, 377
I^a, in world, 477
Peace Ri\-er, crops. 3W, farms, 359
Peake. H . ated, ISS, and Fleure. H. J ,

ated, 167
Peart, R , ated, 466
Peat and coal, 22
iVslaegian spe^, 191
Pelzer, ated, 424

Pembina settlers, 33
Penck. A . ated, 112, soil. 331
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Pentplitn, 26, 327, 462, 466
reninsiilas (continents], 30

Pennine Range, 22

Fenpheral migration, 102

Perissodactyls, 279

Peron, Tasmania, 88, 89

Ferry, cited, 102

Petnc, F , cited, 140

PiCtou coa), 303

Pierre shales, 320

Pigmentation, S3

Piltdown man, 161

PiiTson, cited, 35

Pttiueanthfopus, 43, 158, 2U, 282
Pituitary gland, 278

Place names, 178

Plain ej deposition, 26

Platypus, ^
fJaya lakes, 81

Pleistocene, Australia, 70, climate (Aus),
84

Plinlimmon nest, 176

Pliocene Age, 153

PodstA, 303, 333
Poland, climate, 204

Polychrome art, 163

Polynesian languages, 50, mlaratioos, l#5
tnbes,I03 1017

Pongo de Mainique, 244
Population, and temperature, 434, curves

465, potential, 460
Porcupine goIdSeld, 210
Port Arthur, 327
Possibilism, 469, theory, 365
Potatoes and frost, 323
Potential settlement, 455
Praines, 328-46, farms, soil, wheal 334
ram and people, 333

Precambnan Shield, 2S7
Pre Columbian migrations, 8
Predmost skeletons, 132
Pre Dravidians, 213, tribes, J34
Proto-Egyptian, 138

Proto-Nordics, 164

Provinces (Canada) areas, 368
Pueblo peoples, 352
Pumpelly, R , ated, 160, 211)

Puna plateau, 244, section, 331

Punifl skull, 230

Punt region, 139

Purcell Trench, 351

Putnam and Chapman, ated, 315

Qu* ArrELLE Riveb, 291, 332

Quaternary Age, 1S7

Quebec, ettvctuK, 396

Quebracho tree, 249

Queen's Highway, 351

Quningua tribe, 257

Races, Australasian, 86, chief, 63, classes,

S5. 264 83, tree (chart), 283

Radioactivity, 16

Radium 6ctda, 240

Rajgarh, 213, 266, paintings, 123

Railnays, Praines, 335

Rain, belt*. Australia, 79, laap, 456, reli

ability. 393, shadow, Alberta, 361

Rainfall control, 298

Rainier, glaaers, 232

Rainy Lake, 331

Raised reefs, 197

Rajput tnbes, 215

Ramgan} coal, 228

Red River, Cate, 291, silt, 330

Region of stimulus, 205

Rhodesia, future, 460

Rideau Canal, 321

Riding Mountain, 328

Rift Valley, 112

Riogarooma flake, 96
Ripley, W. Z , ated, 0. 56

Riss Ice Age, 153

Ritter, school, 365

Rivers, six great, 71

Road, gap, 325

Roberts. S H , cited, 379

Rocky Mountains, ongin, 18, 332, section,

24.Trench, 292. 350

Romans in Britain, 179

Roto wheat, 41S

RouilK, Fort, 318

Round Barrows, 176

Routledge, ated, 103

Rubber. 142
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Rugged areas, Australia, 393

Russian Shield, 145, 196, expansion, 171

Sable Island, 302

Sagauii, block, 196

Sahara, changes, 116, ongin, 38

Sahul land, 71,72

St. Hilaire, ated, 64

Sakai and Semang, 98

Sahsh tnbes, 254

Salween River,^0
San Andres Indians, 246

Sandford and Arkell, 138

Sand ndges, Australia, 400

Sandy hooka 315

Sansknt, 50, 187

Santal, map, 215, tnbes, 213

Santa Marta, 246
Sarasin, ated, 133

Sargon, 159

&(ent speech, 187

Saucer (or basin), 22

Savoyard, 9

Saxon migration, 170

SedUoP shores 315
Scandinavian cult,” 841

Schlauch, M .
192

Schofield, S J . ated, 347

Schwarz, E H L
.
ated, 108. 110

Sonde, desert 201

Seistan rums, 203

Selkirk, farms, 332, 366, Range, 347

Selkirks, ongin, 18

Srlra, defined, 37

Semang, and Sakai, 211, map, 88

Semitic, alhes, 192, speech, 216
Stnde valley, 26
Sergi, ated, 471

Sen tnbes 259
Seward, ated, 284
Shakespeare, 189

Shanghai climate, 293
Shan language, 225
Skaiter bell, 10 48 in Amenta, 258, in

Caucasus, 218, map (Amer ), 260
Shawinigan Falls, 303
Sheep, in Queensland, 418, map (Aus),

390

Shickshock Mountains, 291

Shtdds, defined, 13. timber, 344

Shire River, 111

Shoshone migration, 258

SkoUt, lakes, 117

Siberia coal, 441 future, 457, population,

12, progress 442 5, snow line, 273

Siccus River, 77

Siena Nevada, 232

Sievers, ated, 245

SiVures, \6S

Silurian, cuesta, 20, stock, 179

Simcoe, Lake, 322

Smitic, charted, 188 languages, 227

Skinner, H D , ated, 106

Skull, shape, 55

Slav, "cults,” 341, folk, ISO, in Sibena,

171, migrations, 170, speech, 188

Slave River, crops, 359

Smith, E , ated, 138-9

Smith,] K,uted,464
Smith, \V. D . ated. 462

Snow line, Europe, 153

Snowy River, Australia, 83

Soil, and rainfall, 332 3, in tropics, 412

on Shield. 290

Solar control model, 78
Sollas, ated, 160, 164

Solutnan Age, 163

Somah tnbes, 164

Songhay empire, 137

Sonni All, 137
South Amenca, build, 243, climate, 246,

I

crops, 247,249, vegetation, 247, 248
' Spencer, B , ated, 92

Slealopygy, 123

Steep Rock iron, 240

Stefansson, V , cited 235, 438

Steppe, defined, 37

Stnddarii 'L,a.n!i.'i,4.72

Strandloopers, 125

Structure, basis, 13

Stupart, ated, 362

Submarine cannons, 302

Sudbury, Basin, 323, population, 364

Sudd swamps. 111

Sugar, in Australia, 412, 416
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Sullivan, L R , citedi 54, 256, mine, 350,

356

Sumena, 160, and Japan, 221

Sunda, and Sahul, 99. Land, 71, 72

Sunspots, US A
,
23$. 236

Superior, Lake, build, 326

Susa pottery, 219

Swift Current, farms, 344

Sydney, homoeliKiet, 386 '

5yn£/»ne, defined, 15

Taiga, belt, 444, Canada, 226, forest, 151

Tajik, folk, 218, race, 59

Tartwt, cited 401

Talgai8ku»,71,98 8

Tana Lake, 111

Tapiro Negrito, 86, 91

Tardenois culture, 164

Tanm, basin, 199, climate, 201 desert,

204

Tasman, explorer, 373

Tattaaiiians,7,cxuact 90 migrations, 73,

tribe, 88

Taungs skull 122

Tawny baif, 36

Taylor, F B , cited 312

Taylor, I
,
cited 178

Tebbui, oted, 99
Tectonte, 193

Tei ai agon site, 318
Temiskaining Gate, 290

Temperature, belts, 432, control. 297. in

Canada 362

Terraces on rivers, 28, 29

Tetbys Sea 146, 195

Tetrahedral Theory 32

Teuton tnbes, 168
Thar Desert, 202
Thetford, 309

Thompson explorer, 353
Thomthwaite C W’ , cited, 299
Thousand Isles 307
Thyroid gland, 278
Thyssen, explorer, 372
Tibet, climate, 201, diagram, 212 Ian

guage, 320 nvers, 88

Tidal drag, 41

Till, defined, 312 on Shield, 28

Unibuktu, 135

Timmins, mines, 324, population, 364

Toala, 211, tribe, 88

Tocharese, 189, 190

Toda, 207, tribes, 98, 214

Tonga Deep, 75

Toptnard, classes, 64

Topoiraphic cycle, 25 6

Tomgat Mountains, 200

Toronto, climate, 293, topography, 315

Totem groups, 101

Tounsm, 356

Townsville, crops, 417

Trade Wind Desert, 78
Trail, fertilizer, 356, smelters, 350

Transport analogy, 45, 46 272

Trapping, prices, 338

Traverse Cate, 291

Trent, Canal, 321, V'alley, 314

Tft-FentnsiJcr Plan, 37, 38
Troglodytes, 138

Tfombetti, 192

Tropica! population, 403

Treuth and glacier, 28
Tiugarum, died, 90
Tsetse fly, 447
Tukang Besi,200

Tulo edges, 9?

Tungus coal, 228
Turfan, desert, 202
Turkestan, cradle, 20S, dokephs, 218

llimer Valley, oil, 346
Tutankhamen, 159, 469
Tsnn races, 282

UjFAtVT. cited, 213
United States, coal, 441, 443, population.

361

Ural, race, 185, warp, 195

Uranium scale, 34

Ushtetta tribe, 134, 210

VaALfEVs, 125
Vole, 27
VaBey glacier, 28
Vancouver, climate, 294 Island, 349.

population, 353, trade, 358

Vandal migration, 170
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Vanation in plants, 426

Varve clays, 273

Vasco da Gattu., 137

Veatch, A C ,
cited, 35

Veddah tnbe. 91,98, 213

Vegetation, and man, 274, belts, 37,

changes, 40, 242 mos’emenis 275
j

zones, 3^

Venezuela, oil, 448

Venn, cited, 58

Vengin, site, 343

Vemeau, cited, 257

Victoria, aty, 353, Lake, 112

Virden crops, 344

Virgin River, 232

Vistulan race, 183

Von Eickstedt, E ,
cited, 131. 132, 134,

182, 254

Wasjak, man, 78, skull, 162

Wallis, W D , ated, 62

TVnfp and gorge, 26

Warren, Lake, 312

Washington, B . 87

Water talve, 205

Waterways, site. 336 8

Wa tnbe, map 21S
Weber's line, 72

Wegener, and dnft, 4l. cited, 237

WelLngton, J H , cited, 446

Wells, H G
,
cited, 44, 469

Welsh, speech, 187, stocks, 176

Wends, 168

Wet bulb thermometer, 405

Wheat, belt (Aus), 381, control (Aus),

414 16, export, 464. m Sydney, 376, in

West Australia, 416, map (Aus), 390,

supply, 464

White, Australia, 467, people’s control, 3,

River, farms, 326

Willcox,W F , cited, 477

Wtllendorf statue, 162

Williams, W , cited. 404, 411, 417, 420

Wimmera River, 81

Winnipeg, aty, 344, Lake, 331, rock, 328

Wisconsin, glaciation, 233

Wisdef, cited, 261, 283, 284

Wolfe. A B
,
cited, 462

Wollaston, A F R ,
cited, 91

Wblof Negroes, 127

Wamerah, 94

Woods, Lake, 84

World, crop zones, map, 439, Pencks

estimate, 462, plan, 30, population,

426, temperatures, map, 430-1

Wurm Ice Age, 153, 158

Wyangala dam, 416

YaBCAS TXIBB, 254

Yamatotnbes 221

Yerinak, 170

Yoldia Sea, 153

Young Mounuins, defined, 13, in A<ia,

197

Zaubesi River, no, 112

Zodiac signs, 255
Zone, of privation, 205, of stagnation, 205
Zones, and strata, 45, 283, m Australia,

381

Zorpaster, 217

Zulu tribes, 131


